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 Preface 

 A few notes on language and sources are necessary at the outset. Readers 
familiar with the Vietnamese language will notice the absence of diacritics 
and tone markers on Vietnamese words in the pages of this book. These 
marks are, of course, critical for understanding and identifying Vietnamese 
words. I have chosen to exclude them from the text to render it more 
accessible to a wider range of readers. However, several important proper 
names, place names, and names of organizations appear with diacritics in 
an appendix. 

 This book is a product of many years of research in Vietnam, France, and 
the United States, in the languages of those three countries. My desire to 
understand the complex political sphere of 1950s southern Vietnam took 
me fi rst to Ho Chi Minh City, where I poured over documents from the 
Republic of  Vietnam in the Vietnamese National Archives #2, as well as 
stacks of southern Vietnamese newspapers from that same period in the 
General Sciences Library across town. While those sources did not always 
illuminate the inner workings of Ngo Dinh Diem’s government, they spoke 
volumes of his administration’s broad objectives, methods, and processes. 
Just as important, they presented a full picture of the southern Vietnamese 
civil society with which his government interacted. 
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 French sources from the colonial archives in Aix-en-Provence and the 
army archives in Vincennes provided a surprisingly rich supplement to the 
materials I collected in Vietnam. The collections I explored contained de-
tailed French intelligence reports and translations of pamphlets, petitions, 
letters, and radio broadcasts produced by a variety of southern Vietnam’s 
most infl uential political groups. These sources revealed a great deal about 
the perspectives of those organizations and their leaders, as well as the views 
of the French offi cials who commented on them. 

 The insights I gleaned from Vietnamese and French sources led me 
to approach American archives with a very different set of questions than 
I might have otherwise. Rather than simply asking how Washington made 
the early decisions that would eventually lead the United States to wage 
war in Vietnam, I wondered how American offi cials perceived southern 
Vietnam’s wide range of political actors, why they assessed them as they 
did, and what the consequences of their views might have been. Trips to the 
National Archives II in College Park, Maryland, the Library of Congress 
in Washington, DC, and the Eisenhower Presidential Library in Abilene, 
Kansas, provided ample material to help me answer those questions. 

 I could not have conducted all of this research without generous fund-
ing from a number of sources. I am deeply grateful for support from the 
following: the Foreign Language and Area Studies Program, the Fulbright 
Program, the Pacifi c Rim Research Program, the Institute for Global 
Confl ict and Cooperation, the University of California at Santa Barbara 
(UCSB) Interdisciplinary Humanities Center, the UCSB Department of 
History, the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, the Society 
for Historians of American Foreign Relations, the American Council of 
Learned Societies, the National History Center, the Oakley Center for Hu-
manities and Social Sciences, and the Hellman Foundation. Williams Col-
lege provided funding to support the research and publication of this book. 

 Special thanks must be reserved for Fredrik Logevall, who was a won-
derful graduate adviser and remains a remarkable colleague and friend. 
So many steps along the way to this book began with sage advice from 
Fred, from the suggestion that I learn Vietnamese to the proposal that there 
might be something interesting to discover about Vietnam in the 1950s. 
I am deeply appreciative of his enduring interest in this project. I am also 
extremely grateful for the stimulation, support, encouragement, and criti-
cal feedback that I received from professors and fellow graduate students at 
the University of California at Santa Barbara. Toshi Hasegawa, Mark Elliott, 
Jennifer See, and John Sbardellati especially helped me see how the subject 
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of this book fi t into the larger processes of decolonization and the Cold 
War in which we all share a great interest. Thanks also to Darcy Ritzau, 
a wonderful graduate assistant, for making sure I never fell through the 
administrative cracks. 

 I could not possibly name all of the scholars who have contributed 
in some way to my thinking about this book. I owe a great debt to those 
who patiently helped me learn the Vietnamese language and navigate my 
way through Vietnamese archives and libraries, especially Bac Tran, Mai Thi 
Thuyet Anh, Nguyen Van Kim, Nguyen Thi Huong Giang, and Nguyen 
Thi Hue. Bob Brigham, Mark Lawrence, Hue Tam Ho Tai, Edward Miller, 
Nu Anh Tran, and Peter Zinoman provided especially useful feedback as 
I wrote this book. I could never suffi ciently thank Mark Bradley for his 
insightful and patient comments on several drafts. I am so thankful as well 
for Michael McGandy’s amazing work ushering this book through the 
publication process, for the editorial support provided by Sarah Grossman, 
Karen Laun, and Jack Rummel, and for the detailed, thoughtful comments 
provided by two anonymous readers. For their companionship, insights, and 
countless laughs along the way I thank Scott Laderman, Julie Pham, Jessica 
Elkind, Chi Ha, Lien Hang Nguyen, and Paul Chamberlin. My colleagues 
at Williams College have provided invaluable feedback and support, for 
which I am grateful. My wonderful research assistant, Madeleine Jacobs, 
went above the call of duty and helped reinvigorate my excitement about 
this book. Of course, any mistakes remaining in the book are mine alone. 

 Last but certainly not least, I thank J. J. Kercher, Jolene Griffi th, Dave 
Gore, Andrea Thabet Waldman, Maeve Devoy, April Rose Haynes, Eliza-
beth Pryor, and Amanda Peeples for their enduring friendship. Without 
them I could never have fi nished this project. I can only hope that my 
parents, Sharon and David Chapman, realize how grateful I am for their en-
couragement. Better parents do not exist. Whatever I say about Bill Colvin 
will be insuffi cient. He has brought light to all things in my life, including 
this book. 
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Map 1. Southern Vietnam circa 1954



 Introduction 

 In February 1957, Hollywood director Joseph Mankiewicz arrived at 
the Cao Dai Holy See in Tay Ninh to fi lm one of the organization’s colorful 
festivals for the original cinematic version of Graham Greene’s  The Quiet 
American . The previous year, Cao Dai pope Pham Cong Tac—the group’s 
religious leader and one of southern Vietnam’s most notable nationalist 
politicians—had been forced to fl ee across the border to Cambodia to 
escape capture by South Vietnamese government forces. As Mankiewicz’s 
crew arrived at the Holy See, a rumor spread that Hollywood magic had 
somehow arranged for the pope’s return to Tay Ninh. The festival kicked 
off pleasantly enough, but quickly turned hostile when the vice pope Bao 
The announced, “Our dear Pope is not here, but his spirit is among us.” 
At this, the crowd of Cao Dai followers began shaking their fi sts at the 
Americans and chanting in Vietnamese, “We want our Pope.” Followers 
wielded photographs of their beloved Pham Cong Tac and unfurled banners 
with similar requests for his return printed in both Vietnamese and English. 

 This was simply the latest in a long string of Cao Dai efforts to gain 
American support in their struggle with Ngo Dinh Diem’s increasingly 
oppressive government. The protest ended almost as quickly as it began, but 
not before one of the cameramen could comment, “This is not religious. 
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This looks political to me.” The next day, the fi lm crew returned to fi nd 
that the vice pope and his staff had departed for parts unknown. The Cao 
Dai followers who remained refused to have anything further to do with 
fi lming the movie. Only then did a group of twenty thousand disillusioned 
Cao Dai followers sit down to elect a new pope, fi nally accepting that the 
old pope was gone for good. 1  

 This incident was indicative of signifi cant ongoing antigovernment 
activity within the once-powerful Cao Dai politico-religious organiza-
tion that had seriously threatened Ngo Dinh Diem’s rule during his fi rst 
two years in power. To the Americans who observed the protest, however, 
it was barely a curiosity. The scene seemed to highlight the oddity of the 
Cao Dai more than any political problem of signifi cance within South 
Vietnam. It caused little alarm and did nothing to overturn the prevailing 
view that Ngo Dinh Diem’s recent consolidation of power in Vietnam at 
the expense of his rivals among the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen 
was nothing short of a miracle. 2  By the end of Ngo Dinh Diem’s second 
year in power, Americans in the White House, the State Department, and 
the press corps alike eagerly relegated to the past the political infi ghting 
that just two years earlier had seemed destined to topple the South Viet-
namese government. 

Figure 1.1. Cao Dai protest outside the Holy See in Tay Ninh, February 1957 (NARA II)
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 The president of South Vietnam had, by then, annihilated his armed 
politico-religious opponents and established uncontested military control 
over the countryside. He had put on an election to depose the chief of 
state Bao Dai and authorize the formation of a new state—the Republic of 
Vietnam (RVN)—with himself as president. The RVN’s Personalist Labor 
Revolutionary Party (Can Lao Nhan Vi Cach Mang Dang) led by Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s brother Ngo Dinh Nhu and the Ministry of Information led 
by Tran Chanh Tranh had set in place a network of political, security, and 
propaganda programs designed to ensure total government control over 
all political activity throughout South Vietnam. Ngo Dinh Diem declared 
all-out war on communism south of the seventeenth parallel and refused to 
participate in the countrywide reunifi cation elections mandated by the Ge-
neva accords to take place in summer 1956, thereby solidifying Vietnam’s 
division. With all this accomplished, RVN offi cials and their American advi-
sors were poised to embark upon an ambitious nation-building program. 

 The Ngos’ miracle quickly proved a mirage, however. In 1963, Ngo 
Dinh Diem and Ngo Dinh Nhu died at the hands of their own military, 
having failed to quell a growing insurgency against the RVN, funded and 
organized by the communist Vietnam Workers Party (VWP) in Hanoi but 
composed of disaffected South Vietnamese citizens of various ideologi-
cal stripes. This study helps explain Ngo Dinh Diem’s failure to establish 
political legitimacy by venturing beyond the traditional Cold War frame-
work that shapes the majority of extant scholarship on the Vietnam Wars. 
Whereas that framework privileges the communist leader Ho Chi Minh 
and the noncommunist leader Ngo Dinh Diem as subjects of historical 
inquiry, this book examines the activities of Ngo Dinh Diem’s most promi-
nent southern Vietnamese political rivals and assesses his government’s con-
duct and the U.S. policy of support for it in light of that domestic political 
context. 

 Of course, the Cold War was central to American involvement in Viet-
nam. But American intervention on Cold War grounds intersected with 
Vietnamese domestic political affairs that had more to do with a mix of 
often cross-cutting concerns such as nationalism, decolonization, regional-
ism, and religion only peripherally related to the struggle between com-
munism and capitalist democracy. Decentering the Cold War and focusing 
on a wider range of Vietnamese political actors generates what one scholar 
has described as “an admittedly messier picture, though probably one truer 
to the period itself, and one that capture[s] the uncertainty, hesitations, and 
contestations among and between states and people as they sought to make 
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sense of the powerful ruptures that the global turn toward decolonization 
after 1945 posed for Vietnam.” 3  

 I explore the chaotic competition for postcolonial political control 
that unfolded in southern Vietnam between the Second World War and 
the formation of the communist-backed National Front for the Liberation 
of South Vietnam (NLF) in 1960. In many respects, instability had been a 
hallmark of southern Vietnamese society for generations, even prior to its 
colonization by the French. Indeed, the region’s long history of political, 
social, and cultural heterodoxy made it notoriously diffi cult to govern and 
contributed to the rise of three powerful politico-religious organizations 
that constitute the foci of this study: the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh 
Xuyen. By the end of the Franco–Viet Minh War in 1954, these noncom-
munist nationalist groups controlled roughly one-third of the territory and 
population below the seventeenth parallel. The Binh Xuyen operated the 
Saigon-Cholon police and security agency, which its leader Bay Vien had 
purchased from chief-of-state Bao Dai the previous year. All three ben-
efi tted from support payments issued by the French in exchange for the 
defense of their strongholds against Viet Minh forces. They had their own 
administrative structures, which some have referred to as “states within a 
state,” collected their own taxes, and fi elded their own armed forces. As the 
French war drew to a close, they wielded great power on the ground in 
southern Vietnam, while newly appointed prime minister Ngo Dinh Diem 
controlled little beyond his palace gates. 

 In the prevailing understanding, these groups appear as little more than 
fl eeting obstacles on Ngo Dinh Diem’s path to establishing absolute power 
over South Vietnam. Their potential to undermine his frail government 
worried French and American offi cials from the time he took offi ce until 
he defeated them in the “sect” crisis in the spring of 1955, at which point 
the Americans quickly forgot about them and lauded Ngo Dinh Diem for 
his ability to prevail over the chaos and anarchy that they appeared to gener-
ate. They were, however, much more than fl eeting obstacles. They were key 
players in Vietnamese nationalist politics long before Ngo Dinh Diem took 
power, and they remained critical to South Vietnam’s political trajectory 
even after their supposed annihilation. 

 Close examination of the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen and their 
interactions with Ngo Dinh Diem, France, the United States, and Viet-
namese communists goes a long way toward explaining the failure of the 
joint RVN-American nation-building project in South Vietnam. Develop-
ments in South Vietnam between 1954 and 1956 paved the way for the 
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organized opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem’s government that would emerge 
by the decade’s end. And those developments centered on the challenges 
politico-religious organizations posed to the government and the methods 
Ngo Dinh Diem, with American backing, employed to combat them. 

 Most fundamentally, I contend that the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh 
Xuyen organizations that vied for power with Ngo Dinh Diem during 
his fi rst two years in offi ce had national political ambitions and substantial 
power and infl uence south of the seventeenth parallel. Although Ngo Dinh 
Diem and the Americans dismissed their leaders as immoral, feudalistic, 
politically immature warlords, the manner in which Ngo Dinh Diem’s ad-
ministration set out to annihilate them during his fi rst two years in offi ce 
held great consequences for the future of South Vietnam. The tendency 
among historians to adopt offi cial U.S. government assessments of these 
groups has obscured how signifi cant they were within South Vietnamese 
society. They were not passing oddities as many American observers as-
sumed, but rather organic products of southern Vietnam’s unique history. 
They dominated religious, social, and political life throughout much of the 
southern countryside for decades prior to Ngo Dinh Diem’s inauguration 
and commanded popular allegiances that would not be wiped away simply 
by decimating their militaries. 

 One of the ways that I recover the agency of these organizations and the 
individuals who participated in them is through an adjustment in terminol-
ogy.  While French and American offi cials referred to the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, 
and Binh Xuyen by the derisive and inaccurate term  sects , only the fi rst two 
were religious while the third more closely resembled a mafi a group. This 
fact alone makes it misleading to discuss political activity involving all three 
as sectarian in nature. More important, French and American offi cials’ use 
of the term  sect , like their application of the term  feudal  to the same entities, 
refl ected their judgment that these groups and their leaders were parochial, 
antimodern, and incapable as well as morally unworthy of participating in 
a nationalist government. While the French were more willing to imagine 
a coalition government that included Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen 
representatives—even those who actively challenged Ngo Dinh Diem—it 
was not because they were less prejudicial toward these groups, but because 
they held Ngo Dinh Diem in equally low esteem. 

 This is not merely a semantic issue, as it gets to the heart of U.S. atti-
tudes toward the South Vietnamese leader and his domestic political chal-
lengers. From the outset, American offi cials conferred legitimacy on Ngo 
Dinh Diem and discounted the claims of his adversaries based on moral 
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distinctions that made sense within their own framework of thinking about 
the Cold War, religion, and modernization, but that refl ected a fundamental 
misreading of the complicated political contest that swirled within southern 
Vietnam. By mid-1955, the United States committed itself to supporting 
Ngo Dinh Diem based on these perceptions and sanctioned the campaign 
to eradicate the politico-religious organizations that challenged him in the 
intimidating and often brutal manner that his government employed. This 
made Washington complicit in creating the Saigon government that in-
spired widespread opposition within a short matter of years on the grounds 
that it was an oppressive, authoritarian, nepotistic, hypocritical puppet of 
the United States. 

 My second key claim is that Ngo Dinh Diem constructed his govern-
ment and developed its most unpopular institutions and practices largely in 
an effort to neutralize the politico-religious threat that plagued him dur-
ing his fi rst two years in offi ce. Between the summers of 1954 and 1956, 
as he went after the politico-religious organizations and the remnants of 
French power in South Vietnam to which they were linked, he created in 
opposition to them the organizational structure of his government and 
the rhetorical justifi cation for his leadership. Contrary to Saigon chargé 
d’affaires Robert McClintock’s claim that Ngo Dinh Diem was “a messiah 
without a message,” the South Vietnamese leader aimed to lead his people 
in a “national revolution” based in a political philosophy that represented an 
amalgam of French personalism and Confucian political thought. 4  In that 
quest, he persistently made reference to his politico-religious rivals in an 
attempt to establish a rubric for good citizenship and effective leadership 
within the revolutionary state he imagined. 

 Politico-religious rather than communist opposition posed the great-
est immediate obstacle to Ngo Dinh Diem’s success in the early years, but 
it also presented him with critical opportunities. At the outset of Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s administration the Communist Party south of the seven-
teenth parallel was weak, fragmented, underground, and directed by Hanoi 
to pursue its objective of national reunifi cation by political rather than 
military means. 5  Communists gave him no concrete reason to initiate a 
violent crackdown; despite their potential to reconstitute as a major chal-
lenge to his government down the line, their current threat was rhetorical. 
The prime minister skirted this inconvenient truth by referencing vio-
lent politico-religious opposition to his government as an extension of 
not only the French, but also the communist, cause. Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, 
and Binh Xuyen challenges to Ngo Dinh Diem’s government provided 
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the very justifi cation he needed to target them, Bao Dai, and the French 
for annihilation, ouster, and forced withdrawal, respectively. What is more, 
the very real material threats politico-religious forces posed to the Sai-
gon government enabled the Ngos to rationalize their violent, oppressive, 
and indiscriminate antiterror programs aimed ostensibly at identifying and 
neutralizing communists. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration went out of its way to cast politico-
religious rebels as traitors against not only his state, but the Vietnamese na-
tion more generally. He named a triad of enemies of the people consisting 
of feudalists, imperialists, and communists.  And he worked to establish con-
nections between politico-religious fi gures, French agents, and communists 
in order to bolster the claim that any and all opposition to his government 
signifi ed membership in that group of conspirators. Thus he explained all 
of the most important early South Vietnamese government initiatives in 
terms of necessity brought about by politico-religious subversion. These 
included the Denounce the Communists Campaign and the activities of 
Ngo Dinh Nhu’s related clandestine security apparatus, the referendum to 
depose Bao Dai, the very formation of the Republic of Vietnam, the time-
table for a complete French military withdrawal, and even the decision to 
evade the reunifi cation elections. While historians agree overwhelmingly 
that Ngo Dinh Diem built up an oppressive authoritarian state in South 
Vietnam, they have overlooked the extent to which he relied on early 
politico- religious challenges to his government as a foil for doing so. 

 My third contention is that the United States too readily accepted Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s argument that authoritarian rule was necessary to quell chaos 
in Vietnam, and that such a government would be capable of generating 
popular legitimacy. By no means was this surprising, as Washington by the 
1950s had a long history of supporting authoritarian regimes around the 
world as a means of promoting stability and preventing the spread of anar-
chy and communism. 6  Ngo Dinh Diem, moreover, presented U.S. offi cials 
with a familiar leader for Vietnam whose Catholic ethical framework co-
incided with their own. When he defi ed lowly expectations to prevail over 
the politico-religious armies in the spring 1955 Battle of Saigon, Wash-
ington praised his victory as a miracle and concluded that it had no real 
choice but to continue supporting him. In the coming years, American of-
fi cials dismissed concerns about his growing authoritarianism and ignored 
complaints from South Vietnam’s disenfranchised noncommunist national-
ists that he was alienating his constituency and driving his opponents into 
reluctant collaboration with the communists. 
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 Yet to ignore these voices was a grave mistake. By restricting partici-
pation in his government to a small clique of family members and close 
confi dantes and attempting to subsume South Vietnam’s disparate political 
parties under a single government entity, Ngo Dinh Diem frustrated the 
country’s postcolonial political actors, most of whom conceived of democ-
racy more as a government representing the interests of all major national 
political parties and regional leaders than a system based on popular po-
litical participation. On a more grassroots level, the violent and oppressive 
measures Ngo Dinh Diem and his brothers used to combat any and all 
who opposed them, coupled paradoxically with promises of ethical, demo-
cratic government, generated broad resentment throughout the country-
side. Using violent and intimidating security and propaganda apparatuses, 
they forced this opposition underground almost before it could emerge. For 
a time, this led to an illusion of legitimacy surrounding Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
government, but he never extinguished the ember of resistance that smol-
dered beneath the surface. 

 My fourth argument is that the authoritarian state system and indis-
criminate terror tactics Ngo Dinh Diem established during his fi rst two 
years in power, in reaction to challenges from the politico-religious or-
ganizations, generated the widespread opposition to his government that 
encouraged Hanoi to form the National Liberation Front. Incidents like 
the 1957 Cao Dai demonstration for the return of Pope Pham Cong Tac 
foreshadowed the organized opposition to the RVN that would emerge 
by the decade’s end and belied the impression that Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
consolidation of power was the miracle his American supporters gauged 
it to be. His military campaigns against the politico-religious organiza-
tions did cripple their armies and divide their political organizations. Ngo 
Dinh Nhu’s Denounce the Communists Campaign, and the oppressive 
security apparatus and disruptive land reform program that accompanied 
it, intimidated Ngo Dinh Diem’s opponents and discouraged overt anti-
government expression. Yet, on fi nal analysis, the Ngo brothers’ attempts 
to generate uncontested loyalty to their state, by combining moral and 
nationalistic appeals based in personalism and Confucian traditions with a 
program of brutality and repression directed at those who dared to oppose 
them, served to inspire ever greater resentment and hostility toward their 
administration. 

 Some Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen followers continued to op-
pose the RVN even during South Vietnam’s apparent golden years from 
1955 to 1959. Though suspicious and even disdainful of communists as 
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a result of prior betrayals, many politico-religious followers would fi nd 
that they had little alternative but to cooperate with communist cadres to 
form an organized opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem in the countryside. 7  In 
1960, many of them would participate in the foundation of the NLF. Many 
others with no politico-religious affi liation would come to oppose Ngo 
Dinh Diem and join the NLF due to his authoritarianism, his nepotism, 
his ill-advised changes to local political administration and disastrous land 
reform policies, his restrictions on religious freedom, and his hypocritical 
promises of democracy.  The foundation for each of these critiques was laid 
during the fi rst two years of his administration, when the politico-religious 
organizations served as the focal point of his policies and much of his pro-
paganda. Indeed, disenfranchised politico-religious leaders were the fi rst to 
condemn Ngo Dinh Diem’s fl edgling RVN as a “family government” (  gia 
dinh tri  ) and a “religious (Catholic) government” ( ton giao tri  )—indictments 
that would come back to haunt him at the end of his rule. 

 These arguments stem from a rather different approach to the Viet-
nam War than that which currently prevails, one that privileges Vietnamese 
sources and delves beneath the top tier of Vietnamese leadership to explore 
the country’s broader political context. The vast majority of extant literature 
on America’s Vietnam War and on the failed partnership between Washing-
ton and Ngo Dinh Diem refl ects its predominant reliance on American 
sources. Based on those sources, most historians have concluded that Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s chances for success were iffy from the outset, as many of his 
countrymen regarded him as a puppet of the United States, an outsider to 
Vietnamese politics with no ability to compete with Ho Chi Minh for 
nationalist legitimacy, and a Catholic with no comprehension of the Bud-
dhist country he aimed to govern. According to this view, things went 
from bad to worse as his administration progressed, and by the end a slew 
of factors conspired to cause the demise of his government. 8  Among these 
were his authoritarianism, his lack of nationalist vision and stagnant man-
darin ways, his blatant favoritism toward Catholic refugees, his ill-advised 
restructuring of village politics and catastrophic land reform programs, his 
total dependence on American aid, and his refusal to distance himself from 
seemingly toxic family members like Ngo Dinh Nhu and his wife Madame 
Nhu (Tran Le Xuan). While there is a great deal of truth to these claims, 
Ngo Dinh Diem too often stands alone or alongside his American advisors 
in these scholarly analyses, while the varied and complex Vietnamese ex-
periences of the country’s postcolonial moment remain understudied and 
largely unknown. 9  
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 It has become axiomatic for most historians of the Vietnam War and 
former policymakers alike that the United States lost its war in Vietnam—
or made the mistake of fi ghting it in the fi rst place—because it did not 
understand the country’s domestic political, cultural, and social context suf-
fi ciently. Perhaps most strikingly, former secretary of defense Robert Mc-
Namara has claimed in retrospect, “Our judgments of friend and foe alike 
refl ected our profound ignorance of the history, culture, and politics of the 
people in the area and the personalities and habits of their leaders.” 10  One 
historian has described the Vietnam War as “a war foretold” by the events 
of 1945–54, which included the “American cultural ignorance and con-
descension” displayed toward the Vietnamese during the First Indochina 
War. 11  Even those who defend the American war as a “triumph forsaken” 
blame U.S. misunderstandings of Vietnamese politics and traditions for the 
mistakes that lost the war. 12  Despite this general consensus, we still know far 
too little about the domestic Vietnamese milieu in which American advi-
sors, diplomats, and soldiers intervened. 

 This dearth of knowledge is the result of several factors. For a genera-
tion after the war’s end, American scholars and citizens alike attempted to 
reckon with their own national tragedy, and sought to understand how 
U.S. policies led to a humiliating and divisive defeat in Vietnam. Historians 
of  Vietnam tended to focus on the period before the war, and students 
of the war engaged little with their area studies counterparts. In part this 
was a function of the inaccessibility of  Vietnamese archives, which only 
began to open to Western scholars after the Socialist Republic of  Vietnam 
initiated the  Doi Moi  reform program in 1986. 13  Even then, the Vietnamese 
government was slow to make post-1945 records available for consultation 
and, of course, those sources that were available were largely in Vietnamese, 
requiring that researchers possess the necessary language skills. 

 Following on the heels of Vietnam’s initial archival openings, a handful 
of historians armed with Vietnamese language training delved into Viet-
namese sources to produce an invaluable fi rst cut of scholarship that began 
to bridge the gap between Vietnam studies and Vietnam War studies. 14  Since 
then, a growing number of historians have followed their lead, attempting 
to rectify the unbalanced focus on Washington that pervades the majority 
of American writing about the Vietnam Wars. Some, most notably Philip 
Catton and Edward Miller, have trained their interest on Vietnamese ac-
tors in the south to deepen our understanding of Washington’s relationship 
with Ngo Dinh Diem. In the process they have recovered a good deal 
of agency for the South Vietnamese leader and his government. 15  Indeed, 
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most historians contributing to this new body of literature conclude that 
Ngo Dinh Diem was neither an American puppet nor a backward-looking 
traditionalist, but an autonomous leader with his own vision for modern-
izing Vietnam and leading it to independence on his own terms. 16  For the 
most part, they agree that Ngo Dinh Diem, having been largely responsible 
for South Vietnamese nation-building projects, owns an equal share of the 
blame for their failure. However, even in these Vietnam-centric studies too 
much of the weight rests on Ngo Dinh Diem’s shoulders. 

 The pages that follow place the South Vietnamese leader into the do-
mestic context that would ultimately determine his fate. The United States, 
wedded to a geostrategic vision that privileged Cold War considerations 
over local nuances, grossly misperceived that domestic political context. Its 
resulting support for Ngo Dinh Diem and its ultimate military intervention 
thus transformed a multifaceted postcolonial civil struggle into a large-scale 
proxy war, fueled by external funding, troops, and technology. 

 I begin this book with a discussion of the origins of the Hoa Hao, Cao 
Dai, and Binh Xuyen organizations and how they grew out of southern 
Vietnam’s unique political context in the 1920s and 1930s, and conclude 
with an analysis of their participation in the formation of the National Lib-
eration Front in 1960. The bulk of my analysis centers on the events from 
1953 to 1956, the critical years of transition in which the French ended 
their war in Indochina and the United States threw its support behind Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s newly formed Republic of Vietnam. The politico-religious 
organizations were front and center for all of the key events that unfolded 
during those years. 

 Well before the Battle of Dien Bien Phu opened in March 1954, Hoa 
Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen leaders anticipated the end of the Franco–
Viet Minh War and initiated political maneuvers to assert their claims to 
power in a postwar southern Vietnamese government. Amid the Geneva 
Conference that summer they stepped up their activities within Vietnam 
and made concerted efforts to appeal to American offi cials, only to see 
Ngo Dinh Diem appointed prime minister. They quickly realized that he 
aimed to exclude them from power and annihilate their infl uence, a fact 
that provoked them to confront his government, fi rst during the Hinh 
crisis of fall 1954 and again in the “sect” crisis of spring 1955. I discuss the 
ways in which these organizations continued to exercise powerful opposi-
tion to Ngo Dinh Diem’s government, even after he supposedly annihi-
lated them and destroyed their remaining connections to power via military 
campaigns against their armies and a political campaign to depose their ally, 
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chief of state Bao Dai. While it seemed to American observers as though 
Ngo Dinh Diem had successfully consolidated power once he defeated 
the politico-religious armies and established the RVN in October 1955, 
attention to his opponents’ activities over the remainder of the decade tells 
a very different tale. 



 Chapter 1 

 Anticolonialism in Vietnam’s Wild South 

 A group of rebel forces drawn from the millenarian Buddhist organiza-
tion, Buu Son Ky Huong, was among the last holdouts against France’s col-
onizing army in the Mekong Delta. The organization appeared in the delta 
in the 1840s and quickly grew in popularity as its charismatic leader Doan 
Minh Huyen offered healing amulets amidst the latest in a series of devas-
tating cholera epidemics that swept through the swampy terrain over the 
course of the nineteenth century. Buu Son Ky Huong doctrine represented 
an amalgamation of  Vietnamese and Khmer practices, magical incantations, 
and folk readings of Buddhist scriptures. It attracted adherents from south-
ern Vietnam’s diverse communities and promised to inoculate them against 
foreign conquest and natural calamities alike. In the early 1860s, Buu Son 
Ky Huong followers joined a hodgepodge of other local resistance forces to 
wage guerrilla war against colonizing forces. As the French tightened their 
stranglehold on Saigon, Buu Son Ky Huong rebels retreated into the dark, 
dense, boggy jungles surrounding the Mekong River where they managed 
to evade French authorities for another six years. 1  

 The prominent role Buu Son Ky Huong rebels played in resisting 
French colonization, and the challenge France faced as it sought to subdue 
them, stemmed from southern Vietnam’s frontier character, wild in both 
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human and geographic terms. The Mekong Delta had for centuries been 
marked by geographic, economic, social, ethnic, and cultural heterodoxies 
so rich that one scholar has deemed it “the least coherent territory in the 
world.” 2  Between the 1500s and the mid-1800s, when France imposed co-
lonial rule, the region experienced a layered settlement pattern that brought 
together a range of diverse peoples, including Khmer, Chinese, Vietnamese, 
and a number of ethnic minorities. Successive waves of human migration 
contributed to the fl uid and overlapping nature of identities that came 
to defi ne southern Vietnam. 3  Throughout the precolonial era, the lack of 
any powerful centralized government, a plethora of opportunities for trade 
and commerce with the outside world, and the relatively weak infl uence 
of rigidly hierarchical Confucian philosophy encouraged an individualistic 
pioneer spirit amongst southern Vietnam’s diverse population. 

 The heterogeneous, entrepreneurial character of southern society was 
only reinforced by the territory’s unique geography. Its stark transitions 
from coastal plains to mountain highlands and the mazelike waterways of 
the Mekong Delta facilitated the emergence of distinct local communities 
with their own hierarchies and traditions, sometimes dominated by fi gures 
unaffi liated with the state. Despite the presence of a strong, often oppres-
sive colonial administration from 1867 to 1945, such local power bases re-
mained a hallmark of southern society throughout the colonial era. By the 
end of the Second World War the wild south responded to the dislocations 
caused by French colonial rule and Japanese occupation by balkanizing into 
competing armed administrative units. 4  

 Building on southern Vietnam’s existing tradition of syncretic Bud-
dhism and on the region’s Chinese-infl uenced practices of organizing po-
litically via secret societies, several millenarian Buddhist organizations like 
the Buu Son Ky Huong that sought to alleviate the social, spiritual, and 
economic dislocations wrought by French colonialism gained strength in 
the early colonial era. Between the 1920s and 1940s, while nationalists in 
northern and central Vietnam developed Western-infl uenced anticolonial 
organizations such as Ho Chi Minh’s Indochinese Communist Party (ICP) 
and the Vietnamese Nationalist Party (Viet Nam Quoc Dan Dang, or VN-
QDD), millenarian groups took root as the south’s most powerful agents of 
anticolonialism. Thus, in the complex and often violent anticolonial poli-
tics of  Vietnam’s wild south, where so much of the French and American 
wars would play out, the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen politico- 
religious organizations were among the most important actors. Their grow-
ing popular support and control of as much as a third of the territory of 
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the south posed profound challenges to the efforts of the French, the Japa-
nese, Ho Chi Minh’s Democratic Republic of  Vietnam, and eventually the 
American-backed government of Ngo Dinh Diem to bring southern Viet-
nam under centralized control. Whether for the French colonial state or 
its postcolonial successors, the wild south was not an easy place to govern. 
Indeed civil war—with the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen at its 
center—was just as apt a descriptor as colonial war or Cold War for the 
condition of southern Vietnam in the 1940s and 1950s. 5  

 The Emergence of Southern Vietnam’s 
Politico-Religious Organizations 

 The Cao Dai was the fi rst of southern Vietnam’s three most infl uential 
politico-religious organizations to emerge in the colonial era. Offi cially 
founded by colonial civil servant Ngo Van Chieu in 1926, it would grow 
to be the largest of the region’s politically oriented religious entities, and in 
many ways the most powerful. The Cao Dai, known in the West primar-
ily for its eclecticism, and for the novelty of claiming as saints in its pan-
theon such fi gures as Joan of Arc, William Shakespeare, Victor Hugo, Sun 
Yatsen, Vladimir Lenin, Phan Boi Chau, and Li Po, derived from a synthesis 
of the world’s major religions: Confucianism, Geniism, Christianity, Islam, 
Buddhism, and Taoism. 6  According to Cao Dai doctrine, the Supreme Be-
ing ( cao dai tien ong ) revealed himself during a ritual séance on January 13, 
1927, to exhort, “Nowadays all parts of the world are explored: humanity, 
knowing itself better, aspires to world peace. But because of the very mul-
tiplicity of . . . religions, men do not always live in harmony. That’s why I 
decided to unite all in one to bring them back to primitive unity.” 7  The 
central tenet of Cao Dai doctrine, then, was that a single God had revealed 
himself throughout time and across the globe in different forms, and had 
fi nally chosen Vietnam as the place to establish a universal religion aimed at 
harmonizing the world’s beliefs and philosophies. 8  

 More than a decade later, on May 18, 1939, Prophet Huynh Phu So 
introduced another politico-religious organization into southern Vietnam’s 
anticolonial milieu by founding the Hoa Hao. Huynh Phu So, born in 1919 
to the village of Hoa Hao in Chau Doc Province, near the Cambodian 
border, grew up a sickly and somewhat apathetic young man. When he 
fell seriously ill in 1939, his father sent him on a pilgrimage to the moun-
tains of That Son and Tha Lon to seek help from a reputed healer. During 
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his pilgrimage, Huynh Phu So studied magic, acupuncture, and Buddhist 
teachings. He returned home uncured, but soon after claimed to experience 
miraculous healing while praying in the middle of an intense storm outside 
his family home. 9  He explained the story of his recovery to astonished fam-
ily members and neighbors, and it spread rapidly throughout the country-
side and drew more and more followers to his side. He graduated quickly 
to performing miracle cures, preaching, and carrying out acts of extreme 
charity for the poor, and by the end of 1939 he had already attracted tens 
of thousands of adherents to the new Hoa Hao organization. 

 Huynh Phu So’s teachings were an egalitarian reinterpretation of the 
Buddhist faith, which appealed immensely to Vietnamese peasants who 
often suffered nearly permanent states of indebtedness under the French 
colonial system. French administrators had severely disrupted the preco-
lonial economic system by seizing rural lands and introducing a capitalist 
economy that replaced the barter system with cash for trade. This forced 
many small landholders into tenancy and thrust landless peasants into stag-
gering debt. Such widespread indebtedness made it nearly impossible for 
people to worship gods and ancestors, marry daughters, and bury parents 
in a manner suffi ciently ostentatious to prove their fi lial piety. 10  By placing 
great emphasis on the value of internal faith and the need to be charitable 
to the living while downplaying the tradition of lavishing grandiose gifts 
on the dead, Huynh Phu So posed a much-needed palliative for peasants’ 
material and religious woes. 11  

 The third politico-religious organization in southern Vietnam’s anti-
colonial trifecta was in fact not religious at all. The roots of the Binh 
Xuyen organization can be traced back to the early 1920s, when a loose 
coalition of pirate bands sprung up in the marshes and canals to the south 
of Saigon-Cholon. Initially about two hundred to three hundred strong, 
some of these pirates were escapees from forced labor on colonial rubber 
plantations and many were ruffi ans straight off the streets of Cholon. They 
earned their livings extorting protection money from junks and sampans 
traveling the canals to deliver goods to the docks in Cholon. When pur-
sued, they evaded the police and colonial militia by retreating into the 
mangrove swamps in the Rung Sat area at the mouth of the Saigon River. 
Local inhabitants regarded them not as criminals, but as heroes who stole 
from the exploitative colonial regime and redistributed wealth to the Viet-
namese masses. In exchange, the residents of Rung Sat eagerly offered 
them shelter and protection. “If the Binh Xuyen pirates were the Robin 
Hoods of  Vietnam,” writes one historian, “then the Rung Sat (“Forest of 
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the Assassins”) was their Sherwood Forest.” 12  While its key players were 
active in the Mekong Delta during the 1920s to 1940s, the Binh Xuyen 
would not emerge as a truly organized political force until the end of the 
Second World War. 

 All three of these organizations were products of southern Vietnam’s 
heterogeneous frontier character. In the seventeenth century, as the Nguyen 
lords struggled simultaneously to legitimize their rule among the diverse 
peoples of the south and to fend off conquest from rival Trinh lords to the 
north, they embraced Buddhism as a potential vehicle for winning over 
their non-Vietnamese subjects while distinguishing their southern polity 
from the Confucian north. In an effort to naturalize Vietnamese settlers to 
their new communities, they encouraged the integration of a variety of in-
digenous spirits and beliefs into a uniquely Vietnamese Mahayana Buddhist 
framework. Mahayana Buddhism’s syncretic nature facilitated the easy in-
corporation of local deities, to some extent drawing on Cham polytheism, 
which made southern Buddhism particularly inclusive of ethnic, regional, 
and even class variations. This shift away from Confucianism and toward 
Buddhism was made easier by the fact that new southern villages were 
settled not by traditional elites, but by lower-status people who were by no 
means wedded to existing patterns of social organization and behavioral 
expectations. Their willingness to change and innovate as circumstances 
demanded would become a hallmark of southern society. 13  The strength of 
Buddhism and the acceptance of religious variation from village to village 
in the precolonial south set the stage for a range of millenarian organiza-
tions to emerge in southern Vietnam under French colonial rule. 

 The Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen grew also out of a related 
tradition among the lower classes in the Mekong Delta of working through 
secret societies to address problems such as debt, poverty, seasonal migration, 
and heavy taxation. This practice was rooted in ancient Chinese traditions 
developed in the period immediately following the Manchu overthrow of 
the Ming dynasty, when Ming loyalists founded secret societies that were 
both political and religious, based on the belief that a native king would be 
born to lead them out of their current period of oppression. A network of 
Ming loyalist merchants brought this tradition to southern Vietnam in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 14  Two organizations that exerted great 
infl uence on the social and political organization of the Mekong Delta—
the Thien Dia Hoi (Heaven and Earth Society) and Buu Son Ky Huong 
(Strange Fragrance from the Precious Mountain)—had their origins in 
Chinese infl uence under the Qing dynasty (1644–1912). 
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 During the reign of Minh Mang (1820–41), a religious leader named 
Tran Nguyen (Buddha Master,  phat thay tay an ) warned of the imminent 
demise of the Vietnamese Empire at the hands of “men come from the 
West,” and spread to Vietnam the Ming prophecy of an Asian leader des-
tined to fend off Western invaders. 15  He preached a form of Buddhism 
that eschewed the emphasis on exterior, material manifestations of the reli-
gion and advocated a more pure, interior practice of faith, ideas that would 
later factor heavily into Hoa Hao doctrine. Tran Nguyen’s branch of Bud-
dhism was called Buu Son Ky Huong because his followers wore protective 
talismans inscribed with that phrase, which was understood to represent 
the Buddha who would soon appear to end the suffering endured during 
French occupation. 16  Resistance to the French was a main tenet of Buu 
Son Ky Huong faith even prior to the formal colonization of southern 
Vietnam, as the organization mobilized in an ultimately doomed effort to 
expel French conquerors, thereby joining the region’s millenarian tradition 
with the cause of anticolonialism. 17  

 In the early 1900s, when no secular political ideology had yet emerged 
in Vietnam to express the people’s widespread discontent with colonial op-
pression, religious groups like the Buu Son Ky Huong and its offshoots 
employed traditionalist, apocalyptic language to challenge the French 
administration. During the early colonial period, southerners turned to 
the Thien Dia Hoi and Buu Son Ky Huong as vehicles for underground 
struggle. In 1913 and again in 1916 these two organizations cooperated to 
stage armed rebellions in the Mekong Delta. They attracted broad support 
not only from the peasantry, but also from Vietnamese elites who sought to 
align themselves with popular grassroots political organizations. 18  The Cao 
Dai and Hoa Hao—new iterations of the existing secret society model—
emerged in a context in which Vietnamese elites had come to recognize the 
failure of both legal dissent and armed rebellion against colonial rule, and 
sought new forms of organization through which they could unite south-
ern Vietnam’s social classes behind a novel form of challenge to French 
control. The formidable history of resistance to colonial rule through secret 
societies in the Mekong Delta enabled the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and even 
the Binh Xuyen to claim that they took part in the anticolonial struggle in 
the name of a longstanding tradition of  Vietnamese national sovereignty. 19  

 While the politico-religious organizations looked back to these earlier 
models for political organization and resistance, they also drew on ideas 
and technologies recently introduced to southern Vietnamese society un-
der French colonialism. The Cao Dai, which enjoyed a longer period of 
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development prior to the outbreak of World War II than either the Hoa 
Hao or the Binh Xuyen, stands out in this regard. Its emphasis on uniting 
the world’s disparate religions stemmed from the intimate contact between 
East and West brought on by colonialism, and more generally from mod-
ern innovations in transportation and communication that made possible 
interactions between the full range of peoples and religions of the world. 20  
Its organizational structure followed closely along the lines of the French 
Catholic Church. And perhaps most signifi cantly, the Cao Dai evolved 
in tandem with Vietnam’s more secular, Western-infl uenced anticolonial 
movements, including the reformers in the 1920s and the ICP and the VN-
QDD in the 1930s and 1940s. The ideas and approaches politico-religious 
leaders borrowed from those movements were unmistakably Western and 
modern. 

 Indeed, despite the idiosyncrasies associated with its eclectic nature, the 
Cao Dai was an important political and social movement generated by the 
colonial context of 1920s Vietnam. It was no coincidence that the organiza-
tion was founded just months after a rash of anticolonial student strikes in 
1926, and that it appealed directly to the anti-French sentiments of radical 
Vietnamese youth. 21  At a time of increasing Vietnamese rebellion against 
colonial rule and growing animosity between patriotic Vietnamese youth 
and French-educated colonial collaborators among their parents’ genera-
tion, the Cao Dai religion promised to do away with ethnic, racial, and 
national confl ict. 22  It fi lled a political void in the south, where the individu-
alistic nature of political culture and the dominance of moderate bourgeois 
reform movements impeded the emergence of a single, dominant radical 
revolutionary movement. Just as Marxism began to emerge as a vehicle for 
populist anticolonial organization in northern and central Vietnam, the Cao 
Dai served similar demands in the south. 23  Cao Dai leaders called for noth-
ing less than a new moral, social, and political order, rooting their appeals in 
the organization’s millenarian doctrine, claiming that the anticipated period 
of reconciliation between East and West would be the third and fi nal epoch 
of spiritual development in Vietnam’s history. 24  

 The Cao Dai fi rst spread to urban religious networks around Saigon-
Cholon, and by 1928 businessmen and landowners had recruited enough 
of a cult following amongst the peasant population to persuade leaders to 
establish a Holy See in Tay Ninh Province. 25  The majority of the Tay Ninh 
population apparently converted to Cao Dai after the formation of the 
Holy See. The estimated number of early Cao Dai adepts ranges anywhere 
from 200,000 to 1 million in the fi rst three years of the organization’s formal 
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existence. 26  Regardless of the exact fi gure, this overwhelming conversion 
of the local peasantry underscored the political allure that accompanied 
the sect’s theological attraction. Cao Dai appeal extended well beyond the 
limits of religion, and indeed much of its popularity can be attributed to 
its overt embrace of anticolonial politics. The organization proved over-
whelmingly successful at attracting peasant followers as a result of its clever 
use of nationalist appeals, often couched in more traditional language. 27  
One example of this can be found in the case of a 1928 mass-conversion 
in a poor village in the Plain of Reeds, where Cao Dai leaders convinced 
peasants to swallow live toads in order to immunize themselves against 
French bullets in the impending revolution. 28  This simultaneous appeal to 
traditional animistic beliefs and anticolonial aspirations exemplifi ed Cao 
Dai recruitment practices. 

 Initially, the Cao Dai was not necessarily poised to compete with Viet-
nam’s western-infl uenced, countrywide anticolonial movements like the 
VNQDD and the ICP, but its fortunes shifted as the French colonial ad-
ministration cracked down on those organizations following a series of 
uprisings in 1930–31. Early Cao Dai solutions to peasants’ social and eco-
nomic problems alleviated some of the worst manifestations of distress but 
did little to solve systemic problems. 29  The onset of the Great Depression in 
1930 brought an abrupt end to prosperity and prompted peasants through-
out Vietnam to take matters into their own hands and revolt against the 
colonial administration. The ICP and the VNQDD claimed leadership of 
those uprisings, provoking French offi cials to respond by imprisoning the 
revolutionaries, crushing their organizations, and developing strict measures 
of repression designed to prevent a repeat occurrence. 30  

 After a nadir in the 1930s, the ICP would recover during the popular 
front era to eclipse the badly damaged VNQDD as the primary adversary of 
the French colonial regime in northern and central Vietnam. Yet the com-
munists would never regain such strength in southern Vietnam, where the 
vacuum created by French repression of the VNQDD and the ICP cleared 
the way for locally based groups like the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen 
to emerge and thrive. The blow that French administrators dealt to the an-
ticolonial movement in 1930 and 1931, which was further compounded 
by severe ongoing worldwide economic depression, prompted southern 
revolutionaries to seek refuge among the ranks of politico-religious organi-
zations. 31  During the late colonial period and especially during the Second 
World War, these organizations would grow in power and infl uence as the 
Vietnamese communists struggled to regain a foothold in the south. 
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 The absence of a strong anticolonial movement in the south facilitated 
the emergence of an ever more politicized leadership for the Cao Dai. The 
organization developed a unique program that appealed to a constituency 
distinct from that which the ICP tended to target. Traditionalist Cao Dai 
peasants in the 1930s tended to be poor and lived in marginal areas rela-
tively sheltered from the impact of the colonial state, as opposed to peasants 
in areas exposed to the full brunt of colonialism, who were much more 
likely to support communist political parties and organizations. 32  Yet the 
trajectory of the Cao Dai platform was by no means predetermined, and its 
early years were marked by internal battles over the organization’s political 
future. By the 1930s, when hatred toward the French and proroyalist patrio-
tism was widespread, Pham Cong Tac emerged from a bitter power struggle 
within the Cao Dai ranks and ascended to the position of pope at Tay Ninh. 
He was a nationalist at heart and quickly moved the Cao Dai in a steadily 
more anticolonial direction. Pham Cong Tac possessed a remarkable skill for 
issuing abstruse anti-French statements that appealed to Vietnamese nation-
alists without alarming colonial administrators. 33  His leadership encouraged 
urban reformist politicians to view the Cao Dai as a vehicle for spreading 
their political infl uence and economic interests among the peasant masses. 34  

 The Cao Dai had been developing its political position and building 
a base of followers for over a decade when the Hoa Hao burst onto the 
scene in 1939. Cao Dai was the best organized and the most successful of 
southern Vietnam’s major mass movements during the colonial period, as it 
competed with the ICP and more briefl y the Hoa Hao, ultimately attract-
ing signifi cantly more adherents than either of those organizations. 35  Cao 
Dai ambitions refl ected the organization’s dominant position.  According to 
one of the organization’s early military leaders, Tran Quang Vinh, Cao Dai 
offi cials aimed not only to expel French colonialists but to establish them-
selves as the primary ideological and administrative force within Vietnam. 
He claimed that the organizational structure of the Cao Dai “is that of a 
modern state. It does not lack ambitions which, however, remain within the 
realm of possibility: to make Cao-Daism into a religion of the State, into 
the national religion of  Vietnam.” 36  Despite these grand ambitions, Cao 
Dai dominance would not go unchecked. 

 If the Cao Dai was the most powerful of southern Vietnam’s politico-
religious organizations in the 1930s, and the most heavily infl uenced by 
the larger context of  Vietnam’s anticolonial politics of the 1920s and 1930s, 
that broader context also shaped the Binh Xuyen and the Hoa Hao. Both 
of those organizations sought to challenge the primacy of the Cao Dai in 
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the southern struggle to oust the French and recover Vietnamese sover-
eignty. Indeed, Binh Xuyen political development was heavily colored not 
only by experiences of French colonialism, but also by intimate contact 
between the organization’s future leaders and others who actively opposed 
the colonial regime. 

 Le Van Vien (Bay Vien), who would head the Binh Xuyen during its 
heyday throughout the First Indochina War, was born in 1904 in the out-
skirts of Cholon. At the age of seventeen, after losing his inheritance in a 
dispute, he began work as a chauffeur for a small-time gangster who in-
troduced him to the leaders of the Cholon underworld. Like many of his 
fellow Binh Xuyen, Bay Vien’s illegal activities earned him time in Poulo 
Condore prison. While there he participated in anticolonial political dis-
cussions among inmates, which were most often dominated by commu-
nists. To be sure, Bay Vien and the Binh Xuyen were motivated largely by 
the less-than-lofty ambition of protecting and enhancing their own wealth 
and power. Bay Vien and his Binh Xuyen colleagues were also determined 
to keep southern affairs out of northern hands and sought at all costs to 
preserve Binh Xuyen autonomy within the territory under its control. 37  
Yet Binh Xuyen leaders were motivated as well by larger, national politi-
cal concerns and worked during World War II to establish their organiza-
tion as a signifi cant player in Vietnam’s anticolonial fi eld. When Bay Vien 
returned to Saigon upon his escape from prison in 1945, he was politicized 
and embittered toward French colonialism, but certainly not converted to 
communist ideology. 38  He remained adamant that the Binh Xuyen did 
not represent a particular religion nor did it endorse a particular political 
philosophy. Instead, he claimed on several occasions that the organization 
placed patriotism above any creed. 39  

 On the dawn of the Second World War, Hoa Hao leaders were much 
better poised than the Binh Xuyen to assert their claim to the mantle of  
Vietnamese nationalist leadership in the south. At its inception in 1939, 
Hoa Hao doctrine had a more overtly millenarian and anticolonial bent 
than that of even the Cao Dai. 40  Indeed, the organization emerged just as 
shifts in the international system that would eventually lead to the Sec-
ond World War brought an end to the popular front era. With the end of 
that era, French colonial forces stepped up repression of revolutionary 
groups, increased taxes, and conscripted large numbers of soldiers from 
their colonies, placing ever greater strains on the Vietnamese peasantry. In 
this context, Huynh Phu So drew directly on the Buu Son Ky Huong tra-
dition of resistance to French domination and sought to reform Buddhist 
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practices in ways that were inherently critical of French colonial economic 
and social policies. Moreover, in his quest to address peasant concerns, the 
prophet proved willing to associate with secular nationalists. He would 
soon link the Hoa Hao organization with southern Trotskyites, who had 
lost their peasant base following a 1937 split with Stalinists who domi-
nated the ICP. The association between the Hoa Hao and the Trotskyites, 
whose determination to emphasize social revolution over class struggle 
conformed nicely to Huynh Phu So’s objectives, would continue to grow 
during the Second World War. 41  This contributed to the development of a 
Hoa Hao brand of anticolonial politics that would render future coopera-
tion with the ICP’s successor organization, the Viet Minh, diffi cult if not 
impossible. 

 The Second World War and the August Revolution 

 Almost as soon as the Hoa Hao organization was born, Japanese forces 
landed in Indochina, bringing the Second World War to Vietnamese soil. In 
a desperate attempt to retain authority in the face of threats from both Japa-
nese troops and Vietnamese challengers, French offi cials tightened their grip 
on opposition movements, including the politico-religious organizations. 
This only inspired the Hoa Hao and the Cao Dai to embrace anticolonial 
politics more overtly. During the war, with Japanese support, both groups 
would become more nationalistic and initiate the process of militarizing 
their organizations. By pitting the Hoa Hao and the Cao Dai more squarely 
against not only the French but also the Viet Minh, and endowing them 
with the organizational and military resources they would need to compete 
with both, the Japanese contributed to the outbreak of civil war in southern 
Vietnam almost immediately after the war’s end. 

 In September 1940, just months after France capitulated to Germany, 
Japanese troops took advantage of French weakness to station troops in 
northern Vietnam. To many Vietnamese nationalists, this seemed to signal 
the impending demise of French colonial rule. Communist cadres, many of 
whom feared the arrival of Japanese fascism at least as much as they loathed 
the prospect of continued French rule, attempted to avert both by staging 
an insurrection focused exclusively on southern Vietnam. The French re-
sponse, reminiscent of that which followed the uprisings in 1930 and 1931, 
devastated the ICP and the rural base it had managed to rebuild in the 
south. Most party cadres were shot, imprisoned, or sent into exile, and the 
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southern communist movement would not begin to recover until French 
authority collapsed in 1945. 42  

 The ICP’s failed southern insurrection in 1940 left many distraught 
peasants devoid of anticolonial leadership, which encouraged the radical-
ization of the politico-religious organizations and facilitated the rapid ex-
pansion of their power. With the party’s secular alternative to millenarian 
politics once again crippled, the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and emergent Binh 
Xuyen organizations were poised to capitalize on the increased demands 
for mass action against the French that the Japanese occupation inspired 
among Vietnam’s southern citizens. 43  Wartime security controls and Allied 
bombing raids isolated southern intellectuals from political developments 
in northern and central Vietnam, further contributing to the largely inde-
pendent development of anticolonial political organization in the south. 

 As Hoa Hao and Cao Dai leaders adopted ever more bold anticolo-
nial positions, they found that they were by no means immune to French 
repression. In an increasingly radicalized anticolonial milieu Huynh Phu 
So’s millenarian prophecies became more political and anti-French. 44  His 
prediction that the Franco-Japanese War signaled the end of the world 
prompted thousands of adepts to abandon their material possessions and 
take to the hills. The French colonial administration of Indochina re-
sponded to Huynh Phu So’s infl ammatory behavior fi rst by exiling him 
from his home and then by committing him to an insane asylum in August 
1940. He was later moved to the psychiatric ward of a hospital near Saigon 
where he converted his psychiatrist to the Hoa Hao faith, and was fi nally 
declared sane by a board of French psychiatrists in May 1941. Huynh Phu 
So’s imprisonment may have done more to fuel Hoa Hao growth than 
impede it, as the organization’s membership spread rapidly to well over 
100,000 while he was behind lock and key. 

 In an effort to retain their predominant position in southern politics, 
Cao Dai leaders also migrated during World War II toward more explicitly 
anti-French modes of nationalism, and allied with the Japanese and other 
proindependence movements against the colonial regime. 45  Following the 
lead of other Vietnamese nationalists, Cao Dai leaders looked to Japan 
to help them free Vietnam from French colonial rule and bring Prince 
Cuong De, then living in exile in Japan, to the Vietnamese throne. 46  The 
organization used spirit messages to propagandize about its independence 
movement and spread rumors that the Japanese were poised to overthrow 
the French and install an independent Vietnamese government including 
Cao Dai members. 47  From 1940 on, this bold new approach brought the 
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Cao Dai into ever greater confl ict not only with French administrators, 
but with competing nationalist organizations including the ICP and the 
Hoa Hao. 

 When Japanese troops fi nally rolled into southern Vietnam in May 
1941, the Cao Dai leadership was disappointed by their decision to allow 
French authorities to retain civil control over their colonies while ordering 
Vietnamese resistance forces, including those associated with the Cao Dai, 
to stand down. This perceived betrayal caused many to decry the Japanese as 
traitors and called into question Japan’s pledge to take the lead in securing 
“Asia for the Asians.” But the Cao Dai leadership maintained a pro-Japan 
position in hopes that the Japanese would eventually make good on their 
promise of liberating Vietnam and installing Cuong De in power. 48  

 Meanwhile, the French continued to suppress nationalist and religious 
groups, particularly the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao, which drove both orga-
nizations to seek Japanese protection and ultimately to take advantage of 
Japanese assistance to militarize their own organizations. French offi cials 
ransacked Cao Dai temples, drove leaders underground, and forced follow-
ers to disband. In July 1941, the French governor general Admiral Jean De-
coux initiated draconian steps to circumscribe Cao Dai activities. He sent 
French troops to occupy the Holy See in Tay Ninh and forced followers to 
evacuate within twenty-four hours. On July 27, they arrested Pope Pham 
Cong Tac and fi ve other Cao Dai dignitaries, incarcerating them briefl y at 
Poulo Condor (Con Son), a French colonial prison off the coast of south-
ern Vietnam, before shipping them off to Madagascar. Following Pham 
Cong Tac’s exile, his surrogate Tran Quang Vinh placed the organization 
under Japanese protection and volunteered young adepts for service in the 
Japanese military and security agency. 49  The Cao Dai took advantage of this 
opportunity to improve its own military organization following a Japanese 
model and to recruit soldiers for its own army, thereby greatly strengthening 
the group’s overall position in Cochin China. 50  Cao Dai leaders’ ongoing 
ambivalence about the Japanese did not prevent them from capitalizing on 
available assistance to expand their political, religious, and military activities. 
In turn, this growth inspired many previously unaffi liated people to fl ock 
to the sanctuary of Cao Dai bases. 51  

 After 1941 the Hoa Hao also began to militarize under Japanese pro-
tection. During the Second World War, the organization developed armed 
self-defense units charged with protecting Hoa Hao followers in villages 
under its control.  As Hoa Hao activities became more brazenly anticolonial, 
and Huynh Phu So issued prognostications about the impending fl ight 
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of French colonial administrators, Hoa Hao adherents fl ocked to join the 
self-defense units. The organization’s military leadership strove to transform 
them from local security forces into paramilitary resistance units. During 
the war, this objective was hindered by a lack of access to modern weapons 
and professional training. Indeed, it was not until late-1944, when the pros-
pect of an Allied invasion of Indochina began to appear more likely, that 
the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao found Japanese occupation forces more willing 
to train their military branches in tactics, marching, self-defense, and assault. 
Even then, the Japanese provided little by way of arms and equipment. 
Nonetheless, Hoa Hao armed forces made use of what they had to earn 
a reputation for murder and banditry within the western part of southern 
Vietnam. 52  Contributing to this trend was the emergence of two military 
leaders, the notoriously tempestuous Tran Van Soai, whose violent temper 
earned him the nickname Nam Lua (“Five Fires”), and Le Quang Vinh, 
who garnered the nickname Ba Cut (“Third Finger Cut”) by chopping off 
his own middle fi nger to prove his fi ghting mettle. 53  

 The processes of Cao Dai and Hoa Hao militarization experienced 
another boost in early March 1945, when Japan fi nally staged a coup to 
oust French colonial administrators and install Japanese troops in their 
stead. Cao Dai forces became unwitting collaborators in the coup itself, 
as the Japanese rounded them up and sent them off to gather intelligence 
and, on the day of the event, to arrest and detain Frenchmen. Members 
of the Cao Dai organization took pride in the role they played in elimi-
nating French rule, although they were disappointed by Japan’s decision 
to retain the emperor Bao Dai rather than returning Cuong De to lead 
Vietnam as promised. 54  But like other Vietnamese nationalists, including 
the Viet Minh—the new, ostensibly more broad-based iteration of the ICP 
headquartered in the north—they saw the Japanese coup as an opportunity 
to be exploited. 55  Cao Dai temples were reopened and the organization’s 
leaders coordinated a nationalist forum “to celebrate the end of French 
rule and express gratitude to the Japanese” that attracted as many as fi fty 
thousand participants. 56  

 The Japanese coup fueled Hoa Hao military development and political 
ambition as well. Almost immediately after seizing power, the Japanese an-
nounced a mass political amnesty and released thousands of political pris-
oners from French jails, including Hoa Hao military leaders Nguyen Giac 
Ngo and Lam Thanh Nguyen. These two joined with Tran Van Soai and Ba 
Cut to mount campaigns of intimidation designed to drive French police 
and village administrators out of the countryside under Hoa Hao control. 
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They were able to acquire some modern weapons from the fl eeing French-
men, and to purchase some additional arms from the Japanese military. 

 Almost as soon as the Japanese coup occurred, Vietnamese nationalist 
leaders throughout the country began to anticipate an Allied victory and 
worked to position themselves to take advantage of the impending Japanese 
capitulation. In early summer 1945, Hoa Hao leaders opened talks with 
the heads of other southern nationalists groups, including the Trotskyites, 
the Cao Dai, and the VNQDD in view of uniting nationalist forces in the 
south to fi ght for and defend an independent Vietnam when the war drew 
to a close. In the north, anticolonial politics was dominated by the Viet 
Minh, the organization that Ho Chi Minh and his fellow communists had 
created to replace the ICP in an effort to broaden the movement’s appeal. 
Upon learning of an imminent Japanese surrender in early August, Viet 
Minh leaders began preparations to stage a general insurrection, in hopes 
that they might strengthen their claims to governance over an independent 
Vietnam before Allied forces could sweep into the country to oversee the 
process of Japan’s surrender. 

 The Viet Minh launched their insurrection with a mass demonstra-
tion at the Hanoi Opera House on August 19, after which armed units 
moved to take over preselected installations. Prior negotiations between 
the Viet Minh and the Japanese ensured that these initial seizures would be 
bloodless. The demonstrations and occupations of government buildings 
in Hanoi were accompanied by uprisings in other cities and throughout 
the countryside in the coming days. Most, but not all of the Viet Minh 
takeovers in the north, followed shortly by seizures in central Vietnam, oc-
curred without confrontation. Japanese forces often proved willing to step 
aside and transfer abandoned French weapons to Viet Minh leaders. Royal-
ists and most of their supporters among the Dai Viet and VNQDD parties 
reluctantly accepted Viet Minh leadership, and under pressure Emperor Bao 
Dai abdicated his throne and recognized Viet Minh authority on August 
30. Fighting persisted in select locales, but in northern and central Vietnam, 
protracted violence was the exception rather than the rule. 

 Ho Chi Minh declared independence for the newly established Dem-
ocratic Republic of  Vietnam, headquartered in Hanoi, on September 2, 
1945. Still hoping to secure Washington’s support for the new govern-
ment, he quoted liberally from the U.S. Declaration of Independence. 
The new regime would mobilize images of its smooth seizure of power 
and of widespread, spontaneous support for Viet Minh leadership in the 
struggle for independence to legitimize DRV rule. 57  However, those 
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images masked the disjointed, decentralized manner in which the Viet 
Minh captured, or attempted to capture, control of much of the country. 
The new government, struggling to deal with a war-torn economy and 
the aftermath of a devastating famine in the north as it tried to establish 
a postcolonial state, exerted the most tenuous authority over many urban 
and rural locales. In many cases, those who did fi ght for independence 
under the Viet Minh banner only loosely grasped the principles for which 
the organization stood. And local leaders frequently bristled at efforts by 
the Hanoi leadership to bring them under DRV authority. Nowhere was 
this more of a problem for the Viet Minh than in the southern part of the 
country. 58  

 Given the weak status of the communist movement in southern Vietnam 
and the “legions of local competitors” there, consolidating power peace-
fully in former Cochin China posed a signifi cant, perhaps insurmountable, 
challenge. 59  Viet Minh leadership in southern Vietnam was itself internally 
divided and uncertain of how aggressively it should follow Hanoi’s revolu-
tionary lead. In addition to fears of reprisals at the hands of Japanese troops 
that could cripple the organization as badly as the French retaliation that 
followed the uprisings in 1940, southern communist revolutionaries faced 
potential resistance from a newly formed nationalist coalition. 

 On August 17, a group of non–Viet Minh parties and organizations 
in the south, including the Trotskyites, the politico-religious organizations, 
Catholics, and other secular nationalists announced their merger into a 
United National Front (Mat Tran Quoc Gia Thong Nhat). 60  Many mem-
bers of this coalition had aligned with Japanese forces during the war.  They 
were shaken by Tokyo’s surrender and worried that the Allies might ac-
cuse them of collaborating with the enemy.  At the same time, they wanted 
to assert themselves as major players in the movement for independence 
and publicize their opposition to French imperialism. 61  Behind the scenes, 
leaders of the front’s constituent organizations found it impossible to work 
together and feuded over whether or not to support the Viet Minh. They 
agreed to march in an August 25 demonstration to mark the establish-
ment of nominal Viet Minh power in Saigon, but that symbolic gesture 
represented only the thinnest veneer of unity to mask the ongoing struggle 
for power and political representation between Viet Minh leaders and the 
powerful politico-religious groups of the south. 

 Ostensibly, the Viet Minh was designed to include all patriotic, anti-
imperialist Vietnamese forces, but its southern leadership quickly proved 
unwilling to entertain any type of power sharing arrangement with the 
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politico-religious organizations that had come to dominate much of the 
south. Viet Minh leaders lacked a coordinated approach to southern Viet-
nam’s nationalist groups, in large part because of the ICP’s inability to plan or 
communicate effectively with southern cadres in the years leading up to the 
August Revolution. On one hand, some Viet Minh cadres made deliberate 
efforts to include Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and VNQDD representatives on the 
People’s Committees of individual towns. However, Tran Van Giau, leader 
of the Viet Minh’s Southern Administrative Committee, quickly stepped in 
with a heavy-handed approach to bring southern nationalist forces in line 
with the new Viet Minh government. He made no effort to include Hoa 
Hao, Cao Dai, or Catholic representatives in the new Southern Provincial 
Revolutionary Committee, fi lling its ranks instead with established ICP 
members and individuals who had already made clear their willingness to 
follow Viet Minh orders. 62  

 On top of this, just days after Ho Chi Minh declared independence, 
communists pummeled Cao Dai leaders with accusations of “a number of 
misdeeds, including aiding the enemy, supporting a decaying monarchy, and 
working against the interests of the masses.” 63  One Cao Dai follower in a 
Viet Minh stronghold remembers a “movement to exterminate religious 
groups” (  phong trao diet dao ) aimed at Cao Dai and Hoa Hao places of wor-
ship. 64  Cao Dai leaders in Tay Ninh grew fearful that all hopes of playing a 
role in an independent Vietnamese government were slipping away. They 
divided over whether or not to support the Viet Minh, creating a schism 
in the organization that would become an increasingly important factor in 
southern politics over the coming years. 

 The gravest altercations between Vietnamese groups in the period im-
mediately following the August Revolution broke out between Viet Minh 
and Hoa Hao adherents in the Mekong Delta. 65  The organization’s spiritual 
leader Huynh Phu So, angry that the Viet Minh had excluded Hoa Hao 
fi gures from the Southern Provincial Administrative Committee, ordered 
ICP members off newly formed provincial and district committees in ter-
ritories under Hoa Hao control. On August 29, more than thirty thou-
sand Hoa Hao adherents staged a march to demand that the administrative 
committee be reorganized, only to be pushed back by better armed and 
organized Viet Minh forces. The next day, Viet Minh units rounded up and 
arrested several local Hoa Hao leaders. Rather than suppressing Hoa Hao 
dissent, this simply caused the confl ict to shift to the Mekong River port 
town of Can Tho a few days later. Hoa Hao followers there were incensed 
by Viet Minh moves to take control over their town just four days after 
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general Tran Van Soai marched through Saigon in a show of solidarity with 
the Viet Minh. On September 8, Hoa Hao adherents in Can Tho staged a 
demonstration of twenty thousand people to protest what they viewed as 
the “dictatorial” policies of Tran Van Giau and the Viet Minh. The gather-
ing, organized by Huynh Phu So to garner support for the Hoa Hao resis-
tance movement, was ostensibly aimed at opposing French colonialism, but 
ended up conveying an even greater sense of contempt to the Viet Minh. 66  
This provoked violent Viet Minh reprisals against Hoa Hao followers in and 
around Can Tho, which in turn inspired a rash of revenge killings against 
the Viet Minh. 67  Meanwhile, back in Saigon, Huynh Phu So’s attempts to 
strike a power sharing agreement with Tran Van Giau fell fl at. 

 If  Viet Minh leaders in southern Vietnam struggled to subdue the Cao 
Dai and Hoa Hao in the days and weeks following the August Revolution, 
they had better luck with the Binh Xuyen. The organization, at one time 
no more than a loose band of pirates, fi rst emerged as a formidable politi-
cal and military organization in South Vietnam toward the end of World 
War II, especially after Japan rapidly seized power from French agents. 68  
With all French soldiers, police, and civil servants suddenly behind bars, the 
organization, then under the command of Duong Van Duong (Ba Duong), 
was able to organize openly for the fi rst time, and with encouragement 
from the Japanese. The new Japanese occupation government turned to 
the Binh Xuyen for logistical support, granting amnesty to some and hir-
ing others, including Bay Vien, to work as police agents. By the time Japan 
surrendered, the Binh Xuyen had evolved into the primary force to be 
reckoned with in Saigon-Cholon and the surrounding jungles. This in-
spired rival Vietnamese political factions to court the Binh Xuyen in hopes 
of gaining access to the money, intelligence, and manpower that the group 
could provide. In August, Tran Van Giau convinced the Binh Xuyen to align 
with the Viet Minh. For a time, then, the Binh Xuyen would serve as a key 
ally of the Viet Minh as the organization sought to consolidate power and 
fend off French reconquest in the south. 

 The First Indochina War and Civil War in the South 

 Just as the Viet Minh had begun to extend DRV control to all of  Viet-
nam, France initiated efforts to recapture its Indochinese colonial holdings, 
particularly in southern Vietnam where its economic interests were stron-
gest, DRV authority was weakest, and colonial forces were most deeply 
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entrenched. In the immediate aftermath of World War II, French politicians 
came to an unprecedented imperial consensus, and the decision to press for-
ward with the colonial project went virtually unquestioned. 69  Throughout 
World War II and especially in the fi nal year, when Allied victory appeared 
increasingly certain, the Free French organization under General Charles 
de Gaulle became fi xated on restoring its imperial claim on Indochina. 
French leaders bent on reasserting their traditional role as a global power 
aimed to preserve the nation’s empire, particularly the crown jewel that 
was Indochina. They clung to the belief that this colony entitled France to 
participate in Far Eastern affairs, and that it held substantial economic value 
that could potentially aid the war-ravaged metropole in its recovery. 

 Thanks to the acquiescence of British occupation forces in the south, 
the French were able to move rapidly to reassert control over the southern 
half of the country. When British forces entered Saigon in September 1945 
to oversee the Japanese surrender, they brought with them a detachment of 
French troops. The British refused to deal with the DRV committee, instead 
declaring martial law and promptly rearming fourteen hundred French 
soldiers who immediately launched a program to gain control of the capital 
city. 70  As southern Vietnam’s disunited resistance forces struggled to push 
back French advances, Ho Chi Minh and the DRV negotiated with France 
in hopes of preserving national independence while avoiding war. In March 
1946, the two sides reached a preliminary accord, but the status of southern 
Vietnam would remain the sticking point. The March accord, which called 
for a national referendum to determine whether the south would rejoin 
the rest of the country or remain a separate French territory, left the fate of 
former Cochin China in fl ux. 

 While Viet Minh cadres in the north gained an early advantage over 
their nationalist opponents and enjoyed a year’s respite to consolidate 
power between the August Revolution and the outbreak of war, a much 
smaller number of southern cadres struggled from the outset to subdue 
intractable domestic opponents and to resist French reconquest. 71  South-
ern Viet Minh grew more intimidating, corrupt, and violent in their ef-
forts to bring noncommunist nationalist leaders and organizations under 
their control. Such activities were most widespread in the south, where 
the DRV struggled to control local Viet Minh agents who defi ed offi cial 
orders and resorted to terroristic tactics and assassinations in frustrated re-
sponse to the stubborn resistance posed by their Vietnamese competitors. 
As Viet Minh prospects of uniting southern nationalist forces soured, so 
did Franco–Viet Minh negotiations. The two sides were unable to reach 
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an agreement about the fate of southern Vietnam, causing negotiations in 
Da Lat and Fontainbleau in March 1946 to stall. In late November, the 
French seized the northern port city of Haiphong and on December 19, 
the DRV made the decision to abandon negotiations and go to war. The 
First Indochina War offi cially broke out largely as a result of the Franco–
Viet Minh standoff over southern Vietnam, where war had effectively been 
raging since September 1945. 

 In spite of their early clashes with southern nationalist leaders, Viet 
Minh agents made every effort to seize leadership of the movement that 
emerged in September to resist the return of the French Army. Initially, 
the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen deployed the military forces they 
had built up during the course of their wartime relationships with the 
Japanese. They were aided by Vietnamese volunteers coming from Thailand, 
Laos, and Cambodia, as well as units from northern Vietnam. DRV lead-
ers decided to send the charismatic and ruthless General Nguyen Binh to 
southern Vietnam with the charge of reining in these disparate forces and 
building up a unifi ed army to fi ght the French. DRV leaders believed that 
Nguyen Binh’s prewar experience in the south and the contacts he had de-
veloped during his time in prison, his military talents, his personal charisma, 
and his credentials as a noncommunist would enable him to unite southern 
Vietnamese nationalist forces under DRV military control. Certainly, they 
hoped, he would prove more adept at doing so than communist fi gures like 
Tran Van Giau, for whom the politico-religious organizations displayed an 
inherent mistrust. 72  

 Nguyen Binh arrived in southern Vietnam in the middle of November 
1945 and immediately initiated efforts to unify the diverse southern groups 
that had emerged to resist the French Expeditionary Corps as it advanced 
north toward the sixteenth parallel and west to the Cambodian border. 
Uniting these motley forces behind the Viet Minh in the wild south would 
be a great challenge, but DRV leaders hoped Nguyen Binh’s unique per-
sonality, talents, and southern contacts, would enable him to accomplish 
the nearly impossible task. To this end, Nguyen Binh co-opted the exiting 
platform for cooperation between southern Vietnam’s nationalists by form-
ing a Front of National Unity (Mat Tran Quoc Gia Lien Hiep) designed to 
pull noncommunist nationalists, politico-religious fi gures, youth, and intel-
lectuals in the south into the Viet Minh front. 73  

 In the beginning, Ngyuen Binh had some success recruiting Hoa 
Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen forces to fi ght with his army. At the same 
time, these organizations were scandalized by Viet Minh violence against 
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noncommunist nationalists and by the communists’ transparent efforts to 
dominate southern nationalist politics. Ongoing assassination attempts 
against noncommunist nationalist leaders not only alienated Viet Minh 
allies in the south, but also hampered united resistance against the French. 74  
This fragile coalition of  Viet Minh forces and politico-religious units held 
together to engage the French in guerilla warfare throughout 1946. But 
by the beginning of 1947, Nguyen Binh caught wind of discussions be-
tween politico-religious leaders and representatives of French military 
intelligence. He responded with the increasingly accepted Viet Minh rep-
ertoire of arson, kidnapping, targeted assassination, massacres, and small 
unit attacks to “cow any potential ‘collaborators’ into submission” and to 
promote allegiance to the DRV. 75  His efforts to control southern national-
ist groups with terror backfi red, igniting a low-level civil war in the south 
between the Viet Minh and the politico-religious organizations that would 
drive the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao to sign military conventions with France 
between January and May 1947 and compel the Binh Xuyen to join them 
by summer 1948. 

 Initially, however, it seemed as though Nguyen Binh would be able to 
count on support from the Binh Xuyen following the agreement brokered 
by Tran Van Giau in the midst of the August Revolution. During the sum-
mer of 1945, Binh Xuyen cooperation gave the Viet Minh a much needed 
foothold in southern Vietnam and the organization’s support became even 
more critical once France initiated efforts to reconquer the country that 
fall. When French forces took control of all the buildings and public services 
in Saigon, forcing the Viet Minh’s southern committee to abandon the city, 
Tran Van Giau put Binh Xuyen general Bay Vien in command of the troops 
in  Saigon-Cholon, but assigned a Viet Minh offi cial to monitor his activities. 
In an effort to unify the wide range of political factions active in Saigon-
Cholon, the Binh Xuyen immediately forged an alliance with the city’s 
nationalist youth movement, the Avant-Garde Youth (Thanh Nien Tien 
Phong), led by Lai Van Sang, future Binh Xuyen chief of police. 76  It was an 
odd marriage, as the Binh Xuyen, largely regarded as a band of ruthless crim-
inals, asserted command over idealistic young students and intellectuals. 77  

 Using its standard extortionist tactics, the Binh Xuyen drew in enough 
money to expand its forces to seven regiments, comprising ten thousand 
men, making it the largest force associated with the Viet Minh in the south. 
Yet despite the major Binh Xuyen contribution to the Viet Minh’s southern 
cause, the alliance was not destined to last long. The Viet Minh’s objective of 
unifying all national political movements under its control confl icted with 
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the Binh Xuyen’s desire for total autonomy within the territory under its 
purview. 78  This soon generated a clash that would tear apart the alliance and 
drive the Binh Xuyen into French arms. 

 In 1946, Nguyen Binh convened a military tribunal to investigate 
charges of murder and extortion against a minor Binh Xuyen chieftain, Ba 
Nho, who happened to be an intimate friend of the organization’s leader, 
Ba Duong. The tribunal found Ba Nho guilty and condemned him to 
death, which provoked a heated argument between Ba Duong and Nguyen 
Binh, during which Ba Nho grabbed Nguyen Binh’s pistol and shot him-
self in the head. Ba Duong blamed Nguyen Binh for his friend’s suicide, 
asked to be relocated to get out from under Nguyen Binh’s tight grip, 
and began organizing a movement to oust the general from his position 
in the Viet Minh hierarchy. But he was killed in combat just weeks later. 
In February 1946 the Binh Xuyen held an elaborate funeral in an area of 
mangrove swamps just outside of Saigon where the organization’s chiefs 
unanimously selected Bay Vien as their next supreme commander. 79  Bay 
Vien continued his predecessor’s vendetta against Nguyen Binh, though 
he nominally continued cooperating with the Viet Minh while conspiring 
surreptitiously with the Hoa Hao to form an anti-French, anti-Viet Minh 
coalition. 

 Like the Binh Xuyen, Hoa Hao and Cao Dai leaders at fi rst proved 
willing to collaborate, however tentatively, with Nguyen Binh. But they 
were quickly alienated by the general’s heavy-handed tactics and by Viet 
Minh demands that they relinquish their autonomy. After full-scale war 
broke out between France and the Viet Minh in the north at the end of 
1946, French military intelligence offi cers developed a complex strategy to 
capitalize on dissension within the ranks of resistance forces. The French 
took steps to win over, buy off, or extort politico-religious organizations. 
They aimed to compel them to break with the Viet Minh in hopes of bol-
stering their defenses and avoiding the need to fi ght a unifi ed bloc of na-
tionalist forces in the south. 80  The Viet Minh determination to subordinate 
fi ercely independent southern nationalist organizations under the DRV’s 
centralized authority may have doomed the united front from the start, but 
Nguyen Binh’s unpopular methods and France’s skillful manipulation of the 
 politico-religious organizations cemented the failure. 

 In spring 1946 French troops captured Tran Quang Vinh and the entire 
religious leadership of the Cao Dai, thus forcing him to sign an agreement 
with the French in June 1946. He pledged to surrender Cao Dai troops 
in exchange for the release of their dignitaries and the return of Pham 
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Cong Tac from his exile in Madagascar. On January 8, 1947, the Cao Dai 
signed an additional military convention with the French High command 
pledging “loyal collaboration” and respect for French laws and authority. 
In return, the French promised to arm and fund the Cao Dai forces, forty-
fi ve hundred of whom were charged with defending Tay Ninh against Viet 
Minh forces. 81  Although the January convention was secret, Nguyen Binh 
caught wind of the Cao Dai betrayal and fl ew into a rage. On January 24, 
1947, he created a special military assault force to take on the “pro-French” 
Cao Dai and purge the organization of “reactionary” followers. 82  

 Nguyen Binh also faced obstacles to his united front from the Hoa Hao. 
The organization was suspicious of the Viet Minh even before the clashes 
of August 1945, and undertook a number of measures early on to protect 
its freedom of action. 83  In September 1946, partly to counter the infl uence 
of Nguyen Binh’s Front of National Unity, Huynh Phu So founded the 
Vietnamese Social Democratic Party (Viet Nam Dan Chu Xa Hoi Dang), 
with an eye toward uniting all of the noncommunist nationalist groups 
that had existed in Vietnam prior to the Japanese defeat behind a platform 
of peace, national independence, and socialist principles, including social 
security for the disabled. The party manifesto was focused primarily on 
the attainment of national independence but it also placed a great deal of 
emphasis on social welfare measures. 84  It brought the organization more 
squarely into the realm of contemporarily politics than it had ever been. 
At the same time, the Hoa Hao also bucked Viet Minh efforts to co-opt 
its armed forces by creating a new military branch under the direction of 
General Tran Van Soai. 

 Responding to Nguyen Binh’s violent methods, the Hoa Hao quickly 
became more anticommunist than anti-French. Suspecting the Hoa Hao 
of disloyalty, the Viet Minh issued orders to arrest the organization’s spiri-
tual leader, Huynh Phu So, put him on trial, and punish his accomplices. 
Nguyen Binh’s forces abducted and arrested him in Long Xuyen on his 
way to a “conciliation meeting.” Most likely they executed him on the spot 
before issuing a statement in his name exhorting his followers to unify with 
other Vietnamese in support of Ho Chi Minh. 85  The decision to execute 
Huynh Phu So was approved by the DRV’s Executive Committee of the 
southern resistance on April 25 for “the crime of treason towards the Na-
tion and for having fomented a civil war in the West at a time when all the 
energy of the people must be unifi ed for the resistance.” 86  Some historians 
suggest that the Viet Minh targeted Huynh Phu So when they learned 
about his intentions to travel to Hong Kong to join other noncommunist 
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nationalists in a nascent effort to install former emperor Bao Dai at the head 
of an alternative Vietnamese government. 87  

 Hoa Hao authorities attempted unconvincingly to conceal their leader’s 
demise by claiming he had gone into hiding and would return at a later 
date. 88  Not all believers accepted the news of his death, but some who did 
retaliated with a spate of rampages against the Viet Minh, who responded 
in kind, leading to several thousand deaths on both sides. 89  Meanwhile, 
Nguyen Binh, who suspected Hoa Hao military leaders Tran Van Soai, Ba 
Cut, and Nguyen Giac Ngo of contacts with French intelligence agents, 
prepared to strike Hoa Hao strongholds. Huynh Phu So’s assassination and 
the violence that ensued cemented Tran Van Soai’s decision to sign a mili-
tary convention with France on May 18, 1947. The French recognized for 
the fi rst time the Hoa Hao’s right to exist, granted the organization the 
authority to protect its followers with its own armed forces and conceded 
its right to representation in the national administration. This was in ex-
change for Hoa Hao observance of national law, respect for French and 
other national authorities, and hostility against the Viet Minh. 

 By May a full-fl edged civil war had ignited between the Viet Minh 
military and police forces and both the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao. 90  The Viet 
Minh’s military, security, and intelligence apparatus sought to repress “re-
actionaries” within these two organizations. The Binh Xuyen remained 
neutral, offi cially still aligned with the Viet Minh, but working behind the 
scenes to forge alliances with the other politico-religious organizations 
while also exploring relations with the French. Nguyen Binh was furious 
over what he perceived to be acts of treason on the part of Cao Dai and Hoa 
Hao leaders; so furious that he lost sight of the fact that his violent responses 
to politico-religious accommodations with the French only further alien-
ated southern nationalists from the Viet Minh cause, thereby facilitating 
French efforts to court them. 91  His heavy-handed reactions to Hoa Hao 
and Cao Dai betrayals, and his preemptive dissolution or heavy surveillance 
of other nationalist parties that he feared would defect, only heightened 
the level of anger and violence that pervaded the south. Yet he and his Viet 
Minh cadres were not the only sources of violence, as all sides committed 
their share of atrocities in this civil war. 

 The Binh Xuyen managed to stay out of the fray during the bloody year 
1947, but watched carefully as the Viet Minh came to rely more and more 
heavily on terror as a means of maintaining and expanding state control. 92  
The French were eager to rally this last of the three major politico-religious 
organizations to their cause and stepped up incentives to lure Bay Vien and 
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the Binh Xuyen into the fold. In 1948, mutual fear and distrust between 
the Binh Xuyen and the Viet Minh drove the former to begin negotiating 
a secret alliance with the French. Viet Minh offi cials, upon learning of the 
organization’s double cross, reopened the civil war in the south. To clear 
the way for Nguyen Binh’s forces to attack Binh Xuyen military units in 
the mangrove swamps of Rung Sat just outside of Saigon, the Viet Minh 
invited Bay Vien to their camp at the Plain of Reeds further west toward the 
Cambodian border on May 19.  Although the invitation was ostensibly for 
a celebration of Ho Chi Minh’s fi fty-eighth birthday, it was really a setup. 
Nguyen Binh’s men intended to assassinate Bay Vien, but he recognized 
the trap and showed up to the meeting with two hundred armed atten-
dants. While he was there, though, the Viet Minh military quickly swept 
into the Rung Sat area to arrest Binh Xuyen agents and seize the territory 
under its control. From May 24 to May 31, Viet Minh forces arrested and 
purged a number of Binh Xuyen “reactionaries” and captured documents 
that proved the organization’s collusion with the French. They drove the 
Binh Xuyen out of its base in the Rung Sat region, but the organization 
clung to strongholds in Saigon-Cholon. At the same time, the Viet Minh 
initiated a propaganda campaign to undermine the Binh Xuyen politically, 
especially in the eyes of the Avant-Garde Youth, by publicizing Bay Vien’s 
secret collaboration with the French. 

 After this clash with the Viet Minh, French agents were able to con-
vince Bay Vien, who had been reluctant to collaborate openly with them, 
that signing on with the French Army was his last chance to preserve the 
Binh Xuyen organization and bolster his own power. On June 16 the Binh 
Xuyen leader signed a prepared declaration denouncing the communists as 
traitors and avowing his loyalty to the dethroned Emperor Bao Dai. 93  By 
this time, the French were engaged in serious discussions with Bao Dai with 
an eye toward forming an independent Vietnamese state allied with France. 
This enabled the Binh Xuyen to align with the French without compro-
mising its nationalist credentials entirely. According to the June agreement, 
the French conceded to the Binh Xuyen control of the police and security 
of Saigon-Cholon in exchange for which Binh Xuyen forces helped the 
French conduct a thorough sweep of the cities to root out and expel Viet 
Minh cadres, cells, and agents. 94  

 Viet Minh efforts, led by Nguyen Binh, to terrorize Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, 
and Binh Xuyen forces into submission backfi red and made more diffi cult 
their war against the French in the south.  Attempts to co-opt the south’s 
autonomous politico-religious organizations, each fi rmly rooted in the daily 
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culture and grassroots politics of the territory under its control, backed 
them into a corner and forced them to unite with the French and at times 
with each other in order to preserve their autonomy. 95  The resistance Hoa 
Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen forces posed to Viet Minh domination in 
the years following the August Revolution was a harbinger of what Ngo 
Dinh Diem would later face as he sought to establish total control over a 
highly heterogeneous southern population in which the politico-religious 
organizations were so fi rmly entrenched. 

 During the French War, the wild south arguably grew even wilder. Viet 
Minh efforts to subordinate southern Vietnam’s heterodox forces under 
centralized rule led to a period of civil war that, although most fi erce in 
1947, would continue throughout the war as the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and 
Binh Xuyen’s military conventions with the French pitted them against 
Viet Minh forces. Furthermore, alliances between the French and the 
 politico-religious organizations ensured that these groups received sub-
stantial monetary subsidies and military equipment, which they used to 
expand the territory under their control, enhance their political power and 
autonomy, and enlarge their armed forces. This served to rigidify and mili-
tarize the boundaries between southern Vietnam’s distinct communities. 
Where the region had once been diffi cult to govern, toward the end of the 
French War it may have become impossible to subdue without a fi ght, or at 
least without granting substantial political and fi nancial concessions to the 
politico-religious organizations that were so dominant there. 

 Politico-religious leaders even found the autonomous zones under 
their authority diffi cult to govern. During the French war, Hoa Hao and 
Cao Dai military leadership factionalized as several generals vied to bring 
ever greater territories under their control. Factional battles within and 
between organizations led to frequent episodes of violence in and around 
Hoa Hao and Cao Dai strongholds. This cost the politico-religious groups 
some ground, as the Viet Minh were able to take advantage of their infi ght-
ing to make inroads into the Mekong Delta for a brief time in 1953 and 
1954. However, Viet Minh efforts to win over the Hoa Hao, and to a lesser 
extent the Cao Dai, in an effort to split them off from their alliance with 
the French would ultimately prove unsuccessful. 96  All three organizations 
remained hostile to the Viet Minh, leaving the communists with a weak 
foothold in the south. Thus, as the end of the First Indochina War drew 
near, politico-religious power was vast, but tenuous. Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and 
Binh Xuyen infl uence was rooted in their tumultuous relationships with 
the French colonial administration, the benefi ts of which would end with a 
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cease-fi re. Just as France was looking for a way out of its war in Indochina, 
the United States deepened its involvement in Vietnam as a part of its Cold 
War program of preventing communist expansion—a commitment that 
expanded profoundly in 1950 with the outbreak of the Korean War and the 
adoption of NSC-68. Thus politico-religious leaders began to realize that 
their futures depended largely on their ability to establish domestic political 
legitimacy and to win American favor. 



  Chapter 2 

 The Crucible of Southern Vietnamese 
Nationalism and America’s Cold War 

 On February 1, 1950, a U.S. State Department working group penned 
the following justifi cation for providing American military aid to France 
for its war in Indochina: 

 Unavoidably the United States is, together with France, committed in 
Indochina. That is, failure of the French Bao Dai “experiment” would 
mean the communization of Indochina. It is Bao Dai (or a similar anti- 
communist successor) or Ho Chi Minh (or a similar communist successor); 
there is no other alternative. The choice confronting the United States is 
to support the French in Indochina or face the extension of Communism 
over the remainder of the continental area of Southeast Asia and, possibly, 
farther westward. 1  

 This logic represented a sharp departure from that which informed 
previous American policy. Until then, the Truman administration had resisted 
getting involved directly in France’s military effort to reclaim its former 
colony. Not only did the war carry the taint of traditional colonialism, odious 
to most Americas, but Indochina seemed far removed from Washington’s 
Cold War national security concerns. However, that would change abruptly 
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following the victory of Mao Zedong and the Chinese Communist Party in 
1949, and even more so after both China and the Soviet Union recognized 
Ho Chi Minh’s Democratic Republic of Vietnam in January 1950. Secretary 
of State Dean Acheson claimed that the Soviet recognition of Vietnam’s 
communist movement “should remove any illusions as to the ‘nationalist’ 
nature of Ho Chi Minh’s aims and reveals Ho in his true colors as the 
mortal enemy of native independence in Indochina.” 2  The United States 
therefore saw no choice but to commit its support to the new French-
backed State of  Vietnam headed by former emperor Bao Dai. 

 Ironically, Washington reached the conclusion that Indochina was criti-
cal to its larger Cold War strategy of containment just as France began to 
grow tired of its protracted war against the Viet Minh. The outbreak of war 
in Korea in June 1950 heightened American anxieties about the spread of 
communism in Asia and helped France persuade the Truman administration 
that its war against the Viet Minh was a crucial battle against Sino-Soviet 
expansion. 3  Over the next four years, as the war-weary French moved 
steadily toward the conclusion that the confl ict was not worth its fi nancial 
or political cost, Washington increased its economic support to France and 
pressured it to continue the fi ght against falling dominoes in Southeast Asia. 

 In keeping with its longstanding objection to colonial rule, the United 
States pressed the French to grant greater independence to the noncommu-
nist nationalist government they had established in Saigon.  Yet Washington’s 
reasons for doing so had much more to do with Vietnam’s perceived strate-
gic signifi cance within the Cold War international system, and fears that the 
United States might be losing ground to the Soviet Union in a competition 
for the allegiance of the rapidly decolonizing world, than with any concern 
over Vietnam’s internal affairs. American diplomats knew little, and cared 
little, about the long history of cultural, political, and social heterodoxy that 
led to the fractious composition of southern society by the early 1950s. 
Americans thus failed to recognize the perils inherent in trying to silence 
southern Vietnam’s disparate voices and impose centralized control at the 
expense of independent power groups like the Cao Dai, Hoa Hoa, and 
Binh Xuyen, as the Viet Minh had tried and failed to do in the aftermath of 
the August Revolution. The more deeply American diplomats waded into 
Vietnam’s domestic political milieu, the more frustrated they became with 
the divisive nature of southern Vietnamese politics. Rather than search for 
ways to cooperate with or even appease politico-religious leaders and their 
noncommunist nationalist allies, U.S. offi cials dismissed them as venal, inept, 
immoral, and politically immature. 
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 Meanwhile, the Vietnamese politicians that U.S. offi cials so readily and 
repeatedly discounted were well aware of the international dimension of 
their domestic confl ict and made efforts to manipulate it to their advantage. 
In 1947 they participated in a coalition that appealed to French and Ameri-
can political sensibilities in hopes of advancing their plan to install former 
emperor Bao Dai at the head of a noncommunist Vietnamese nationalist 
government. By 1953, they recognized that French domestic politics, com-
bined with recent changes to the international system, would soon compel 
Paris to end the war. Moreover, they came to realize that a Franco–Viet 
Minh cease-fi re would likely usher in an era of direct American involve-
ment in Vietnamese affairs. That spring, France’s decision to devalue the 
Indochinese piaster sent a clear signal that the end of the war was drawing 
near, prompting a spree of noncommunist Vietnamese political activity. At 
fi rst, southern Vietnam’s politicians merely clamored for greater indepen-
dence in an effort to distance themselves from French colonial ties, but as 
the movement continued they would begin to articulate platforms designed 
explicitly to appeal to the United States. 

 Vietnam and Truman’s Cold War 

 At the end of the Second World War, France’s determination to reclaim 
its Indochinese colony butted up against a fundamental opposition to 
traditional imperialism prevalent in the United States. President Franklin 
Roosevelt objected to the imperial system much more fervently than his 
successor, Harry Truman. Yet in the early years of the French war Truman 
would walk a fi ne line as he strove to avoid breaking completely with 
his predecessor’s Indochina policy without alienating Paris and imperil-
ing French support for Washington’s postwar policies in Europe. Thus, 
while the Truman administration remained offi cially neutral and was often 
quite critical of French actions in the early years of the war, the emerg-
ing Cold War environment prevented Washington from taking a fi rm stand 
against French reconquest. Eventually, the logic of the Cold War would 
lead Washington to bankroll the French war effort and become even more 
determined than Paris to defeat the Viet Minh. 

 During World War II the United States threatened to block France’s 
colonial ambitions in Southeast Asia. By the war’s end Roosevelt had be-
come an increasingly outspoken proponent of extending independence and 
self-determination to colonized peoples. He trained his attention especially 
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on Indochina, where in 1941 French colonial administrators loyal to the 
Vichy regime had given in to Japanese pressure to halt the fl ow of supplies 
to nationalist China and allowed Japanese troops to establish a staging area 
for their invasion of Southeast Asia, a move that contributed directly to the 
Japanese decision to attack Pearl Harbor. 4  In 1944 Roosevelt specifi cally 
recommended barring the resumption of French colonial rule in Indo-
china, proposing instead an international trusteeship to oversee the colony’s 
gradual move toward independence. Americans largely supported this ob-
jective, as it not only conformed to their long held anticolonial ideology 
but promised to open up trading opportunities around the globe in places 
that had once been restricted by imperial preferences. 

 At Yalta, Roosevelt indicated some fl exibility in France’s favor by 
agreeing that trusteeships would be established only with consent from 
the imperial powers involved. American diplomats were torn over whether 
or not to subordinate their goal of establishing a new world order based 
on self-determination to the more urgent imperative of supporting Euro-
pean allies in order to foster postwar solidarity in matters of defense and 
economic recovery. Roosevelt’s death and the inauguration of Harry Tru-
man on April 12, 1945, settled the argument in favor of those who sought 
to allow French recolonization of Indochina for the purpose of promot-
ing good relations with Paris. 5  The United States offi cially declared itself 
neutral—it would not aid France’s recolonization of Indochina, nor would 
it pose any obstruction. 

 In the short term, this came as a relief to French offi cials. It enabled 
them to begin efforts to reassert imperial control almost immediately af-
ter the August Revolution. 6  However, they recognized that in the long 
term they would need explicit support and access to resources from the 
United States if they were to have any hope of successfully restoring French 
authority over Indochina. 7  In collaboration with Britain, which had its 
own imperial interests at heart, France worked during the early years of its 
war with the Viet Minh to convince Washington to provide it with direct 
material and economic aid.  At fi rst, Paris relied on the Truman administra-
tion’s reluctance to alienate France, which stemmed from its need to secure 
French support for emerging Cold War defense policies in Europe. 8  This 
was enough to prevent Washington from obstructing the French war ef-
fort, but the Franco-American relationship over Indochina was strained 
throughout the late 1940s, as American offi cials consistently pressured the 
French to move in the direction of liberalizing their rule and granting in-
dependence to the people of Indochina. 
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 The so-called “Bao Dai solution” that would begin to address Washing-
ton’s concerns about the deleterious effects of colonialism and help France 
win American support for its ongoing war was largely a product of Viet-
namese nationalist politics. In mid-1947 a group of Vietnamese nationalists 
helped devise a plan that they hoped would secure independence, or at the 
very least a greater degree of autonomy for Vietnam under noncommunist 
leadership. Hoa Hao and Cao Dai fi gures joined a broad-based coalition of 
Vietnam’s noncommunist nationalist organizations, including the VNQDD 
and the Dai Viet (“Greater Vietnam”) Party, to call for the former emperor 
Bao Dai to return to Vietnam and preside over a nationalist government 
within the French Union. 9  Many representatives of these nationalist par-
ties, especially the Dai Viet, were working in exile following a wave of Viet 
Minh campaigns against them launched in summer 1946, after the with-
drawal of Chinese troops that had been stationed in the north to oversee 
Japan’s surrender. In support of their efforts to regain some political traction 
in Vietnam via Bao Dai, they formed a short-lived Third Force coalition, 
the National Union Front (Mat Tran Thong Nhut Quoc Gia). 10  Ngo Dinh 
Diem, at the time a fairly minor player in Vietnamese politics, participated 
in this movement in hopes that it might eventually lead to Vietnam’s in-
dependence from both French colonial rule and Viet Minh domination. 11  

 French leaders, who were struggling not only to gain American fi nan-
cial backing but also to shore up domestic political support for an increas-
ingly unpopular war, jumped on the idea of a Bao Dai solution. 12  Paris 
hoped to manipulate Vietnamese politics in a manner that would satisfy 
nationalist demands by conforming to international trends of liberaliza-
tion and decolonization while preserving the basis of French domination 
of Indochina. Furthermore, French leaders sought to justify their refusal to 
negotiate with Ho Chi Minh’s government by pointing to Bao Dai as the 
country’s true national leader. 13  France also hoped that the Bao Dai solution 
might shift domestic and international perceptions of the war as a colonial 
war, casting it instead as a Cold War struggle against the communist Viet 
Minh waged in conjunction with a nationalist Vietnamese government that 
was at least moving in the direction of independence. 14  

 One major obstacle to this plan’s success was Bao Dai’s reputation as 
a playboy and a political fl ip-fl opper. 15  Born in 1913, he became the im-
mediate heir to the Nguyen dynasty. His illustrious ancestor, the Gia Long 
Emperor, had unifi ed the modern territory of Vietnam for the fi rst time in 
1802, not long before the country endured the fi rst convulsions of French 
colonization. Bao Dai was born under the colonial system and grew up in 
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France under the patronage of former colonial offi cials, a fact that was all-
too-evident due to his preference for French culture, French food, and even 
French women over their Vietnamese counterparts. He was an excellent 
student and had ideas about how to help Vietnam navigate its path to inde-
pendence. But circumstances combined with his passive personality to limit 
his opportunities to implement them. By the time he returned to the capital 
city of Hue to assume the throne in 1932, the monarchy had been stripped of 
all but symbolic authority, and he did little to restore gravity to the throne. 16  

 For much of his career, it seemed that Bao Dai was most important as 
a fi gurehead, and one whose image a wide range of Vietnamese politicians 
would seek to appropriate in hopes of legitimizing their movements with 
reference to Vietnamese culture and tradition. In 1932–33, a group of Viet-
namese nationalists, including a young Ngo Dinh Diem, started a campaign 
“to project the young Emperor Bao Dai as a moral exemplar, a model of 
East-West harmony, a Vietnamese appropriately ‘dyed with the new but 
never forgetting the old.’ ” 17  Years later, following Bao Dai’s abdication, Ho 
Chi Minh and the Viet Minh would appoint him fi rst as Supreme Com-
mander of the DRV and then head of the National Committee of Advisors. 

 In the latter case, Bao Dai quickly grew frustrated with the DRV and 
dissatisfi ed with his life in Hanoi. In the summer of 1946 he fl ed to China 
and then settled in Hong Kong. He chose not to return to Hanoi, but again 
was sought out by an array of noncommunist Vietnamese nationalists led by 
the Dai Viet who hoped to recruit him back to head an alternative govern-
ment. The Dai Viet was an anticolonial, anticommunist party that grew out 
of the tradition of bourgeois reform movements such as the Constitutional-
ist Party that was active in 1920s southern Vietnam. The constitutionalists, 
a group of southern elites who aimed to work within the French system 
to secure greater rights for their own class, sought the gradual evolution of 
self-government along the model of British India. As a group, they were 
stamped out by the French in the repressions of the early 1930s, but a 
series of moderate, noncommunist Dai Viet parties emerged primarily in 
and around Hanoi to take their place as secular noncommunist nationalists 
during the popular front era later that decade. Dai Viet leaders attempted 
to collaborate with the Japanese during World War II but received little 
support from them until after the March coup. Even then they made little 
headway in their efforts to be included in the Vietnamese government that 
emerged briefl y prior to the August Revolution. 

 The fi ercely anticommunist Dai Viet would continue fi ghting against the 
Viet Minh in the north after Ho Chi Minh’s declaration of independence, 
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and in 1947 it reconstituted in Nanking and Hong Kong to organize sup-
port for Bao Dai. Much like the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen, the 
Dai Viet saw little choice but to compromise its anticolonial principles to 
work with the French, who remained unwilling to grant full indepen-
dence. 18  Thus many Dai Viet politicians, including Dr. Phan Huy Quat and 
northern governor Nguyen Huu Tri, would soon come to play important 
roles in southern Vietnamese politics under Bao Dai’s government and into 
the period of national division that would commence in 1954. 

 While Bao Dai was engaged in discussions with the Dai Viet and their 
noncommunist nationalist allies, French secret agents caught up with him 
and felt out his willingness to participate in their own nascent plans to uti-
lize his royal claim as a political weapon in their fi ght against the Viet Minh. 
French leaders knew that for the Bao Dai solution to have its intended ef-
fect on domestic Vietnamese politics and international opinion, the former 
emperor needed support from the full range of southern Vietnam’s non-
communist nationalists. They were able to secure support from many Dai 
Viet fi gures, and in January 1948 representatives of the Cao Dai and Hoa 
Hao signed a petition requesting that Bao Dai take the lead in bringing 
about national independence and unifi cation. 19  These endorsements paved 
the way for French negotiators to strike a deal with Bao Dai, who was as-
sured that his government would fi nd basic acceptance on the ground. 

 Unsurprisingly, France’s vision for Bao Dai’s government differed sub-
stantially from that of the nationalists who initially conceived of the idea. In 
February 1948, nationalist leaders met in Saigon to establish a framework 
for negotiating with the French over the terms of Vietnamese indepen-
dence. They were reluctant to grant Bao Dai the authority to reach agree-
ments with France without fi rst securing approval from a national assembly. 
Future South Vietnamese president Ngo Dinh Diem was among those who 
feared that Bao Dai would be too willing to negotiate on French terms. 
His apprehension turned out to be well founded, as Bao Dai announced in 
March that he intended to move forward on Paris’s terms and proceeded 
to negotiate an agreement that granted the new Vietnamese state little true 
independence. 20  

 Bao Dai and the French initialed an agreement on June 5, 1948, ac-
cording to which Émile Bollaert, French High Commissioner for Vietnam, 
“solemnly recognized the independence of Vietnam, which was free to re-
alize its complete unity.” 21  But the pledge was little more than lip service. In 
March 1949 Bao Dai met with French president Vincent Auriol at the Ély-
sée to hash out a fi nal agreement. The Élysée accords of March 8 promised 
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eventual independence to Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia within the French 
Union and put Bao Dai in charge of the newly established State of  Viet-
nam (SVN). In spite of the former emperor’s overly simplifi ed reputation 
in many nationalist circles as a French lackey and a self-indulgent playboy, 
those who brokered the agreement at Élysée hoped that his royal blood, 
and the strength of Vietnam’s dynastic tradition, would confer on him a 
degree of legitimacy. 

 The Élysée accords were highly imperfect from the perspective of Viet-
nam’s noncommunist nationalists. France handed over very little real power 
to Bao Dai’s government, retaining control over areas of Vietnam populated 
by ethnic minorities, as well as the agencies concerned with foreign trade, 
customs, fi nance, immigration, and security.  Yet the politico-religious orga-
nizations stuck to their pledge to support his government, and the Dai 
Viet Party and a wide range of other nationalists decided to back Bao Dai 
and the new SVN in hopes that the new state might serve as a vehicle for 
gradually gaining independence. Ngo Dinh Diem, at the time little more 
than a bit player in Vietnamese nationalist political circles, was furious with 
the way Bao Dai caved to French demands. He was outraged by what he 
perceived to be Bao Dai’s willingness to pursue personal advancement at 
the expense of Vietnam’s national good, and by the former emperor’s appar-
ent subservience to French colonialists. On June 16, 1949, he issued a public 
statement condemning the former emperor and rejecting the Élysée ac-
cords. 22  Ngo Dinh Diem’s voice at the time was not suffi ciently powerful to 
interrupt the events in motion, but his disillusionment with Bao Dai would 
play a huge role in his political decisions as prime minister a few years later. 

 The United States was at fi rst reluctant to recognize the new State of 
Vietnam, largely on the grounds that Bao Dai and his cabinet were “naïve 
and incapable of governance.” 23  And as Washington grew more concerned 
about the promise that Soviet communism held for many in the decolo-
nizing world, and the damage that the continuation of colonial rule might 
do to its goal of containing communism in the Third World, it objected 
to the lack of real independence that the Bao Dai solution granted to the 
Vietnamese. Yet as Vietnam became more important in the Cold War, Tru-
man’s administration promptly tabled those concerns. The twin shocks of 
1949—the “loss” of China to communism and the fi rst Soviet detonation of 
an atomic bomb—heightened American anxieties about Soviet aggression, 
turned Washington’s focus to Asia as an emerging Cold War hot spot, and 
ushered in a major shift in the U.S. position on France’s war against the Viet 
Minh. After Mao Zedong’s People’s Republic of China (PRC) extended 
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recognition to Ho Chi Minh’s government on January 18, followed shortly 
thereafter by the Soviets on January 30, Washington responded by formally 
recognizing Bao Dai’s government on February 7. This was the fi rst in a 
series of steps that would bind the United States to both the French war 
effort and the SVN. 24  

 The year 1950 marked a key turning point in the Cold War and signaled 
a sea change in Franco-American relations over Indochina. Heightened 
fears of Soviet and Chinese aggression in Europe and Asia prompted the 
Truman administration to authorize Paul Nitze and the Policy Planning 
Staff to conduct a comprehensive national security assessment aimed at 
identifying national interests, potential threats, and feasible responses to 
those threats in light of the intensifying and expanding Cold War. The re-
sulting document, NSC-68, militarized Washington’s containment strategy 
and expanded the purview of containment from key strategic areas to the 
entire globe, with a particular focus on Asia. 25  

 The outbreak of the Korean War fueled this shift in America’s approach 
to the Cold War. It prompted the Truman administration to increase dra-
matically its contributions to the French war effort in Indochina. It also 
impelled the State Department to look for ways to enhance West European 
security while freeing up suffi cient manpower and resources to fi ght com-
munism in Korea and wherever else it might rear its head.  Washington began 
to pressure West Germany to rearm and contribute more to the defense of 
Western Europe and asked other NATO allies to bolster their contributions 
as well. This not only revived French anxieties about German militarism 
but also taxed France’s economy just as it began to recover. France lacked 
the resources to continue the fi ght against the Viet Minh while meeting 
U.S. expectations that it build up its forces on the continent. The chal-
lenge of getting France to do both led to a growing entanglement between 
Washington’s policies regarding Indochina and West European security. 

 In light of its recent history, France was loath to see men in German Army 
uniforms marching around Europe. In response to Washington’s demands for 
West Germany to rearm and join NATO allies in providing for the defense 
of Western Europe, French offi cials came up with the Pleven Plan, which 
would become the European Defense Community (EDC). Paris proposed a 
supranational European Army as a means of securing West Germany’s con-
tribution to continental defense without creating a German national army. 26  
But in short order the French would come to fear that the EDC might shift 
the balance of power in the Western alliance away from France and toward 
West Germany, especially as long as French troops and resources remained 
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mired in Southeast Asia. Thus, once the United States bought into the EDC 
and embraced it as the key to its strategy for West European security, it would 
become an important bargaining chip for the French, who dangled promises 
of its ratifi cation to secure additional American aid for Indochina. 

 By the end of 1950, even a signifi cant increase in American aid for 
the war in Indochina was not enough to alleviate the strain to the French 
economy created by the dual imperatives of building up forces in Europe 
while continuing the fi ght against the Viet Minh. Just as its economy was 
recovering from the blight of World War II, France initiated a huge rear-
mament program that the nation could hardly afford. Between 1950 and 
1952 France almost tripled its military expenditures. 27  The French military 
budget grew steadily to take up an ever increasing percentage of the nation’s 
gross national product while public investment in the civil sector declined. 28  
France was badly overstretched, and its leaders were forced to reevaluate 
whether possessing Indochina helped or hurt their chances of claiming 
equal status with Britain and the United States in the Western alliance. 29  

 After 1950, as America’s determination to keep Indochina out of com-
munist hands hardened and France’s commitment to retaining its empire 
in Southeast Asia dwindled, both sides looked for ways to exert leverage 
over each other. 30  A devastating military defeat at Cao Bang in 1950 sig-
naled to the French that they had entered a new phase of the war in which 
they would face a better-organized, more vigorous Viet Minh enemy.  That 
combined with the mounting cost of the war prompted National Assem-
bly member and future prime minister Pierre Mendès-France to conclude 
that his country must choose between Europe and Indochina. Thereafter, 
French public opinion grew steadily opposed to the war, as did a number of 
leading French political fi gures. However, many of those who wanted out 
of Indochina hoped to exit in a manner that would avoid setting a prec-
edent that could undermine French rule in North Africa. 31  French leaders 
aimed to accomplish this by building up a Vietnamese national army to take 
over more and more of the fi ghting while convincing the United States 
to fi nance an ever greater percentage of the war’s cost. And in exchange 
for bearing the fi nancial brunt of the war, Washington expected France to 
enhance the independence of the Associated States of Vietnam, Laos, and 
Cambodia and to go along with its plans for the EDC in Western Europe. 

 In July 1951 Truman’s secretary of state Dean Acheson secured the Na-
tional Security Council’s support for the EDC as a means of pursuing 
West Germany’s political and military evolution while reassuring France 
of its security and continued position of prominence within the Western 
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alliance. In February 1952 NATO fi nally endorsed the concept, and three 
months later the EDC was signed in Paris by France, West Germany, and the 
Benelux countries. 32  Getting France to ratify the treaty would be a much 
more diffi cult challenge. It became increasingly evident to French leaders 
that their troops would need to return from Indochina to Europe before 
the country would be comfortable enough with the prospect of German 
rearmament even to consider ratifi cation. By late 1952 and into 1953, then, 
French leaders privately acknowledged the necessity of withdrawal from 
Indochina. But they sought to exploit American aid to minimize the politi-
cal cost of their retreat. The indecision surrounding the EDC would prove 
just the tool they needed to bring the United States along. 33  

 In January 1953, Prime Minister George Bidault pledged that he in-
tended to press through growing domestic political opposition to the EDC 
to get the treaty ratifi ed. One of his key motivations for doing so was the 
war in Indochina, which was by then eating up one-third of the French 
defense budget and was expected to take up even more of the pie over the 
coming year. American aid represented France’s only hope to continue the 
fi ght and secure an acceptable peace. This, in turn, enabled Washington to 
exert its own form of leverage on the French by insisting that its assistance 
was contingent on good faith efforts to secure ratifi cation of the EDC. 34  
But the EDC soon took another hit with Joseph Stalin’s death in March 
1953, making it even more diffi cult to sell to the French public. 

 Following Stalin’s death, Soviet premier Georgi Malenkov initiated a 
“peace offensive” aimed at relaxing East-West tensions. Many in France 
were optimistic that this change in Soviet leadership, and the Kremlin’s 
softer diplomatic tack, could result in a real easing of Cold War tensions 
and present new avenues for ending the war in Indochina and guaranteeing 
West European security without resort to the EDC. The new Eisenhower 
administration, on the other hand, remained deeply distrustful of the Krem-
lin and feared that its new, more fl exible diplomatic approach might en-
able it to undermine Western security while making inroads into the Third 
World. The United States faced a great challenge in convincing France that 
the Cold War necessitated both the EDC and the continuation of war in 
Indochina. After much discussion, the Eisenhower administration agreed 
to attend a four-power conference in Berlin, including Britain, France, the 
Soviet Union, and the United States, to discuss the prospect of German re-
unifi cation. Eisenhower and Dulles were hoping that the conference would 
expose the Malenkov peace offensive as a charade, thus paving the way for 
France to ratify the EDC as the best prospect for  Western security. 35  
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 In the meantime, French leaders had determined by May 1953 that 
Indochina had become a marginal asset, and that they had to look for a 
way out of the war sooner rather than later if they hoped to preserve their 
fragile position within the Western alliance and cling to their empire in 
North Africa. 36  In early May the United States and France agreed on a 
new aggressive military strategy known as the Navarre Plan, to be led by 
General Henri Navarre. Along with a more forceful approach to fi ghting 
the Viet Minh, the plan included a major strengthening of the Vietnamese 
national army under General Nguyen Van Hinh. Washington welcomed this 
as a response to Eisenhower’s increasing pressure over March and April for 
Paris to improve on the weak enforcement of the Élysée accords as a means 
of expediting the transfer of French military responsibilities to local troops. 
The United States, hoping that the Navarre Plan posed an opportunity to 
defeat the Viet Minh, stepped up its level of aid to cover fully one-half of 
the war’s cost by the middle of the year. 37  Regardless of what the French 
told their American allies at this point, though, they had all but given up 
hope of defeating the Viet Minh and decided to draw the war to a close, 
and soon. Indeed, when Prime Minister Rene Mayer approved the Na-
varre Plan on May 7, he told Henri Navarre that its object was to facilitate 
France’s “graceful exit” from Indochina. 38  

 Political Crisis and Nationalist Awakening 

 Another of France’s moves in May 1953 signaled to southern Vietnamese 
nationalists, who had been keeping a close eye on the deteriorating French 
war effort and taking note of Washington’s growing interest in Vietnam, 
that the French retreat that they had long anticipated was now imminent. 
At the end of April and beginning of May 1953, exposés in  Le Monde  
and  L’Observateur  revealed that certain French politicians were taking ad-
vantage of the artifi cially overvalued Indochinese piaster to engage in il-
legal currency exchanges. On May 8, just one day after the revelations in 
 L’Observateur , French premier René Mayer moved to end the scandal and 
reduce the fi nancial burden of France’s military campaign in Indochina by 
devaluing the Indochinese piaster from seventeen francs to ten, provoking 
what one historian has called a “fi nancial Dien Bien Phu.” 39  

 The devaluation stirred up political rivalries between southern Viet-
nam’s most prominent noncommunist nationalists as they struggled to posi-
tion themselves to claim power in the impending postwar government. In 
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keeping with the Cao Dai’s longstanding ambition to seize political leader-
ship of Vietnam, Pope Pham Cong Tac headed major initiatives supported 
by southern Vietnam’s three powerful politico-religious organizations, the 
Cao Dai, Hoa Hoa, and Binh Xuyen. Since he returned from exile in 
1946, he had been working to establish the Cao Dai as a national political 
force and expected it to play a substantial role in Vietnam’s government in 
the postcolonial era. 40  One of the greatest challenges to Pham Cong Tac’s 
primacy among southern nationalists came from Ngo Dinh Nhu, one of 
future prime minister Ngo Dinh Diem’s brothers. Ngo Dinh Nhu, a book-
ish intellectual, had only recently begun to establish a public profi le in 
Vietnamese political circles. Always more comfortable working behind the 
scenes, he founded a small discussion group focused on labor organizing in 
1948, and became more active politically only after Ngo Dinh Diem fl ed 
the country in fear of Viet Minh reprisals in 1950. He then entered a phase 
of more vigorous political engagement and by 1953 was openly involved in 
a quest to pave the way for his brother to take power in postwar southern 
Vietnam. 

 France’s decision to devalue the piaster, which set off the competition 
between Pham Cong Tac, Ngo Dinh Nhu, and a range of other south-
ern nationalists, was long overdue. The currency had been overvalued for 
some time, as the French established its exchange rate in 1945 after regain-
ing control of Indochina and had not revised it since. Pioneering French 
and Indochinese businessmen and administrators, including the Viet Minh, 
took advantage of the imbalance between its offi cial value of seventeen 
francs and the more realistic value of seven or eight francs assigned to it by 
international monetary markets. Traffi cking in piasters had long been ac-
cepted as the status quo, but as the war turned sour, critics in Paris began 
to accuse elements within the French Army and the Indochinese colo-
nial administration of prolonging the confl ict intentionally to capitalize 
on its profi tability. 41  Such rumors had increased dramatically following the 
Viet Minh invasion of Laos in April 1953, which had further highlighted 
France’s military weakness. 42  

 Diplomatic pressure from the United States compounded France’s do-
mestic pleas to reevaluate the piaster. 43  A crisis had been approaching for 
months as the United States assumed more and more of the mounting costs 
of France’s war against the Viet Minh, and became less and less willing to 
countenance the exorbitant fi nancial burden resulting from what U.S. am-
bassador to Saigon Donald Heath called the “unrealistic exchange rate of 
the piaster agreed to by the French some years ago.” 44  United States offi cials 
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recognized what French leaders knew all too well: that devaluing the piaster, 
and cutting Vietnamese purchasing power in half, would worsen Vietnam’s 
“not too happy relations with France.” 45  Nonetheless they insisted that such 
action would be necessary if Paris and Washington wished to carry on the 
fi ght against communism in Indochina. 

 True to French and American predictions, France’s move to devalue 
Indochina’s currency had lasting political ramifi cations within Vietnam. 
Perhaps most damaging was Mayer’s failure to consult with local leaders 
before effecting the change, on the grounds that it could prompt a spree of 
speculation. His secrecy created a good deal of economic upheaval and un-
dermined the fragile marriage of convenience that existed between France 
and the Associated States. 46  Though the Élysée accords of 1949 guaranteed 
France the right to adjust the value of the piaster at any time, Indochinese 
government offi cials, nationalists, and businessmen regarded the May deval-
uation as a fl agrant violation of agreements between France and the Associ-
ated States. It struck a serious blow to noncommunist nationalists’ already 
dwindling confi dence in the French and prompted many to embark upon 
bolder political programs in preparation for the end of the French war. 

 As U.S. consul to Saigon Robert McClintock noted at the time, “Cer-
tain nationalists take [the] view that devaluation [is] not unfortunate since 
it [is] indicative of [the] inherent weakness of France and favors greater 
Vietnamese direction of [their] own affairs.” 47  Indeed, this perceived French 
betrayal motivated and galvanized a broad swath of noncommunist nation-
alists and spurred them to demand total independence rather than the bro-
ken promises and half-measures that France had delivered since concluding 
the Élysée accords. One historian has claimed that the decision to devalue 
“was economically justifi able but politically inept, exposing, as it did, the 
artifi ciality of the independence of the Associated States.” 48  

 Among other things, the currency crisis highlighted widespread dissat-
isfaction with SVN prime minister Nguyen Van Tam among his Vietnamese 
constituents. Nguyen Van Tam, himself a Cao Dai follower and French citi-
zen known as “the tiger of Cai Lay” for his role in the French repression 
of Vietnamese revolutionaries in 1940, replaced Tran Van Huu in 1952. 49  
Due to Nguyen Van Tam’s history of collaboration with the French, Paris 
expected him to be more malleable politically than his predecessor. On the 
surface, he struggled during his tenure as prime minister to shake his repu-
tation as a French nationalist and strove to represent a balance of Vietnam-
ese and French interests. He was able to convince many in the United States 
of his sincerity. General O’Daniel once observed, “Tam is a naturalized 
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French citizen, but he seems to be a sincere Vietnamese Nationalist.” 50  
The prime minister, however, never succeeded in winning the trust of his 
countrymen, and the events of spring 1953 only further diminished his 
popular support within Vietnam. 51  A growing recognition among politico-
religious leaders that France would not be present much longer to provide 
them with subsidies and protection compelled them to oppose Nguyen Van 
Tam’s French-sponsored regime overtly. In the coming months they would 
band together with other noncommunist nationalists to demand an end to 
French colonialism and total independence for the Associated States. 

 It was the Cao Dai pope Pham Cong Tac who initially asserted himself 
as the leader of this movement. 52  Immediately after the French govern-
ment announced its decision to devalue the Indochinese currency, his Cao 
Dai–led Association for National Restoration (Viet Nam Phuc Quoc Hoi) 
held an emergency meeting of Saigon political leaders who concluded that 
it had become more necessary than ever to denounce the Élysée accords 
of 1949. 53  Even those who saw fi t to cooperate with the French during 
the war had steadily demanded increased sovereignty in the years since the 
treaty was promulgated. In the wake of devaluation, noncommunist Viet-
namese leaders across the board concluded that they must make a break 
from France in order to pave the way for political infl uence in postarmistice 
Vietnam. Given Washington’s persistent advocacy of greater independence 
for the Associated States and its clear commitment to anticommunism, 
southern nationalists hoped they might fi nd an ally in the United States. 

 On July 3, 1953, in response to increasing unrest among nationalists 
around Saigon, diplomatic pressure from Washington, and political crisis at 
home, France’s new prime minister Joseph Laniel announced that France 
was willing to “perfect” the independence of France’s Indochina colonies 
by transferring control over fi nance, justice, political, and military affairs 
to local administrators. 54  Under the circumstances, Laniel’s announcement 
came as little surprise. Moreover, given France’s record of promising inde-
pendence and not delivering, many outside observers viewed the vague 
pledge with skepticism. Reggie Burrows, the British diplomat in charge of 
Indochina affairs in the Foreign Offi ce, commented that Laniel’s announce-
ment “amounts to little more than a declaration that France will now, in 
1953, implement the 1949 agreements.” 55  Others, however, attached to it 
much greater signifi cance, going so far as to claim that it “amounted to the 
death of the French Union.” 56  

 Laniel’s pledge to perfect the independence of the Associated States pre-
sented Vietnamese leaders with the choice of remaining in or withdrawing 
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from the French Union. French and American offi cials downplayed this 
provision, claiming that the State of Vietnam’s reliance on France for sup-
port against the communists would obviate the possibility of withdrawal. 57  
Almost immediately thereafter, though, Bao Dai and Nguyen Van Tam 
announced that they would soon take a delegation to Paris to open ne-
gotiations with France on the future of Vietnamese independence. Their 
government seemed amenable to continued cooperation with France, but 
Nguyen Van Tam insisted that in order for Vietnam to remain a part of the 
French Union, France would have to improve signifi cantly on the frail and 
inadequate independence granted by the Élysée agreement of 1949 and 
the Pau agreement of 1950 that guaranteed Vietnam a voice in economic 
decisions. 58  

 Bao Dai and Nguyen Van Tam made this move largely in response to 
pressure from southern Vietnam’s increasingly vocal nationalists. However, 
American policymakers who remained unfamiliar with Vietnam’s indig-
enous noncommunist movements failed to perceive the imperative and 
responded with bemusement. Ambassador Heath betrayed America’s igno-
rance of the country’s domestic political affairs, describing himself as “rather 
quizzical when [Bao Dai] mentioned Vietnamese ‘political parties.’ ” The 
chief of state gently informed Heath that while these parties were “small 
and not really organized, they nevertheless had an infl uence on Vietnamese 
public opinion.” 59  Among the most powerful groups of which he spoke 
were the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen organizations, and their affi li-
ated political parties. 60  Washington’s weak understanding of these organiza-
tions and their positions in southern Vietnamese politics and society would 
limit its ability to make sense of the events that ensued. 

 In September 1953, Pham Cong Tac led a revolt against the offi cial 
Vietnamese delegation currently negotiating with France. After Nguyen 
Van Tam departed for Cannes to consult with Bao Dai, the Cao Dai pope 
joined together with Ngo Dinh Nhu to organize an unoffi cial Congress for 
National Union and Peace to be held in Cholon on September 6. Bao Dai, 
who wanted nongovernmental representatives to participate in his delega-
tion, encouraged Pham Cong Tac and Ngo Dinh Nhu, perhaps as a means 
of undermining the increasingly unpopular Nguyen Van Tam and solidify-
ing his connection with southern Vietnam’s powerful nationalist groups. 
On September 4, the Cao Dai pope held a press conference announcing the 
congress and proclaiming, “The hour has come to realize the great union of 
all parties and nationalist elements in view of achieving the independence 
of our country.” 61  
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 Under Pham Cong Tac and Ngo Dinh Nhu’s direction, representatives 
from the politico-religious organizations, or “the big three organizations of 
South Vietnam,” as French security agents referred to them, met with sev-
eral other nationalist leaders at Binh Xuyen commander Bay Vien’s head-
quarters to discuss plans for independence and future leadership. The Hoa 
Hao Social Democratic Party disseminated tracts explaining its motivations 
for participating in terms of patriotism, national unifi cation, and resistance 
to outside invasion. 62  Nguyen Van Tam immediately cut his trip short and 
returned to Saigon in hopes of controlling the congress, which overtly op-
posed both him and the French. 63  According to Heath, the prime minister 
“thought the idea of a Congress was a bad one but, since [the] idea had 
been launched, he was confi dent he could organize and manage it so it did 
not go off the rails.” 64  

 Nguyen Van Tam’s prediction that he could manage the national con-
gress proved false. On October 16 it unexpectedly passed a unanimous 
resolution refusing to join the French Union. 65  Fed up with half-measures 
and illusions of self-determination, representatives of the “big fi ve” non-
communist political groups, including the three politico-religious groups, 
the Dai Viet, and the northern Catholics demanded to be released from the 
French Union under several specifi c conditions. They requested uncon-
ditional independence, freedom of the press, an end to corruption, army 
and administrative reforms, and the immediate summoning of a national 
assembly. 66  

 Only Nguyen Van Tam and Bao Dai possessed the real authority to 
withdraw from the union, and they had no intention of doing so. The chief 
of state claimed to be furious with the national congress resolution, criti-
cizing it as “unwise, ill timed and contrary to Vietnam’s interests which de-
mand membership [in the] French Union.” 67  He insisted that the resolution 
undercut his own negotiating position in France, diminished his author-
ity within Vietnam, and undermined French support for noncommunist 
Vietnam. Bao Dai therefore threatened to take corrective steps including, 
if necessary, dissolving the congress. 68  He also removed Nguyen Van Tam 
from any connection or authority over the congress, presumably as a means 
of dissociating the State of Vietnam from its resolutions. 69  Ultimately, Bao 
Dai managed to extract from the group a fairly empty resolution placing 
confi dence in his leadership and thanking the French Republic and the 
United States “for aid given [to] Vietnam in order to consolidate its na-
tional independence.” 70  Yet the damage to Franco-Vietnamese diplomacy 
was already done. 
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 Laniel and his political allies in Paris were concerned primarily about 
the effect that Vietnam’s national congress announcement would have on 
the French National Assembly debates of that month. Vietnam’s apparent 
unwillingness to remain within the French Union caused public support 
for the war to dwindle even further and fueled the October legislative con-
fl ict over France’s future in Indochina. Bitter debate ensued between parties 
on the right and left over whether to withdraw French troops entirely or, 
alternatively, to launch an all-out assault on the Viet Minh. The assembly 
failed to reach a consensus, and France would continue down its gradual 
path to disengagement. 

 Meanwhile, the United States grew frustrated with the very Vietnamese 
nationalists that it expected to take over the war effort from France. Recent 
studies have demonstrated that Americans in the mid-twentieth century 
often approached Asians with a set of racially based preconceptions that 
prompted them to expect little in the way of competence or rationality. 71  
Indeed,  American offi cials responded to Vietnam’s noncommunist national-
ists as though they were irrational, childlike fi gures. Their frustrations were 
fueled by a general ignorance of Vietnamese history, culture, and politics. 
In contrast to France’s impressions of Vietnamese affairs, tainted by its co-
lonial lens but informed by years of intimate contact, the United States had 
almost no knowledge of Vietnamese political life. American policymakers 
lacked more than the most basic understanding of the historically fractious 
“wild” south into which they waded. The United States, focused on the 
international rather than local ramifi cations of Vietnam’s political future, 
displayed a stubborn determination to simplify Vietnam’s complicated po-
litical situation in hopes that it might be made to conform to Washington’s 
strategy of containment. 

 Ambassador Heath, furious with Vietnamese politicians for taking a 
move that could jeopardize France’s military and political programs for 
fi ghting the Viet Minh, lashed out at them in his missives to the State De-
partment. “It was apparent,” he claimed, “that [the] majority of delegates 
had honestly no idea of [the] import of [the] language in [the] resolution 
they had just passed.” He claimed it was probable that the congress had 
been “cleverly sabotaged by pro-Viet Minh stooges in its midst,” though he 
later backtracked to the position that, while the Viet Minh would have in-
fi ltrated if they could, this “motion appears rather the product of emotional, 
irresponsible nationalism.” 72  Heath essentially concluded that responsible 
nationalists, in this case, should follow French and American directives un-
questioningly in exchange for protection. To Dulles he wrote, “It is a matter 
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of extraordinary diffi culty to convey [the] degree of naiveté and childlike 
belief that no matter what defamatory language they use, the Vietnamese 
will still be safeguarded from [the] lethal Communist enemy by France and 
[the] US.” 73  In subsequent telegrams the ambassador would refer to Viet-
namese “leaders,” “nationalists,” and “intelligentsia,” in scare quotes meant 
to convey that Vietnam had no such thing, or at the very least that the 
congress participants did not qualify as such. 

 Heath would later note the apparent contradiction between Hoa Hao, 
Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen demands for independence from France and 
their dependence on French support payments for their armies. 74  In his 
view, this only supported the conclusion that Vietnamese nationalists were 
too ignorant to realize the consequences of their actions. Actually, though, 
politico-religious leaders did perceive the likelihood of a precipitous French 
withdrawal from the war effort and aimed to establish themselves as the suc-
cessive leaders of the noncommunist Vietnam that they hoped would result 
from Franco–Viet Minh negotiations. Their current livelihoods depended 
on French support, but their futures rested on the ability to establish clear 
anticolonial and anticommunist credentials. 

 Offi cials within the State Department failed to recognize any such ra-
tional motivations on the part of Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen 
leaders. John Foster Dulles and his subordinates echoed Heath’s attitude 
toward southern Vietnam’s key political actors. American diplomats would 
reluctantly follow the French lead and refer to Pham Cong Tac, Tran Van 
Soai, and others as “nationalists” throughout 1953, but would cease to apply 
this term altogether after Ngo Dinh Diem came to power in July 1954. At 
that point politico-religious leaders would become “warlords,” “plotters,” 
“confessional groups” or even “the Junta” in Washington’s lexicon. 

 While politico-religious leaders struggled to win over the Americans, 
Pham Cong Tac persisted in his efforts to seize the political initiative in 
southern Vietnam. Cao Dai–led agitation crippled Nguyen Van Tam’s gov-
ernment and forced Bao Dai to replace him in January 1954. The Move-
ment for National Union, however, did not welcome Nguyen Van Tam’s 
successor Buu Loc as an improvement. In fact, Cao Dai general Nguyen 
Thanh Phuong refused to participate in Buu Loc’s inaugural ceremony 
and forbade other members of the movement from doing so. He claimed 
that the new prime minister’s cabinet was composed almost exclusively of 
fi gures who had never involved themselves in Vietnam’s struggle for inde-
pendence, and that his administration provided no guarantee of political 
representation to the bloc of anticommunist nationalists when unity was 
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most needed. 75  Spokesmen for the Cao Dai armed forces criticized Buu 
Loc for his failure to recognize the sacrifi ces of noncommunist nationalist 
combatants and his obliviousness to public opinion. 76  The Cao Dai journal 
 Tien , in its special Tet holiday edition, claimed that Buu Loc was an affable 
enough fellow, but incapable of leading a government of national union. 
The organization predicted that he would not last longer than three or four 
months in offi ce. 77  

 The Cao Dai organization thus stepped up its propaganda efforts in 
hopes that Pham Cong Tac might fi ll the void Buu Loc’s failed govern-
ment could create. Cao Dai publications refl ected heightened efforts by 
the organization’s leaders to represent it as a progressive movement at the 
vanguard of  Vietnamese anticolonialism and anticommunism. It published 
articles hailing Egypt’s 1952 revolution to depose the monarchy and estab-
lish a republican government as a model that Vietnam should emulate. This 
refl ected not only the Cao Dai’s dissatisfaction with Bao Dai and his prime 
ministers’ refusal to give full support to the national union movement, but 
also cast the organization as a forward looking prodemocracy movement 
rather than a mere band of feudal warlords, as detractors charged. To high-
light its anticommunist credentials, the Cao Dai organized and publicized 
a grand celebration to commemorate the anniversary of its entry into the 
war against the Viet Minh. 78  

 Nguyen Thanh Phuong spoke at the celebration for the seventh an-
niversary of the Cao Dai’s anticommunist struggle on February 7, 1954, 
during which he described Cao Dai followers as authentic nationalists and 
the Viet Minh as imposters. He praised Cao Dai adepts for their great sac-
rifi ces and for performing all of their civic duties. On the other hand, he 
denounced the Viet Minh for its “obedience to the orders of a foreign 
power that aims to enslave the world, betraying our national sprit, our 
aspirations for independence, and our ardent desire for liberty.” 79  He took 
pains to explain that the Cao Dai’s wartime collaboration with France was 
a necessity brought on by Viet Minh threats to citizens’ security and indeed 
to national survival. This arrangement, he claimed, contrasted sharply with 
the Viet Minh’s willingness to do the bidding of Soviet and Chinese com-
munists. Moreover, Nguyen Thanh Phuong sought to distance the Cao Dai 
from colonial ties by imploring the French government and its people to 
recognize that the moment for Vietnamese independence had arrived. He 
asked France to place its confi dence in  Vietnam’s “true nationalists” to liber-
ate the country from communism while preserving the Franco-Vietnamese 
friendship. 
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 By early 1954, politico-religious leaders were making concerted efforts 
to align their political appeals with what they understood to be Washing-
ton’s Cold War objectives in Vietnam, namely an end to colonial rule and 
the establishment of a stable anticommunist government in the south. The 
French war was winding down, and it had become clear that the ability of 
any southern nationalist to assert leadership in a postwar government would 
depend on American sanction. Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen fi gures 
thus sharpened their critiques of French colonialism and made efforts to 
distance themselves from the French Army on which they had come to de-
pend for subsidies and preferential treatment. They focused more and more 
on their ideological opposition to communism and their histories of violent 
opposition to the communist  Viet Minh. These positions were by no means 
incompatible with their domestic political objectives, but they refl ected a 
growing tendency among the politico-religious groups to target an interna-
tional audience. Those tendencies would become much more pronounced 
during the Geneva accords and into the period of Vietnam’s division. 

 During that transition, as Washington searched for anticommunist na -
t ionalist leadership for Vietnam that could inspire popular passion, politico-
religious leaders hoped to provide the answer. However, U.S. offi cials 
remained wedded to their convictions that Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh 
Xuyen fi gures were backward, irrational, and incapable of providing effec-
tive national leadership. The more politico-religious fi gures clamored for 
infl uence, the more frustrated American offi cials would become with what 
they perceived to be petty acts of political subversion pursued for the sake 
of individual gain. Rather than winning American support as intended, 
politico-religious activities led the United States to support the new prime 
minister Ngo Dinh Diem’s efforts to spurn their demands and exclude 
them from power. Yet they would prove much tougher to silence than both 
Ngo Dinh Diem and his American backers hoped.  



 Chapter 3 

 “Sink or Swim with Ngo Dinh Diem” 

 As the French war approached its denouement, the United States 
identifi ed as one of its key objectives the “development of indigenous 
leadership which will be truly representative and symbolic of Indo-Chinese 
national aspirations and win the loyalty and support of the people.” 1  
Washington had long lamented Bao Dai’s failure to inspire nationalist 
support and hoped to establish a noncommunist Vietnamese government 
that could do just that. Even as it pursued this objective, however, the 
United States remained focused more on the international Cold War 
that seemed to envelop Vietnam than the domestic political competition 
that was unfolding within its borders. Many U.S. offi cials agreed with the 
premise, “The war in Indo-China is merely an extension of the international 
Communist movement. The entire operation is directed, supervised, and 
supplied by the Soviets and their junior partners, the Chinese Communists.” 2  
According to President Dwight Eisenhower’s domino theory, stemming 
the tide of communist expansion in Southeast Asia was critical. Therefore, 
strong anticommunist credentials were the most important criteria for any 
indigenous leader hoping to garner American backing. 

 Politico-religious fi gures and their noncommunist nationalist competi-
tors recognized this, and in the weeks surrounding the Battle of Dien Bien 
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Phu and the Geneva Conference placed ever greater emphasis on platforms 
that would enable them to establish strong claims to legitimacy within Viet-
namese political circles and court American support. The principle tenets 
of those platforms, honed and sharpened between the currency devalua-
tion crisis in May 1953 and the Geneva Conference exactly one year later, 
were anticolonialism, antifeudalism, and especially anticommunism. De-
spite persistent appeals to those tropes, designed to overlap explicitly with 
Washington’s objectives in Vietnam, the politico-religious organizations 
failed to attract American support. The United States continued to dismiss 
prominent Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen fi gures as naïve, unpredict-
able, backward, and corrupt. American diplomats had already decided that 
the politico-religious organizations were the purveyors of   “emotional, irre-
sponsible nationalism” and would cling to the view that they were “anticom-
munist in orientation, but feudalistic and regressive in all other respects.” 3  

 Eisenhower’s administration instead threw its support behind Ngo Dinh 
Diem, a familiar, anticommunist fi gure whom it deemed to be “a man 
of integrity and principle, worthy of American support.” 4  Washington’s 
backing for Ngo Dinh Diem, and its disdain for noncommunist national-
ist alternatives, played a major role in Bao Dai’s decision to appoint him 
prime minister amidst the Geneva Conference that resulted in a Franco–
Viet Minh cease-fi re. Yet, when the new prime minister proceeded to ex-
clude politico-religious leaders from power, and target their organizations 
for elimination, they mobilized a response that would place the new South 
Vietnamese government in peril and with it the American project of con-
taining communism in Southeast Asia. 

 Dien Bien Phu and the Geneva Conference 

 By the beginning of 1954, the increasingly anti-French tenor of south-
ern Vietnamese nationalist activity combined with battlefi eld losses, high 
costs, and France’s domestic political crises to fuel opposition to the war 
at home. French politicians of all stripes were crying out for a cease-fi re. 
In January and February, Defense Minister René Pleven toured Indochina 
with a group of military leaders and concluded that, despite General Henri 
Navarre’s increased military operations, only a negotiated settlement could 
retain for France any semblance of infl uence in the colonies of Indochina. 5  

 The timing of France’s resolution to pursue negotiations coincided with 
the Berlin Conference, the four-power talks stemming from Malenkov’s 
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peace offensive that fi nally kicked off on January 23, 1954. France, Britain, 
and the United States received Soviet foreign minister Vyacheslav Molo-
tov’s suggestions for the future of Europe as a poorly cloaked effort to 
torpedo the EDC and prevent West German rearmament. The most signifi -
cant outcome of the Berlin Conference thus pertained not to Europe but 
to Indochina. French offi cials were able to convince a very reluctant John 
Foster Dulles to agree to a fi ve-power conference to discuss both Indochina 
and Korea. They attempted to sway the American delegation by pointing 
out that the groundswell of French opposition to the war was compounded 
by Washington’s apparent hypocrisy as it negotiated an armistice in Korea 
on July 27, 1953, but seemed to forbid France from doing the same in 
Indochina. 6  But Eisenhower and Dulles were only fully persuaded to put 
Indochina on the docket of a fi ve-power conference to be held in Geneva 
once Bidault assured them that he would secure ratifi cation of the EDC 
before the talks commenced that coming April. 7  

 In anticipation of the Geneva Conference, French strategists planned to 
lure Viet Minh forces into battle at Dien Bien Phu, a valley in the northwest 
corner of  Vietnam. Their scaled back goal was simply to strengthen their 
military position in hopes of improving their hand at the negotiating table, 
not to secure a total defeat of the Viet Minh army as Eisenhower’s adminis-
tration continued to hope. The plan quickly went awry as Viet Minh soldiers 
laid siege to French garrisons trapped in the valley, prompting French lead-
ers to hope in vain that the United States would step in to provide relief in 
the form of massive air strikes. In response to French entreaties for military 
support, Eisenhower and Dulles devised a plan called “United Action” to 
ensure that any U.S. intervention would have international and domes-
tic support. The plan stipulated that the United States would go to war 
only as part of a regional defense coalition including Great Britain, France, 
Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, and the Philippines. 8  Moreover, Eisen-
hower pledged not to intervene without a constitutional declaration of war 
from Congress.  These two unattainable provisions obviated the possibility of 
American intervention and doomed the French Army to a devastating loss. 9  
France’s surrender to Viet Minh General Vo Nguyen Giap on May 7, the 
day before the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference was scheduled to 
kick off, represented a major military and psychological defeat for France. 10  

 Even before the battle turned sour for French commanders, southern 
Vietnam’s nationalist politicians recognized that Dien Bien Phu would be 
the fi nal act in the French war and made last ditch efforts to advance their 
positions. In early March, a group of nationalists led by the Cao Dai and 
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some dissident Dai Viet politicians presented Bao Dai with an ultimatum 
demanding that he immediately hold elections for a national assembly. 11  
American offi cials concluded that the “people behind the ‘ultimatum’ were 
in no way representative of [the] majority or general nationalist sentiment 
here in Vietnam.” 12  Even if this were true, nationalist claims that Bao Dai’s 
State of Vietnam was not responsive to the popular will served to com-
plicate France’s impending efforts to negotiate with the Viet Minh. The 
ultimatum therefore forced French and American offi cials to urge Bao Dai 
to take “some action which would convince Vietnamese people that his 
regime and government would become truly representative and responsible 
to Vietnamese public opinion.” 13  

 American ambassador Donald Heath quietly changed his perspective on 
nationalist requests without ever acknowledging their authors as legitimate 
political actors. By the end of March he encouraged France to accept the 
essence of Vietnamese proposals for independence in order to strengthen 
the Franco-American negotiating position at the upcoming Geneva Con-
ference. He urged Paris to sign two treaties with Vietnamese nationalists: 
one clearly establishing Vietnam’s independence and sovereignty, and the 
second invoking this sovereignty to establish the country’s voluntary re-
lationship within the French Union. This would serve to justify any eco-
nomic, political, or military agreements with France into which the State 
of Vietnam might enter. Above all, Heath conceived of these measures as a 
means of convincing Vietnamese fence-sitters that the SVN had achieved 
a level of independence that Ho Chi Minh could never attain as “a puppet 
of Communist imperialism.” 14  

 In the end, France did not extend such treaties and Bao Dai did not con-
vene a national assembly. Prime Minister Buu Loc responded to the national-
ist outcry instead by forming a war cabinet “to insure a more determined and 
effi cient prosecution of war.” 15  Much like Ngo Dinh Diem later would, he 
sought to silence nationalist agitators rather than respond to their demands. 
His next move only exacerbated the government’s ongoing diffi culties with 
the Cao Dai, and to a lesser extent the Hoa Hao. On April 12, as French 
defeat drew near and negotiations to rally politico-religious troops to the 
national army dragged on, the SVN initiated a draft to mobilize all males be-
tween the ages of twenty and twenty-fi ve. This was intended to gut politico-
religious support, but ended up having the opposite effect. Of the expected 
150,000 conscripts, only 9,000 came forward to join the national army. The 
rest apparently managed to avoid service by hiding, fl eeing to Viet Minh ter-
ritory, or enlisting in the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen militias. 
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 In response to this, national army General Nguyen Van Hinh scorned 
the politico-religious militaries that would later support him in a feud with 
Ngo Dinh Diem. He charged that they served primarily as excuses for 
adepts to remain exempt from national military conscription, while pro-
viding “local satraps armed forces with which to exert infl uence.” While 
politico-religious armies were certainly more than this, their appeal to draft 
dodgers was of no small concern, as French security agents estimated that 
the Cao Dai had an army of about 20,000 soldiers, and its Association for 
National Restoration boasted upward of 600,000 adherents prior to the 
Geneva accords. 16  To quell their growing infl uence, Buu Loc insisted that 
France must cease support payments to politico-religious troops before 
their leaders could be brought in line with the existing government. He 
even suggested that France and the United States turn over to the Vietnam-
ese government the money they were paying to maintain those troops as 
a means of supporting the integration of supplementary politico-religious 
forces into the national army. But before any decisions about this could be 
made, the negotiators in Geneva turned their attention to hashing out a 
cease-fi re for Indochina. 

 When the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference opened on May 8, 
France still had not ratifi ed the EDC, much to Dulles and Eisenhower’s dis-
pleasure. Partly out of frustration with the French, and partly due to his fear 
that negotiating on equal terms with Chinese, Soviet, and Vietnamese com-
munists would be tantamount to appeasement, John Foster Dulles departed 
Geneva before the talks turned to Indochina. He instructed his delegation 
to participate only as an “interested nation,” rather than as a “belligerent or 
a principal in the negotiations.” 17  Eisenhower, Dulles, and other top U.S. of-
fi cials viewed events in Vietnam through Cold War–colored glasses. To them 
it was of paramount importance to keep the country out of communist 
hands in order to check Sino-Soviet expansion and protect Western trad-
ing interests in Southeast Asia.  Also, intensely concerned with American 
credibility with both friend and foe, the secretary of state was determined 
that the United States should not bear responsibility for the loss of Indo-
china and the failure of the Geneva Conference. This prevented him and 
his delegation from engaging fully in the cease-fi re negotiations in which 
southern Vietnam’s politico-religious organizations played a vocal role. 

 France’s military defeat and the prospect of a negotiated settlement of 
the Franco-Viet Minh War threw southern Vietnam’s nationalists into a 
renewed frenzy of activity, focused increasingly on winning American fa-
vor. As the Geneva Conference unfolded, Saigon’s political frontrunners 
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scrambled to position themselves to play key roles in an independent Viet-
namese state. Politico-religious leaders realized that the end of the French 
war would cut off the source of their subsidies, and that their very survival 
would then depend on their ability to assume a central position within the 
postwar political system. Southern Vietnamese nationalists who had been 
active throughout the previous year redoubled their efforts to assert their 
political relevance on the national stage. French intelligence sources noted 
that they made noticeable efforts to align their views publicly with those of 
the United States, which they recognized would be the SVN’s most critical 
postwar ally. 18  

 By the time the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference opened, 
the politico-religious organizations had crystallized political platforms em-
phasizing their commitments to fi ghting communism, to modernizing the 
country’s infrastructure and political system, and to liberating the country 
from outside control. Opposition to these three social ills—communism, 
feudalism, and colonialism—is often intimately associated with Ngo Dinh 
Diem, who would later identify them as the evil triad that his government 
was uniquely capable of destroying. 19  Yet the extent to which his political 
competitors spoke in these terms before he took offi ce suggests that his 
well-known emphasis on eradicating this same villainous triad was actually 
part of a larger political discourse in which individuals or groups seeking 
to participate in southern Vietnam’s noncommunist politics felt compelled 
to present themselves as committed to and capable of advancing the same 
goals. 

 Indeed, this language was a variation on the anticolonial rhetorical 
framework developed in large part by communists in the 1920s and 1930s 
that focused on liberating Vietnam from imperialist aggression and trans-
forming society into one capable of surviving autonomously and com-
peting in the modern world. The centrality of modernization, an end to 
colonial rule, and in some cases anticommunism as tropes in the larger 
tradition of Vietnamese anticolonial politics enabled southern Vietnam’s 
politicians to mobilize those themes to appeal to a domestic audience even 
as they aimed to attract support from American diplomats with whom they 
shared key objectives. During the Geneva negotiations, they would place 
particular emphasis on their anticommunism, and on their awareness of the 
larger Cold War confl ict, by taking a fi rm stand against dividing Vietnam 
and, especially, against ceding control of any portion of the country to 
the communists, whom they deemed to be agents of Chinese and Soviet 
 imperialism. 
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 On May 7, 1954, Pham Cong Tac and Binh Xuyen leader Bay Vien 
formed a new nationalist organization under Bao Dai’s direction. The Na-
tional Salvation Front (Mat Tran Quoc Gia Cuu Quoc) constituted the 
latest, but by no means the last effort to unite Vietnam’s most powerful non-
communist religious and political groups under one canopy. Pham Cong Tac 
and Bay Vien conceived of the body as a means of exerting some infl uence 
over the SVN’s offi cial delegation to the Geneva Conference. They also 
hoped that a strong alliance of Saigon’s nationalists at this pivotal juncture 
would attract heretofore unaligned nationalists. 20  Hoa Hao generals Tran 
Van Soai and Lam Thanh Nguyen, and Catholic leader Le Huu Tu, along 
with several other key politicians, quickly became involved with the front. 
On May 10 they published a petition in support of Bao Dai’s delegation, 
demanding that he resist making concessions to the communists, thereby 
enslaving “free Vietnam.” 21  The group did little more than express national-
ist solidarity, demand total independence, and protest national partition, but 
it did so in a way that reminded Bao Dai, Buu Loc, and their delegation in 
Geneva that southern Vietnam’s many political voices could not be ignored. 

 By far the most vocal nationalist outcry from early May 1954 through the 
end of the Geneva Conference was against the division of Vietnam. Some 
historians claim that, despite their opposition to it, the politico-religious 
organizations hoped to benefi t from partition. This is almost certainly true, 
given the history of violence and distrust between the politico-religious 
organizations and the Viet Minh. A unifi ed Vietnam at this time most likely 
would have fallen under communist control, which at best would circum-
scribe Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen autonomy and at worst would 
have subjected their leaders and followers to the targeted assassinations and 
violence that Viet Minh leaders exercised in early years of the French war. 
Indeed, these organizations thrived on a lack of centralized control, which 
largely explained their resistance to Viet Minh attempts at national unifi ca-
tion after the August Revolution. Still, to accept national division without 
objections would have eviscerated politico-religious claims to nationalism, 
reinforced charges that they were nothing more than regional warlords, and 
crushed their aspirations to political leadership.  And in the most practi-
cal terms, the very prospect of a cease-fi re threatened to undermine their 
military, economic, and political power by bringing an end to the French 
subsidies on which they so depended. Thus Cao Dai and Hoa Hao leaders 
spearheaded protests against partition. 22  

 Days before the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference opened, 
Pham Cong Tac made overtures to Ho Chi Minh, noting that they were 
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kindred spirits in the struggle for independence and urging him not to 
let soon-to-be independent  Vietnam be divided by the infl uence of com-
peting Soviet and American blocs. 23  The politico-religious groups signaled 
their ongoing support for the chief of state as the fi gure best suited to bring 
about national unity with public refrains such as, “Support chief-of-state 
Bao Dai!” and by imploring the Viet Minh to remember that the former 
emperor had initially collaborated with the DRV. 24  Not long after the Ge-
neva negotiations started, Cao Dai propagandists began to levy charges that 
Ho Chi Minh was a pawn of China and the Soviet Union, and insisted that 
he would be to blame if the country were divided, given his refusal to work 
with Bao Dai to form a united government. 25  

 On May 5, the Hoa Hao Vietnamese Social Democratic Party (Viet 
Nam Dan Chu Xa Hoi Dang), the Hoa Hao army, and sympathetic follow-
ers staged a march of more than fi fteen thousand people in protest against 
partition. Demonstrators carried posters with such slogans as, “Struggle to 
the last drop of blood to protect the unity of Vietnam!” And Cao Dai radio 
broadcasts noted that national division would not only go against Viet-
nam’s history but could subject it to the same sort of violent struggle that 
recently befell Korea. 26  This reference refl ected the organization’s aware-
ness of the growing effort within the Third World to seek independence 
in terms that might avoid carving the newly decolonized world into the 
types of rigid fronts that the Cold War had already created in Korea and 
elsewhere. 

 Alongside these demonstrations, articles condemning the prospect of 
national partition appeared with increasing frequency in Saigon newspa-
pers beginning in May 1954. “The Vietnamese people are all of one blood 
line, one language, one custom, and one culture,” insisted one  Saigon Moi  
editorial. The author claimed that Vietnam’s history was formidable, awe 
inspiring, and marked by glorious, unifying struggle against foreign inva-
sion. “Anybody plotting to divide this country and separate this people,” he 
claimed, “must look again at the history of Vietnam.” 27  These sorts of pro-
tests would continue unabated throughout the next two months, even into 
the early days following the Geneva peace agreement. 28  The SVN delega-
tion to the Geneva Conference, which included Pham Cong Tac, also held 
a persistent public line emphasizing independence and hope for political 
unity in Vietnam under Bao Dai’s leadership. Indeed, Saigon offi cials issued 
a communiqué at the beginning of the conference warning that a compro-
mise agreement with communist “rebels” resulting in partition would never 
meet with government approval. 29  
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 By mid-June, France, which had initially promised the SVN delegation 
that it would not agree to a settlement that included partition, abandoned 
the pledge. The Geneva negotiations were by then deadlocked on the issues 
of partition, the composition of an international body to oversee the cease-
fi re, and the withdrawal of Viet Minh troops from Cambodia and Laos. 
On June 17, French voters elected Pierre Mendès-France to replace Joseph 
Laniel as prime minister. His ascendance was a blow to the United States, 
for Laniel had been relatively hawkish on the war and supportive of the 
European Defense Community (EDC), and Mendès-France was neither. 30  
When Mendès-France assumed offi ce, he immediately set out to expedite 
peace in Indochina and requested a mandate of one month to negotiate an 
armistice, promising to resign if he failed. 31  

 On July 21, 1954, Mendès-France and DRV representatives signed an 
agreement that would divide Vietnam into two halves along the seven-
teenth parallel, to be reunited through countrywide elections scheduled 
for the summer of 1956. An International Control Commission (ICC), 
composed of representatives from Canada, Poland, and India, was appointed 
to supervise the elections and ensure that neither half of Vietnam entered 
into a military alliance in the meantime. 32  France and the DRV managed 
to conclude this peace agreement just a few hours after Mendès-France’s 
self-imposed deadline had expired. In many respects, the results of Geneva 
were a diplomatic victory for the United States, France, and the State of 
Vietnam. In the end, the Viet Minh ceded substantial battlefi eld advances 
and bent to Soviet and Chinese pressure to compromise on the place-
ment of the partition line and the timing of the reunifi cation elections. 33  
Although Dulles and Eisenhower decried the settlement as an act of com-
munist appeasement, a U.S. Defense Department study later conceded that 
the SVN “received much more than they could have realistically expected 
from the Geneva Conference.” 34  The United States pledged to uphold the 
agreements, but would not sign them, ostensibly since the policy of nonrec-
ognition of the People’s Republic of China barred any offi cial interaction 
with Chinese diplomats. 35  

 Ngo Dinh Diem, whom Bao Dai appointed prime minister of the SVN 
in the middle of the cease-fi re negotiations, also refused to sign the Geneva 
agreements, claiming that the terms did not represent Vietnam’s popular 
will. He insisted that the country would remain divided so long as commu-
nism “enslaved” the north. But he denounced national division, for which 
he roundly blamed the Hanoi government. Given the southern national-
ist outcry against partition, to take any other position would have been 
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political suicide. Thenceforth he would speak of his government as the one 
true government of Vietnam, and his policies as though they would one 
day extend both north and south of the seventeenth parallel. Yet, Ngo Dinh 
Diem came to power over a remarkably divided, almost anarchic south, 
amidst a sea of doubt about his capacity to lead. His ability to control even 
the territory south of the seventeenth parallel remained for some time an 
open question. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem and the New South Vietnamese 
Government 

 Bao Dai’s decision to appoint Ngo Dinh Diem prime minister of South 
Vietnam’s fi rst postwar government was heavily infl uenced by the United 
States. Although the chief of state made his selection autonomously, he 
recognized that the SVN would need support from Washington in order to 
survive and appears to have chosen Ngo Dinh Diem largely in response to 
pressure from the State Department and the CIA. 36  By the end of the war, 
Ngo Dinh Nhu had maneuvered himself and by extension his brother into 
a primary position within South Vietnam’s noncommunist political sphere. 
Equally, if not more important, though, were the activities Ngo Dinh Diem 
had undertaken in the preceding years to ingratiate himself with powerful 
religious and political leaders in the United States. This gave him a distinct 
advantage over politico-religious fi gures like Pham Cong Tac, who had 
earned a prominent position in South Vietnamese nationalist circles but 
failed to persuade the United States of his capacity to lead. 

 Much of Ngo Dinh Nhu’s political activity took shadowy form, as he 
preferred to work behind the scenes rather than on the public stage. He 
enjoyed a close relationship with the CIA, especially during his tenure 
as its main political action contact in Vietnam between 1951 and 1953. 37  
Newly declassifi ed documentation of CIA activities in Vietnam reveals that 
in May 1954 Ngo Dinh Nhu was in contact with CIA agent Paul Har-
wood about the terms under which the U.S. would support his brother’s 
bid to become prime minister, and that the CIA responded favorably to his 
requests. 38  In addition to his work with the CIA, Ngo Dinh Nhu’s other 
efforts to make inroads into Vietnamese politics refl ected a similar prefer-
ence for secrecy. One historian has suggested that Ngo Dinh Nhu may 
have quietly founded the Can Lao Party ( Personalist Labor Revolution-
ary Party, or Can Lao Nhan Vi Cach Mang Dang) as early as 1950. The 
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party, formally acknowledged for the fi rst time in 1954, was rooted in the 
philosophy of personalism with which Ngo Dinh Nhu had become ac-
quainted while he was in Paris in the 1930s studying to be an archivist, and 
which would later emerge as the offi cial state philosophy under Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s Republic of Vietnam. During its early years, the Can Lao organiza-
tion operated covertly, making it diffi cult to discern the exact nature of its 
activities. Still shadowy after 1954, it would become the central organ of 
South Vietnamese internal security and political organization. 39  Ngo Dinh 
Nhu’s power and infl uence in southern Vietnam grew during the last half 
of the French war as his Can Lao organization took root, and as he became 
engaged more overtly in nationalist politics after the currency devaluation 
crisis in May 1953. 

 While Ngo Dinh Nhu worked to shore up a political foundation in 
Vietnam, Ngo Dinh Diem traveled to the United States where he courted 
American politicians, diplomats, and clergymen, and built up a base of po-
litical support in Washington with which no other Vietnamese fi gure would 
be able to compete. 40  As early as April 1953 American diplomats ranked 
him among the most likely suitable replacements for then prime minister 
Nguyen Van Tam. 41  Not only was he familiar to Americans and able to 
communicate in English in a way that his rivals were not, he seemed to 
possess the right character for the job. Diplomats like Donald Heath and 
Robert McClintock, though troubled by Ngo Dinh Diem’s apparent po-
litical shortcomings, lauded his “unquestioned integrity,” and his “sincerity, 
nationalism and honesty.” 42  

 American offi cials’ positive assessments of Ngo Dinh Diem contrasted 
sharply with their negative opinions of the politico-religious leaders who 
struggled to outmaneuver the Ngos for primacy in Vietnam’s noncommu-
nist political milieu. Pham Cong Tac, who held one of the most prominent 
positions in southern Vietnamese politics at the end of the French war, 
failed to convince U.S. offi cials of his potential for national leadership. On 
the contrary, American observers deemed him reckless and incompetent. 
Following the October 1953 national congress statement renouncing the 
French Union, Ambassador Heath had informed Dulles that the “Caodaist 
Pope, although fond of strutting on the podium, in reality had no politi-
cal judgment or control over his delegation.” 43  He was, in McClintock’s 
estimation, “politically naïve and unpredictable,” despite his position as the 
“unquestioned spiritual leader at Tay Ninh.” 44  McClintock would go so far 
as to call the Cao Dai Pope a “charlatan … with no convictions … who is 
lured by the will-of-the-wisp of neutralism.” 45  Heath concluded that the 
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Cao Dai “were morally in a superior position to the other ‘war lord sects’ 
of Binh Xuyen and Hoa Hao,” but this only highlighted the depth of his 
disdain for the latter two groups. 46  

 By dismissing the politico-religious organizations in this manner, the 
United States wrote off the most infl uential political blocs and individuals 
in southern Vietnam aside from the Ngo brothers. This left Bao Dai with 
few options for prime minister that could both satisfy the United States 
and hopefully command some respect and cooperation from southern Viet-
nam’s noncommunist nationalists. Thus, in late May 1954, with the Geneva 
Conference underway, the chief of state informed Buu Loc and Ngo Dinh 
Diem of his intention to place the latter in charge of forming a new gov-
ernment on the conclusion of the cease-fi re negotiations. 47  On June 18, 
Bao Dai offi cially asked Ngo Dinh Diem to take the helm in South Viet-
nam. He agreed almost immediately, and announced during his acceptance 
speech that “the Vietnamese people, long deceived, are seeking a new path 
which will lead to their ardently desired ideals.” He promised that he was 
“fi rmly determined to lead the way to this path, overcoming any and all 
obstacles.” 48  His obstacles would be many, as he discovered on June 25 on 
arriving in Saigon to begin setting up his government, and even more so 
when he formally took offi ce in early July. 49  

 Throughout the preceding year, as Ngo Dinh Diem’s name had been 
fl oated about as a potential leader for the State of Vietnam, spokesmen 
for the politico-religious organizations indicated that they knew too little 
about him to come out for or against him. Hoa Hao general Nguyen Giac 
Ngo expressed reservations about appointing a Catholic to rule over a 
predominantly Buddhist population. Others worried, presciently, that Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s reputation for insularity and fence-sitting might limit his ef-
fectiveness and prompt him to exclude Vietnam’s diverse political and reli-
gious groups from his government. 50  

 Some of Ngo Dinh Diem’s competitors took it on themselves to cau-
tion American offi cials about what they saw as his troubling shortcomings. 
Northern Dai Viet politician Nguyen Huu Tri confronted United States 
consul Turner Cameron in a manner Cameron deemed “oriental double-
talk.” He warned that Ngo Dinh Diem’s “high moral character and personal 
integrity [did] not compensate for [his] almost total lack of professional 
competence and administrative experience.” Nguyen Huu Tri feared that 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s “narrow sectarian approach” would alienate Vietnam’s 
other noncommunist nationalists. Moreover, since the potential prime min-
ister was known to be arrogant and “intellectually opposed to practical 
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approach,” Nguyen Huu Tri worried that he might attempt to make rash 
changes to all levels of Vietnamese political life that could throw South 
Vietnamese society into chaos and confusion. 51  According to Dr. Phan Huy 
Quat, another Dai Viet politician who had held several high-ranking posi-
tions in the SVN, Ngo Dinh Diem was too “inexperienced, fanatic, and 
naïve” to accomplish the political feats required of him in the wake of 
France’s withdrawal. 52  Even the bishop of Phat Diem province, a northern 
Catholic stronghold, advised Heath that Ngo Dinh Diem lacked popular 
appeal and was unsuited to leadership. 53  

 Many French offi cials shared these concerns and strongly cautioned 
Bao Dai and the United States against pursuing Ngo Dinh Diem’s ap-
pointment. 54  Maurice Dejean, French commissioner general in Indochina, 
complained to United States consul Robert McClintock that “Diem [was] 
too narrow, too rigid, too unworldly, and too pure to have any chance of 
creating an effective government in Vietnam.” 55  But not all French offi cials 
opposed him. Indeed, in the days leading up to his appointment he enjoyed 
support from high-level fi gures who viewed him as South Vietnam’s only 
chance for salvation. These included Deputy Prime Minister Paul Reynaud 
and French undersecretary for the associated states Marc Jacquet. 56  Despite 
these supporters, Eisenhower administration offi cials tended to assume the 
French were universally opposed to Ngo Dinh Diem. 

 During summer 1954 U.S. offi cials themselves had little more than a 
dim hope for Ngo Dinh Diem and for South Vietnam’s noncommunist fu-
ture. After Bao Dai formally solicited Ngo Dinh Diem to lead the country, 
McClintock wrote to inform Dulles that “Bao Dai’s action in requesting 
[that] Ngo Dinh Diem form [a] government has totally failed to arouse [the] 
enthusiasm of the Vietnamese people so essential if [the] war effort and [the] 
National Army are to get necessary support.” He worried that Ngo Dinh 
Diem was too proud and too unknown in Vietnam to form a representative 
government, and that, at any rate, there was little evidence that the religious 
and political groups that had opposed previous governments would be will-
ing to cooperate with this one. 57  Ambassador Dillon met with what he 
identifi ed as a “vague, rambling, and even unintelligible” Ngo Dinh Diem 
on June 24, and described him to Dulles with the following mixed review: 

 As on past occasions, we were strongly impressed with Ngo’s simplicity, 
naiveté and honesty. He impresses one as a mystic who has just emerged 
from a religious retreat into the cold world which is, in fact almost what he 
has done. He appears too unworldly and unsophisticated to be able to cope 
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with the grave problems and unscrupulous people he will fi nd in Saigon. 
Yet his apparent sincerity, patriotic fervor and honesty are refreshing by 
comparison and we are led to think that these qualities may outweigh his 
other defi ciencies. The grossly unrealistic attitude to current problems in 
past appears to have improved… . On balance we are favorably impressed 
but only in the realization that we are prepared to accept the seemingly 
ridiculous prospect that this Yogi-like mystic could assume the charge he 
is apparently about to undertake only because the standard set by his pre-
decessors is so low. 58  

 American offi cials seriously doubted Ngo Dinh Diem’s leadership abilities 
but embraced him nonetheless as the candidate most likely to unify South 
Vietnam and prevent communism from spreading there. 59  

 However, the task of unifying and pacifying South Vietnam in the wake 
of the Geneva Conference would be a heady one for any leader, much less 
one with the limitations attributed to the new prime minister. Ngo Dinh 
Diem returned home to Vietnam in June 1954, after a long absence, to a site 
of near anarchy that sharply contrasted with the highly organized, consoli-
dated North Vietnamese regime. 60  He took control of a weakly defi ned po-
litical entity that lacked the institutions and organization required to run an 
independent government. 61  French journalists Jean Lacouture and Philippe 
Devillers described the South Vietnam Ngo Dinh Diem came home to as 
“a country ruined, cancerous, stunned—a sentence in suspension.” 62  

 When Ngo Dinh Diem took power, the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh 
Xuyen controlled substantial portions of the south, both in terms of popu-
lation and geography. By summer 1954, the three politico-religious or-
ganizations collectively controlled approximately one-third of the terri-
tory and population below the seventeenth parallel. The Binh Xuyen had a 
monopoly over Saigon-Cholon vice industries, running prostitution rings 
and casinos, trading in opium, and imposing illegal “road safety taxes” in 
roadways in and out of Saigon, all to generate wealth even beyond the an-
nual stipend of eighty-fi ve thousand dollars paid to the organization by the 
French. 63  During the war Bay Vien had taken over directorship of one of 
Asia’s largest gambling establishments, the Grand Monde (Dai The Gioi) 
Casino in Cholon, and received a commission from the French as a briga-
dier general in the auxiliary forces of Vietnam’s national army. 64  In 1953, he 
purchased the Saigon-Cholon police concession from his ally Bao Dai for 
$1.2 million, thus enabling his forces to rove the twin cities without even 
nominal oversight.  Also that year, the Binh Xuyen obtained nine seats in the 
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SVN’s National Assembly. By 1954, the organization essentially controlled 
all government functions in the capital city. 65  

 Beyond Saigon, the Hoa Hao and Cao Dai organizations controlled 
extensive autonomous zones in which they collected taxes, elected their 
own offi cials, and maintained their own militaries. Yet even those zones 
were fraught with confl ict. By 1954, the Hoa Hao would claim more than 
1 million followers, armed forces totaling over twenty thousand soldiers, 
and uncontested power and infl uence in the provinces of Chau Doc and 
Long Xuyen. 66  But the Hoa Hao military factionalized during the war, 
leaving four generals—Nguyen Giac Ngo, Ba Cut, Lam Thanh Nguyen, 
and the most dominant, Tran Van Soai—vying for control so viciously that 
one French military offi cial labeled the organization a “brotherhood of 
enemies.” 67  The Cao Dai had also struggled with bitter military and politi-
cal infi ghting throughout the war. By 1954, Pham Cong Tac managed to 
restore the organization to a state of relative cohesion under his control. 68  
The mainstream Cao Dai leadership was never sure, though, what to expect 
from its dissident military faction led by the anticommunist, anti-French 
“ultranationalist” Trinh Minh The, who had joined and broken with Tay 
Ninh several times over the preceding eight years. 69  

 A number of other destabilizing factors compounded Ngo Dinh Di-
em’s diffi culty in consolidating power over a remarkably fractious South 
Vietnam. The national army rested under the independent control of the 
Francophile general Nguyen Van Hinh, the notoriously impetuous son of 
former prime minister Nguyen Van Tam who was by no means guaranteed 
to support Ngo Dinh Diem. French military withdrawals and the chaotic 
infl ux of Catholic refugees from north of the seventeenth parallel rendered 
the prime minister’s task even more challenging. Over summer 1954, as the 
United States replaced France as the principal patron of the SVN,  American 
advisors encouraged Ngo Dinh Diem to cooperate with other nationalist 
fi gures including politico-religious leaders, within limits, in order to bolster 
his power and forge a more solid political bloc against the communists. 
From the outset, however, Ngo Dinh Diem resisted this advice and ex-
hibited a remarkably insular approach to governance that would provoke 
opposition almost immediately. 

 As Ngo Dinh Diem formally took offi ce and announced the formation 
of his cabinet on July 7, 1954, his initial selection of government appointees 
spoke volumes of the manner in which he would shore up his administra-
tion by stonewalling and eventually eradicating all political opposition over 
the next two years. He packed his cabinet full of individuals with close ties 
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to himself or his family, many of whom belonged to the country’s Catholic 
minority. Their near total exclusion from real positions of power chilled 
politico-religious leaders, who had initially presented a façade of political 
unity in support Ngo Dinh Diem in hopes that he might help them to 
retain their military, economic, and political power in the wake of the cease-
fi re and the impending end of French subsidies. 70  

 French General Paul Ely observed that “after the formation of the Ngo 
Dinh Diem government a growing malaise spread amongst sect leaders.” 71  
These groups would not have the luxury of nurturing this malaise for long, 
as they rapidly grew wise to the prime minister’s plans to divide and con-
quer their organizations. Indeed, Ngo Dinh Diem’s apparent desire to con-
solidate total authority by eliminating all political competition reminded 
southern nationalists of the Viet Minh in the fi rst two years following the 
August Revolution. This time around they were well aware of the need to 
act quickly to safeguard their positions and to seek allies for support. By 
September, their antigovernment activities, pursued in conjunction with 
national army general Nguyen Van Hinh, would prompt Maurice Dejean, 
one of the prime minister’s earliest and most consistent French detractors, 
to call Ngo Dinh Diem’s cabinet a “total failure” and insist that the leader’s 
departure had become inevitable. 72  

 Within days of taking offi ce, Ngo Dinh Diem began feeling out pros-
pects for abolishing opposition elements south of the seventeenth parallel. 
He seized on the Binh Xuyen and national army general Nguyen Van Hinh 
as the two most pressing obstacles to establishing order in the south. He 
considered Bay Vien’s men to be “gangsters of the worst sort” and freely 
expressed his intention to do away with the Binh Xuyen’s gambling and 
police concessions, and eventually to eradicate the group entirely. 73  He also 
wished to purge Nguyen Van Hinh from his post at the helm of the national 
army. However, he recognized the need for caution in light of Saigon’s per-
ilous security situation. Crushing these two enemies would be no minor 
task. France remained a powerful player in the south and was not shy about 
its desire to see Ngo Dinh Diem’s government replaced or signifi cantly 
enlarged. France’s sympathy often lay more with his enemies than it did 
with him. And as of July 1954, Bay Vien and Nguyen Van Hinh together 
controlled South Vietnam’s police and military organizations, leaving Ngo 
Dinh Diem with little, if any, force to levy against them. 

 By the beginning of August 1954, Nguyen Van Hinh was conspiring 
with leaders of all three politico-religious organizations on a plan to corner 
the prime minister before he could seize the initiative against them. As 
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intrigues against Ngo Dinh Diem mounted in Saigon, French general Paul 
Ely and American ambassador Donald Heath implored the prime minis-
ter to broaden his government to incorporate some of his challengers in 
hopes of forestalling an impending crisis. Ngo Dinh Diem refused and his 
recalcitrance encouraged Nguyen Van Hinh to proceed rapidly with an 
antigovernment plot. 74  On August 7, Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen 
leaders and a few token anti–Ngo Dinh Diem Catholics joined league with 
the national army general in an effort to force the prime minister to enlarge 
his government on threat of ouster. 75  

 Although the United States grew ever more pessimistic about Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s chances to retain power absent a more inclusive government, 
it conveyed clear signals that he could count on Washington’s support even 
should he fail to do so. This message, rooted perhaps as deeply in Washing-
ton’s disdain for Ngo Dinh Diem’s challengers as in their faith in his lead-
ership abilities, came most clearly through undercover CIA agent Edward 
Lansdale, with whom the prime minister enjoyed a close relationship. 76  
Lansdale referred to the Hinh Crisis dismissively as a “shallow melodrama … 
played out in slapstick style.” 77  As much as anything, this was indicative of 
an ethnocentric worldview that frequently blinded him to the nuances of 
Vietnam’s political affairs. As he saw it, “We are not dealing here with fully 
rational, educated, unbiased Westerners.” 78  

 However, a close reading of the crisis suggests that politico-religious 
leaders acted more rationally than Lansdale presumed. Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, 
and Binh Xuyen fi gures allied with Nguyen Van Hinh in an effort to shore 
up power within their regional zones of infl uence, but they were not blind 
to the broader international realities of the confl ict. They recognized the 
importance of French and American sanction for carrying out a coup 
and establishing a viable alternative government. In fact, their vagueness 
throughout the crisis about the specifi c nature of their demands suggests 
that they may not have been seeking to overthrow Diem, but to put pres-
sure on him to grant them serious government posts while winning in-
ternational support, especially from Washington. Rebels therefore courted 
both the French and the Americans from the outset, to be embraced cau-
tiously by the French and rebuffed wholly by the United States. 

 French generals Ely and La Chambre responded almost enthusiastically 
to this opportunity to rethink South Vietnam’s leadership quandary. Some 
have even suggested that French agents fomented the rebellion in an effort 
to expel Ngo Dinh Diem. 79  Both Ely and La Chambre advocated replac-
ing him with former prime minister Nguyen Van Tam, or at the very least 
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restructuring a coalition government including both Nguyen Van Tam and 
Ngo Dinh Diem. They argued that Nguyen Van Hinh’s father, Nguyen Van 
Tam would have the best chance of controlling the general, thereby keep-
ing the politico-religious organizations in line. 80  Throughout the crisis they 
fl oated a number of options for a new or substantially enlarged government 
to include some combination of Ngo Dinh Diem, Nguyen Van Xuan, Buu 
Loc, Tran Van Huu, and invariably representatives of the Binh Xuyen, Cao 
Dai, and Hoa Hao. 

 The catch was that any solution would have to meet with American 
approval. Washington found fault with each of these fi gures, who were ei-
ther too Francophile, too pro–Viet Minh, or simply not as capable nor as 
upstanding as Ngo Dinh Diem. One historian has argued that Dulles and 
the State Department seized on this as an opportunity to assert Ameri-
can autonomy from France’s Indochina policy while reinforcing Washing-
ton’s support for Ngo Dinh Diem. 81  However, the embassy’s assessments of 
Diem would waver somewhat during the crisis, as Heath, whose views were 
growing ever closer to Ely’s, submitted pessimistic reports about the prime 
minister and advocated for an enlarged government. 82   This prompted Lans-
dale and other fi gures in the CIA to express frustration over what they saw 
as embassy support for French interests over those of Ngo Dinh Diem. In 
spite of Heath’s growing concern, though, both agencies stood by the prime 
minister, whom U.S. offi cials considered to be the only acceptable option 
among South Vietnam’s potential leaders. 

 In hopes of deterring dissident activity, Heath assured Cao Dai general 
Nguyen Thanh Phuong, who frequently expressed a desire to see the Cao 
Dai pope preside over a new “Third Force” government, “that any action 
or agitation against [the] Diem government at this time would have a very 
bad reaction in the US and abroad.” 83  On August 19, Secretary of State 
John Foster Dulles clarifi ed his position on long-term U.S. policy through 
a letter to Pierre Mendès-France, insisting that Washington’s overriding 
goal was to develop and support a strong nationalist government in South 
Vietnam under Ngo Dinh Diem’s direction. Meanwhile, Washington en-
couraged Ngo Dinh Diem to pursue aggressive negotiations with all three 
politico-religious groups aimed at isolating Nguyen Van Hinh and staving 
off a potential coup attempt. 

 For a time, Ngo Dinh Diem seemed willing to pursue such negotia-
tions, despite prognostications from French and Vietnamese fi gures, includ-
ing French emissary Jacques Raphael-Leygues and Prince Buu Hoi, that his 
government would be unable to earn the allegiance of the Cao Dai, Hoa 
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Hao, and Binh Xuyen. 84  The extent to which elements within the French 
government sympathized with Nguyen Van Hinh and these three orga-
nizations became clear to Heath on August 25, when he arrived late to a 
cocktail party hosted by Raphael-Leygues. The ambassador walked in to 
fi nd “that [the] so-called ‘cocktail party’ was instead [a] full dress meeting 
of chief plotters among confessional groups and [the] air of conspiracy was 
thick.” The “plotters” included the Cao Dai pope, Hoa Hao general Tran 
Van Soai, General Nguyen Van Hinh, and a Binh Xuyen political counselor. 

 During the course of this meeting a Cao Dai colonel conveyed to Heath 
the depth of the politico-religious groups’ dissatisfaction with Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s government. He insisted that the prime minister’s previously re-
ported negotiations with these organizations “had not been negotiations at 
all as Diem’s representatives had been obscure and inept and no practical 
political concessions or accommodations had been proffered.” He made it 
clear that Nguyen Van Hinh and the three politico-religious organizations 
were in the advanced stages of planning to overthrow the prime min-
ister and brazenly requested American permission to do so. In the end, 
though, he indicated that the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen could 
still be persuaded to cooperate with the prime minister if he would agree 
to broaden his government to include their representatives in suffi ciently 
powerful positions. 85  

 Though startled by the conspiratorial nature of the meeting, Heath 
admitted in his note to John Foster Dulles that these anti–Ngo Dinh Diem 
politicians displayed a “remarkable degree of harmony.” The politico- 
religious organizations had a defi nite program for the government that 
would replace the prime minister and acknowledged that French and 
American support would be necessary for the success of the new regime. 
Politico-religious leaders appealed directly to Washington’s anticommunist 
sensibilities, claiming that without a new government, the “cold war in 
Vietnam will be lost to the Viet Minh.” 86  

 By the next day it seemed that Heath was beginning to believe the 
dire predictions for Ngo Dinh Diem’s fate, and he moved to convince 
Undersecretary of State Walter Bedell Smith that disaster was impeding in 
Saigon. 87  He lamented to Washington that French and Vietnamese criti-
cisms of Ngo Dinh Diem’s political incompetence were all too valid and 
questioned whether it was even still possible for the prime minister to build 
a strong, effective regime. Still, he insisted that “no successor government 
that we can envisage at this time would have any real appeal to national-
ist or anticommunist sentiment.” 88  The United States, by this time, had 
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excluded the politico-religious organizations from the acceptable range of 
Vietnamese nationalist leadership and remained unwilling to consider a 
government made up of any combination of their leaders. Nor was it likely 
to countenance any of the names France put forward. 

 With assurances from Lansdale, Ngo Dinh Diem remained confi dent of 
Washington’s continued support. He met with Nguyen Van Hinh on the 
afternoon of August 27 and disingenuously offered to relinquish his author-
ity. His real message was that “the seat of power would not be a comfortable 
one,” as the United States would withhold aid from the new government in 
the event of his ouster. 89  When Nguyen Van Hinh visited Heath two days 
later to feel out the U.S. position on replacing the current government in 
the event that Ngo Dinh Diem ultimately failed to present him and his 
allies with an acceptable agreement, he found that the prime minister’s 
representation of Washington’s attitude was dead on. 

 By the end of August it had become apparent to dissident politico-
religious leaders that American support for a coup against Ngo Dinh Diem 
would be impossible to obtain, at least under the current circumstances. 
They began to back down, assuring Washington that a crisis was no longer 
imminent. The powerful Cao Dai dropped out of the group of plotters, 
critically weakening Nguyen Van Hinh’s coalition and leading the State 
Department to conclude that a coup was no longer likely in the immedi-
ate term. 90  But the Cao Dai organization continued to stake out a fi rm 
anticommunist position, aimed both at the United States and its domestic 
audience, demonstrating that Cao Dai leaders had by no means abandoned 
their political ambitions. A September 4 Cao Dai radio broadcast issued a 
scathing rant against the Viet Minh regime, charging that it pretended to 
lead a revolution while deliberately selling the northern part of the country 
to the Chinese and Soviet communists. It claimed, “Under the communist 
regime of today, the people live in tyranny similar to that under the old 
feudal system,” in the extent to which it deprived citizens of individual 
rights. The broadcast concluded with the proclamation, “We, the bloc of 
authentic nationalists, are ready to welcome and support the efforts of our 
compatriots in service of national Revolution, well-being, independence, 
and true liberty.” 91  

 Politico-religious leaders gave no indication that they were any more 
satisfi ed with Ngo Dinh Diem’s rule than they had been prior to the stand-
off and showed no signs of submission, but they changed tack and entered 
into negotiations with the prime minister in an effort to secure signifi cant 
representation in his cabinet by less hostile means. 92  According to American 
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observers, their initial demands were overambitious, but the crisis con-
vinced U.S. offi cials that Ngo Dinh Diem should make more of an effort 
to accommodate the demands of his political competitors. Heath, in fact, 
concluded on September 14 that “there is no question  but that [Diem] must 
broaden support for his government if he is to survive. ” 93  

 Even as the politico-religious groups suspended their efforts to over-
throw the prime minister, they made clear their disgust with his govern-
ment’s conduct during the standoff. On September 16, the Cao Dai, Binh 
Xuyen, and Hoa Hao issued a joint declaration condemning Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s exclusive, unresponsive leadership. They claimed that the confl ict 
between the government and the army was “basically a rivalry for personal 
power and that it could result in bloody internal confl ict,” and blamed the 
government for failing to resolve it adequately. Spokesmen for the three 
organizations criticized Ngo Dinh Diem for thwarting the “legitimate as-
pirations of the people” and for pursuing policies that threatened to destroy 
Vietnam’s nationalist base. 94  

 Despite the dissolution of the anti–Ngo Dinh Diem bloc, Nguyen Van 
Hinh had not quite given up hope of using the national army to overthrow 
the current government. On September 19 he held a press conference to 
publicize an entreaty that he had just sent to Bao Dai condemning the 
prime minister and asking him to help settle the clash between the national 
army and the Saigon government. 95  But Bao Dai by this time seemed more 
inclined to support Bay Vien in a bid for power. The Binh Xuyen leader 
returned to Saigon claiming he had instructions from the chief of state to 
form a new cabinet, but he was unable to convince other politico-religious 
leaders of the veracity of his claims. Nor was he able to enlist support from 
the French who, despite their sympathy for efforts by the army and the 
politico-religious organizations to replace Ngo Dinh Diem, were unwilling 
to risk alienating the Americans completely. 96  

 Ngo Dinh Diem shared a brief and caustic meeting with Bay Vien, but 
the two men found no grounds for cooperation. Meanwhile, the prime 
minister accused Nguyen Van Hinh of rebellion, after which the general 
barricaded himself in his palace to prepare for a fi nal clash.  Apparently con-
vinced that the current government was doomed, nine of Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
fi fteen cabinet members resigned. But the national army did not move to 
overthrow him. Within a few days it became clear that a coup was not to be 
this time around. On September 24 several Hoa Hao and Cao Dai leaders 
agreed to join Ngo Dinh Diem’s cabinet in exchange for fi nancial compen-
sation. 97  Tran Van Soai and Nguyen Thanh Phuong issued a joint statement 
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in French and English claiming that they agreed to “sacrifi ce personal ob-
jectives” to participate in Ngo Dinh Diem’s government in order to shore 
up “free Vietnam” against the “unifi ed Viet Minh, Chinese, [and] Russian 
Communist menace.” 98  This stated objective conformed to the staunchly 
anticommunist position that the Hoa Hao and Cao Dai held throughout 
the French war and asserted most vehemently in the year leading up to the 
Geneva Conference. Doubtless, they also intended this statement as an ap-
peal to American observers, who were concerned fi rst and foremost with 
preventing South Vietnam from falling into communist hands. 

 The failure of these maneuvers in Saigon, particularly to compel Ngo 
Dinh Diem to enlarge his government, appeared to be a success for the 
Americans and a defeat for the French. 99  The crisis reinforced the fact that 
the cease-fi re, and France’s subsequent failure to meet U.S. demands that 
it ratify the EDC, radically diminished France’s clout in negotiations with 
Washington and, by extension, weakened its ability to infl uence events in 
Vietnam. To obtain American funding, Paris was essentially bound to follow 
Washington’s lead. By the end of September, Ely reluctantly agreed to work 
with the Americans to support Ngo Dinh Diem and attempt to fortify his 
position in South Vietnam. He and La Chambre advised Bao Dai to accept 
that Ngo Dinh Diem would remain in power and asked the prime minister 
to demand that the national army and its leaders cooperate with him loyally. 
By early October, Bao Dai seemed to accept that he had gone too far in his 
support for the prime minister’s adversaries and agreed to conform to the 
Franco-American line. 100  

 Washington’s position on Ngo Dinh Diem remained rigid. During the 
crisis, Eisenhower commissioned pro–Ngo Dinh Diem senator Mike Man-
sfi eld to draw up a report on South Vietnam’s political future based on 
observations made during a September study trip to Indochina. Mansfi eld 
concluded in his October 15 report that, “in the event that the Diem gov-
ernment falls … the United States should consider an immediate suspen-
sion of all aid to Vietnam and the French Union forces there.” 101  While 
the senator’s report is often credited with forming the basis for American 
support for Ngo Dinh Diem, it merely cemented Eisenhower’s preexist-
ing inclination to do so. 102  However, it also limited the State Department’s 
range of options, as Dulles thenceforth feared that Mansfi eld might press 
Congress to cut off funds for Vietnam in the event that Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
government should fall. Ambassador Heath would become one of the fi rst 
casualties of this report. He disagreed with Mansfi eld and Eisenhower’s 
conclusion that Ngo Dinh Diem was the only hope for South Vietnam, 
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causing Dulles to discharge him of his duties as rapidly as possible. 103  His re-
placement, “Lighting Joe” Lawton Collins arrived in Saigon on November 
8 to undertake a mission aimed at strengthening Ngo Dinh Diem’s govern-
ment. In time, however, Collins would become even more pessimistic than 
Heath ever was about Ngo Dinh Diem’s potential to maintain control of a 
noncommunist South Vietnam. 

 Meanwhile, in late October Dulles informed Mendès-France that the 
United States had developed a new plan to bolster Ngo Dinh Diem’s au-
thority, predicated at least partly on Mansfi eld’s report. On October 25, 
Eisenhower sent the prime minister a letter reaffi rming American support 
and expressing his intention to start channeling aid directly into South 
Vietnam. Two days later, the French ambassador to the United States reg-
istered his protest that Eisenhower’s overture to Ngo Dinh Diem violated 
the terms of Franco-American cooperation in Indochina. 104  French of-
fi cials lamented that “France now had  everyone  against her in Indochina.” 
Moreover, they noted with reproach that Eisenhower’s letter had given full 
support to Ngo Dinh Diem without the precondition that he form a strong 
and stable government. 

 While France and the United States focused on their disputes, the 
Nguyen Van Hinh crisis staggered to its denouement. Despite his isolation, 
Nguyen Van Hinh continued to speak publicly, with increasing bluster, of 
his plans to oust Ngo Dinh Diem and bragged that he could do so just by 
lifting the telephone. The crisis continued into November, but by then it 
was clear that Nguyen Van Hinh lacked the force the back his threats. By 
November 11 the prime minister fi nally appeared to have settled the crisis 
by fi ring the general and convincing him to take a six-month “study trip” 
to France. 105  Still, Nguyen Van Hinh would not simply roll over. Stubborn 
as always, he delayed his departure and refused to leave, claiming that only 
Bao Dai had the authority to remove him from his position as commander 
of the national army. 106  

 In the end, Nguyen Van Hinh resigned from his post and fl ed to Paris, 
handing over command of the national army to Nguyen Van Vy on his way 
out. By mid-November, the Americans had fi nally convinced him that the 
United States would cut off its aid to the army if he went through with a 
coup. 107  Once in France, Nguyen Van Hinh would continue to work with 
Bao Dai and other Vietnamese expatriates to support the politico-religious 
organizations against Ngo Dinh Diem. While the general no longer posed 
an immediate threat to the South Vietnamese government, the prime min-
ister’s position was no less precarious. 
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 By the end of the crisis, the major branches of the Cao Dai and Hoa 
Hao saw fi t to align with Ngo Dinh Diem’s government but insisted that 
they had not submitted to his authority, but simply agreed to advise him 
on how best to pursue Vietnam’s security and prosperity. They continued 
to pressure him to reform and broaden his government in order to galva-
nize “authentic nationalists” against communist oppression and conquest. 
Their propaganda claimed diplomatically that Ngo Dinh Diem was above 
reproach, but condemned the corruption and injustices exercised by his 
subordinates on the ground. Politico-religious broadcasts reminded him 
that his task was not only to establish his prestige and secure foreign aid to 
fi ght the communists, but to reorganize society to provide his people with a 
better life. “Our enemies,” they noted, “are Soviet, Chinese, and Vietnamese 
communists, corruption, and decay.” 108  They implored Ngo Dinh Diem 
to let them assist him in combating these foes, but made clear that they 
intended to wage their struggle with or without him. Their lofty language 
surely obscured more parochial motives to retain and expand their own 
power, but it would be far too facile to dismiss their rhetoric as wholly dis-
ingenuous and outside the pale of legitimate nationalist politics, as Ameri-
can offi cials were wont to do. 

 The Hinh crisis and its resolution merely postponed both the Franco-
American confl ict over South Vietnam’s leadership and the politico-religious 
challenge to Ngo Dinh Diem. French offi cials appeared relieved to have 
averted a more serious crisis, but remained skeptical about Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
ability to govern South Vietnam in the long-term. One week after Nguyen 
Van Hinh’s fi nal stand, Ely noted that the prime minister’s relations with the 
politico-religious organizations had already improved dramatically. But he 
warned that much still depended on Ngo Dinh Diem’s ability to reshuffl e 
his cabinet to his critics’ satisfaction. Furthermore, Ely insisted that Bao Dai 
must be prepared to step in and replace the prime minister should those ef-
forts ultimately fail. 109  A comprehensive French report on the status of Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s government, issued in December 1954, concluded that his re-
forms would probably fall short of the mark if he continued on his current 
course. 110  According to the report, Ngo Dinh Diem did not possess the power 
to construct a strong, independent Vietnam with a unifi ed sense of patriotism. 
Instead, he was most concerned with spreading an abstruse morality that ap-
pealed to few aside from the Catholic refuges fl owing in from the north and 
proved particularly alienating to the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen. 

 The Nguyen Van Hinh episode awakened U.S. offi cials to the fragility 
of Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration. Yet Washington still clung to the belief 
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that the prime minster, while desperately in need of reform, represented the 
best leadership option for noncommunist Vietnam. Rather than searching 
for alternatives to the current prime minister or exerting real leverage to 
pressure him to accommodate his rivals, Eisenhower’s administration as-
sisted him in shoring up his power. As 1954 drew to a close, Washington’s 
primary objectives in Vietnam were to keep Ngo Dinh Diem in offi ce 
and to help him reorganize the national army so it would be loyal to him 
and capable of defending against future attacks from both communist and 
noncommunist challengers. Both of these goals would be severely tested in 
the early months of 1955. 



  Chapter 4 

 The “Sect” Crisis of 1955 and America’s 
Miracle Man in Vietnam 

 The “sect” crisis of March and April 1955 was the culmination of the 
open confl ict between politico-religious forces and Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
government that began with the Hinh crisis the previous fall. 1  In the prior 
standoff, Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen leaders had backed down on 
realizing that American sympathy for their cause would not be forthcoming, 
and that without it they had no hope of compelling the prime minister 
to meet their demands. In the interim, they temporarily eased pressure on 
Ngo Dinh Diem, hoping that they might secure positions of power in his 
government and perhaps even support for their armed forces by cooperating 
with rather than threatening to expel him. Yet Ngo Dinh Diem surged ahead 
with his plans to divide and conquer his domestic political enemies. The 
politico-religious organizations therefore faced ongoing exclusion from 
meaningful positions in Ngo Dinh Diem’s government and increasingly bold 
efforts on his part to eliminate their existing power on the ground just as 
the deadline for the cessation of French subsidies to their armed forces drew 
near. In a desperate attempt to mobilize their existing power to preserve their 
endangered positions in the face of these mounting threats, the Hoa Hao, 
Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen came together in a United Front of Nationalist 
Forces to engage in one last coordinated standoff with Ngo Dinh Diem. 2  
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 Throughout this clash, the United Front of Nationalist Forces continued 
previous efforts by politico-religious leaders to court French and American 
support. This would contribute to a growing rift between the French, who 
longed to see Ngo Dinh Diem replaced, and the United States, which re-
mained committed to keeping him in power. The two powers had reached 
an entente in September 1954 predicated on a French pledge of support for 
Ngo Dinh Diem in exchange for assurances that the United States would 
consider alternatives if he faltered, but throughout the crisis both Paris 
and Washington would accuse each other of violating the agreement. 3  The 
French, as doubtful as ever about Ngo Dinh Diem’s ability to retain power, 
were even more pessimistic about the future of French interests in Vietnam 
should he manage to do so. 4  They seized on the sect crisis as an opportunity 
to get the United States behind a plan to replace him with a new leader or a 
coalition government that might include politico-religious fi gures. Ameri-
can offi cials, however, persistently dismissed Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh 
Xuyen politicians as selfi sh warlords, incompetent politicians, and agents of 
French imperialism. 5  Washington also regarded a range of other nationalist 
politicians with suspicion, in most cases due to their histories of corruption, 
collaboration with the French, communication with the communists, or 
some combination thereof. Ngo Dinh Diem remained, to the Americans, 
the only palatable option for South Vietnamese leadership. However, as the 
crisis wore on, they would be forced to grapple with alternatives. 

 The Crisis in Context 

 Washington’s frustration with the divisive nature of southern Vietnamese 
politics, so readily on display during the fi nal year of the French war 
and in the early months of Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration, contin-
ued unabated throughout the sect crisis. A  New York Times  article pub-
lished at the zenith of Ngo Dinh Diem’s clash with the Binh Xuyen 
army exemplifi ed the Americans’ quizzical attitude toward South Viet-
nam’s politico- religious organizations. The April 29 headline proclaimed, 
“Struggle Weird in Vietnam.” The author went on to explain, “The trou-
ble in South Vietnam is one part volatile nationalism and one part bizarre 
and chaotic struggle for power.” 6  He even quoted Eisenhower calling the 
situation “strange and inexplicable,” a view the president seemed to share 
with most U.S. diplomats and politicians. Contrary to Eisenhower’s as-
sertion that the clash between the government and the politico-religious 
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organizations was impossible to explain, some sort of showdown in spring 
1955 was, in fact, quite predictable within the context of the country’s 
recent political history. 

 Tensions between Ngo Dinh Diem and his politico-religious adversaries 
had been building even prior to summer 1954, when Bao Dai appointed 
him prime minister. When he arrived in Saigon to assume the premiership 
in July 1954, Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen leaders vowed to set 
aside their differences with the Ngo family in the name of national unity 
and in hopes of securing privilege under the new government. 7  However, 
politico-religious fi gures from all factions were almost immediately disap-
pointed when the new prime minister made his initial cabinet appoint-
ments. Ngo Dinh Diem’s government roster consisted overwhelmingly of 
Catholics and of his own friends and family, many of whom lacked the 
requisite experience to perform their jobs effectively. Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, 
and Binh Xuyen leaders took up only a few token positions, and balked at 
their exclusion from the postarmistice administration. Binh Xuyen spokes-
men claimed to be delighted by the prime minister’s unpopular decisions, 
insisting that he could not possibly retain power for more than six months 
without incorporating a more representative array of nationalist fi gures into 
his cabinet. 8  

 The timing of the French departure from Vietnam, and its related conse-
quences for the politico-religious organizations, exacerbated Hoa Hao, Cao 
Dai, and Binh Xuyen dissatisfaction with Ngo Dinh Diem’s political favor-
itism and drove them to increase their pressure on the prime minister to 
broaden his government. During the First Indochina War, French support 
payments for Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen armed forces consti-
tuted the lifeblood of these organizations, enabling them to develop impres-
sive infrastructures and expand their social, political, and military infl uence 
within their autonomous zones in the Mekong Delta. However, according 
to the terms of the 1954 ceasefi re and subsequent agreements negotiated 
between France, the Saigon government, and the United States, France was 
to cease paying these subsidies in January 1955. 9  Politico-religious leaders 
were left with little choice but to turn to Ngo Dinh Diem in hopes that 
his government would provide them with outright fi nancial support or, 
alternatively, integrate their troops into the national army and assume re-
sponsibility for paying and equipping them. 

 For two principle reasons, Ngo Dinh Diem proved unreceptive to these 
appeals. Quite simply, the prime minister lacked discretion over his own 
budget, which the United States supplied and therefore largely controlled. 10  
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A reduction in French and American aid following the 1954 cease-fi re 
made it necessary to cut the size of the existing army by more than half, 
a reality that severely hampered Ngo Dinh Diem’s ability to integrate 
 politico-religious troops. 11  More important, the Ngo brothers’ approach to 
leadership precluded tolerance of what their French and American advisors 
called “loyal opposition” parties. 12  As would become increasingly evident 
in the coming years, Ngo Dinh Diem and Ngo Dinh Nhu strove to es-
tablish themselves as the sole stewards of a highly centralized government 
rooted in consensus and unconstrained by dissent. The brothers consid-
ered the vitiation of politico-religious infl uence to be an essential precur-
sor to their broader goal of consolidating power by breaking free from 
Bao Dai’s oversight, eliminating French infl uence in South Vietnam, and 
eventually subordinating all non-communist nationalist groups to a single 
government-sponsored party. 13  

 Ngo Dinh Diem’s virulently anti-French position was common knowl-
edge by the time he came to power over South Vietnam. While in offi ce, 
he came to believe that France was colluding with his enemies to remove 
him from power. 14  And this was not simply paranoid thinking. After signing 
the cease-fi re agreement, France retained a strong presence south of  Viet-
nam’s seventeenth parallel, indirectly through its connections with Bao Dai 
and the politico-religious groups, and directly via several thousand French 
troops still stationed there. French offi cials in Paris and Saigon made no 
secret of their doubts about Ngo Dinh Diem’s leadership abilities, claim-
ing that he was too insular, too naïve, and temperamentally unsuited to 
the task of unifying and rebuilding war torn Vietnam. They also bristled 
at his past record of anti-French activity, and made clear their preference 
for a government run by Bao Dai, through whom they could continue to 
protect French political and economic interests in Vietnam. In fall 1954, 
during Ngo Dinh Diem’s showdown with national army general Nguyen 
Van Hinh, French leaders made no secret of their desire to see the prime 
minister replaced. To prevent his own ouster, then, Ngo Dinh Diem set 
out to neutralize French infl uence in Saigon during his fi rst year in offi ce. 
Conquering Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen challengers to his rule 
was but the fi rst step in this process. 

 In early 1955 Ngo Dinh Diem took a number of steps designed to put 
an end to French meddling and to consolidate his own power by neutral-
izing intransigent politico-religious factions. 15  American special represen-
tative J. Lawton Collins agreed that it would be essential to do so, noting 
in January that the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen “have an effective 
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veto power over government action. This power they use to block reforms 
which might threaten their preferred military, economic and political 
status.” 16  Since taking power, Diem had pursued the goal of neutralizing 
these groups on a limited basis, with the help of General Edward Lansdale 
and U.S. government funds, by bribing certain politico-religious factions 
to join the national army. 17  Although the South Vietnamese government 
possessed neither the means nor the will to integrate the entire Hoa Hao 
and Cao Dai militaries into the national army, Ngo Dinh Diem aimed to 
draw “dissident” leaders away from the main forces in hopes of weakening 
politico-religious armies as a whole. 

 The prime minister stepped up his efforts at dividing and conquering 
these organizations in early January 1955, when he announced his inten-
tion to nationalize the Binh Xuyen owned and operated Saigon-Cholon 
police and security agency. He threatened to remove Binh Xuyen police 
chief Lai Van Sang from his post by February 1, although the ensuing stand-
off would delay him from doing so until late April. 18  Shortly thereafter he 
further antagonized the Binh Xuyen by refusing to renew its license to 
operate the profi table Grand Monde Casino in Cholon. 19  Ngo Dinh Di-
em’s crackdown served a troubling warning to all politico-religious leaders 
that he was prepared to risk confrontation rather than accommodate their 
existing power. In the short term this provoked hostility from the lead-
ers of all three groups and bound them together in defi ance against his 
government. 20  

 Aside from the unreliable and potentially disloyal national army, support 
for Ngo Dinh Diem’s government against these organizations came solely 
from the American government. France, of course, made clear its dissatisfac-
tion with Ngo Dinh Diem’s leadership and persistently tried to convince 
Washington to consider alternatives. Although Paris had reluctantly agreed 
to support Ngo Dinh Diem for the time being, Dulles and Eisenhower 
suspected that the French continued to undermine his regime whenever 
possible. Meanwhile, the United States remained committed to support-
ing the prime minister, but it was by no means confi dent that the limited 
backing it was prepared to give would prove enough to keep him in power 
in the event of a full-fl edged politico-religious rebellion. 21  It was to fi nd 
out whether this backing would be suffi cient as the open clash between 
Ngo Dinh Diem and the politico-religious coalition to decide the future 
of South Vietnam’s government came to a head with the formation of the 
United Front of Nationalist Forces (Mat Tran Thong Nhut Toan Luc Quoc 
Gia) on March 3, 1955. 22  
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 The Crisis Begins 

 Cao Dai pope Pham Cong Tac held a press conference the afternoon of 
March 4 to announce the front’s existence and to publicize its intentions. 
He claimed that Ngo Dinh Diem had placed Vietnam in peril of commu-
nist conquest and vowed that despite the fragmentary nature of nationalist 
forces, front signatories would put aside their personal ideological differ-
ences in order to unite all of the country’s noncommunist political and 
military forces under one effective leadership. The proclamation outlined 
front objectives as the defense of Vietnam, national independence and the 
protection of individual sovereignty, and the right to individual political 
participation. Politico-religious leaders pledged that once such a national-
ist government was established, they would put their armed forces at its 
disposal to make Vietnam “a vanguard fi ghting unit of anti-communists in 
Southeast Asia.” 23  

 In a clear reference to Ngo Dinh Diem, the front denounced “dictator-
ship and sectarian policy which would provoke fratricidal war and cause 
[the] collapse of [the] nationalist cause.” Pham Cong Tac insisted on behalf 
of the front that the prime minister’s government apply its recommended 
program, but he said little about what that program entailed or what the 
consequences would be should Ngo Dinh Diem defy this pronouncement. 
Washington, already committed to Ngo Dinh Diem as the leader of “Free 
Vietnam,” saw the United Front as a destabilizing element below the seven-
teenth parallel. At this time, however, both French and American observers 
perceived the politico-religious threat to be political and not military. 

 It is important to note that while the United Front represented leaders 
from all three organizations, not all of the most powerful generals endorsed 
the March 4 ultimatum. Hoa Hao generals Tran Van Soai, Lam Thanh 
Nguyen, and Ba Cut, Binh Xuyen leader Bay Vien, and Cao Dai pope 
Pham Cong Tac signed the pronouncement. But the signatures of several 
politico-religious generals who had recently rallied their troops to the na-
tional army were conspicuously absent from the document. This included 
both major Cao Dai generals Trinh Minh The and Nguyen Thanh Phuong, 
and the predominant Hoa Hao Generals Nguyen Giac Ngo and Nguyen 
Van Hue. Given the politico-religious organizations’ strategy of playing 
powerful groups off one another, this did not necessarily represent a repu-
diation of the front’s anti–Ngo Dinh Diem stance, but simply a refusal to 
align openly with the new organization. In fact, days later Hoa Hao ma-
jor Nam, an emissary of Tran Van Soai, presented American offi cials with 
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an earlier draft of the proclamation containing the signatures of Nguyen 
Thanh Phuong and Trinh Minh The, although he admitted that Nguyen 
Giac Ngo had refused all along to join the front. 24  Major Nam claimed that 
Nguyen Thanh Phuong and Trinh Minh The had joined the organization 
but requested that this fact be kept secret, as they “still had some business 
to do with the government.” Some observers, including General Fernand 
Gambiez, commander of French forces in South Vietnam, suspected that 
the dissident politico-religious forces that had recently joined Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s government and been integrated into the national army actually 
maintained covert loyalty to their respective organizations. He alleged that 
they were scheming to gain a preponderant representation in the armed 
forces in order to weaken the current government’s defenses from within 
and would return to fi ght with the United Front in the event of armed 
confl ict. 25  

 American, French, and South Vietnamese offi cials recognized the in-
creasing volatility of the political situation in Saigon and the likelihood of 
a violent crisis in the near future should Ngo Dinh Diem fail to manage 
the politico-religious threat diplomatically. But they almost uniformly dis-
counted the possibility of an immediate uprising. 26  In the days following 
March 4, Collins and his French counterpart, Commissioner General Paul 
Ely, came to the cautious conclusion that the United Front was unlikely to 
take any violent action to back its declaration. In fact, observers in the CIA 
concluded that the front’s decision to publicize its plans refl ected the weak-
ening position of the politico-religious groups in relation to the govern-
ment. “The sects,” according to a CIA report, “can be expected to explore 
every opportunity to check the growth of central government authority 
at the expense of their own, but they are probably realistic enough not 
to seek a forcible showdown.” 27  On the contrary, U.S. offi cials perceived 
the United Front pronouncement as an instrument of blackmail designed 
to induce Ngo Dinh Diem to hasten the integration of politico-religious 
forces into the national army and to increase payments to the organizations’ 
military leaders. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem accused the French of inciting the Hoa Hao, Cao 
Dai, and Binh Xuyen to found the United Front as part of a larger plan 
to overthrow his regime and replace him with Bay Vien. 28  While some 
French agents in Saigon did support Binh Xuyen activities, French policy 
was not aimed at facilitating Bay Vien’s rise to power in Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
stead. 29  Nonetheless, the prime minister insisted that opposing the sup-
posed Franco–Binh Xuyen plot was the only way to free Vietnam from 
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French colonial bondage. Although determined to put down politico-
religious affronts vigorously, he initially responded to nonmilitary United 
Front demands. In mid-March, CIA offi cials noted that his main tactic 
was to continue plying select politico-religious generals with lavish bribes 
rather than threatening the United Front with force. 30  Although he wor-
ried that politico-religious leaders might use his own funds to wage war 
against him, Ngo Dinh Diem attempted to placate willing collaborators by 
assuming responsibility for a portion of the support payments halted by the 
French in January. 31  Rather than trying to lure away the principle Hoa Hao 
faction led by Tran Van Soai or make concession to the Cao Dai spiritual 
leader Pham Cong Tac, he aimed to generate internal divisions within each 
organization by luring away “dissident” leaders with smaller followings. 
“By such means,” ventured the CIA, “[Diem] hopes to weaken the sects 
as a whole to the extent that a military solution would be feasible.” 32  He 
encountered some success with this approach, convincing a handful of mi-
nor politico-religious generals to rally to the government in the days after 
March 4. 33  But the prime minister’s attempt to fi nesse the situation through 
bribery was not enough to force the front to back down. 

 On the afternoon of March 21, the United Front raised its threat against 
the southern government to a higher level. Pham Cong Tac issued a cri-
tique of Ngo Dinh Diem’s leadership, claiming that “after nine months in 
power Diem has not been able to realize any program while [the] Vietnam-
ese people are confused and communist forces continue [to] advance.” 34  
The front further attacked the prime minister’s character, blaming him for 
obstructing unifi cation movements deliberately in order to keep the public 
divided for his own personal advantage, and accusing him of governing 
through nepotism and favoritism with disastrous consequences for the na-
tion. As for broader failures of the administration, the front claimed that 
refugee resettlement from north to south was tainted with odious favorit-
ism, that government censorship of the press had prevented the media from 
fulfi lling its role of guiding public opinion, and that the total control that 
the government exerted over the provisional assembly had rendered it en-
tirely unresponsive to the will of the people. 35  

 Pham Cong Tac concluded that “Diem, by his errors, has maintained his 
unpopular and ineffective policy . . . which is leading the country inevita-
bly into communist slavery.” He issued an ultimatum demanding that the 
prime minister reorganize his government completely within fi ve days or 
the United Front of Nationalist Forces would “appeal to the people for [a] 
decision.” The declaration itself did not indicate specifi cally what actions 
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the United Front was prepared to take in the face of Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
noncompliance, but press reports indicated that some members of the coali-
tion had hinted at an imminent attempt to overthrow the southern govern-
ment. Binh Xuyen general Bay Vien openly vowed to use force to topple 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration if the prime minister failed to reorganize 
his government immediately. 36  

 Arguably, the March 4 and March 21 moves by the politico-religious 
organizations to publicize their discontent were above all for international 
political consumption. According to the French interpretation of events, 
“Not only do the sects wish Diem to come to terms, but [they] want [the] 
French and [the] US to realize that they exist and are important.” 37  United 
Front rhetoric was at least partially directed toward the United States, to feel 
out American receptivity to an alternative South Vietnamese government 
in place of Ngo Dinh Diem’s. The front’s fi rm anticommunist stance sent a 
clear message to the United States that Washington’s objective of prevent-
ing the spread of communism in Southeast Asia could be better achieved 
under an alternative nationalist government that included politico-religious 
representatives than by the current administration. 

 The American response to these overtures from the United Front was 
defi nitive and unfavorable. Immediately after the March 21 ultimatum, 
Collins met with Cao Dai generals Trinh Minh The and Nguyen Thanh 
Phuong to inform them and their allies that “any successful attempt by [the] 
sects to overthrow [the] government would probably lead to [the] cessa-
tion of all American aid.” 38  The United States certainly was concerned by 
the growing state of crisis in Saigon but was not prepared to sanction the 
violent overthrow of its ally. 

 Collins chose to approach the United Front through Trinh Minh The 
and Nguyen Thanh Phuong for a number of reasons. The United States 
already had contacts with them, primarily due to Edward Lansdale’s efforts 
to recruit them away from their parent organizations and into an alliance 
with Ngo Dinh Diem and the national army. Moreover, as recent allies of 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration, they were the most likely of the politico-
religious leaders to feel some remaining allegiance toward the existing gov-
ernment, or at least ambivalence about the United Front. 39  Aside from the 
increasing urgency of the situation generated by the fi ve-day deadline, Col-
lins’s greatest concern over the March 21 declaration was that, unlike the 
fi rst pronouncement, it bore the signatures of Trinh Minh The and Nguyen 
Thanh Phuong. “For the fi rst time,” Collins wrote to Dulles, “[the] United 
Front had managed to gain [the] public adherence of almost all signifi cant 
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elements of [the] sect groups.” 40  Trinh Minh The’s defection, in particular, 
dealt a serious blow to Ngo Dinh Diem, who had been relying heavily on 
the Cao Dai dissident and his troops to safeguard against Hoa Hao and Binh 
Xuyen forces in the area surrounding Saigon-Cholon. 41  Therefore, Collins 
wished to speak with Trinh Minh The and Nguyen Thanh Phuong directly 
in order to better understand the nature of the United Front and the extent 
of the threat it posed to Ngo Dinh Diem. 

 Despite their growing pessimism, American and French offi cials still 
deemed armed politico-religious activity unlikely and predicted that the 
front would continue to restrict its activity to the political and economic 
spheres. Ngo Dinh Diem, they agreed, could not cede to politico-religious 
demands without losing face but must continue to negotiate and buy time 
for the tenuous coalition to crumble from within. 42  Meanwhile, Collins felt 
it was necessary for the prime minister to issue some sort of tactful response 
to the United Front ultimatum that would neither alienate the front nor 
dignify its complaints. 

 Collins grew increasing frustrated by his inability to clarify politico-
religious demands suffi ciently to aid Ngo Dinh Diem in formulating an 
adequate reply. After his March 22 meeting with Nguyen Thanh Phuong 
and Trinh Minh The, Collins vented to Dulles that “discussing this prob-
lem with these generals was like trying to reason with two stubborn four 
year old children. They were either lying very ineptly or they are alarm-
ingly stupid considering the infl uence and power they wield.” He con-
cluded, “Trying to determine from them exactly what they wanted was 
completely futile. I am convinced that their evasive answers to my questions 
were clumsy attempts to cover selfi sh motives.” 43  

 Collins failed to see that his frustrations stemmed neither from inepti-
tude nor stupidity on the part of the generals, but rather from their cunning, 
intentionally noncommittal political strategy. By making vague overtures to 
all sides while refusing to commit wholeheartedly to any, politico-religious 
leaders were able to lull American, French, and South Vietnamese offi cials 
alike into positions of defensiveness and indecision. The fragmentary nature 
of the politico-religious organizations only added to their advantage, as the 
United Front could make alliance overtures to Ngo Dinh Diem, the United 
States, France, and the Viet Minh simultaneously through different factions, 
all the while maintaining the unifi ed objective of preserving and perhaps 
enhancing each organization’s autonomy and power. Such an approach was 
typical of the politico-religious groups, which one Vietnam expert has de-
scribed as “devious collaborators” due to their many divisions and frequent 
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changes in tactics dating back to the mid-1940s. 44  Although frustratingly 
unpredictable, the United Front intentionally sought to manipulate the po-
litical environment to its advantage without committing irrevocably to any 
one side. 45  

 Collins’s inability to pin down a clear set of politico-religious objectives 
was only one of many obstacles emerging to prevent him from achiev-
ing his goals of fortifying Ngo Dinh Diem’s government and ensuring its 
survival. Following the second United Front declaration, a noticeable rift 
began to emerge between France and the United States over how best to 
respond to the developing crisis. France had been looking for an excuse to 
call the “Diem experiment” a failure since the prime minister took offi ce 
in July 1954, and its low regard for his leadership clashed with the Ameri-
can desire to see Ngo Dinh Diem succeed at any cost. Dulles chafed at the 
French tendency to put the politico-religious organizations on an equal 
plane with the prime minister owing to their actual military and political 
power. According to the secretary, the United States viewed these groups 
as rebels and therefore deemed them unworthy of serious consideration by 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s legitimate government, regardless of whatever strength 
they might have displayed. 46  

 Another point of Franco-American disagreement stemmed from Wash-
ington’s determination that the crisis should be resolved without involv-
ing Bao Dai. Dulles claimed that to do so would undermine Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s authority and hamper his ability to rule after the crisis was resolved. 
Contrary to Dulles’s wishes, French offi cials in Saigon sent a telegram to 
diplomats in Paris recommending that they consider making arrangements 
for Bao Dai to return to Vietnam. Even Ely, Collins’s staunchest collaborator 
amongst the French, concluded that no real settlement could be reached 
between Ngo Dinh Diem and the politico-religious groups without in-
volving Bao Dai. 47  France’s insistence on involving the absentee chief of 
state only fueled Washington’s suspicions that its obstinate ally was out to 
sabotage Ngo Dinh Diem’s government. Ensuing events quickly intensi-
fi ed the confl ict of interests between France and the United States, but 
the prospect of a total collapse of the South Vietnamese government—an 
eventuality anathema to both powers—forced them to grapple with their 
differences and continue to seek a joint solution to the crisis. 

 In the days following the second United Front ultimatum it became 
increasingly clear that the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen were en-
trenched in their position of defi ance against Ngo Dinh Diem’s administra-
tion. South Vietnamese defense minister Ho Thong Minh lamented that the 
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break between the prime minister and the politico-religious organizations 
was now complete and irreparable. He blamed Ngo Dinh Diem for failing 
to prevent the crisis, as he might have done by taking a more sensitive tack 
toward politico-religious leaders early in his administration. Moreover, he 
predicted that even if the prime minister did succeed in winning back some 
of the organizations’ factions, the damage had already been done, and the 
atmosphere of suspicion and distrust could not be unraveled. 48  

 Ngo Dinh Diem, although avowedly resigned to the likelihood of an 
imminent attack on his government, made some superfi cial efforts to nego-
tiate with politico-religious leaders, welcoming them to attend the March 
22 cabinet meeting and inviting them to his palace for consultations on 
multiple occasions. Although they did send emissaries, whom the prime 
minister reportedly received quite rudely, none of the politico-religious 
leaders appeared for talks, perhaps because they feared for their lives. On 
March 25, right before the ultimatum was due to expire, Ngo Dinh Diem 
requested one last time that United Front leaders visit him to discuss their 
grievances. That night, Bao Dai sent a message to the United Front and the 
prime minister urging both parties to seek a compromise solution. 49  How-
ever, the front remained confi dent of Bao Dai’s support, and the following 
day it spurned Ngo Dinh Diem’s invitation, reiterating its ultimatum and 
insisting that he accept the principle of reshuffl ing his government before 
the politico-religious groups would bring forth a defi nite program for con-
sideration. It indicated that front members would continue to refuse further 
discussions until the prime minister agreed to its preliminary terms. 50  

 On the night of March 27, Trinh Minh The defected from the front to 
rejoin the ranks of the national army, most likely in response to a substantial 
bribe. 51  This weakened the Cao Dai bloc and decreased the likelihood of 
the organization participating in an antigovernmental uprising, although 
Cao Dai spokesmen led by Pham Cong Tac continued to criticize Ngo 
Dinh Diem for his insularity and antidemocratic practices. Meanwhile, Hoa 
Hao and Binh Xuyen forces remained strong and entrenched in their posi-
tions against the prime minister. The Hoa Hao continued to use its control 
over river traffi c in the Mekong Delta to hold up food supplies destined 
for Saigon-Cholon while Binh Xuyen forces buttressed themselves in the 
police headquarters and in other strategic locations around the capital. 
Both were determined to resist the prime minister’s efforts to destroy their 
organizations bit by bit. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem was incensed by this intransigent behavior and re-
fused to yield to pressure from the United Front. He disregarded Bao Dai’s 
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March 25 appeal for unity between the government and the United Front, 
and on March 27 sent a letter to front leaders detailing the occasions on 
which he had invited them for consultations only to be refused. He accused 
the politico-religious organizations of driving South Vietnam into commu-
nist arms through their selfi sh pursuit of power and the protection of spe-
cial positions. According to the prime minister, politico-religious military 
activities only weakened the national spirit and endangered the citizenry, 
and thus could not be considered patriotic. 52  He maintained that the only 
reasonable solution to the current problem was to form an impartial cabinet 
comprised of virtuous individuals interested solely in serving the will of the 
nation and the people of Vietnam. Needless to say, this would not include 
his politico-religious opponents. 

 While Ngo Dinh Diem claimed he was willing to cooperate, or at least 
communicate, with politico-religious leaders, he took additional steps to 
exacerbate the confl ict between his government and the Binh Xuyen. On 
March 26 he attempted to give teeth to his January threat to replace the 
Binh Xuyen police chief by issuing a decree to establish a separate Saigon-
Cholon prefectural police under which the existing municipal police was 
eventually to be transferred. 53  Bay Vien responded by notifying French of-
fi cials that Binh Xuyen leaders not only desired a new government, but 
that they wanted Ngo Dinh Diem out of the picture completely. The Binh 
Xuyen general was emboldened by his belief that the United States was too 
invested in preserving South Vietnam as a noncommunist bastion to fol-
low through on its threat to withdraw American aid in the event of a coup 
against the current government. Furthermore, France’s refusal to commit its 
forces to fi ght against Ngo Dinh Diem’s enemies gave Binh Xuyen leaders 
great confi dence that a coup would succeed. 54  

 Several members of the southern administration seemed to agree with 
Bay Vien’s assessment. On March 29, Defense Minister Ho Thong Minh 
tendered his resignation upon learning that Ngo Dinh Diem had developed 
concrete plans to replace Binh Xuyen police chief Lai Van Sang with Colonel 
Nguyen Ngoc Le. Ho Thong Minh claimed that such a move would invite 
an open clash with the government’s politico-religious adversaries, which 
government forces were likely to lose. 55  Collins agreed with Ho Thong 
Minh’s assessment and notifi ed Ngo Dinh Diem “that in my opinion he had 
succeeded in outmaneuvering sects to the present but was now risking open 
strife with them. I warned him that without Minh he might not secure loyal 
support of Army.” 56  Some American intelligence offi cers were less sympa-
thetic to Ho Thong Minh’s criticisms and perceived them as evidence that he 
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was colluding with the United Front and would rather resign his post than 
fi re on the Binh Xuyen if ordered to do so. 57  Despite these suspicions, Collins 
and Ely pressured Ngo Dinh Diem to reinstate the defense minister in the 
coming days, in hopes that he could infl uence the southern leader to broaden 
his government and temper his response to the United Front. 58  

 At exactly midnight on March 30, rifl e and machine-gun fi re broke out 
between Binh Xuyen and national army troops around the police prefec-
tural building in Cholon. It is unclear who initiated the clash, although the 
southern government’s forces had been harassing the Binh Xuyen for days 
leading up to the fi ght. 59  The national army quickly gained the upper hand, 
with assistance from twenty thousand French troops deployed throughout 
Saigon to separate the combatants, and the fi ghting ceased around 4:30 
a.m. 60  Some American offi cials would later charge that French forces pre-
vented the national government from wiping out the Binh Xuyen at this 
time by withholding fuel and critical supplies. 61  Ngo Dinh Diem went 
even further, claiming that it was the French who incited the Binh Xuyen 
to violence in the fi rst place. 62  The prime minister’s virulently anti-French 
attitude and Washington’s increasing distrust of France’s motives came to 
play an ever more dominant role in the sect crisis in the coming weeks. 

 The violence on March 29–30 further infl amed the confl ict between 
French and American offi cials over Vietnam policy.  This may have refl ected 
the prime minister’s strategy, as Ely warned Collins, “Diem would . . . no 
doubt try to drive a wedge between France and U.S.” 63  Dulles and his 
underlings in the State Department believed that Ngo Dinh Diem should 
be allowed to reestablish his authority in Saigon with full support and no 
restrictions. French offi cials, however, maintained that the prime minister’s 
continued leadership could provoke widespread confl ict and insisted that 
his eventual replacement had become inevitable. 64  Moreover, the secretary 
of state and his colleagues in Washington continued to rankle at what they 
saw as French insistence on treating the southern government and the re-
bellious politico-religious organizations as political equals. 65  The Americans 
considered it a travesty that an established leader was forced to negotiate 
and sign truces with what they viewed as groups of illegal bandits. 

 Collins’s Break with Ngo Dinh Diem 

 In many respects, Collins agreed with the overall French position rather 
than embracing Washington’s line. Ely recognized this and seized the 
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opportunity to use his longtime acquaintance Collins as a conduit to con-
vince Dulles and the State Department of the urgent need to replace Ngo 
Dinh Diem. 66  One American journalist sympathetic to Ngo Dinh Diem 
has even gone so far as to write that, during this time, “Collins became 
engaged in what can only be described as plotting in collusion with the 
French.” 67  Although this statement is hyperbolic, Collins often did concur 
with French assessments and, in spite of the widening gap between their 
governments, Collins and Ely maintained a cooperative relationship in Sai-
gon throughout the sect crisis. 

 On the afternoon of March 30, once the fi ghting had died down, Ely 
reported to Collins that Ngo Dinh Diem had fi nally promised not to use 
force to take over the headquarters of the national police and security 
agency, although he continued to insist on dismissing Lai Van Sang imme-
diately despite French and American advice to the contrary. 68  For the time 
being, though, Ely had secured a fragile truce between the prime minister 
and the Binh Xuyen that would hold up for almost a month. 69  After Ely 
left Ngo Dinh Diem that afternoon, Collins paid the prime minister a visit 
to warn him that he was making it very diffi cult for the U.S. Embassy to 
continue supporting his government. “If he continued his present course,” 
Collins noted, “we would be under heavy pressure to support a change in 
the government.” 70  

 The very next day, Collins cabled Dulles a telegram insisting that the 
time had come for the United States to consider possible alternatives to 
continuing support for Ngo Dinh Diem. “In light of recent developments,” 
he wrote, “we must now squarely face [the] fact that Diem is operating 
practically [a] one-man government with his two brothers Luyen and Nhu 
as [his] principle advisors. I seriously doubt this can last long.” 71  He ex-
plained that the prime minister was almost entirely isolated as a result of 
recent resignations by four Hoa Hao ministers, defense minister Ho Thong 
Minh, and four Cao Dai members of government. These Cao Dai repre-
sentatives resigned on March 30 despite the integration of Nguyen Thanh 
Phuong’s Cao Dai forces into the national army that took place the very 
same day. 72  About this seeming contradiction, Collins remarked with exas-
peration, “Please don’t expect me to explain this gobble-de-gook!” When 
Nguyen Thanh Phuong returned to join the national army, U.S. intelligence 
offi cers concluded, “The permanence of any single rallié is dubious and 
probably depends on the amount of his subsidy and his estimate of Diem’s 
power position.” 73  Nguyen Thanh Phuong and Trinh Minh The’s rallying 
of Cao Dai troops to the national army certainly was not a marker of total 
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loyalty to Ngo Dinh Diem’s government. On the contrary, the emerging 
international consensus by the end of March 1955 was that the prime min-
ister had burned his fi nal bridges to reconciliation with the United Front, 
and his administration, by all accounts, teetered on the brink of collapse. 

 By the end of March, Collins concluded that Ngo Dinh Diem had been 
given more than a fair chance to establish an effective government, but that 
he had accumulated little or no positive achievements during his brief ad-
ministration. “We have found it necessary,” he claimed, “to assist him in pro-
posing, drafting, and attempting to breathe life into most of his programs.” 
Collins insisted that France and the United States had consistently main-
tained positive efforts to help the prime minister, but that the he had failed 
to capitalize on the support. Collins therefore placed the blame for South 
Vietnamese government failures fully on Ngo Dinh Diem’s shoulders. 

 Having made the leap to suggest that the prime minister be replaced, 
Collins provided Dulles with a few brief suggestions for possible leadership 
alternatives. These included a familiar litany of options that the French had 
proposed on several occasions during Ngo Dinh Diem’s fi rst ten months 
in offi ce: a new government to be formed with Tran Van Do or Phan Huy 
Quat as president, the return of Bao Dai to preside over a new govern-
ment to be led by Ngo Dinh Diem, or the return of Bao Dai to assume 
the presidency of an entirely new government. Although the problem of 
the politico-religious organizations would remain the primary obstacle for 
any new government, Collins believed it was essential to break the present 
impasse immediately if there was to be any hope of preserving an indepen-
dent noncommunist South Vietnam. His suggestions to include Bao Dai in 
the solution clearly refl ected Ely’s infl uence, and this overt nod to French 
preferences may have prejudiced Washington against his recommendations. 

 Dulles rejected Collins’s appeal immediately. “We do not think a switch 
would be desirable or practicable at [the] present time,” he wrote the very 
next day.  “We doubt that there is any acceptable alternative which we could 
back on the scale necessary for success.” 74  The secretary authorized Collins 
to convey frankly to Ngo Dinh Diem that, unless he could greatly improve 
his administration, the United States would be forced to withdraw its sup-
port for Vietnam, which would jeopardize not only the current southern 
government, but would place the entire nation at risk of falling under com-
munist control. But for the time being, replacing the premier remained out 
of the question for Washington offi cials. One U.S. intelligence report con-
cluded, incorrectly, that the politico-religious organizations were “primarily 
the creation of the French,” and predicted that “if . . . Diem resigns or is 
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removed during this crisis, many Vietnamese will almost certainly conclude 
that the French are still the arbiters of political action in South Vietnam.” 75  
Indeed, Dulles and his staff perceived Bao Dai as a symbol of French power 
in Vietnam and Ngo Dinh Diem as a symbol of American infl uence. To 
U.S. policymakers, then, Ngo Dinh Diem’s replacement by Bao Dai would 
represent a blatant diplomatic defeat for the United States and a victory for 
France. 76  

 As France and the United States debated his removal, Ngo Dinh Diem 
and his small band of supporters attempted to validate Washington’s sup-
port, and stake out the public position that his government represented the 
best possibility for democracy in Vietnam. The United Front’s demands on 
the government, conversely, refl ected an attempt by minority groups to 
impede mass political participation. An article in the progovernment daily 
 Thoi Luan  (Commentary) exhorted, “There is no individual and no group 
that has the particular right to determine state affairs.” 77  Author Nguyen 
Van An invoked the memory of Louis XVI to remind readers of the treach-
erous fate reserved for individuals who sacrifi ce the rights of the many for 
the privileges of the few. His clear implication was that Ngo Dinh Diem 
represented the Vietnamese masses, while the politico-religious groups 
promoted selfi sh private interests. 

 Another article attributed to Cao Dai general Nguyen Thanh Phu-
ong, but likely orchestrated by the southern government, condemned the 
United Front as an opportunistic ploy stemming naturally from the unstable 
political situation following the Geneva accords. 78  He asserted that the front 
was not the indigenous political movement that it claimed to be, but the 
result of sedition on the part of French colonialists who could not admit de-
feat. Nguyen Thanh Phuong explained that his Cao Dai army had decided 
to rally to the national army in order to avoid spilling any more Vietnamese 
blood on French initiative. Although the current government may not have 
been ideal, he claimed, it represented Vietnam’s best prospect for peace and 
true independence. This sort of patriotic sentiment appeared often in the 
South Vietnamese press; expressed in a particular kind of clichéd language, 
it strongly suggests it was penned by government propagandists and adopted 
by prominent political fi gures like Nguyen Thanh Phuong under pressure 
from Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration. 

 The prime minister’s righteous indignation coincided with the senti-
ments expressed in the above articles and drove him to frustrate already 
tense Franco-American efforts to forestall a greater crisis in South Viet-
nam. He clung to his resolve to use force if necessary to wrest control of 
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the national police and security agency from the Binh Xuyen. Ngo Dinh 
Diem justifi ed his position with claims that the people of Vietnam did not 
understand his delay in removing Lai Van Sang as chief of police and as-
serting governmental authority, and that failing to exert military muscle at 
this critical moment would damage his government’s reputation, perhaps 
irreparably. Ngo Dinh Diem’s conviction that the Binh Xuyen was acting 
under French direction in an effort to undermine his government drove 
him to take fi rm, immediate steps to challenge the organization’s power and 
infl uence in Saigon-Cholon. 79  

 Meanwhile,  American and French offi cials alike believed that Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s belligerent approach to the Binh Xuyen was tantamount to suicide. 
They judged that the national army, even if joined by the French, would 
be capable only of solving the problem in Saigon, and that “those Binh 
Xuyen elements not smashed would go underground, fall under Viet Minh 
infl uence . . . and form [the] nucleus of [an] anti-government force in [a] 
civil war.” International observers feared that even capturing and killing 
politico-religious chiefs such as Bay Vien would have little effect, as they 
would simply be martyred and replaced from the ranks of politico-religious 
armies. The United States agreed with Ngo Dinh Diem that control of the 
police should be removed from the hands of the Binh Xuyen and national-
ized, but insisted that it must be done gradually through negotiations and 
legitimate channels of power, possibly including an offi cial decree from 
Bao Dai. By April 6, though, both Ely and Collins concurred that despite 
American and French pleas for moderation, “Diem [was] determined to 
take over control of [the] Police without regard to consequences.” 80  

 Ely and Collins also fretted over Ngo Dinh Diem’s increasing political 
isolation and his dogged unwillingness to broaden his cabinet and consider 
the input of individuals outside his immediate family and a dwindling num-
ber of close advisers. As Vietnam expert Joseph Buttinger put it, the prime 
minister “no longer had a government, not even as window dressing.” 81  
On the evening of April 6, Ely noted in his diary that he had changed his 
thinking on the “Diem question.” Up to that point, he was willing to con-
sider retaining Ngo Dinh Diem in a coalition government for the sake of 
Franco-American cooperation. But he had come to believe that the prime 
minister must go and decided to increase pressure on the United States to 
abandon the prime minister and appeal to Bao Dai to salvage Saigon from 
the brink of civil war. 82  On April 7, Ely warned Collins that “Diem can 
no longer be saved except at [the] cost of overcoming enormous diffi cul-
ties, and if he is saved, we shall have spared for Vietnam the worst Prime 
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Minister it ever had.” 83  He insisted that an alternative leader, and Bao Dai’s 
involvement, was desperately needed to carry out major reforms and to 
prepare for the 1956 nationwide elections mandated by the Geneva agree-
ments if South Vietnam was to have any chance of remaining outside the 
communist sphere. 

 Collins dutifully toed the offi cial American line, responding to Ely that 
“we have not gone far enough in our support of Diem to make a change 
acceptable now.” 84  But he turned around immediately to pen another re-
quest for Dulles to consider replacing what he had come to regard as the 
utterly incompetent Ngo Dinh Diem. “His lack of practical political sense,” 
wrote Collins, “his inability to compromise, his inherent incapacity to get 
along with other able men, and his tendency to be suspicious of the mo-
tives of anyone who disagrees with him, make him practically incapable 
of holding this government together.” 85  Collins assured Dulles that Ngo 
Dinh Diem was by no means indispensable to America’s goal of prevent-
ing a communist takeover of South Vietnam. He reiterated his argument 
from a few days before; that the United States should refrain from adopting 
too rigid a stance in support of the current government against all other 
alternatives, since such a position would allow no room for maneuver in 
the event that a change in South Vietnamese leadership became absolutely 
necessary. 86  

 A Last Ditch Search for Alternatives 

 On April 9,  Dulles replied to Collins’s telegram with the fi rst indication that 
he was willing to consider replacing Ngo Dinh Diem, albeit grudgingly. 87  
The secretary claimed that Washington was disposed to back Collins’s fi nal 
decision, but that he should consider a number of factors before reaching 
any conclusions. First, Dulles questioned whether any of the prime min-
ister’s potential successors would have any greater success at handling the 
sect crisis than Ngo Dinh Diem. Second, he advised Collins to consider the 
effects on American prestige should the southern administration fail. “It is 
widely known,” wrote Dulles, “that Diem has so far existed by reason of US 
support despite French reluctance. If, however, when the showdown comes 
the French view prevails then that will gravely weaken our infl uence for the 
future both in Vietnam and elsewhere.” 88  Thereafter, the secretary feared, 
any successor to Ngo Dinh Diem would know that the real authority rested 
with the French and not the Americans. 89  Moreover, Washington’s Cold 
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War allies throughout the world might lose confi dence in the United States. 
Last, perhaps the most important factor militating against a U.S. decision 
to replace the prime minister was the force of American domestic politics. 
Dulles reminded Collins that Congress would be likely to oppose continu-
ing its economic support for Vietnam if Ngo Dinh Diem’s government 
was replaced under the current circumstances. Indeed, Mike Mansfi eld 
(D-Montana), one of Ngo Dinh Diem’s most vocal supporters in the Sen-
ate, had recently responded to Collins’s report on the prime minister’s fail-
ure by insisting that the United States continue to back him to the very end. 
According to Mansfi eld and the “Vietnam lobby,” anything less would serve 
to hand all of Vietnam over to Ho Chi Minh and the Communist Party. 90  

 Despite their grave concerns, policymakers in Washington seemed to 
be coming around to the necessity of regime change in Saigon. On April 
11, Dulles considered authorizing Collins to acquiesce in plans to replace 
Ngo Dinh Diem but decided to delay this move after a last-minute meeting 
with his staff. Instead the secretary plied Collins for specifi c information 
on the timing of the proposed change and the political implications of a 
new government. “We do not,” he asserted, “wish to make a commitment 
in principle on replacement before we are certain [a] candidate acceptable 
to us can be agreed upon.” 91  

 On April 12, Dulles delivered to the Quay d’Orsay a questionnaire ask-
ing the French to clarify their intentions regarding whom would replace 
Ngo Dinh Diem, when the succession would occur, what would be the fate 
of the Saigon police force, and how France intended to guarantee politico-
religious support for the new government. 92  French offi cials chaffed at this 
request, which seemed like little more than a delay tactic, and grew more 
frustrated the next day when Washington made clear that it had intentions 
neither of participating in planning Ngo Dinh Diem’s ouster nor in nam-
ing his successors. In his instructions to U.S. diplomats in Paris and Saigon, 
Dulles noted, “We have recognized [the] . . . French proposal that the US 
agree to join with [the] French in discussing replacing Diem. We wish to 
preserve this perspective and avoid [the] issue being described as arising out 
of US initiative.” 93  Dulles insisted that the French must fi rst set a plan before 
the United States would consider whether or not to support it. 94  Dulles’s 
position placed the full burden of South Vietnam’s future on France’s shoul-
ders. In the event that Ngo Dinh Diem’s government failed, Paris would be 
accountable for the success or failure of his successor. 95  

 French offi cials, of course, resented Dulles’s insistence on saddling them 
with all of the responsibility for making essential decisions about South 
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Vietnam’s future, much less bearing sole liability for their consequences. 
United States Ambassador to Paris Douglas Dillon met with French diplo-
mats on April 16 to discuss the crisis, only to face French apprehension over 
“the apparent lack of desire on the part of the US to seek [a] solution [to 
the] crisis [in] Saigon within [the] Franco-American context.” 96  According 
to the French, the U.S. position in this instance seemed to represent a bla-
tant departure from the established principle of Franco-American coopera-
tion over all Indochina matters, and a break from the policy of both parties 
to avoid unilateral action. Ely conveyed to Collins on April 19 that, due to 
Washington’s unyielding position, the French government had decided to 
withhold specifi c names of potential prime ministers and cabinet mem-
bers in order to prevent the United States from manipulating the eventual 
solution to appear unilaterally French. 97  

 Although neither side was willing to endorse any specifi c candidates or 
outline a concrete blueprint for a new South Vietnamese government, both 
the French and the Americans generally agreed on the available options, 
limited though they were. By this time, virtually all notable political actors 
in Saigon had concluded that Ngo Dinh Diem’s leadership mandate had 
expired, that he would be unable to convince able men to join his cabinet, 
and that his government would thus be incapable of resolving the present 
crisis. One of the prime minister’s former cabinet ministers, Nguyen Van 
Thoai, outlined a proposal for a South Vietnamese interim government 
which both French and American diplomats supported. He suggested that 
he, Phan Huy Quat, Tran Van Do, Ho Thong Minh, Tran Van Van, and other 
Vietnamese fi gures with reasonable nationalist credentials form a provi-
sional coalition government under Ngo Dinh Diem, most likely with Phan 
Huy Quat eventually assuming the role of prime minister. 98  Phan Huy 
Quat and a number of other names fl oated about had connections to the 
Dai Viet Party and had served in various SVN cabinets since the govern-
ment’s formation in 1949. Some, like Phan Huy Quat and Tran Van Do, 
had become disillusioned with the prime minister as they served in his 
government, and they would continue to oppose Ngo Dinh Diem’s op-
pressive, insular ways long after this crisis was over. 99  Nguyen Van Thoai 
suggested that a provisional assembly be formed once a coalition of these 
individuals took power to assist the interim government in establishing a 
permanent regime. 

 The advantage of this plan, as French and American offi cials perceived it, 
was that Vietnamese fi gures had developed and proposed it all of their own 
accord. 100  But its success was contingent on Ngo Dinh Diem’s acceptance 
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as well as the concurrence of those politicians expected to constitute the 
new cabinet. Tran Van Do, Ho Thong Minh, Phan Huy Quat, and Tran Van 
Van told Collins on April 19 that they were unlikely to risk participating in 
such an interim government since Ngo Dinh Diem had so entirely lost the 
support of the country and proven that he was incapable of change. They 
remarked that Nguyen Van Thoai’s solution had been “overtaken by events” 
and that any resolution to the crisis gripping Saigon would have to begin 
with removing Ngo Dinh Diem from power. 101  

 The prime minister was nearly as sour on the idea of working with these 
men as they were on the prospect of laboring under him. He told Collins 
that the proposed cabinet members were “men from small opposition par-
ties who only represent a handful of people [and were not] in accord with 
the principle of having the great majority of the people represented in the 
government.” 102  However, he claimed to be in favor of a coalition, in theory, 
if it were geared toward including all citizens in Vietnam’s political life. 
With this goal in mind, he suggested that his government organize a gen-
eral election in three or four months to select a national assembly charged 
with determining South Vietnam’s political future. Meanwhile, he asserted 
his right to use military pressure to defend the country against what he 
regarded as the villainous triad of communism, feudalism, and colonialism. 
He described his crusade against the Binh Xuyen and its allies as an essential 
move against all three of these evils, since he regarded the politico-religious 
organizations as feudalistic relics in the employ of the French, whom he 
had come to suspect of conspiring with the communist government in the 
north to bring down his administration. 

 After hearing Ngo Dinh Diem’s justifi cations for provoking the Binh 
Xuyen, Collins warned the prime minister that Bao Dai was likely to re-
move him from power if he continued on his present course. Back in his 
offi ce that evening, Collins once again notifi ed Dulles, “I see no repeat no 
alternative to the early replacement of Diem.” Early the next morning Col-
lins and Ely agreed with exasperation that the Nguyen Van Thoai proposal 
was dead, and that they must devise another solution right away. To make 
matters worse, reports of shooting incidents and kidnappings between Binh 
Xuyen and national army troops threatened to ignite the powder keg before 
a back-channel political resolution to the crisis could be achieved. 103  Col-
lins, scheduled to fl y to Washington for consultations later that same day, 
pondered delaying his departure in light of the recent increase in violent 
clashes. Ultimately he decided to stick to his schedule in hopes that the 
crisis would not erupt into armed confl ict for another week. 
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 Ely, meanwhile, took it on himself to make one last-ditch effort to re-
vive Bao Dai’s solution by sending a telegram to the chief of state asking 
him to intervene at once to prevent the outbreak of war in Saigon. On 
April 21 Bao Dai’s emissary Nguyen De delivered to the U.S. Embassy in 
Paris a comprehensive plan for resolving the current crisis in Vietnam. The 
chief of state declared his intention to bring Phan Huy Quat to France to 
receive instructions for forming a new government. He would then remove 
Ngo Dinh Diem as quietly as possible while the new prime minister com-
menced negotiations with all anticommunist political and religious factions 
to form a new Council of Ministers and “Council of National Union.” 104  
Bao Dai insisted that these steps must be carried out rapidly and without 
foreign interference “beyond [the] initial Franco-United States approval of 
main features.” Nguyen De emphasized that the chief of state was present-
ing this as the “last and possibly only plan” to prevent all of Vietnam from 
falling to communism. The “prolongation of the present crisis,” he claimed, 
“is driving [the] country into [the] hands of the Vietminh without their 
lifting a fi nger.” 105  

 Back in Washington, Collins reinforced the work Ely was doing in Sai-
gon. He delivered his message in person to the Department of State that 
Ngo Dinh Diem must be removed immediately if South Vietnam was to be 
saved, and indicated his support for Phan Huy Quat as a possible successor, 
especially in light of Bao Dai’s formal proposal and France’s likely endorse-
ment. 106  Some State Department offi cials suspected a French plot behind 
Bao Dai’s plan. A few days later, though, the United States Embassy in Paris 
communicated to Dulles that the chief of state had most likely selected 
Phan Huy Quat as the fl ag bearer out of his desire to please the United 
States and to retain American support for South Vietnam. “In our opinion,” 
wrote Ambassador C. Douglas Dillon, “if Bao Dai and [the] French were 
not to take US views into account they would each choose [a] man other 
than Quat.” 107  

 While the United States remained mired in indecision and suspicious of 
French motives, much of the world concluded that Ngo Dinh Diem’s days 
were numbered. The international press reported the impending demise of 
his regime, and it seemed that the prime minister alone was not convinced. 
Choosing the possibility of civil war over capitulation, he brought the crisis 
to a head. On April 26, after months of temporizing, he fi nally issued a 
decree removing the Binh Xuyen police chief and installing his own man, 
Nguyen Ngoc Le, as successor. The prime minister made no precipitous 
move to seize the national police building, but issued an order for all Binh 
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Xuyen security agents to report to Nguyen Ngoc Le within forty-eight 
hours upon threat of court-martial. 108  Binh Xuyen offi cials, meanwhile, 
refused to relinquish their power on the grounds that only Bao Dai had 
the authority to revoke the organization’s police concession. Binh Xuyen 
police chief Lai Van Sang went on the United Front radio station that night 
to assert his uninterrupted authority and to warn that “any use of force by 
Diem will have disastrous consequences for which Diem alone will bear 
[the] blame.” 109  According to French general Gambiez, Binh Xuyen leaders 
implored France and the United States to “withdraw support from Diem, 
thus causing [the] ripe fruit to fall without [the] Binh Xuyen having to 
shake [the] tree.” 110  

 Meanwhile, Bao Dai informed the United States that he intended to 
take action to remove Ngo Dinh Diem no later than April 28. 111  Even 
in the midst of this face-off, the Americans warned him against doing so, 
threatening him again with the cessation of U.S. aid to Vietnam if he re-
moved the prime minister without the offi cial go-ahead from Collins. 112  
Dulles remained deeply concerned about the domestic political repercus-
sions of backing away from Ngo Dinh Diem. In a letter Dulles penned 
to Collins on April 20, in response to Collins’s insistence that the prime 
minister be replaced, he expressed the following worry: 

 Among other things that need to be explored . . . is the question of what 
change can obtain fi nancial backing from the United States comparable 
to that which we are prepared to give Diem. This is not a matter just for 
the Executive but for the Congress and those who have leadership in this 
matter, such as Mansfi eld in the Senate and Walter Judd in the House, are 
strongly opposed to any shift. As things stand now, they would, I think, 
throw their infl uence, perhaps decisively, against backing any substitute that 
now seems in sight. 113  

 Despite these domestic political concerns, Dulles was inching closer 
to pulling the plug on Ngo Dinh Diem. “It seems,” he conveyed to U.S. 
Embassy offi cials in Saigon and Paris on April 27, “that some change in 
political arrangements in Vietnam may be inevitable.” Still unwilling to 
commit American prestige to a change, he added, “Our general position 
remains that we continue [to] support the legal government under Prime 
Minister Diem until Vietnamese nationalist elements evolve another for-
mula warranting continued US assistance and support.” 114  The secretary 
lamented, “Situation disturbing and disappointing in Vietnam . . . people 
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have concluded it confi rms estimate it is hopeless to try to build anything 
there.” 115  He indicated that offi cials in Washington would consider backing 
Bao Dai in removing Ngo Dinh Diem under certain circumstances, but 
that “the US is not interested in continuing to seek to give support to Viet-
Nam under the current ambiguous conditions.” Dulles assured diplomats 
in Paris and Saigon, “We will not continue to engage our prestige and fur-
nish our resources for a project which is certain to fail.” 116  He maintained 
that for the United States even to consider supporting a new government, 
Bao Dai would need to guarantee that he would confi rm the new prime 
minister’s authority over police offi cials and that he would remove the 
Binh Xuyen from all police functions. Dulles also demanded concrete as-
surances of France’s future support for the Saigon regime, to dispel any 
ambiguity surrounding Paris’s recent overtures to North Vietnam through 
Jean Sainteny. The secretary feared it would complicate his efforts to secure 
continued congressional support for South Vietnam and the French Expe-
ditionary Corps if French intentions remained unclear. 

 The Battle of Saigon and the End of the United Front 

 On April 28, a military clash between the Binh Xuyen and the Vietnam-
ese National Army fi nally interrupted this diplomatic quagmire. At fi rst, a 
series of small fi refi ghts much like those of the preceding days broke out 
throughout Saigon-Cholon, particularly in the area surrounding the Binh 
Xuyen headquarters. The organization’s increasingly aggressive stance pro-
voked the national army to turn these minor incidents into a full-fl edged 
battle. At about noon, government paratroopers launched attacks on Binh 
Xuyen soldiers around the capital, prompting Bay Vien’s men to fi re mor-
tars into the grounds of Ngo Dinh Diem’s palace. Chaos reigned in Saigon 
that day as hundreds of civilians perished in the fi ghting and thousands lost 
their homes to fi res that raged throughout the city. Duong Van Mai Elliott, 
who observed the battle from her home in Cholon, claims that Binh Xuyen 
soldiers set the fi res “to sow panic among the people.” 117  

 Ely and other French diplomats blamed Ngo Dinh Diem for the outbreak 
of violence. But they also claimed that the United States had precipitated 
the clash by failing to agree to some political solution two or three weeks 
earlier. 118  To make matters worse, Collins was still in Washington when the 
fi ghting broke out, leaving Ely alone with the job of attempting to arrange 
a cease-fi re. Once Ngo Dinh Diem refused Ely’s overtures, French offi cials 
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limited their activity to protecting Saigon’s European population. French 
forces stood by while the Vietnamese National Army performed surprising 
well against Binh Xuyen forces, who some speculated had been counting 
on French forces to defend them. 119  By dawn on April 30, Bay Vien’s troops 
fl ed Saigon-Cholon and over the next few days a coalition of national army 
forces and Trinh Minh The’s men forced the Binh Xuyen army into retreat. 
What remained of the organization’s decimated army retracted into the 
jungles of Rung Sat, about ten miles south of Saigon, where national army 
forces would pursue it to annihilation throughout the coming year. 

 As events unfolded in Ngo Dinh Diem’s favor the United States backed 
off its willingness to consider alternative leadership for South Vietnam. 
Throughout the crisis, Washington had refused to join forces with France 
to replace the prime minister due to a combination of domestic political 
pressures from America’s “Vietnam lobby,” perceived links between Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s success and U.S. prestige, negative assessments of Bao Dai and 
politico-religious leaders, and a desire to keep the Saigon government free 
of the taint of French colonialism. The seemingly miraculous last-minute 
success of the national army in defending the prime minister spared Ameri-
can offi cials from making the diffi cult choice to participate in a leadership 
change. On the contrary, on April 30, State Department offi cer Kenneth 
Young observed, “As this crisis develops we are being forced to take a more 
and more unequivocal and strong stand for Diem.” 120  And Dulles wrote 
to Collins on May 1, “Diem rightly or wrongly is becoming a symbol of 
Vietnamese nationalism struggling against French colonialism and corrupt 
backward elements.” 121  

 France, meanwhile, recognized that its last opportunity to work through 
Bao Dai to replace Ngo Dinh Diem had slipped away. Indeed, the political 
atmosphere in Saigon turned markedly more anti-French and anti–Bao 
Dai in the hours and days following Ngo Dinh Diem’s clash with the Binh 
Xuyen army. As the crisis came to an end, French offi cials concluded that 
Washington’s support for Ngo Dinh Diem was an “addiction” resulting 
from the belief that he was “the only Vietnamese politician who would 
absolutely never enter into contact with the Vietminh under any circum-
stances.” 122  French politicians and journalists warned the United States that 
the stubborn, brutal manner in which Ngo Dinh Diem suppressed his op-
ponents during the crisis boded ill for his ability to win popular support 
and retain control of South Vietnam down the line. The State Department, 
however, dismissed those warnings and pointed to the fractious nature of 
the United Front, compared with the apparent unity of the national army, 
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as evidence that the prime minister’s determination to eradicate his enemies 
was both brave and wise. 

 The fact that the Binh Xuyen stood alone in the Battle of Saigon, 
even against some of the recently rallied Cao Dai troops, is often cited as 
evidence that the United Front lacked solidarity and that its constituent 
organizations were unwilling to take risks in opposing Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
leadership. Indeed, South Vietnam’s politico-religious organizations were 
highly fragmented and often at odds despite their common antipathy to 
the prime minister. By the end of the crisis, Hoa Hao and Cao Dai factions 
had split between those who rallied to the national army and those who 
continued to oppose Ngo Dinh Diem’s government. Even the rebellious 
factions proved unwilling to risk total annihilation to defend Binh Xuyen 
interests. However, on witnessing the Binh Xuyen defeat, Cao Dai and Hoa 
Hao leaders did not simply rescind the demands they had made on the 
prime minister under the auspices of the United Front. On the contrary, 
politico-religious leaders continued to seize opportunities to manipulate 
South Vietnam’s volatile political environment to their advantage. 

 In the throes of the fi ghting, Cao Dai generals Nguyen Thanh Phu-
ong and Trinh Minh The, and Hoa Hao General Nguyen Giac Ngo, all of 
whom had defected from the United Front to join the national army in 
late March, seized the political stage to denounce Binh Xuyen activities as 
inspired by and benefi cial for French colonialists. The French, they alleged, 
had been conducting subversive activities in the south while conspiring 
with the communists in the north to destabilize Vietnam, all in order to 
preserve their colonial interests. Bao Dai’s attempt to unseat Ngo Dinh 
Diem in the middle of the battle through a letter from France only ratifi ed 
this suspicion. 123  

 These politico-religious leaders called on Vietnamese of all classes to 
sacrifi ce their lives to fi ght against anyone who continued to wage war 
against the government. 124  Nguyen Thanh Phuong and Trinh Minh The’s 
troops met the challenge, fi ghting alongside the national army against Binh 
Xuyen forces, although Nguyen Giac Ngo lacked the requisite power 
against neighboring antigovernment Hoa Hao forces to commit his men. 
Nguyen Thanh Phuong and Trinh Minh The were certainly less resolute 
in their opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem than the other politico-religious 
factions discussed here, especially those led by Bay Vien, Ba Cut, Tran Van 
Soai, and Pham Cong Tac. The activities of rallied politico-religious leaders 
described above might, at fi rst glance, seem to indicate sycophantic support 
for Ngo Dinh Diem’s government, but were in fact quite empowering. By 
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making themselves essential to his defense and necessary for the survival 
and health of his regime, these leaders continued their efforts to manipulate 
the prime minister into meeting their demands for powerful roles in his 
government. 

 The primary instrument through which the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao lead-
ership attempted to exert pressure on Ngo Dinh Diem following the Battle 
of Saigon was the Revolutionary Council. On the afternoon of April 30 
approximately two hundred people gathered at the Saigon Town Hall, con-
stituting the “General Assembly of Democratic and Revolutionary Forces 
of the Nation.” 125  It was clear from the events of the previous three days 
that the Binh Xuyen, Bao Dai, and the French had lost substantial ground 
in South Vietnam in the face of Ngo Dinh Diem’s eleventh-hour victory, 
inspiring Saigon’s nationalist leaders to jump behind the winning horse. 
Eighteen parties in all, spearheaded by Cao Dai generals Trinh Minh The 
and Nguyen Thanh Phuong and Hoa Hao general Nguyen Giac Ngo, met 
briefl y before issuing a public demand for Bao Dai to step down as chief 
of state and calling on Ngo Dinh Diem to form a new government. 126  The 
general assembly concluded by electing a thirty-one member Revolution-
ary Council to oversee this process. In all likelihood Ngo Dinh Nhu or-
chestrated the council’s formation, but he would quickly lose control of its 
members who refused to be used as tools to lend legitimacy to what they 
still saw as a nepotistic, undemocratic administration. 

 That same evening the Revolutionary Council marched to Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s palace to press him to renounce Bao Dai and dispose of the chief of 
state’s new appointee to command the national army. 127  After a few hours of 
disorder, Nguyen Thanh Phuong and Trinh Minh The vacated the grounds, 
but the council soon returned to install itself in the palace with every inten-
tion of exerting direct infl uence over the prime minister’s policies. Many of 
its members clearly expected to play a prominent role in the government 
they had directed Ngo Dinh Diem to form. In fact, U.S. offi cials speculated 
that certain factions the Cao Dai and the Hoa Hao may have been aiming 
to use the council as a means of seizing control of the South Vietnamese 
government, meanwhile assuring continued American support by retaining 
Ngo Dinh Diem as a fi gurehead. 128  These politico-religious factions, then, 
had not crumbled in the face of the Binh Xuyen rout, but rechanneled 
their political energies into the Revolutionary Council to seek the same 
concessions that they had demanded all along. Still other politico-religious 
factions, including Tran Van Soai and Ba Cut’s Hoa Hao armies and Bay 
Vien’s weakened Binh Xuyen forces, continued to stage armed resistance 
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against Ngo Dinh Diem and the national army in southwest Vietnam. Even 
well on their way to defeat, the politico-religious organizations continued 
to factor much more heavily into South Vietnamese political and military 
concerns than scholars have previously recognized. Indeed, many of Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s harsh policies against dissidents formulated in the coming year 
would be designed to subdue and control the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh 
Xuyen, although they were pitched in terms of anticommunism. 

 The sect crisis was a key turning point in Ngo Dinh Diem’s admin-
istration and its connection to the United States. The prime minister en-
tered the confl ict on the brink of collapse and emerged from it with what 
seemed to be uncontested control over South Vietnam and full support 
from Washington. The United States came out of the crisis more commit-
ted than ever to Ngo Dinh Diem as the sole nationalist capable of govern-
ing noncommunist South Vietnam. The “Diem lobby” in Washington was 
stronger than ever before, and many Americans who had once doubted 
the prime minister’s leadership abilities laid their concerns to rest. As Ngo 
Dinh Diem consolidated his power in the coming months, observers in 
the United States hailed him as Vietnam’s “Miracle Man” for pulling off 
the seemingly impossible task of defeating his formidable politico-religious 
opponents and establishing a viable government south of the seventeenth 
parallel. 129  In the wake of the sect crisis, Washington facilitated this process 
with increased monetary aid to South Vietnam’s national army and new 
advisory programs to assist with the country’s infrastructure and political 
development. In short order, the United States committed huge amounts 
of money—and more important, American prestige—to maintaining Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s South Vietnamese government. 

 During and immediately after the crisis, Ngo Dinh Diem came to see 
just how reliant the United States was on his regime in particular and 
realized that he had a great deal of latitude to accept or reject American 
proposals in the future. Henceforth he settled into a pattern of accepting 
Washington’s aid while resisting its advice—a practice that endlessly frus-
trated U.S. offi cials. 130  The prime minister’s victory over the United Front 
also reaffi rmed his belief that his political goals would be best served by 
totally suppressing dissent. Rather than broadening his government to in-
clude “loyal opposition” as his French and American advisors suggested, he 
concluded that his political future depended on his ability to root out and 
destroy potential challengers, both political and military. 

 It was in this vein that in May 1955, he launched the brutal Nguyen 
Hue operation against the remaining politico-religious armies, which he 
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joined with a propaganda campaign designed to discredit politico-religious 
leaders. His government instituted a related program to identify anti–Ngo 
Dinh Diem fi gures throughout South Vietnam, brand them communists, 
and have them arrested or killed. 131  He would lump together the politico-
religious groups, which he regarded as backward feudal warlords, with colo-
nialists and communists as enemies of the state, and in so doing leave them 
with little alternative but to join forces against him. The prime minister 
would pair this broad campaign of oppression against anyone perceived to 
represent the triad of feudalism, colonialism, and communism with a politi-
cal campaign through which he promised to modernize and democratize 
Vietnam, a hypocrisy that would not be lost on his opponents. 132   



  Chapter 5 

 Destroying the Sources 
of Demoralization 

 Ngo Dinh Diem’s National Revolution 

 In the aftermath of Ngo Dinh Diem’s dramatic and unexpected victory 
in the sect crisis, American observers celebrated his leadership as nothing 
less than a miracle. 1  Pressmen and politicians alike were awed by his unlikely 
triumph over what they viewed as forces of chaos, greed, and depravity. Any 
doubt Eisenhower’s administration might have entertained about whether 
Ngo Dinh Diem should be Washington’s man in Vietnam was put to rest. 
Above all, the outcome of the sect crisis reassured Americans that Ngo 
Dinh Diem had what it took to maintain order in the face of major politi-
cal and military challenges to his government, an ability that boded well 
for his capacity to fend off what they saw as the even more dire looming 
threat of communist subversion. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and 
the U.S. State Department hoped to see some semblance of order and the 
trappings of democracy emerge within South Vietnam sooner rather than 
later, but Washington’s primary concern was to secure the country’s posi-
tion as a noncommunist power within the region. On May 5, 1955, Dulles 
wrote to Collins: 

 I am somewhat concerned lest our position become too rigid on funda-
mental political questions regarding the future of Vietnam. The ultimate 
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form and organization of the state and the government must be left to the 
Vietnamese to decide in an orderly manner. . . . It strikes me that this is not 
the time to declare for or against any particular form of the state. . . . Of 
course we would like to preserve basis of legitimacy of the government by 
some orderly process rather than by revolutionary action. . . . We are pri-
marily concerned with whether government effectively controls country 
and has genuine anti-communist and nationalist support. 2  

 Following the Battle of Saigon, the United States committed substantial 
economic aid and advisory support to assist Ngo Dinh Diem in the process 
of establishing both control over and legitimacy among his constituents. 
Washington focused on the need to restructure and retrain the South Viet-
namese military, to complete the process of establishing a fully functioning, 
nominally democratic government, and to modernize civil administration 
throughout the country. Ngo Dinh Diem’s American advisors wanted him 
to move past the struggles with politico-religious leaders that had defi ned 
his fi rst year in offi ce and begin building a state that could repel more per-
sistent, coordinated communist attacks that they expected might emerge 
down the line. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem, however, had his own agenda. He was determined 
to make sure all of his challengers—chief among them the remaining 
antigovernment Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen forces—were fully 
annihilated before he could commit himself to the nation-building projects 
his American patrons envisioned. He perceived the south to be in a state 
of chaos and moral decay after years of colonialism and war, and strove to 
restore not only political and military stability, but also moral order. To this 
end, he launched a military campaign to root out and destroy politico-
religious rebels that was accompanied closely by a propaganda campaign 
designed to discredit them. He would manipulate the lives and reputa-
tions of his most prominent noncommunist foes, and in one notable case a 
noncommunist ally, in a deliberate effort to neutralize his enemies’ appeal, 
legitimize his leadership, and spread the basic principles of his governing 
philosophy. 

 The prime minister maintained that eradicating despicable politico-
religious leaders and their corrupting effects on South Vietnamese society 
was an essential fi rst step toward the establishment of a stable government 
and a functioning polity.  “In order to meet the external threat,” he believed, 
“Viet-Nam must fi rst be strong internally.” 3  According to his administra-
tion’s information agents, his goal was to give “Vietnam a strong moral 
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basis [with] which to rebuild a strong, healthy, democratic State.” Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s offi cials warned, “To think of the form before the substance is cer-
tainly to run into failure.” His main concern was “to destroy the sources 
of demoralization, however powerful, before getting down to the problem 
of endowing Vietnam with a democratic apparatus in the Western sense of 
the word.” 4  

 Ngo Dinh Diem would thenceforth confl ate communists, colonialists, 
and feudalists—by which he meant politico-religious rebels—as “sources 
of demoralization” and enemies of the people. He attempted to convey to 
the citizens of South Vietnam a vision for “national revolution,” rooted in 
the arcane philosophy of personalism, that cast his administration as that 
best suited to lead the country toward modernity, independence, and re-
unifi cation in a manner that would preserve the nation’s traditions and 
moral foundations. He also aimed to use his national revolution construct 
to justify even the most extreme measures to silence his opponents among 
the evil triad mentioned above. 5  

 National Revolution and Good Citizenship 

 After Ngo Dinh Diem established basic control over the capital city and 
the national army by putting down the United Front coup attempt in 
early 1955, he considered the dual tasks of neutralizing his enemies and 
legitimizing his leadership to be urgent. If he hoped to avoid participating 
in the Geneva mandated countrywide elections that threatened to reunite 
Vietnam under communist rule as early as summer 1956, he needed to 
establish a stable government with some semblance of popular support. To 
justify his refusal to negotiate with DRV representatives on plans for those 
elections, he challenged the communists’ claims to represent authentic Viet-
namese nationalism, instead depicting them as traitors and agents of foreign 
aggression. He insisted that they were marionettes of Moscow and Beijing 
who had exploited Vietnam’s vulnerability to hijack the extreme nationalist 
movement. 6  

 Indeed, anticommunism was at the heart of Ngo Dinh Diem’s national 
revolution. Given the fact that he had remained above the fray while the 
Viet Minh sacrifi ced their lives during a grueling nine-year war to expel the 
French, he had to chisel an argument to convince his constituents that he 
and his administration represented genuine Vietnamese nationalism while 
the communists were traitors. To this end, he drew a distinction between 
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resistance, which was righteous, and communism, an externally inspired and 
directed ideology that had tainted the resistance movement and needed to 
be eradicated in order to save Vietnam. 7  His emphasis on opposing com-
munism as a means of combating foreign subversion was, in part, an attempt 
to counter charges levied by communists and “loyal opposition” leaders that 
he and his administration were former French collaborators cum lackeys 
of the United States, and that his government invited the recolonization 
of South Vietnam by Western powers. 8  Ngo Dinh Diem fi red back against 
these claims with charges that it was, in fact, the communists who intended 
to hand over Vietnam to China, the nation’s age-old oppressor, if given 
half a chance. 9  This helped justify Ngo Dinh Diem’s resort to aid and sup-
port from the United States as a necessary measure to stave off conquest 
by the real threat to Vietnamese sovereignty emanating from the north. It 
also rationalized the Ngo brothers’ violent and repressive campaigns against 
communists and their supposed conspirators. 

 Relative to the communist threat, Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration 
defi ned its national revolution and the Vietnam that would emerge from it 
in overwhelmingly negative and reactive terms. RVN offi cials penned the 
following in 1956: 

 In the present task of national revolution and reconstruction it is the anti-
Communist spirit that counts. It is the strongest and most comprehensive 
spirit, because it includes all others. Those who have the anti-Communist 
spirit are well-qualifi ed to be entrusted with the noble mission of liberating 
the people from oppression and slavery. So the main factor in our national 
revolution is the spirit, the will to fi ght Communism. 10  

 This defi nition permitted the southern government to identify anything 
less than overt anticommunism as counterrevolutionary and treasonous. 
Indeed, one of the fi rst tasks the government assigned to the Denounce the 
Communists Campaign on its inception on July 20, 1955, was “to condemn 
indifferent, reactionary and pro-Communist attitudes.” 11  By classifying any-
one who was not actively anticommunist as a procommunist saboteur by 
default, the RVN justifi ed rooting out and punishing all those who failed 
to fall lock step with its national revolution. 

 The Denounce the Communists Campaign operated under the canopy 
of the newly formed Ministry of Information and Youth, which was charged 
with purging the south of communist and other antigovernment elements. 12  
Ngo Dinh Diem’s brother Ngo Dinh Nhu, head of the government’s Can 
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Lao Party (Personalist Labor Revolutionary Party, or Can Lao Nhan Vi 
Cach Mang Dang), spearheaded the ground operations of the Denounce 
the Communists Campaign. Although the campaign commenced during 
summer 1955, after which fi nding and neutralizing communist agents in 
South Vietnamese villages quickly emerged as one of the administrations 
putative goals, through the summer 1956 Ngo Dinh Diem remained preoc-
cupied with eradicating politico-religious opposition. Even after his land-
mark victory in the Battle of Saigon, he insisted that the politico-religious 
organizations still posed a substantial threat to stability in the countryside 
and served as an obstacle to political consolidation in South Vietnam. 

 While U.S. military advisors lamented Ngo Dinh Diem’s determination 
to destroy politico-religious military power completely, as it delayed the train-
ing and reorganization of many South Vietnamese army units and siphoned 
off American aid dollars, the prime minister insisted that the task was integral 
to shoring up his government against communist subversion. 13  A report on 
the achievements of the Denounce the Communists Campaign, produced 
by the RVN in May 1956 revealed the administration’s preoccupation 
with the link between communists and the politico-religious groups. In a 
list of “Crimes of the Communist Vietminh,” the fi rst two charges were: 
“In connivance with the colonialists, they have sowed dissension among the 
religious sects, instigated the rebels to fi ght against the Government, caus-
ing death and destruction in the country”; and, “They have mixed with the 
rebels to pull strings and give evil advice, disturbing order and security.” 14  

 Such fears of linkages and collusion between his enemies consumed 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration. He identifi ed the triad of feudalism, co-
lonialism, and communism as “enemies of the people,” and his insistence 
that they were interrelated and interdependent forces served as the premise 
of his programs to subdue resistance and consolidate his power throughout 
the countryside. 15  Confl ating these three groups served to justify violent 
action against any of them as a noble defense of Vietnam’s national integrity. 
It presupposed that targeting one of these forces would inherently weaken 
all of them. Furthermore, through his iterative identifi cation of commu-
nists, French agents, and politico-religious leaders as innate conspirators 
against the nation, Ngo Dinh Diem obviated the need to prove concrete 
connections between them. Any evidence of collusion he could fi nd would 
provide useful fodder for propaganda, but even without it he could tar them 
all with the same brush. In his view, they were all “enemies of the people” 
because they were all communists or communist sympathizers by defi ni-
tion. By extension, any crimes committed or harm done to society by any 
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of them served as further evidence of the insidiousness of communism and 
justifi ed violent efforts to combat its agents. 

 While anticommunism was by far the clearest and most widely recog-
nized aspect of Ngo Dinh Diem’s national revolution, he certainly strove to 
create a more positive sense of what he and his administration could offer 
the people of Vietnam. His effort to construct a Vietnamese national iden-
tity revolving around himself and his government in Saigon was rooted in 
the philosophy of personalism, a fairly obscure ideology unknown to most 
of his countrymen. Ngo Dinh Diem would not offi cially embrace person-
alism as South Vietnam’s governing doctrine until October 1956, when he 
inaugurated a “Personalist Training Center” under the direction of his older 
brother Ngo Dinh Thuc. 16  And he infrequently spoke of it by name prior to 
spring 1957, when the National Cultural Council consolidated personalist 
and traditional Vietnamese Confucian values into a new national culture, 
which it then disseminated through public lectures and provincial outreach 
groups. 17  Nonetheless, Ngo Dinh Diem’s policies and rhetoric during his 
fi rst two years in offi ce bear clear makings of personalist infl uence. 

 Ngo Dinh Nhu introduced his brother to personalist philosophy, which 
he fi rst encountered in the 1930s as a student in Paris at the École des 
Chartes. 18  The Ngo brothers found in personalism, popularized by Em-
manuel Mounier and other French humanist philosophers during the in-
terwar period, several concepts that fi t their needs perfectly. As they seized 
on the philosophy to provide a coherent cultural basis for anticommunist 
nation building, they appeared willing to manipulate or disregard aspects 
of the philosophy that did not serve their objectives. 19  At heart, personal-
ism proposed a middle ground between communism and capitalism that 
could protect society from the threats to individual dignity posed by both 
systems. Whereas communism required individuals to sacrifi ce everything 
for the common good, and capitalism corrupted individuals and weakened 
the social fabric by encouraging greed and materialism, personalism, ac-
cording to its adherents, struck a balance by which the state could respect 
individual dignity while also ensuring the common good of society. 20  In 
an effort to disseminate this ideology and establish his connection to it, 
Ngo Dinh Diem spoke often about the importance of  “respect for human 
dignity,” which he claimed his government alone could provide the people 
of Vietnam. 21  

 Perhaps the most important aspect of personalism that the Ngos bor-
rowed from their French forerunners was their approach to national leader-
ship. All French personalists shared an opposition to the democratic status 
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quo in the West, on the grounds that mass politics dehumanized men by 
treating them all the same and by neglecting spirituality. 22  Mounier’s view 
was especially useful for Ngo Dinh Diem who sought to respond to domes-
tic and international calls for representative government and democratic re-
forms while avoiding relinquishing any of his power to competing groups. 
Unlike his peers, Mounier continued to use the word  democracy  to describe 
his vision for government, even as he criticized existing forms of democ-
racy in the West. 23  He envisioned a “personalist democracy” that promoted 
a stable and satisfying life for its citizens without necessarily giving them 
a voice in national politics. Much like the model the Ngo brothers would 
pursue, Mounier advocated leadership by an elite cadre, drawn from all 
social classes, but comprising only those who subscribed to the personal-
ist program. 24  The infl uence of personalism on Ngo Dinh Diem’s political 
thought thus helps explain the gaping chasm between his understanding of 
democracy and that of his American patrons. In his view, citizens had great 
responsibilities under a personalist democratic system, but they rested more 
in the realms of personal conduct and communal responsibility than in the 
arena of political engagement. 

 In Ngo Dinh Diem’s view, a personalist system—indeed any free 
society—could only function if the citizens recognized and fulfi lled their 
social obligations. And this, he feared, was something the people of Vietnam 
were woefully unprepared to do. Indeed, the Ngo brothers believed that the 
legacies of colonialism and the depredations of war left their country back-
ward and its citizens unprepared to assume the responsibilities of modern 
citizenship. In their estimation, rural peoples especially needed to be tutored 
slowly in the ways of democratic participation and good citizenship. In the 
meantime, it might be necessary to force them to perform the social func-
tions necessary to advance the common good. 25  In viewing peasants and 
workers as “people who were not quite full citizens in that they needed to 
be educated in the habits and manners of citizens,” Ngo Dinh Diem was 
not alone among postcolonial ruling elites. Indeed, one scholar has identi-
fi ed this as a key factor contributing to a “pedagogical style of politics” 
typical of the decolonizing and decolonized world at the time. 26  

 Ngo Dinh Diem, then, set out to foster a sense of South Vietnamese 
citizenship that he believed would enable him to build a state capable of 
ushering the country out of its feudal and colonial heritage and past the 
threat of communist enslavement. The term  citizenship , so central to our 
understanding of politics in the modern nation-state, carries several mean-
ings. On one hand, it refers to the process and the criteria by which an 
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individual is included fully in the body politic of a nation, and connotes 
the corresponding rights and responsibilities. On the other, as one scholar 
explains, citizenship “refers to a person’s moral quality as exemplifi ed by 
his or her behavior: thus, one is a good citizen if one is ‘civic-minded,’ that 
is, one acts responsibly and honestly, obeys the law, makes demands upon 
the social and political system that are reasonable, and is cognizant of the 
interests of society at large.” 27  

 Ngo Dinh Diem’s promotion of ideal citizenship focused largely on the 
latter defi nition. During the early years of his administration, his descrip-
tions of good citizenship centered on moral and ethical behavior, and on 
respect for humankind. His ideal citizens would embrace virtue and eschew 
vice in their personal lives—in his words he sought “to rearm the citizen 
morally.” 28  In their public lives, they would demonstrate their loyalty to 
his government and patriotism to the nation of Vietnam by resisting com-
munism and condemning all those who attempted to criticize or subvert 
the Saigon government. According to the prime minister, it was his own 
scrupulous morality and “strong sense of public duty and responsibility to 
the people,” key elements in both personalist and Confucian standards for 
leadership, that merited such allegiance. 

 Theoretically at least, his broadly defi ned and inclusive notion of the 
rights and responsibilities of citizenship in “Free Vietnam” extended to all 
Vietnamese people, both north and south of the seventeenth parallel. In-
deed, Ngo Dinh Diem cast his notion of citizenship as the antithesis of the 
communist vision put forth by the Hanoi government that, in his view, 
required citizens to relinquish their rights and submit to the tyranny of a 
foreign-dominated state. Thus he claimed that freedom for Vietnam could 
not be attained, and the Saigon government could not fulfi ll its promises 
to the Vietnamese people, until the country was reunited under noncom-
munist rule. A citizen’s paramount duty under this paradigm was to resist 
vice in general, and the corruptions and perversions inherent in commu-
nism, colonialism, and feudalism in particular, in order to maintain a strong, 
united opposition to communist onslaughts. 

 The Ngo brothers encountered a number of obstacles in their quest to 
establish personalism as the rallying point for Vietnamese nationalism and 
as the basis of a noncommunist citizenship ideal. Most important, it was 
not widely known in Vietnam or elsewhere as a proven revolutionary or 
political ideology, and it was not linked with any of the major anticolonial 
movements that had so pervaded Vietnamese society in the fi rst half of the 
twentieth century. While Ho Chi Minh and the Viet Minh, via the 1945 
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August Revolution and the ensuing struggle against French reconquest, 
had made Vietnamese communism synonymous with Vietnamese nation-
alism in many circles, personalism carried no such connotations. On top 
of this, Ngo Dinh Diem’s inability to explain personalist philosophy to 
his constituents in a clear, inspiring, or even penetrable way rendered it 
meaningless to most. But he had far greater success in clarifying the moral 
principles underpinning his politics when he spoke in concrete terms about 
opponents of his government. During the year after the sect crisis, he waged 
a propaganda campaign against some of the key politico-religious leaders 
through which he illustrated the core tenets of personalist citizenship. This 
propaganda offensive went hand-in-hand with the national army’s military 
operations against rebel politico-religious armies. 

 Mopping Up Resistance 

 In spring 1955 Ngo Dinh Diem defi ed the counsel of French, American, 
and Vietnamese advisors to launch a military campaign against Hoa Hao, 
Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen armies. While his supporters in Washington ar-
gued that the national army’s victory over Bay Vien’s forces had resolved the 
politico-religious problem, and that Saigon should focus its attention and 
American aid money on reforming the military and building a strong state 
apparatus, Ngo Dinh Diem was determined to root out and defeat remain-
ing rebel politico-religious forces in order to preempt future challenges to 
his government. The Binh Xuyen loss and the dissolution of the United 
Front forced armies led by Hoa Hao generals Tran Van Soai and Ba Cut, and 
Binh Xuyen commander Bay Vien to fl ee their secure positions and stake 
out new guerrilla hideouts in South Vietnam. Ngo Dinh Diem wanted to 
press his military advantage while he could. 

 By April 30 the national army had driven Binh Xuyen rebel forces 
completely out of their urban stronghold in Saigon-Cholon. Ngo Dinh 
Diem immediately placed Cao Dai general Trinh Minh The, who had just 
abandoned the United Front and rejoined the national army, in charge of 
the operation to chase down and destroy Bay Vien’s remaining troops, only 
to see him perish in battle on May 3. 29  Trinh Minh The’s death might have 
been a loss for the government forces, but they won the battle and forced 
the Binh Xuyen to withdraw to the jungles of Rung Sat just days later. Ngo 
Dinh Diem decided not to go after them immediately but ordered his army 
to seal off all points of entry and exit to the jungle in order to hamper their 
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military intelligence, and in hopes that they would succumb to malaria and 
malnutrition. 

 While the Saigon government waited for the Binh Xuyen to crumble 
from within, it turned its attention to eliminating the Hoa Hao threat once-
and-for-all. Ba Cut’s army had been fi ghting government forces in Long 
Xuyen from the beginning of Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration. By this 
time he was joined by the leading Hoa Hao general, Tran Van Soai, whom 
the national army had declared in late March to be in open rebellion against 
the government due to his leading role in the United Front. 30  On May 24, 
Ngo Dinh Diem sought to undercut this bloc of resistance by offering the 
four dominant Hoa Hao generals a substantial bribe if they would relin-
quish their autonomy and surrender their troops to the government. As 
 Time  magazine reported, “Premier Diem fi rst offered the Hoa Hao a chance 
to integrate themselves into the national army and form a peaceful political 
party, but the Hoa Hao replied by raiding Diem’s outposts and blowing up 
bridges.” 31  Indeed, just prior to the prime minister’s overture all of the Hoa 
Hao leaders had met with former national army general Nguyen Van Hinh 
and resolved to continue their resistance against the government. 32  Tran 
Van Soai, Lam Thanh Nguyen, Nguyen Giac Ngo, and Ba Cut therefore 
rejected Ngo Dinh Diem’s offer and declared war on the national army. 
Yet the Hoa Hao rebels, like the Binh Xuyen before them, quickly realized 
that they could not compete with the government forces in conventional 
fi ghting. On May 25, they abandoned their positions and bases, set fi re to 
their stockpiles of food and supplies, and took to the jungles to prepare for 
the impending guerilla war. 

 Tran Van Soai almost immediately turned back on his decision to defy 
Ngo Dinh Diem. On May 29 he announced that he was ready to surren-
der, but by then it was too late. According to one observer, “Premier Diem 
needed a military victory more than a surrender and he was in a position 
to fi ght the demoralized sects to the fi nish.” 33  Therefore, the prime minis-
ter rejected the Hoa Hao olive branch and condemned Tran Van Soai as a 
criminal. Ngo Dinh Diem had just issued orders for seven thousand men, 
led by Duong Van Minh (“Big Minh”), to pursue politico-religious rebels 
into the area of southwest Vietnam where Tran Van Soai and Ba Cut’s armies 
remained active, and he intended to annihilate them. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem had every reason to be optimistic about the national 
army’s chances against Hoa Hao troops. In early June, American Embassy 
offi cials in Saigon discounted the prospects of France resupplying Hoa Hao 
forces and estimated that the national army should be able to reduce the 
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rebels to “traditional small banditry” through a three-month “starve-out” 
campaign. 34  CIA analysts likewise concluded that “the [National] Army’s 
superiority in numbers and weapons leaves little doubt of [the] eventual 
outcome.” 35  Ngo Dinh Diem, who shared this assessment, appointed Du-
ong Van Minh to lead the national army’s offensive against the remain-
ing politico-religious forces throughout the next year. Duong Van Minh’s 
Nguyen Hue operation opened its offensive with an amphibious attack 
against the Hoa Hao in Can Tho on June 5, 1955. Almost immediately 
after the fi ghting broke out, fi ve Hoa Hao battalions surrendered, and Gen-
eral Nguyen Giac Ngo rallied his forces to the government, this time for 
good. To gain favor with Ngo Dinh Diem he publicly condemned Tran 
Van Soai and Ba Cut for contravening Hoa Hao religious principles expli-
cated by founder Huynh Phu So and accused Ba Cut of fi ghting alongside 
communist battalions. 36  

 Meanwhile, Tran Van Soai teamed up with outcast Generals Nguyen 
Van Hinh and Nguyen Van Vy to challenge Duong Van Minh’s army along 
the Vietnam-Cambodia border. In mid-June, however, Tran Van Soai was 
injured and nearly captured. He managed to escape to Cambodia with help 
from Nguyen Van Hinh, but not before voicing his request for a cease-fi re 
to begin in forty-eight hours. He hoped that this would convince Ngo 
Dinh Diem to open negotiations on integrating Hoa Hao troops into the 
national army. 37  But Ngo Dinh Diem once again denied Tran Van Soai’s re-
quest, opting instead to brand the Hoa Hao general a traitor and an outlaw. 

 Shortly after Tran Van Soai’s exodus to Cambodia, Lam Thanh Nguyen 
decided to surrender, leaving Ba Cut as the only Hoa Hao general in active 
defi ance of the Saigon regime. Tran Van Soai remained adversarial toward 
the government but could not command his troops into battle from afar. 
Duong Van Minh’s forces soldiered on in opposition to Ba Cut’s guerillas, 
but in September 1955 they returned their attention to the Binh Xuyen 
troops that had been languishing in the Rung Sat region since early May. 
The national army wiped out Bay Vien’s remaining forces by the end of 
October in an intense four-week siege. Binh Xuyen troops were killed, 
captured, or disbursed, while Bay Vien eventually succeeded in escaping 
to France where, according to one source, “He settled down to enjoy the 
riches he had amassed while serving the French and Bao Dai.” 38  

 While the army dealt with the Binh Xuyen, progovernment Cao Dai 
general Nguyen Thanh Phuong worked in conjunction with the national 
army to undermine Cao Dai dissidents in Tay Ninh. On the night of Oc-
tober 5–6 he invaded the Holy See to disarm the three-hundred man papal 
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guard and arrest Pham Cong Tac’s two daughters on charges of corruption 
and exploitation of the people. A few days later Nguyen Thanh Phuong 
completed his coup against conventional Cao Dai authority by proclaiming 
the pope deposed. 39  

 Pham Cong Tac clung to his position at the Holy See until Febru -
ary 1956 when the approach of government troops forced him to fl ee to 
Cambodia. That same month, Tran Van Soai fi nally convinced Ngo Dinh 
Diem to accept his surrender. Until then, the prime minister had continued 
to reject Tran Van Soai’s pleas to integrate Hoa Hao troops into the national 
army, as evidenced by the commander of the army’s announcement in No-
vember 1955 of a 1 million dong reward for the capture of Tran Van Soai 
and Ba Cut, dead or alive, or a 200,000 dong reward for information leading 
directly to their capture. 40  The incentive, announced in  Thoi Dai , empha-
sized that the army was enacting this measure to ensure the safety of citizens 
in areas where the two men and their armies operated. It was accompanied 
by thorough physical descriptions of both Tran Van Soai and Ba Cut as well 
as clear, close-up head shots of the two men looking clean and well dressed. 

Figure 5.1. Wanted poster for Ba Cut 
and Tran Van Soai, November 23, 1955 
(Thoi Dai)
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 The reward for capture clearly stepped up the pressure on these two 
Hoa Hao generals to surrender themselves to the national army, and by 
mid-February the increasingly desperate Tran Van Soai managed to do so on 
terms he found acceptable. He rallied approximately twenty-nine hundred 
troops to the national army, many of whom the U.S. embassy reported to be 
children between the ages of ten and twelve years old that might have been 
strays picked up on the way to Saigon rather than troops actively engaged 
in the struggle against the government. In a futile attempt to save face, Tran 
Van Soai insisted that his ragged Hoa Hao soldiers were not “surrendering” 
to the government, but “rejoining” the national army. 41  

 Once Tran Van Soai had submitted to Ngo Dinh Diem’s authority, Ba 
Cut’s army was the only politico-religious front still capable of posing or-
ganized violent resistance to the government forces. The Nguyen Hue op-
eration thus turned its full attention to capturing the Hoa Hao rebel and 
eliminating his troops. On April 13, 1956, government forces captured him 
in Long Xuyen, confi scated more than 1 million piasters, and took him to 
Saigon to await his fate. 42  As it turned out, he was to become the last South 
Vietnamese citizen to lose his head on the guillotine. 

 The blade falling upon Ba Cut’s neck seemed to signal Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s fi nal defeat of the noncommunist opposition that just two years 
earlier appeared destined to sabotage his rule. Although politico-religious 
forces would continue to serve as key elements of antigovernment activity 
in the coming years, they appeared to be nothing but memories as of sum-
mer 1956. But how would they be remembered? As with every aspect of 
South Vietnamese political life, the Ngo brothers sought total control over 
their enemies’ legacies. 

 Representations of Politico-Religious Leaders 

 Concomitant with the national army’s military operations against the 
politico-religious organizations, the Saigon government, with help from 
a compliant press corps, waged a propaganda campaign revolving around 
the reputations of several key politico-religious leaders. Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
administration identifi ed this as the third phase of the Denounce the Com-
munists Campaign, in which the government would “wage a violent psy-
chological attack on the adversary, denounce reactionary elements, in order 
to purge our own people’s rank, annihilate the remaining political infl uence 
of the feudal rebels, colonialists and Communists.” Government spokesmen 
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described their program as an “attack on the fi elds of culture and morals,” 
designed to condemn crimes, “campaign against social plagues,” and de-
velop sound patriotism. 43  

 This was part of a broader effort by the Ministry of Information and 
Youth and the National Revolutionary Movement (NRM) to organize 
South Vietnam’s information and propaganda programs. The overarching 
objective of the ministry and the NRM, both run by personalist politi-
cian Tran Chanh Tranh, was to propagate a national identity for Vietnam 
centered on Ngo Dinh Diem’s leadership and rooted in his ideals. 44  The 
NRM, established in October 1954, spearheaded public efforts to bring 
the peasantry under government control via propaganda programs, public 
works projects, and campaigns to root out subversives. The movement 
borrowed heavily from Viet Minh organizing tactics, coupled with Vichy-
ite indoctrination practices by which government offi cials repeated to the 
peasants lectures given by the Ngo brothers on personalist principles of 
government and citizenship. The NRM operated in plain sight, as opposed 
to Ngo Dinh Nhu’s smaller Can Lao Party, which operated entirely out of 
the public view. 45  Nonetheless, despite its efforts to build grassroots com-
munity support, the NRM was by all accounts overwhelmingly oppressive, 
relying more on intimidation than inspiration to win peasant support. 46  

 In 1955 Ngo Dinh Diem created the Ministry of Information and 
Youth under the canopy of the NRM to oversee national propaganda ef-
forts designed to win the loyalties of both communist and politico-religious 
sympathizers while military operations targeted their leadership structures. 
Tran Chanh Tranh coordinated the ministry’s efforts to distribute propa-
ganda throughout South Vietnam via pamphlets and books, radio broadcasts, 
and propaganda fi lms. Starting in late 1955, his team launched a campaign 
to “win the hearts” ( tranh thu nhan tam ) of the people in areas that had, until 
recently, been dominated by the politico-religious organizations and the 
Viet Minh. In part, the organization aimed to build a cult of personality for 
Ngo Dinh Diem akin to that of “Uncle Ho.” It cited the narrative of his 
life, especially his staunch refusal to compromise Vietnamese autonomy, to 
establish him as an “enlightened sovereign” who could improve the lot of 
all Vietnamese by creating “economic and social stability for all” within a 
personalist framework. 47  The Ministry of Information and Youth not only 
spread its own propaganda, but also controlled the information put out by 
independent sources by means of the Vietnam Press Agency, which supplied 
press releases to South Vietnamese newspapers and magazines, kept watch 
over the media, and censored its content. 48  
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 This bourgeoning government control over the press helped ensure that 
South Vietnam’s print media would facilitate Ngo Dinh Diem’s politically 
motivated invocations against politico-religious leaders. But his allies in the 
press, most notably the editors of  Thoi Dai  (the Era) and  Thoi Luan  (Com-
mentary), supported the southern government for a number of other rea-
sons. To some extent they made common cause with Ngo Dinh Diem and 
Ngo Dinh Nhu out of shared opposition to Bao Dai, which stemmed from 
suppression that had occurred under the Nguyen Van Tam and Buu Loc 
governments toward the end of the Franco–Viet Minh War. One scholar 
has demonstrated that  Thoi Luan  was led by a faction of Cao Dai dissidents 
who had aligned themselves with Ngo Dinh Nhu’s Movement for National 
Union and Peace in spring of 1954, before Ngo Dinh Diem even assumed 
power. The paper would not become critical of the southern government 
until 1958, by which time Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration, especially 
Ngo Dinh Nhu’s Can Lao Party, had become markedly more organized 
and oppressive. The paper was shut down that year after it published “a 
broadside attack against nearly every aspect of the regime.” 49  

 In 1955 and 1956 the newspapers discussed here operated at least some-
what independent of government direction, and often opposed politico-
religious military activities for their own reasons. At heart, though, they 
faced powerful incentives to conform to the administration’s line after the 
Battle of Saigon. Ngo Dinh Diem had just begun the process of asserting 
control over the South Vietnamese press, which would be nearly complete 
within a few years. And the Ministry of Information and Youth was less co-
ercive during the year after the sect crisis than it would be by the decade’s 
end. But the national army’s loyal performance against the Binh Xuyen was 
a huge political and military victory for Ngo Dinh Diem and set up his ad-
ministration to control events in South Vietnam as never before. The prime 
minister had fi nally displayed his strength, made clear his intolerance for dis-
sent, and begun to demonstrate the violent and oppressive means by which 
he would combat it, thereby narrowing the range of acceptable political 
discourse in South Vietnam. Therefore, while the newspapers discussed here 
were not merely mouthpieces of the administration, neither were they free 
from government infl uence. 

 Unsurprisingly, Ngo Dinh Diem’s government and the press cast most 
politico-religious leaders in a negative light. Chief amongst these were Binh 
Xuyen commander Bay Vien and Hoa Hao general Ba Cut, and to a lesser 
degree Cao Dai pope Pham Cong Tac and Hoa Hao general Tran Van Soai. 
The recently deceased Cao Dai general Trinh Minh The proved a notable 
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exception, as Ngo Dinh Diem sought to canonize him as a martyr of the 
administration and an exemplar of all for which it stood. 

 The southern government’s manipulation of its politico-religious ad-
versaries’ images drew heavily on Catholic and Confucian hagiographic 
traditions in which the lives of saints—and in this case sinners as well—were 
mobilized by the church and the state to serve current political circum-
stances. In both traditions, saints and heroes had long been used to justify 
policies, unify and pacify populations, establish behavioral norms, and le-
gitimate governments. Along those same lines, Ngo Dinh Diem’s political 
exploitation of his enemies’ reputations served several specifi c purposes. 
Most fundamentally, demonizing these fi gures as scourges on society and 
enemies of the Vietnamese nation helped justify the violent measures the 
Ngos undertook to eradicate them and helped to build a case for harsh, on-
going antisubversive programs like Denounce the Communists. At the same 
time, by decrying the predatory, corrosive nature of notable opponents that 
it had forced into exile, executed, or subdued, the government publicized its 
ability and will to protect the citizens of South Vietnam from villainy and 
to pave the way for a safer, more virtuous society. 

 In a related vein, by discussing and condemning specifi c actions taken by 
various politico-religious leaders, Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration dissemi-
nated in concrete terms some of the key tenets of personalism that remained 
abstract and inaccessible to most South Vietnamese citizens. The politico-
religious leaders discussed most often by Ngo Dinh Diem and the South 
Vietnamese press served as object lessons of the potentially catastrophic con-
sequences that could result from public fi gures shirking their responsibilities 
to the nation of Vietnam, and even of private citizens behaving degenerately. 
By exiling Bay Vien and Tran Van Soai—just as he had exiled Nguyen Van 
Hinh and Pham Cong Tac and was working to cast out Bao Dai—and by 
executing Ba Cut, Ngo Dinh Diem sent a dual message to the citizens of 
South Vietnam: fi rst, they were obligated to place the health of the nation as 
defi ned by Ngo Dinh Diem above personal gain and pleasure; and second, 
the South Vietnamese government, with support from a loyal army, was 
prepared to go to great lengths to punish or expel those who failed to do so. 

 In the Ministry of Information and Youth’s telling, Trinh Minh The 
stood alone among politico-religious fi gures as a symbol of virtue and 
patriotism. He seemed to exemplify the balance personalist philosophers 
advocated between respect for individual dignity and the duty to forfeit 
self-interest for the good of society. Indeed, he embodied the Vietnamese 
tradition of resistance and self-sacrifi ce. 
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 Relying largely on these politico-religious fi gures, Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
administration created a public cast of characters to fi t the morality play 
he wished for his fi rst two years in offi ce to tell. In the words of his own 
Ministry of Information and Youth, “President Ngo Dinh Diem’s Weltan-
schauung . . . is essentially an ethical one. He judges men and things from 
a moral standpoint. For him a thing is either good or evil.” 50  The prime 
minister envisioned himself as a nationalist hero, fi ghting for good, who 
strove to save Vietnam from evil foreign predators and internal forces of 
backwardness and social decay. 

 Trinh Minh The 

 When the smoke cleared in Saigon in early May 1955, Cao Dai general 
Trinh Minh The had perished in battle on behalf of the national army. He 
met his death on May 3 along the Saigon River during the course of his 
mission to destroy Bay Vien’s forces. He supposedly died at the hands of 
Binh Xuyen gunmen, but some historians and observers have since argued 
that Ngo Dinh Diem himself ordered the general’s murder. 51  According 
to correspondent Donald Lancaster, “Although The’s death was offi cially 
ascribed to Binh Xuyen marksmanship, the fact that he had been shot from 
behind and that the wound was powder-blackened gave rise to a belief 
that he had in fact been assassinated at point-blank range by one of his 
entourage.” 52  

 By many accounts Trinh Minh The posed the greatest challenge to Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s authority at this time, a claim supported by his ongoing, in-
dependent political leadership and by his self-presentation as “a champion 
of the people and a fi ghter against corruption.” 53  Trinh Minh The may well 
have been planning to use his talents in a competition for power with Ngo 
Dinh Diem, which would have given the prime minister ample motive to 
eliminate the Cao Dai leader while he had the chance. “Whether it shocked 
or pleased him,” writes one Vietnam expert, “[Trinh Minh The’s death] 
must be considered as a stroke of luck for the man who was beginning to 
be convinced that his government could be strong only if he did not have 
to share his powers with anyone, be it enemy or friend.” 54  Some American 
observers, however, contested the view that Ngo Dinh Diem was at best 
relieved by Trinh Minh The’s death and at worst responsible. On the con-
trary, some recall Ngo Dinh Diem spontaneously breaking into tears when 
he learned of Trinh Minh The’s demise, suggesting that he was genuinely 
surprised and grief-stricken by the loss. 55  
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 Whether or not Ngo Dinh Diem was truly saddened by Trinh Minh 
The’s passing, his administration immediately made pageantry of its mourn-
ing. Ngo Dinh Diem publicly blamed the Binh Xuyen and the French for 
Trinh Minh The’s murder, a charge which coincided with an overall in-
crease in anti-French sentiment that surfaced in Saigon in the wake of the 
sect crisis. 56  Without any solid evidence, South Vietnam’s defense minister 
Dung reported to his contacts in the U.S. Embassy that the French had most 
likely deliberately assassinated Trinh Minh The. 57  This accusation served a 
far greater purpose than simply to defl ect suspicion from Ngo Dinh Diem 
and fuel the tide of anti-French public opinion that helped generate short-
term support for his government. 

 By casting Trinh Minh The as a martyr who sacrifi ced his life in a heroic 
struggle to defeat internal saboteurs and expel French colonizers, the Sai-
gon government associated him with Vietnam’s historic “spirit of resistance 
against foreign aggression,” dating back to the Trung sisters in 40 CE and 
carrying through to the recent anticolonial struggle. 58  According to this 
vision of the country’s past, prevalent within anticolonial narratives from at 
least the 1920s, the Vietnamese had defi ned and distinguished themselves 
for generations by their fi erce determination to resist subjugation by greater 
powers. 59  The Hanoi government made concerted efforts to mobilize this 
narrative as a rallying point, and at the Fourth National Assembly of the 
DRV in February 1955, historians were formally instructed to emphasize 
the “fi ghting spirit of the Vietnamese.” 60  Ngo Dinh Diem aimed to chal-
lenge DRV claims to represent that fi ghting spirit and to legitimize his rule 
by casting his government, with the support of Trinh Minh The’s martyr-
dom, as the natural standard-bearer of Vietnam’s tradition of self-sacrifi ce 
and resistance against foreign invaders. 

 Trinh Minh The possessed the perfect pedigree by which Ngo Dinh 
Diem could dispute Ho Chi Minh and the DRV’s claims to represent the 
true spirit of resistance against foreign aggression. His reputation as an “ultra-
nationalist,” who had long refused to collaborate with both the communists 
and the French on the grounds that they each represented predatory outside 
forces, made him the perfect martyr for the southern government. 61  Ngo 
Dinh Diem claimed that the DRV was under China’s thumb, and to a lesser 
degree Moscow’s, and that it therefore was facilitating rather than resisting 
another wave of foreign aggression. 62  By contrast, Trinh Minh The earned 
his reputation as an unfl appable patriot during the Franco–Viet Minh War, 
when he emerged as the only politico-religious military leader who refused 
to ally with both the French and the communists. 
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 As American Embassy offi cials observed, “The has always been among 
[the] most rabid anti-French leaders and has been hated and feared by the 
French.” 63  And he shared with his fellow politico-religious leaders a hatred 
for the communists, who had violently betrayed their politico-religious 
allies immediately following the 1945 August Revolution. Trinh Minh The 
thus possessed a strong record of fi ghting feudalism and colonialism, two 
of Ngo Dinh Diem’s trifecta of enemies. And he had apparently rejected 
the third evil, feudalism, by breaking with the United Front and rallying to 
the national army during the sect crisis. The prime minister therefore took 
pains to claim Trinh Minh The as a martyr for his administration. Moreover, 
he highlighted similarities between the Cao Dai leader’s extreme national-
ism and his own record of rejecting overtures to collaborate with France, 
Bao Dai, and the communists. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem, with help from a sympathetic press corps in Saigon, 
set out to enshrine Trinh Minh The as the fi rst national hero of his inde-
pendent, noncommunist South Vietnam. In a May 5 article entitled “We 
Must Study General Trinh Minh The’s Fighting Example,”  Thoi Dai  edito-
rialist Nguyen Thanh Danh proclaimed, “Generals who have died in this 
glorious fashion deserve to be heroes of the nation of Vietnam.” He went 
on to praise Trinh Minh The for his genuine patriotism and promised that 
the general would always be remembered among Vietnam’s pantheon of 
heroes. 64  Furthermore, he juxtaposed Trinh Minh The’s heroism with the 
perfi dy of dissident Hoa Hao and Binh Xuyen leaders, claiming that the 
Cao Dai general would serve as a role model for the Vietnamese people and 
as an eye-opener to the “gangs of scoundrels” who had been sponging off 
the French colonial regime and intriguing for personal gain. Contrary to 
these criminals, Trinh Minh The’s sacrifi ce embodied the proverb, “To die 
gloriously is better than to live in disgrace.” Nguyen Thanh Danh claimed 
that Trinh Minh The’s martyrdom had been essential for the national army’s 
defeat of the “French invaders” and “feudalist scoundrels” in the late April 
battle in Saigon-Cholon. To ensure Vietnam’s future independence and uni-
fi cation, he called on citizens of the south to emulate Trinh Minh The’s 
spirit of self-sacrifi ce and follow him down the path to glory, even should 
it demand their lives. 65  

 A brief biographical sketch of Trinh Minh The published in  Thoi Dai  
two days after his death traced the general’s life from boyhood in Tay Ninh 
to his brutal demise along the Saigon River as a demonstration of the ar-
chetypical life of nationalist sacrifi ce. According to this account, Trinh Minh 
The was born to a fervently nationalist father and, as a schoolboy at the 
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Cao Dai Holy See, banded together with a handful of schoolmates to resist 
the tyranny of local village offi cials who had sullied their honor by bowing 
to the French. As he grew older his revolutionary reputation spread, and 
“people everywhere admired his indomitable will and publicly or privately 
supported his revolution against the nation’s two enemies: Communists and 
Feudalist scoundrels.” 66  Trinh Minh The was among the founders of the 
Cao Dai army in 1943, though he broke from the organization’s ranks and 
took to the hills to continue his resistance against the French in 1951. From 
there he led his forces in campaigns against the French, the communists, and 
even against other politico-religious factions like Ba Cut’s Hoa Hao troops 
who reportedly terrorized the innocent villagers of Chau Doc Province. 
This biographer noted that throughout his years of hardship and struggle, 
Trinh Minh The remained ever honorable and refused to accept even the 
smallest bribe from Bao Dai. 

 In this telling, after his many years of noble nationalist resistance, 
Trinh Minh The fi nally returned to cooperate with the national army on 
February 13, 1955, “because he realized that the forces of the national army 
were struggling for the country.” 67  In fact, Trinh Minh The’s decision was 
infl uenced in part by substantial American bribes channeled through Ed-
ward Lansdale, a CIA agent assigned to collaborate with Ngo Dinh Diem 
on psychological warfare strategies. 68  Lansdale regarded Trinh Minh The 
as a true patriot, whose allegiance could lend credibility to the Saigon 
government, and spared no expense to get him on the prime minister’s 
side. 69  In the public eye, however, Trinh Minh The retained his reputation 
as an ultranationalist who could not be bought off so easily. Thus the author 
of this  Thoi Dai  editorial pledged that his countrymen would repay the 
Cao Dai martyr by recording his name eternally in the history of Vietnam’s 
struggle for independence. 

 Saigon press accounts of Trinh Minh The’s memorial service demon-
strate that the government wasted no time enshrining him as a hero—and 
ensuring that the citizens of Vietnam recognized that he had given his life 
in defense of Ngo Dinh Diem’s government. On May 4 the state gave Trinh 
Minh The an offi cial funeral, including a somber procession from his home 
to his temporary resting place in front of the Saigon Town Hall. 70  Above his 
casket hung a black banner with silver lettering proclaiming, “State funeral of 
General Trinh Minh The, national hero.” To reinforce the general’s con-
nection with the state, four high-level national army soldiers stood somber 
watch over his body day and night. And to further guarantee that mourn-
ers recognized that Trinh Minh The’s primary allegiance had been to Ngo 
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Dinh Diem’s government and not to the Cao Dai organization, they hung 
a South Vietnamese fl ag next to an old portrait in front of his casket. 

 Saigon newspapers reported that Vietnamese citizens came from near 
and far, from Saigon-Cholon and distant provinces, to pay their respects to 
Trinh Minh The. 71  A number of high-ranking government and army of-
fi cials took the podium to extol his virtues and seized the opportunity to 
call for the people of Vietnam to join the struggle for independence and 
reunifi cation. Ngo Dinh Diem even showed up to mourn Trinh Minh The 
and to link the public memory of the fallen hero to the national army and 
the southern government by promoting him to division general and con-
ferring upon him a posthumous medal of honor. 72  At some point during 
the service Ngo Dinh Diem collapsed, perhaps out of grief or perhaps from 
exhaustion following the Battle of Saigon and its tense political aftermath. 
Regardless of the cause, his fainting spell enhanced the dramatic tone of 
Trinh Minh The’s funeral and helped cement the link between the prime 
minister and the Cao Dai general as kindred revolutionary spirits. 

 Meanwhile, as this memorial took place in the capital, rumor had it that 
national army soldiers gathered in their camps to discuss the demise of the 
great Cao Dai martyr. One  Thoi Dai  reporter claimed, “They all feel a con-
stant, limitless vindictive hatred for the enemies of the nation, the French 
colonialists and the insurrectionary Binh Xuyen who assassinated the gen-
eral.” 73  This is a perfect example of the pro–Ngo Dinh Diem, anti–Bao Dai 
position that  Thoi Dai  and  Thoi Luan  editors adopted following the sect 
crisis. Such embellished reporting of the widespread reaction to Trinh Minh 
The’s death might well have been an independent effort by the editors to 
memorialize the fallen Cao Dai hero, but they simultaneously played into 
the government’s goal of representing the event as a crime against the na-
tion committed by foreigners and traitors. 

 Although  Thoi Luan  was run by a progovernment faction of the Cao 
Dai, the paper only briefl y noted Trinh Minh The’s affi liation with the 
organization. Upon the conclusion of the state ceremony several soldiers 
embarked on a journey to Tay Ninh to deliver Trinh Minh The’s body for 
burial. Some accounts depict Trinh Minh The as a Cao Dai reject, claim-
ing that he was denied burial within the Holy See. Pope Pham Cong Tac 
reportedly attributed Trinh Minh The’s death to his insubordination within 
the Cao Dai organization and refused to admit the general’s body into the 
main temple to receive the organization’s preburial rites. 74  American CIA 
offi cer Edward Lansdale recalls attending a somber and respectful interment 
ceremony held on May 8 on Nui Ba Den (Ba Den Mountain), attended 
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primarily by Trinh Minh The’s loyal Cao Dai Lien Minh soldiers. 75  Presum-
ably this took the place of an offi cial, Cao Dai–sponsored burial. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem and his allies went to great lengths to ensure that Trinh 
Minh The’s legend was not buried with his body. On July 13, 1955, the 
Saigon General Assembly announced its decision to commemorate “the 
national hero Trinh Minh The” by naming a boulevard in his honor. It 
resolved “to commend the nation’s hero who laid down his life on the 
battlefi eld.” At fi rst the assemblymen decided simply to rename Eyriaud 
des Vergenes Street, which ran directly in front of Trinh Minh The’s old 
house, but after further discussion they named a bridge after the fallen hero 
as well. 76  Trinh Minh The thus became an important aspect of the govern-
ment’s plan to superimpose its authority over the capital city by naming 
streets after Vietnamese heroes perceived to exemplify the causes of free-
dom, independence, and even anticommunism. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem and Ho Chi Minh’s governments both employed this 
tactic, which they may have drawn from the Japanese-sponsored Tran Trong 
Kim government, which renamed a number of streets in Hanoi after anti-
French martyrs during its brief period of control between the Japanese 
coup in March 1945 and the August Revolution a few months later. 77  
Indeed, this was part of an ongoing Vietnamese project to establish legiti-
macy by linking state power with a heroic national past, and after the war, 
Hanoi leaders would change Saigon to Ho Chi Minh City and rename its 
streets after national heroes, many of whom never set foot in the south. 78  
In addition to naming these streets after Trinh Minh The, Ngo Dinh Diem 
organized a battalion of the national army in his name a few months later, 
thereby cementing the general’s link with South Vietnam’s most powerful 
institution. 

 Of course, Ngo Dinh Diem’s efforts to manipulate the images of his 
allies and enemies to foster public support were not entirely unique, and 
his rightful claim to Trinh Minh The’s legacy remained open to debate. 
Critics in the DRV contested Ngo Dinh Diem’s self-serving representa-
tion of Trinh Minh The as a hero of the noncommunist nationalist cause. 
During a broadcast of “The Voice of Vietnam” (“Tieng Noi Viet Nam”) 
on the one-year anniversary of Trinh Minh The’s death, DRV spokesmen 
accused Ngo Dinh Diem of misappropriating the general’s memory to 
manipulate his former allies into supporting the government. Like Donald 
Lancaster, they claimed that Ngo Dinh Diem arranged to have Trinh Minh 
The murdered when the Binh Xuyen “rose up against the fascist southern 
regime.” DRV representatives insisted that Ngo Dinh Diem had become 
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paranoid that Trinh Minh The was lurking in the shadows, waiting for the 
right moment to pounce on his weak administration. “Because of this,” 
they claimed, “Diem delegated The to mop up the wooded areas and then 
killed him.” DRV critics claimed that the Saigon press, though seemingly 
loyal to the southern government, had leaked portions of this story over the 
preceding year, and that the truth had gradually driven Cao Dai and Hoa 
Hao armies to join the Binh Xuyen’s struggle against Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
tyranny. Further, they insisted that many of Trinh Minh The’s old allies had 
been forced by Ngo Dinh Diem’s “blood-stained policies” to renounce the 
Saigon government and seek refuge in foreign lands. 79  

 This claim that Trinh Minh The’s forces had gradually turned against 
Ngo Dinh Diem is supported by the exodus of Cao Dai troops back into 
the antigovernmental resistance movement. By November 1955, the direc-
tor of South Vietnam’s police and security agency noted an upsurge in pub-
lic outrage against progovernment general Nguyen Thanh Phuong amongst 
Cao Dai believers. Large numbers of Cao Dai soldiers were reportedly de-
serting Nguyen Thanh Phuong’s rallied army to form an organized force in 
opposition to his acceptance of bribes and his violent activities. Pham Cong 
Tac encouraged desertion from Nguyen Thanh Phuong’s ranks by means 
of propaganda campaigns conducted in Cao Dai villages and temples. On 
December 30, three thousand Cao Dai troops offi cially turned against Ngo 
Dinh Diem and joined Trinh Minh The’s successor General Van Thanh 
Cao’s opposition forces. 80  

 Van Thanh Cao explained this as a reaction to two specifi c government 
acts. First, Ngo Dinh Diem ordered the demobilization of Trinh Minh 
The’s Cao Dai Lien Minh front rather than integrating it into the national 
army as promised. And second, the Saigon government proposed to dis-
solve the National Resistance Front (Mat Tran Quoc Gia Khang Chien), 
the Cao Dai party led by Van Thanh Cao. Ngo Dinh Diem aimed to fuse 
this Cao Dai organization with an existing government-controlled party, 
Ngo Dinh Nhu’s Can Lao. Van Thanh Cao responded to these govern-
ment efforts to undercut Cao Dai autonomy by circulating in Saigon a 
series of letters characterizing the government as “a despotic and feudal 
regime of terror comparable to the former French regime, a government 
of religion and family, a dictatorship of Diem and his brother Nhu.” He 
accused Ngo Dinh Diem of eliminating all legitimate political parties, di-
viding the country, and creating opportunities for increased communist 
subversion below the seventeenth parallel. Van Thanh Cao and his fellow 
Cao Dai generals thus announced that they could no longer support Ngo 
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Dinh Diem’s government, “since this would be a betrayal of their fallen 
comrades and of the late General The’s National Salvation Program calling 
for the annihilation of colonialists, communists and the feudal regime.” By 
highlighting Trinh Minh The‘s legacy and announcing their willingness 
to collaborate with “all true nationalist parties which share the basic aims 
of The’s program,” these Cao Dai leaders sought to establish themselves as 
nationalist revolutionaries rather than the “feudalist scoundrels” Ngo Dinh 
Diem made them out to be. 81  In the process, they also undermined the 
prime minister’s representation of Trinh Minh The as a hero of the South 
Vietnamese state and attempted to reclaim him as a martyr for the Cao Dai 
organization. 

 American Foreign Service offi cers interpreted this Cao Dai desertion 
as an attempt to pressure Ngo Dinh Diem’s government into extend-
ing full democratic freedoms to nongovernmental parties in the national 
assembly elections scheduled for March 1956. At the same time, U.S. 
diplomat Daniel Anderson noted that Cao Dai leaders were probably 
“serving notice on Diem that if government-controlled elections result 
in the elimination of effective opposition in the government and solidi-
fi cation of Diem’s ‘one-man-rule,’ they are preserving a military nucleus 
which they might, at a later date, bring into active military opposition 
to the government.” 82  This evidence all suggests that Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
efforts to manipulate Trinh Minh The’s image to promote loyalty to the 
southern regime in particular and moral rectitude in general, fell short 
of the mark. 

 Bay Vien 

 If Ngo Dinh Diem had attempted to turn Trinh Minh The into his gov-
ernment’s fi rst modern hero, he applied the same rationale to depict Binh 
Xuyen commander Le Van Vien (alias Bay Vien) as one of the nation’s prin-
cipal villains. Bay Vien was perhaps the weakest threat to the Saigon govern-
ment following the Binh Xuyen rout in late-April 1955, but he remained 
the most obvious target of Ngo Dinh Diem’s opprobrium. Following the 
showdown between the Binh Xuyen and the national army, Bay Vien’s 
forces posed less of a peril to the southern regime than either of the other 
two politico-religious organizations. The Binh Xuyen had played its hand 
and lost. As CIA offi cials noted in early May, “The Binh Xuyen will prob-
ably prove a long-term police problem, but it is no longer a serious threat 
to the stability of the Diem government.” 83  
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 In addition to annihilating Bay Vien’s military, though, Ngo Dinh Diem 
sought to utilize the commander’s thuggish image to advance the govern-
ment’s personalist citizenship ideals. The Binh Xuyen chief headed up the 
only one of South Vietnam’s three powerful organizations with no claim to 
religious underpinnings; it was an organization that Vietnamese leaders and 
outside observers had long condemned as a rapacious gang of criminals. To 
prove that Bay Vien posed a signifi cant threat to the nation of Vietnam as 
a whole, Ngo Dinh Diem publicized his suspicions that the Binh Xuyen 
attack on national army forces at the end of April 1955 was all a part of 
the commander’s plan to coerce Bao Dai into elevating him to the post 
of prime minister. 84  Of course, Ngo Dinh Diem claimed that Bay Vien 
was motivated not by nationalism, but by a desire to prey on the nation’s 
postwar weakness and social disorder for personal gain. To prevent such an 
eventuality from ever again threatening the state, the southern administra-
tion and its allies in the press waged a campaign of derision against Bay Vien 
as both a public and private fi gure. In Ngo Dinh Diem’s view, it was just as 
important to condemn the Binh Xuyen leader for his personal degeneracy 
as for his military actions against the government. Within the personal-
ist framework, Bay Vien’s personal and political behaviors each constituted 
forms of treason, as they threatened Vietnam’s moral fabric, undermined the 
prime minister’s state-building efforts, and paved the way for communist 
advances. 

  Thoi Dai  journalists Phuong Ha and Pham Con Son exposed “the 
scoundrel” Bay Vien’s lurid secret love life with the claim that he had ac-
crued no less than thirty-three wives by May 1955. 85  In a moralistic article 
series much like the exposé of Bao Dai’s love life that would appear in the 
lead-up to the October 1955 referendum, they accused him of kidnap-
ping young girls and enslaving in them in a manner unbefi tting of human 
beings. Phuong Ha and Pham Con Son insisted that Bay Vien conducted 
himself as a sullied, impure, dishonorable monster. 86  Allegedly, he abused his 
position of power in Saigon-Cholon to seduce young, pure, moral women 
only to cast them aside in short order to cope unassisted with their ruined 
lives. One of his victims reportedly committed suicide to escape her shame, 
while another was forced to seek treatment in a mental hospital subsequent 
to delivering a “premature” baby to her husband after being released from 
Bay Vien’s captivity. 87  Phuong Ha and Pham Con Son even accused Bay 
Vien of providing Binh Xuyen leaders Lai Van Sang and Lai Huu Tai with 
young girls to rape viciously at the magnifi cent Nghia Hiep guesthouse in 
the midst of the organization’s late-April clash with the national army. 88  
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 On top of accusing Bay Vien of sexual perversion and predation, Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s administration highlighted his record of dealing opium while 
heading up the Saigon-Cholon police force. 89  After the national army drove 
Binh Xuyen forces out of the capital in late-April, Ngo Dinh Diem’s police 
and security forces unearthed evidence of Bay Vien’s opium network and 
charged many of his associates with illegal drug traffi cking. 90  The com-
mander himself escaped prosecution, as he had fl ed to Paris shortly after his 
army’s defeat, but the press all but tried him in absentia. 

 Media condemnations focused not only on Bay Vien’s criminal acts but 
also on his propensity to pursue personal gain at the nation’s expense. Jour-
nalists described him as a spineless rogue who had aligned himself fi rst with 
the Japanese, then the Viet Minh, then the French. When Ngo Dinh Diem 
took offi ce after the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu, journalists alleged, 
Bay Vien bribed Bao Dai with outrageous sums of tainted drug money to 
protect his network of vice industries and, by extension, his own politi-
cal power and privilege. Even after the Battle of Saigon, he continued to 
try to secure his position through the emperor, but this ultimately failed 
when the South Vietnamese electorate deposed Bao Dai in October 1955. 91  
The commander then allied with Vietnamese politicians in Parisian exile, 
including Bao Dai, Tran Van Huu, Nguyen Van Hinh, and other anti–Ngo 
Dinh Diem politicians who had been driven from Saigon during the prime 
minister’s fi rst two years in offi ce. 92  This group lacked any real power but 
continued to lobby persistently for infl uence in South Vietnam and for 
international support for its objective of driving Ngo Dinh Diem from 
power and forming an alternative, noncommunist government south of the 
seventeenth parallel. 

 Ba Cut 

 In terms of armed resistance in the countryside, Ba Cut’s Hoa Hao army 
posed the most persistent challenge to the Saigon administration in the 
months before and after the sect crisis. Of the four top Hoa Hao generals, 
Ba Cut was the most resolute in his opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem’s gov-
ernment. Whereas Tran Van Soai, Lam Thanh Nguyen, and Nguyen Giac 
Ngo had vacillated between opposing the government and rallying to the 
national army in response to bribes throughout the fi rst year of Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s rule, Ba Cut had refused to align with Ngo Dinh Diem under any 
circumstances. Instead, almost before the ink had dried on the 1954 Geneva 
accords, he withdrew his troops into the Ca Mau region in the western 
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territory of South Vietnam and established himself as the southern govern-
ment’s principal military opposition within the organization. 93  When the 
standoff between the United Front of Nationalist Forces and the national 
army came to a head in March and April of 1955, politico-religious leaders 
who had once disparaged Ba Cut recast his defi ance as heroism. The United 
Front blamed Ngo Dinh Diem for provoking Ba Cut’s forces into battle 
and insisted that his regime bore sole responsibility for the Hoa Hao insur-
rection. 

 Ba Cut’s eventual capture in April 1956 served as an important symbolic 
victory for the Saigon regime. Political commentators in Paris and Saigon 
concluded that his apprehension “practically marked the end of all armed 
opposition against the Government of President Ngo Dinh Diem.” 94  As 
Daniel Anderson of the U.S. Embassy in Saigon put it, the arrest of Ba Cut, 
“the most able and spectacular leader of the Hoa Hao sect forces . . . was 
one of the signal successes of the efforts to pacify the [southwest] region, 
and may well lead to the virtual elimination of noncommunist armed op-
position to the Diem government.” 95  

 American observers speculated on Ba Cut’s capture that Ngo Dinh 
Diem might seek to integrate him into the government rather than punish 
him harshly for his antigovernmental activities. They noted that he pos-
sessed uncommon military ability and talent for leadership that could serve 
the administration well. “Another factor which might operate in his favor,” 
ventured one U.S. diplomat in Saigon, “is his apparently high degree of 
popularity in South Vietnam, where he is widely viewed as a Robin Hood 
type, personifying, in its good and bad aspects, the Vietnamese ideal of ‘re-
sistance.’ ” Washington feared that executing him could provoke anti–Ngo 
Dinh Diem elements to exploit the Hoa Hao leader as a martyr for their 
cause. 96  Even Lansdale, whose overall assessment of Ba Cut was far from 
fl attering, claims to have pleaded with Ngo Dinh Diem for clemency on 
the Hoa Hao leader’s behalf. 97  

 For Ngo Dinh Diem, however, Ba Cut’s popularity provided an ar-
gument for severity rather than leniency. He considered it imperative to 
counter the notion that Ba Cut’s resistance against the Saigon government 
exemplifi ed the Vietnamese tradition of struggle and self-sacrifi ce that Ngo 
Dinh Diem himself claimed to represent. Thus South Vietnamese offi cials 
immediately charged the Hoa Hao rebel with treason by virtue of Article 
146 of the Republic of Vietnam’s military code. 98  Ngo Dinh Diem alleged 
that Ba Cut had rallied to the government and deserted a total of four times 
between 1945 and 1954, after which he ended up commanding a battalion 
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of Hoa Hao soldiers in Thot Not. 99  By July 30, 1954, the administration 
claimed, Ba Cut had gone underground with thirty-fi ve hundred soldiers 
and thirty-two hundred guns to stage a protracted campaign against Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s national army. Perhaps most damningly, Ba Cut’s Hoa Hao 
troops had for a time cooperated with communist forces. A rift quickly 
developed in that alliance, but nonetheless, it proved to Ngo Dinh Diem 
that Ba Cut was willing to align his forces with communists despite old 
animosities. 100  

 In the end, the South Vietnamese government accused Ba Cut of com-
mitting several independent attacks on national army battalions, offi cers, 
and vehicles between July 1954 and April 1956, which added up to the 
grand charge of treason. 101  The government sought the death penalty for 
Ba Cut, armed with petitions from the people of My Tho, Long Xuyen, and 
more generally from the citizens of southwest Vietnam heralding the demo-
cratic underpinnings of Ngo Dinh Diem’s regime and calling for the total 
annihilation of Ba Cut and his forces. 102  According to American sources, 
these petitions originated largely in offi cial circles and were publicized in 
the government controlled press, and therefore could not be taken to rep-
resent genuine popular outrage against the Hoa Hao dissident. 103  

 On June 11 a court in Can Tho sentenced Ba Cut to death for murder 
and arson, and a court of appeals confi rmed this sentence on June 27. On 
July 4, 1956, the government tried him again in a military court, which 
issued a verdict condemning him to capital punishment with military deg-
radation and the confi scation of his property. 104  Ngo Dinh Diem followed 
this up with an edict denying Ba Cut’s request for amnesty and ordering the 
Minister of Justice of South Vietnam to carry out his execution. 105  

 The Hoa Hao organization condemned Ba Cut’s trial as shameful and 
unjust. On June 15 the Vietnamese Social Democratic Party (Viet Nam 
Dan Chu Xa Hoi Dang), the political arm of the Hoa Hao, issued an appeal 
to Vietnamese at home and abroad accusing Ngo Dinh Diem’s Ministry of 
Justice of arbitrarily conferring the death sentence on Ba Cut out of spite 
and without suffi cient evidence. The party’s lawyer Dinh Van Cac, who 
had defended Ba Cut, asserted that the trial in Can Tho was a wasted op-
portunity for the court to set a noble precedent for future generations and 
for South Vietnam’s judges to establish themselves as wise, discriminating, 
and righteous. 106  He claimed that Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration had 
applied a double standard by convicting Ba Cut of the nebulous crime 
of treason while averting its eyes when the soldiers of General Duong 
Van Minh’s Nguyen Hue operation raped the women and plundered the 
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property of southwest Vietnam. “South Vietnam has no democracy and no 
freedom,” declared Dinh Van Cac. “It has only shamelessness and foolish-
ness, and only exercises the brand of justice applied by Diem’s strongmen 
everywhere and in every case.” 107  Ba Cut’s lawyer threatened that 2 million 
members of the Vietnamese Social Democratic Party and three thousand 
Hoa Hao soldiers would continue to oppose Ngo Dinh Diem’s regime as 
a result of his dictatorial policies. 

 Ba Cut’s legal team continued to challenge these civilian and military 
verdicts to the very end. On July 9 another Hoa Hao lawyer, Vuong Quang 
Nhuong, appealed the previous judgments in the Supreme Appeals Court 
in Saigon and asked Ngo Dinh Diem to issue a pardon or clemency for 
his client. The court rejected the appeal within hours, on the same day that 
Ngo Dinh Diem rejected Ba Cut’s personal plea for a pardon. The Hoa Hao 
dissident’s fate to die at the hands of the state was sealed. 108  

 At exactly 5:40 a.m. on July 13, Ba Cut met his destiny in a Can Tho 
cemetery. 109  Several hundred were on hand to observe his beheading, in-
cluding his captor, General Duong Van Minh, as well as national assembly 
members, provincial offi cials, and a handful of South Vietnamese and for-
eign correspondents. American diplomat Daniel Anderson noted that Ba 
Cut’s civilian style execution on the guillotine, in place of a military death 
in front of the fi ring squad, “was clearly intended to emphasize that Ba Cut 
was executed primarily as a civilian who had committed murders rather 
than as a rebel military chieftain.” 110  This explains the dual civilian and mili-
tary trials confi rming his death sentence. By condemning Ba Cut fi rst for 
his crimes committed as a private citizen before trying him for leading the 
government’s political and military opposition, Ngo Dinh Diem’s govern-
ment made it clear that he was being punished for his personal degeneracy 
as much as he was for his political dissidence. At once this underscored 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s personalist vision of good and bad citizenship and sent a 
broad warning about the grave consequences of attempting to subvert his 
government. 

 Observers in the CIA highlighted the signifi cance of Ba Cut’s demise in 
a January 1957 intelligence report. During Phase I of South Vietnam’s his-
tory, according to this document, Ngo Dinh Diem concentrated his efforts 
on building a strong central government and obtaining security for South 
Vietnamese citizens. “The recent execution of Ba Cut, notorious leader of 
the dissident Hoa Hao sect, may be cited as a symbol of Diem’s success on 
nearing the completion of Phase I.” CIA offi cials claimed that Ngo Dinh 
Diem was then poised to turn his attention to Phase II, which would entail 
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attempts to modernize the national army and revitalize South Vietnam’s 
economy through land reform and resettlement. 111  

 Dispatching the politico-religious military threat to his government was 
one of Ngo Dinh Diem’s principal goals between 1954 and 1956. His 
army’s success in doing so was critical to the total consolidation of political 
and military power, achieved by fall 1956, that enabled him to pursue his 
political objectives unchecked and to launch increasingly repressive anti-
subversive programs in ensuing years. Through the attendant propaganda 
campaign, the Ministry of Information and Youth attempted to maximize 
the political mileage of the Battle of Saigon and the ensuing Nguyen Hue 
operation by discrediting pillars of the politico-religious communities, 
clarifying the Ngos’ message about how a personalist Vietnamese society 
should and should not operate, and warning off potential critics of the 
Saigon government. 

 Another of Ngo Dinh Diem’s most pressing objectives in his early 
administration was to eliminate French infl uence over South Vietnamese 
affairs. Defeating the politico-religious armies, many factions of which 
boasted close ties with France carried over from the war years, contributed 
to this goal. Equally critical was the challenge of removing chief-of-state 
Bao Dai from offi ce in a manner that served Ngo Dinh Diem’s political 
aims. He hoped to distance his administration from Vietnam’s French co-
lonial past, assert his uncontested authority south of the seventeenth paral-
lel, and set himself up to create whatever form of government he chose. 
Deposing the chief of state by popular mandate rather than decree would 
better justify his refusal to take part in preparations for the countrywide 
elections slated by the ceasefi re agreement to take place in summer 1956, 
and in which he never intended to participate. Moreover, a nationwide 
campaign against Bao Dai would present a perfect opportunity for the 
Ministry of Information and Youth to spread the Ngos’ political message 
and build a case for the legitimacy of the South Vietnamese state under 
their direction. 
 



  Chapter 6 

 A Different Democracy 

 South Vietnam’s Referendum to Depose Bao Dai 

 On October 23, 1955, amid the government’s military and propaganda 
campaigns against the politico-religious organizations, South Vietnam’s citi-
zens took to the polls to choose between the country’s obsolete emperor 
Bao Dai and its far-from-popular prime minister Ngo Dinh Diem. 1  Gov-
ernment propaganda told them that Bao Dai was a treacherous, slovenly 
womanizer who amounted to nothing more than a shackle on Vietnam’s 
development. Ngo Dinh Diem, on the other hand, promised to usher in 
a new and glorious era in the nation’s history marked by democracy, self-
determination, and individual rights. 

 This referendum is often dismissed as a simple rigged election with 
little relevance to South Vietnam’s larger cultural and political trajectory. 2  
Yet Ngo Dinh Diem’s campaign and its outcome exerted a lasting infl uence 
on politics below the seventeenth parallel and on the diplomatic relation-
ship between the United States and South Vietnam. Like the propaganda 
offensive against politico-religious leadership, Ngo Dinh Diem intended his 
government’s campaign against Bao Dai to help eradicate opposition and 
defi ne “Free Vietnam’s” political and moral boundaries. The character of 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s government was relatively unimportant to his American 
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patrons, who concerned themselves more with how it would be perceived 
by outside powers than by South Vietnam’s own citizens. 

 Examined from within the South Vietnamese political context, the 
plebiscite represents far more than the simple removal of an unpopular 
emperor by authoritarian means. A close look at Ngo Dinh Diem’s cam-
paign rhetoric illuminates the changing nature of South Vietnam’s political 
culture as he attempted to navigate the country’s transition from what he 
viewed as its traditional past to a modernized future 3  in direct competition 
with the communist regime in the north. 4  Ngo Dinh Diem’s approach to 
the campaign, and indeed to winning political legitimacy in South Vietnam, 
revealed the infl uence of his mandarin background from central, rather than 
the more heterogeneous southern, Vietnam. His appeals to the electorate 
combined somewhat veiled references to conventional Confucian notions 
of moral leadership—which he hoped would underscore his personalist 
ideas about social responsibility—with Western ideas about democracy and 
liberty to justify removing the emperor, and replacing the 1956 country-
wide elections stipulated by the Geneva accords with his own national 
assembly elections to be held early that same year. Although Ngo Dinh 
Diem is traditionally represented as an authoritarian leader with no real 
interest in democracy, he issued broad promises of democratic rights and 
self- determination in this campaign that would inform South Vietnam’s fu-
ture political confl icts. The prime minister’s opponents would thenceforth 
respond to his lofty promises of equal rights and self-rule by criticizing his 
regime for failing to live up to the democratic ideals that it espoused. 

 The referendum was also a signifi cant event in the early days of the 
U.S.–South Vietnamese relationship. In keeping with the diplomatic trend 
one scholar refers to as “liberal democratic capitalism,” the United States 
supported the election as a means of spreading democracy to Southeast 
Asia. 5  American offi cials from Secretary of State John Foster Dulles to am-
bassador to Saigon Frederick Reinhardt, however, were more concerned 
with how the referendum would be perceived internationally than they 
were with how it would be experienced within South Vietnam. By turning 
a blind eye to the contradictions between Ngo Dinh Diem’s democratic 
rhetoric and his undemocratic practices, and by discounting the breadth 
and endurance of his political opposition, the United States helped generate 
the popular discontent that would plague the prime minister’s administra-
tion until his assassination in November 1963. Since Bao Dai’s removal 
from power dealt the fi nal blow to France’s already diminished infl uence in 
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Vietnam, the United States would reap these future consequences without 
support from European allies. 6  In short, the October referendum shaped 
the South Vietnamese political climate and the U.S.–South Vietnamese re-
lationship in enduring ways and should be considered as both a formative 
event in the early history of the Republic of Vietnam and as an important 
moment in American foreign relations. 

 The Path to South Vietnam’s First Election 

 Ngo Dinh Diem had been angling to liberate himself from Bao Dai’s 
oversight since the emperor fi rst appointed him to lead South Vietnam in 
June 1954. The sect crisis of March and April 1955 reinforced his hatred 
and suspicion of the French, and cemented his resolve to depose Bao Dai, 
whom he accused of colluding with French colonialist agents and rebel-
lious politico-religious leaders to incite the crisis and attempt to remove 
him from power. Indeed, in the throes of the standoff, Bao Dai had been 
working with the French government to create an alternative nationalist 
government to replace the prime minister. 7  This act of subversion guaran-
teed that Ngo Dinh Diem would seek to unseat the emperor upon regain-
ing a modicum of control over South Vietnamese politics. Ngo Dinh Diem 
was by no means alone in renouncing Bao Dai, as evidenced by a April 30, 
1955 demand, issued by the newly formed Revolutionary Council, that the 
Saigon government should immediately remove the emperor from power. 
The council, however, was only an ostensibly pro–Ngo Dinh Diem body 
that was in fact dominated by Cao Dai elements and angling to seize con-
trol of the government by making the prime minister dependent on its 
support. 8  The prime minister therefore resisted the council’s immediate 
pressures but went on to unseat Bao Dai and ratify his own authority by 
means of a popular referendum eight months later. 

 Historians have offered several explanations for Ngo Dinh Diem’s refusal 
to go along with the Revolutionary Council’s plan to depose Bao Dai im-
mediately in the spring of 1955. Some have claimed that the prime minister 
was making good on his pledge not to use his grant of full powers to oust the 
emperor arbitrarily, but to submit Bao Dai’s fate to the will of the people. 9  
Others have argued that had Ngo Dinh Diem bowed to the council’s de-
mands and proclaimed Bao Dai’s overthrow, he would have been accused 
by his constituents of committing an illegal coup d’état, which would have 
undermined his already fragile authority. 10  Beyond these considerations, 
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though, Ngo Dinh Diem wanted not only to be rid of Bao Dai but also to 
assert himself as the one true liberator of Vietnam. He sought to validate 
his right to preside over the formation of a new government for the south, 
and could only do this by resisting the political pressure applied by the 
Revolutionary Council. He was determined to invest the demise of the 
monarchy and his own rise to power with an air of legality and legitimacy, 
and a popular referendum seemed the perfect means of accomplishing this. 11  

 To regain control of South Vietnamese political momentum, Ngo Dinh 
Diem waited for the chaos of the sect crisis to abate before acting on the 
Revolutionary Council’s demands for a new government. The prime min-
ister then sought to legitimate his mission to depose the emperor by seek-
ing a repudiation of Bao Dai and his heirs by the imperial Nguyen Phuoc 
family. Probably to shield itself from further defamation and to protect the 
sanctity of royal properties, the royal family eagerly complied on June 15, 
1955. 12  The supreme body of the Nguyen Phuoc family denounced Bao 
Dai on the grounds that his decision to cede the throne to the Viet Minh 
in 1945 was a crime against Vietnam’s citizens, and that he had plotted with 
French colonialists, the Binh Xuyen, and Hoa Hao generals Ba Cut and 
Nam Lua (Tran Van Soai) to threaten the nation’s independence. The royal 
family thus pledged that it would no longer recognize Bao Dai’s claims to 
rule and formally solicited Ngo Dinh Diem to become Vietnam’s provi-
sional president. It asked him to lead the “national revolution” through the 
diffi cult upcoming phase. In return, the Nguyen Phuocs requested that he 
cease his campaign against Bao Dai’s private life and continue to protect the 
royal mausoleums, tombs, and shrines. 

 Even after this royal endorsement of Ngo Dinh Diem, the Revolu-
tionary Council hoped to use Bao Dai’s ouster as an opportunity to move 
against the current administration. By late June, observers in the U.S. Em-
bassy noted, “Recent trends within [the] ‘Revolutionary Council’ indicate 
[a] serious cleavage between Diem and Cao Dai elements.” To be sure, 
the two groups were united in their desire for Bao Dai’s deposal, but their 
remaining objectives were almost diametrically opposed. Ngo Dinh Diem, 
on one hand, envisioned only minor postelection cabinet changes to bring 
in additional individuals who supported his leadership. And he sought to 
ensure his own victory in the elections by arresting pro–Bao Dai elements 
and keeping extremists in line through force. United States ambassador 
Reinhardt noted that Cao Dai representatives, on the other hand, “wished 
to see drastic reorganization [of the] cabinet resulting in replacement [of] 
many if not most incumbents by ‘revolutionary’ elements.” 13  According to 
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Reinhardt, Cao Dai members of the Revolutionary Council continued to 
go along with Ngo Dinh Diem’s programs in hopes of preventing him from 
moving against them and as part of a larger plot eventually to seize control 
of the government. 

 On July 7, the prime minister captured the initiative from the Cao Dai 
by announcing plans for a referendum that would remove the emperor 
from power and authorize him to found a new republic in the southern 
half of Vietnam. He made this announcement at least partly in response 
to messages from the United States that continued American support for 
his regime would depend on his ability to depose Bao Dai by legal, popu-
lar means. American diplomats considered this to be an essential move to 
forestall future challenges from the Viet Minh and the politico-religious 
organizations. 14  It was not until October 6, following what American dip-
lomats in Saigon identifi ed as a “three-week long government inspired press 
campaign against Bao Dai,” that Ngo Dinh Diem set the referendum date 
for October 23, 1955. 15  This left little time for the Revolutionary Council, 
overall lacking in signifi cant media channels, 16  to commandeer the prime 
minister’s move for total authority over South Vietnam’s political future. 
Bao Dai, living in luxury on the French Riviera, also had little time to 
formulate a response and initiate a campaign to defend his throne. At any 
rate, by this time he had minimal claim to political effectiveness or moral 
authority and stood virtually no chance of defeating Ngo Dinh Diem at 
the polls, even if given a fair chance to campaign. 

 The chief of state responded to the referendum announcement from 
his home in Cannes on October 13, accusing Ngo Dinh Diem of imped-
ing peaceful reunifi cation of South and North Vietnam. He implored his 
people not to support or encourage “a governmental activity which con-
forms neither to the profound sentiment of the Vietnamese people nor to 
the common cause of peace.” 17  He issued his plea not to Vietnamese voters, 
but to French, British, and American leaders, since he had no outlet for 
propaganda in Saigon’s tightly censored media. 18  Finally recognizing the 
inevitability of electoral defeat, Bao Dai made one last-ditch effort to sal-
vage his authority on October 18, 1955. Accusing Ngo Dinh Diem of using 
the referendum to reestablish his personal dictatorship and to encourage 
renewed confl ict between France and the United States, Bao Dai revoked 
his appointment as prime minister. 19  

 Though American diplomats feared that Bao Dai’s messages were de-
signed to promote national reunifi cation under communist leadership, his 
efforts to undermine the referendum registered hardly a ripple in South 
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Vietnam’s political arena. 20  Ngo Dinh Diem continued with a vigorous 
campaign against the emperor during the week prior to the vote. His te-
nacity, combined with more than a little bit of rancor, was rewarded with 
just more than a 98 percent margin of victory. 21  On October 26, just mo-
ments after offi cially declaring triumph over Bao Dai, the prime minister 
announced the establishment of the Republic of Vietnam. “The October 
23rd plebiscite,” he exhorted, “in which [the people of South Vietnam] 
took such as enthusiastic part, constitutes an approval of the policies pur-
sued thus far and at the same time augurs a whole new era for the future of 
our country.” 22  Although this was a vast overstatement of the level of public 
support the prime minister enjoyed, the referendum and Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
ensuing proclamation of the RVN did usher in a new era for the country. It 
was at this moment that South Vietnam was transformed from a temporary 
regroupment zone into a distinct, semipermanent political entity under 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s control. 

 Campaigning through Tradition and Modernity 

 Although the public campaign leading up to the October 23 vote was al-
most completely one-sided, and the outcome of the referendum was hardly 
in doubt, it nevertheless reveals a great deal about Ngo Dinh Diem’s efforts 
to establish a sense of nationhood in South Vietnam to rival the north-
ern communist ideal. The campaign rhetoric the prime minister employed 
throughout fall 1955 provides a lens into what scholars have recently identi-
fi ed as his broader inclination to draw deeply on older ideas and customs in 
his quest to build a modern, postcolonial Vietnamese nation. 23  As Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s rhetorical treatment of his politico-religious rivals demonstrated, he 
lamented the decay of traditional morals wrought by subjugation to French 
colonial rule and years of savage warfare. He hoped to restore the moral 
foundation of Vietnamese society; indeed he considered such moral recov-
ery to be an essential precursor to the success of national modernization 
and reunifi cation projects. His pledge “to destroy the sources of demoraliza-
tion, however powerful, before getting down to the problem of endowing 
Vietnam with a democratic apparatus in the Western sense of the word” was 
as relevant to the referendum to depose Bao Dai as it was to his concurrent 
efforts to eradicate politico-religious opposition. 24  

 Many of the ethical appeals Ngo Dinh Diem’s issued during his cam-
paign conformed to the basic principles of the “mandate of heaven” ( thien 
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menh ), a Confucian notion inherited from the Chinese intellectual tradi-
tion, which Western scholars since the 1950s have identifi ed as the driving 
force behind traditional Vietnamese political behavior. 25  The mandate of 
heaven endowed leaders with a responsibility to uphold strict moral and 
ethical standards, lest they lose the divine sanction to rule. Immoral conduct, 
whether it be personal or political, could cause a leader to lose his heavenly 
mandate and subject the entire society to heaven’s wrath in the form of lost 
crops, wars, corruption, and other blights. Under the Confucian system, 
then, the people possessed a duty to rebel against corrupt leaders in order 
to restore heavenly sanction and with it social order. 

 The extent to which such Confucian beliefs and imperatives actually in-
fl uenced Vietnamese political behavior remains open to debate, but recently 
historians have grown more and more skeptical of the power of the philoso-
phy to shape political choices and outcomes in twentieth-century Vietnam. 
One claims that the infl uence of Confucianism in Vietnam has often been 
misunderstood and overstated, as it acted more as “a cluster of practices and 
ideas that appear to have some recognizable coherence,” rather than a rigid 
political system. 26  And, of course, Confucianism was weakest in the frontier 
communities in the south, where Nguyen lords in the eighteenth century 
resorted to syncretic Buddhism rather than Confucianism as a mechanism 
for justifying their authority. 27  However, the notion of a virtuous ruler was 
also an important element of Vietnam’s Buddhist tradition. 28  

 An analysis of available campaign rhetoric and imagery suggests that the 
prime minister appealed somewhat vaguely to the concept of a heavenly 
mandate and the moral principles associated with it even as he attempted to 
modernize Vietnamese politics through a more overt emphasis on democ-
racy and popular participation. 29  Indeed, the way that he emphasized the 
importance of virtuous leadership for Vietnam’s future peace and prosperity, 
and insisted that citizens possessed a moral duty to cast off a leader who had 
proven himself corrupt, seemed to be an effort to mobilize Confucian prin-
ciples of leadership precisely as a loose “cluster of practices and ideas” that 
he hoped would have some cultural resonance among Vietnamese voters. 

 Furthermore, by highlighting the moral responsibilities of both leaders 
and citizens, Ngo Dinh Diem also hoped to meld longstanding Vietnamese 
Confucian traditions with the foreign-inspired personalist philosophy on 
which he hoped to construct his government’s legitimacy. Long before 
taking power in South Vietnam, Ngo Dinh Diem wrote that “a sacred re-
spect is due to the person of the sovereign. . . . He is the mediator between 
the people and Heaven as he celebrates the national cult.” 30  The father 
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of French personalism, Emmanuel Mounier, articulated a justifi cation for 
political leadership that sounded remarkably similar to Ngo Dinh Diem’s: 
“Authority . . . taken politically, is a vocation which the person receives from 
God (in the case of a Christian) or from his personalist mission which rises 
out of his social function (in the case of a non-Christian). . . . Personalism 
is an effort and a technique for constantly selecting from all social ranks a 
spiritual elite that is capable of authority.” 31  During the campaign, the prime 
minister cast his personalist political appeals within a familiar, time-honored 
ethical framework while seeking to build a new, modern social order that 
could simultaneously provide for the collective good and protect the rights 
of individual citizens. Although Ngo Dinh Diem would ultimately fail to 
convey to his constituents the essence of personalist philosophy and its rel-
evance to Vietnam’s postcolonial future, it rested at the heart of his attempts 
to construct a popularly elected, modern government atop traditional te-
nets of Vietnamese ethical and political thought. 32  

 A wide range of printed materials from Ngo Dinh Diem’s campaign 
illuminates how he sought to utilize the concepts of virtuous leadership 
and the ethical duties of citizenship to persuade voters to jettison the chief 
of state and throw their support behind him and his new democratic form 
of government. Two strains of persuasion, one relatively traditional and the 
other clearly inspired by the West, permeated Ngo Dinh Diem’s October 
1955 crusade against Bao Dai. First, the South Vietnamese government and 
the Saigon press went to great lengths to discredit Bao Dai’s morality in 
ways that made clear that heaven had stripped him and the royal family of 
the mandate and conferred it on Ngo Dinh Diem, a leader of great moral 
fortitude. 33  Responsibility, then, rested with the people, who possessed the 
power to salvage society by transferring power from Bao Dai to Ngo Dinh 
Diem. Second, newspaper articles and government statements extolled the 
merits of democratic government and self-determination. Conversely, they 
renounced Vietnam’s old system of rule as feudalistic, authoritarian, and 
generally harmful to the nation’s spirit. 

 The Debauched Emperor 

 In the fi rst strain of this campaign, Ngo Dinh Diem and his supporters 
depicted Bao Dai as a debauched emperor in both the personal and politi-
cal arenas. Though Bao Dai was actually a savvy politician with nationalist 
convictions of his own, the South Vietnamese regime reduced him to a 
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caricature of evil and incompetence. He was, according to most accounts, a 
womanizer, a drunk, a glutton, and a slob. Observers viewed these attributes 
as contributing directly to his acquiescence with France’s plots to recolo-
nize Vietnam, his collusion with the communists, and his support for the 
“degenerate,” “feudalistic” politico-religious warlords. Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
agents and the Saigon media spared the emperor no fury in communicating 
these moral failings, and left no room for doubt that he had been stripped 
of heaven’s mandate. 

 During the weeks preceding the referendum, the streets of Saigon and 
other provinces were littered with posters, streamers, effi gies of Bao Dai, 
and a creative variety of other tools to denounce the chief of state and 
encourage citizens to cast their lot with Ngo Dinh Diem. The newspaper 
 Thoi Dai  published a photograph of a larger-than-life puppet of the former 
emperor in front of Saigon’s central Ben Thanh market along with a poem 
that mocked his pale, puffy, ostentatious appearance and condemned his 
heartless promiscuity. The Bao Dai effi gy, donning dark glasses and literally 
dripping women, was unmistakably aloof and out of touch. The lyrics to 
a song entitled “Depose Bao Dai,” published in the same daily paper, be-
seeched the people of South Vietnam to join in condemning the chief of 
state for his record of selling out the country to colonial control so that he 
could more easily indulge his depraved, wanton ways. 

 Some of Ngo Dinh Diem’s typical campaign slogans included “Bao 
Dai, puppet king selling his country,” “Bao Dai, master keeper of gam-
bling dens and brothels,” “Being aware of vicious Bao Dai’s preference for 
gambling, girls, wine, milk, and butter, those who vote for him will betray 
their country and despoil their people.” On the other hand, “To vote for 
the revolutionary man Ngo Dinh Diem is to build a society of welfare and 
justice,” and “Welcome Ngo Dinh Diem, the savior of the people. To kill 
communists, depose the king, [and] struggle against colonialists is a citizen’s 
duty in Free Vietnam.” 34  

 Newspapers provided an opportunity for Ngo Dinh Diem’s support-
ers to develop their condemnations of the emperor more thoroughly than 
they could on the aforementioned campaign posters. In August 1955 the 
daily paper  Thoi Dai  attacked Bao Dai’s moral authority with a scathing 
three-week series on his sensational love life by editorialist Hong Van. He 
started out by condemning Bao Dai’s devious attempts to depict himself as 
a national hero when he was in fact “a dung beetle who sold his country 
for personal glory.” 35  According to this author, Bao Dai, born with the name 
Vinh Thuy, was not actually the legitimate son of King Khai Dinh. 36  Instead 
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he came into the royal family through a stroke of sheer luck. Khai Dinh 
was apparently known by many to be infertile, a fact which gravely affected 
his birthright to assume the throne as two others vied for control of the 
royal court at Hue. The author vaguely claims that the royal court might 
have issued an edict declaring that no childless man would be accepted as 
king. At any rate, Khai Dinh took a maidservant by the name of Cuc (later 
Hue Phi) as his imperial concubine and Bao Dai was born a prince soon 
after on October 22, 1913. Though Hong Van claimed that there was some 
evidence to prove Bao Dai’s illegitimacy, including Khai Dinh’s reputed 
scheme to bribe the boy’s real father to keep quiet, it was not enough to 
negate the king’s own testimony and Bao Dai’s claims of legitimacy went 
offi cially unchallenged. 

 Hong Van described Khai Dinh and his brother Dong Khanh as fee-
ble, thin, childless, and generally disinterested in women. Bao Dai, on the 
contrary, was “big like a lubber, had many children, and was very fond of 

Figure 6.1. Effi gy of Bao Dai in front of Saigon’s 
Ben Thanh Market, October 1955 (Thoi Dai ). Ode 
to the effi gy of Bao Dai in front of Ben Thanh 
Market (English translation): Yellow shirt, red sash, 
round face / Pale face, black shades, hairless chin . . . / 
Girls wrapped around his arms, searching / Dollar 
signs in his eyes, look no farther . . . / A doctor in 
name only? No one respected! / A scarecrow in the 
garden? No one needed! / People whisper: “Look, it’s 
Bao Dai / Womanizing and wasting his whole life!”
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Figure 6.2. “A Song to Depose Bao Dai,” October 1955 (Thoi Dai ). Written to 
commemorate the day the Vietnamese deposed Bao Dai the puppet, music and lyrics by Minh 
Huy. English translation: 1) Yo-heave-ho, Yo-heave-ho. / Vietnam is shining bright. All of its 
people are arm in arm. / Let’s sing: / “Depose Bao Dai, who betrayed our country. He is 
only good at self-indulgence and wantonness. / He gave our nation Vietnam to the stinking 
Colonialists. / He spends his time in dancing clubs with fl ashing lights. He is addicted to 
gambling and wastes people’s money on himself only.” / Oh, my wretched body! Yo-heave-ho. / 
2) Yo-heave-ho, Yo-heave-ho. / Vietnam is shining bright. All of its people are arm in arm. / 
Let’s sing: / “Bao Dai relies on the Colonialists while befriending the Communists to divide 
Vietnam into North and South. / People of our free nation should stand up to depose Bao Dai 
from his throne and support Ngo the Righteous Scholar. / Let’s build a life full of glory, and a 
tomorrow when the whole nation prospers in peace.” / Yo-heave-ho.
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women.” 37  On one hand, the author invoked this comparison to highlight 
the differences between Bao Dai and Khai Dinh that could have stemmed 
from their lack of a shared lineage. On the other, it implied that Bao Dai’s 
lascivious behavior was not becoming of royalty, and that he would bet-
ter have served the country as a weakling like his father rather than as the 
playboy he turned out to be. 

 Consistent with the anti-French feeling that quickly blossomed in 
South Vietnam under Ngo Dinh Diem’s authority, 38  Hong Van blamed Bao 
Dai’s French upbringing for his loose morality in the realm of love. He was 
essentially raised in Paris by the former governor general of Vietnam and 
his wife, and stayed there even after he ascended the Vietnamese throne on 
January 8, 1926, at the age of thirteen. By the time Bao Dai reached his 
late-teens, his mother began to hear rumors that he was learning the ways 
of love in France, a prospect that fi lled her with horror. According to these 
articles, she fretted over who would continue to worship and leave offerings 
for the former kings of Vietnam if her son should marry a French woman 
and spawn a fl ock of mixed-race children. 39  She allegedly wrote immedi-
ately to Bao Dai’s guardians informing them of her wish to marry him to a 
Vietnamese woman, and to guard him from corrupting experiences during 
his stay in France. To her dismay, however, her son had apparently fallen 
in love with a French national by the name of Marie Jeanne Henriette 
Nguyen Huu Hao, who Hong Van described as “a Vietnamese girl, but like a 
French girl and loyal to France.” 40  That she was a Christian made the union 
all the more deplorable to Bao Dai’s elders in the royal court at Hue, as they 
were certain that he and his family would turn their attention away from 
Buddhist tradition and toward the Christian church, thus shirking their du-
ties to attend to their ancestors’ needs in the afterlife. 41  

 Despite family concerns, the two were married on March 24, 1934, and 
Henriette took the name Nam Phuong. She proved to be an even less fi lial 
daughter-in-law than the Queen Mother expected, but revenge was quick 
in coming. After she bore Bao Dai three sons and two daughters in quick 
succession, Hong Van claimed, Nam Phuong’s slender fi gure became wide 
and her luster dimmed considerably in her husband’s eyes. After a few years, 
the emperor forgot his vows of everlasting love for Nam Phuong and took 
off to France to debauch and fulfi ll his lust for beautiful women, particularly 
French women. 42  He took up next with a French bar girl by the name of 
Evelyn Riva, after which he fl oated from one woman to another, taking 
some as mistresses and some as concubines, all the while neglecting his one 
legitimate wife. 
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 Hong Van invoked the memory of former Vietnamese monarchs Le 
Thanh Ton and Mong Miep to assess the propriety of Bao Dai’s behavior. 
Le Thanh Ton took a total of six concubines during his life, one of whom 
was Chinese. And Mong Miep had a whopping seventy-eight sons and 
forty-six daughters with several different women. According to Vietnamese 
tradition and rule of law, then, Bao Dai could not be faulted for taking mul-
tiple brides, even foreign ones. His real crime, according to Hong Van, was 
the mean, fi ckle way in which he used women and tossed them aside with 
no attention to his responsibilities as Vietnam’s moral and political leader. 
Unlike Le Thanh Ton and Mong Miep, the author alleged that “Bao Dai 
was a depraved gambler, alcoholic, and womanizer who had a succession 
of fl eeting love affairs that greatly damaged Vietnam’s national honor.” 43  
Moreover, his penchant for French women, coupled with his lack of politi-
cal acuity, made him vulnerable to manipulation by cunning French colo-
nial offi cials. “You must agree with us on this point,” wrote Hong Van, “Bao 
Dai is a playing card of the French—or more accurately—of a number of 
French colonists.” 44  

 Just four days prior to the referendum, the editors of  Thoi Dai  reminded 
their readers of Bao Dai’s debauched upbringing, as it was exposed by Hong 
Van in August, with a cartoon rendition of his vapid youth and his conse-
quent life of lewd and avaricious behavior. Anyone who saw the cartoon 
would be hard-pressed to forget the vivid images of the chief of state gorg-
ing himself on sex, food, alcohol, and gambling. And they would certainly 
understand the meaning of the last panel of the cartoon which depicted 
a photograph of Bao Dai with a sword through his eye printed next to 
“23–10,” the date of the referendum.   

 As persuasive as this assault was, painting Bao Dai as depraved was only 
part of Ngo Dinh Diem’s programmatic campaign to defame the emperor. 
He was also a traitor. Above all, as Hong Van implied by calling Bao Dai a 
French playing card, Ngo Dinh Diem insisted that he was guilty of falling 
into the role of France’s lackey and of enabling French colonialists to reas-
sert their authority in Vietnam after the Second World War. 45  The Com-
mittee for the Popular Referendum published an announcement claiming, 
“Bao Dai, the puppet emperor, the chief of state who divided the people, 
divided the country, and sold the entire nation to France and Japan is now 
plotting to join hands with the colonialists and the communists to sell the 
country once again.” 46  Bao Dai, in turn, blamed the Chinese, the Rus-
sians, and the general outcome of the Geneva Conference for “selling” the 
northern half of the country into slavery. But his critics simply used this as 
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evidence that he was not only an inept leader but a leader unwilling and 
incapable of taking responsibility for his failures. 47  

 As the above indictment indicates, Bao Dai’s alleged transgressions 
against  Vietnam did not cease with the Geneva accords. Individuals, soldiers, 
governmental agencies, and a variety of South Vietnamese political groups 
submitted piles of petitions imploring Ngo Dinh Diem to remove Bao Dai 
as chief of state of Vietnam. 48  Though these petitions were likely coerced, 
rather than spontaneous expressions of outrage, they called for Bao Dai’s re-
moval on the basis of his connection with various antigovernmental activi-
ties that had taken place throughout the preceding year. Petitioners accused 
him of conspiring with rogue Vietnam national army General Nguyen Van 

Figure 6.3. “The Story of Bao Dai,” October 19, 1955 (Thoi Dai )
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Hinh to overthrow Ngo Dinh Diem in late 1954. 49  Moreover, they charged 
Bao Dai with supporting the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen in their 
efforts to sabotage Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration in March and April 
1955. 50  Some claimed that Bao Dai joined this group of traitors simply 
because he did not possess the wisdom to use his power to appoint men of 
virtue. 51  Instead, he ended up fi lling the ranks of government with politi-
cal scoundrels interested only in stuffi ng their pockets with money. At any 
rate, charges of pro-French, anti–Ngo Dinh Diem activities required little 
imagination, since the emperor had in fact cooperated with the French at-
tempt to replace the prime minister with an alternative nationalist govern-
ment in the midst of the spring sect crisis. 52  But it did take some revisionist 
thinking to represent this as treacherous behavior, and not just astute politics 
in the face of Ngo Dinh Diem’s faltering regime. 

 According to Ngo Dinh Diem’s supporters, Bao Dai’s most unforgiv-
able act of treason was not his collaboration with French colonialists nor his 
conspiring with politico-religious leaders, but his collusion with northern 
communists. In September 1955, by which point the national army had 
subdued all but a few politico-religious rebels, he admitted in an interview 
with  Collier’s  magazine to ongoing contact with the Viet Cong. This was 
widely interpreted within pro–Ngo Dinh Diem political circles as a sign 
of Bao Dai’s impending plans to subject the entire country once again to 
foreign enslavement. 53  The emperor had often found himself on the wrong 
side of South Vietnamese political confl icts, but to the prime minister his 
conspiracy with communists was too nefarious to bear. Therefore Ngo 
Dinh Diem insisted that Bao Dai be divested of his authority immediately. 

 Heralding Democracy 

 Without a doubt, Ngo Dinh Diem’s assault on Bao Dai’s character described 
above followed the model established by Confucian political thought and 
conformed to his personalist vision of social responsibility and individual 
morality. He accused Bao Dai of being profoundly immoral and unethi-
cal, a fact that contributed to Vietnam’s weakness and enslavement. While 
his constituents may have interpreted these assertions within the familiar 
Confucian framework, it appears that Ngo Dinh Diem and his allies never 
claimed overtly that Bao Dai had lost the mandate of heaven. As one post-
colonial theorist has written, “Even the most undemocratic of modern re-
gimes must claim its legitimacy not from divine right or dynastic succession 
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or the right of conquest but from the will of the people.” 54  Indeed, the 
prime minister was out to prove that his leadership and Bao Dai’s deposal 
represented the popular will. 

 If Bao Dai as an individual had lost the mandate of heaven, then one 
could conclude from the prime minister’s campaign that the institution of 
the monarchy had also fallen out of favor. Ngo Dinh Diem and his allies 
represented a modern democratic government, with himself at the helm, as 
the antithesis of the disgraced imperial system. While historians have tradi-
tionally claimed that the prime minister’s democratic rhetoric was primar-
ily directed at the United States, Vietnamese sources demonstrate that he 
disseminated these ideas broadly amongst the population below the seven-
teenth parallel. 55  The prime minister used the referendum as an opportunity 
to initiate a widespread drive to educate South Vietnamese citizens about 
the virtues of his own brand of personalist democracy and the malignancy 
of the old feudalistic imperial system. 

 On October 6, when the prime minister announced formal plans for 
the referendum, he portrayed it as a response to popular outcry against Bao 
Dai. He referred to countless motions submitted to the government by all 
manner of political, religious, and popular groups imploring him to orga-
nize a referendum to depose the emperor and to stabilize South Vietnam’s 
political situation. The prime minister therefore billed the October 23 ref-
erendum as a response to these “legitimate and democratic” motions. 56  

 Ngo Dinh Diem, however, envisioned the referendum as much more 
than a simple formality. It would be the country’s inauguration into the free 
world. “This shall be but the fi rst step,” he claimed, “made by our people 
in the free use of our political rights.” 57  A government declaration issued 
on October 19, 1955, passionately rallied citizens to seize these new demo-
cratic rights: “Dear compatriots, proclaim your will forcefully! Go forward 
fi rmly in the path of Freedom, Independence and Democracy!” 58  And on 
the eve of the election he announced over the radio, “This 23 October, for 
the fi rst time in our country’s history, our men and women will exercise 
one of many basic civil rights of a democracy, the right to vote.” 59  

 Since Vietnam had no real tradition of electoral politics, the South Viet-
namese Ministry of Information and Youth had its work cut out for it if 
Ngo Dinh Diem truly expected citizens to exercise their right to vote. The 
administration initiated its campaign with extremely basic descriptions of a 
democratic government and its component parts. An educational pamphlet 
issued by the government addressed the question of why it was necessary to 
organize a popular referendum to depose Bao Dai even though the people 
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and their political parties had already demanded his abdication in April and 
May. “Deposing a chief of state is a vital act,” it explained, “and must fol-
low a democratic procedure and send a clear order to the opponent that 
he cannot deny.” 60  

 The rest of this pamphlet revealed just how little some Vietnamese must 
have understood about the democratic process and even the role of central 
government. “A popular referendum,” it explained, “is an extremely demo-
cratic method whereby citizens can directly reveal their ideas by voting 
to determine the fate of many important national issues like choosing the 
political regime, choosing the chief of state, etc.” It went on to describe the 
important stabilizing role of a chief of state, especially in Vietnam where 
half the country was enslaved by communism, and the free half had not yet 
devised a constitution or elected a national assembly. Bao Dai, hated by his 
people and scorned abroad, could not possibly meet the country’s needs for 
a strong and able chief of state. 61  For that reason, according to Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s agents, the people should take it on themselves to remove Vietnam’s 
last emperor from power on October 23. 

 In the months prior to the election, Saigon newspapers joined the Min-
istry of Information and Youth in broadcasting the appeal of a democratic 
system. “Under a dictatorial regime, communism or fascism, people do not 
speak of loyalty to the king or fi lial piety to their parents but of fi delity to 
the party,” expounded one  Thoi Luan  editorial. “The citizens are merely the 
property of the party.  Therefore, the people cannot speak of individual rights 
or demand that their basic needs be met.” 62  The author went on to explain 
that, in a democracy, individual rights are exalted above all else. Democracies 
enjoy free elections, encourage criticism, and demand sacrifi ce only when it 
benefi ts the citizens. Democracy, then, represented a step forward from the 
old imperial system, whereas communism signaled a huge step back. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem and his supporters always spoke of this democratic 
revolution as a nationwide movement. Both the DRV and the RVN gov-
ernment each claimed to be the legitimate government of all Vietnam, 
both above and below the seventeenth parallel.  According to northern com-
munists, the southern government was nothing more than a neocolonial 
entity controlled by the United States. 63  Ngo Dinh Diem countered this 
argument with similar logic: communism was inherently totalitarian and 
unresponsive to the popular will. And to make matters worse, North Viet-
nam clearly rested under the thumb of Chinese and Soviet colonialists. 
Saigon newspapers published horror stories about communist atrocities in 
the north, as told by refugees living in resettlement camps, to demonstrate 
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the tyrannical nature of the DRV. Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration, then, 
asserted the right to establish a government for all of Vietnam while waiting 
for a chance to emancipate the north and reunify the country. 

 Indeed, an article in the Saigon daily  Lua Song  maintained that commu-
nism posed the primary obstacle to establishing a real democratic govern-
ment, one that would serve and protect the rights of the people. 64  Anyone, 
especially Bao Dai in this case, who willfully cooperated with communists, 
colonialists, or feudalists, was acting contrary to the interests of the nation 
and endangering Vietnam’s future stability and happiness. The only way to 
rid the nation of its backward, corrupt regime, then, was to vote in favor 
of elevating the proven anticommunist Ngo Dinh Diem to chief of state 
on October 23. 

 The prime minister’s rhetoric of democracy and his condemnation of 
communism served a purpose in the context of the referendum far greater 
than discrediting Bao Dai. Aside from ridding South Vietnam of French 
infl uence via the emperor, Ngo Dinh Diem envisioned the referendum as 
a means of legitimating his refusal to hold the 1956 countrywide elections 
stipulated by the Geneva accords. 65  By depicting the southern regime as a 
democracy, and condemning the northern government for its authoritari-
anism, he hoped to gain domestic and international support for his unwill-
ingness to negotiate with the communists. 

 As far back as late June, South Vietnamese foreign minister Vu Van Mau 
communicated to the United States that his government sought to unify 
the country through free, democratic elections. He insisted, however, that 
the South Vietnamese government was the “sole legal government in the 
country,” and that it would pursue unifi cation through its own national as-
sembly elections rather than by participating in the countrywide elections 
promoted by the International Control Council. 66  While the United States 
quietly supported South Vietnamese efforts to avoid reunifi cation elections, 
it urged Ngo Dinh Diem to begin consultations with the north to create at 
least the appearance of complying with the Geneva agreements. 

 On July 16, 1955, though, just ten days after publicizing plans for the 
referendum to depose Bao Dai, Ngo Dinh Diem personally announced his 
refusal to negotiate with the DRV over countrywide elections. 67  “We will 
not be tied down,” he declared, “by the [Geneva] treaty that was signed 
against the wishes of the Vietnamese people.” He thus called for all citizens 
below the seventeenth parallel to support his mission to establish a free, in-
dependent, democratic government to rival Ho Chi Minh’s government. 68  
The Saigon press, which was by then subject to increasing government 
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censorship and intimidation, consistently supported his position, referring 
to the accords as “the Geneva treaty to sell the country,” and insisting that 
South Vietnam’s forced participation in the scheduled elections would be a 
huge step backward, tantamount to national enslavement. 69  

 According to southern anticommunists, the very basis of communism 
was inherently antidemocratic, and it logically followed that the northern 
government was incapable of hosting a truly free election. On August 15, 
1955, Nghiem Thi Xuan, the staunchly anticommunist, pro–Ngo Dinh 
Diem editor of Saigon’s largest weekly,  Thoi Luan,  70  defended this argu-
ment in an article entitled “How to Hold a Free Election in Vietnam.” She 
charged that communist soldiers had visited voters’ homes prior to the 1946 
Viet Minh election and ordered them to cast their ballots for preselected 
communist candidates. On the day of the election, these soldiers allegedly 
followed people to the polls and watched closely to make sure they fol-
lowed instructions. Nghiem Thi Xuan insisted that “no national govern-
ment, nor any free citizen, can accept another such meaningless election.” 71  

 During his October campaign, then, Ngo Dinh Diem attempted to shift 
the focus away from reunifi cation elections and toward both the national 
assembly elections scheduled for early 1956 and the constitution that newly 
elected representatives would be appointed to draft. He repeatedly billed 
the October 23 referendum as merely the fi rst of several steps necessary to 
form a democratic polity. The process would only be complete once the 
constitution was ratifi ed. 72  

 American offi cials fully supported the prime minister’s efforts to avoid 
reunifi cation elections by establishing a popularly elected national assembly 
in the south, but held some reservations about the procedures he set in 
place. 73  State Department offi cial Kenneth Young claimed, “A national as-
sembly in Free Viet-Nam is a prerequisite to any Vietnamese consideration 
of consultations and all-Vietnamese elections.” But he was concerned about 
the unpredictability of democratic elections in newly independent states 
and the potential for undermining Ngo Dinh Diem’s fragile regime. Young 
therefore warned, “I am reluctant for the United States and its friends to start 
pressing the Vietnamese down this path from which there is no return.” 74  

 Ambassador Reinhardt, moreover, expressed reservations about the 
public relations problem that could result from Ngo Dinh Diem’s plans to 
remove Bao Dai and to ratify a South Vietnamese constitution by a popular 
vote. “[The] referendum procedure,” he claimed, was “clearly less demo-
cratic than having [an] elected assembly decide on questions of Bao Dai 
and [the] new constitution.” 75  Reinhardt’s concerns refl ected the broader 
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American preoccupation with the negative publicity the White House antic-
ipated in response to Ngo Dinh Diem’s blatantly undemocratic referendum. 
“Government control of [the] referendum,” warned the ambassador, “and 
[the] absence [of] opportunity [for] opposition elements [to] obtain hearing 
as well as other undemocratic elements of this exercise have not been lost 
upon representatives [of the] foreign press [in Saigon].” 76  He insisted that it 
would be unwise for U.S. offi cials to imply publicly that the referendum was 
a free and democratic expression of the Vietnamese popular will. Reinhardt 
advised instead that they maintain simply that the future government of 
Vietnam was an internal matter that should be left to its citizens to decide. 
The State Department agreed and on October 20 Dulles’s press spokes-
man issued a public statement along these very lines. 77  The United States, it 
seems, opted to downplay the democratic nature of the referendum to avoid 
political embarrassment when it became clear to international observers that 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s veil of democracy was wearing thin. 

 October 23 

 By the time the South Vietnamese electorate arrived at the polls on Octo    -
ber 23, Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration had devised a very specifi c mecha-
nism by which to conduct and record the vote. Shortly after the prime 
min  ister offi cially announced the date of the referendum on October 6, his 
government publicized important logistical information for the election. 
Though some of these provisions may appear mundane to twenty-fi rst-
century Western eyes, they were novel and important to Vietnamese voters 
in 1955. 

 In an effort to guarantee universal suffrage, or at least to create that ap-
pearance, all men and women over the age of eighteen who had registered 
in the recent census would have the right to cast a secret ballot.  According to 
the fi nal government count, registered voters tallied 5,335,688. 78  To ensure 
accuracy and prevent fraud, government regulations required provincial of-
fi cials to organize a separate polling station for every one thousand voters. 79  

 Upon entering the polls, voters would be asked to present their identity 
cards before receiving a ballot and an envelope. They were instructed to tear 
off the half representing their candidate of choice, place it in the envelope, 
and present it to the commission chief for inspection before inserting it into 
the ballot box. Voters would then discard the rejected half onto the fl oor or 
some other receptacle. Despite the appearance of impartiality generated by 
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these electoral regulations, the ballot sent an unmistakable signal that Ngo 
Dinh Diem was the only real choice. The left side, with an inauspicious 
green border, showed a bloated, somber, traditionally clad Bao Dai above 
the text, “I do not depose Bao Dai and do not recognize Ngo Dinh Diem 
as the chief of state of Vietnam with the duty to organize a democratic 
government.” The right side, bordered by the lucky color red, showed a 
smiling, vibrant, modern clad Ngo Dinh Diem making his way through an 
adoring throng, above the text, “I depose Bao Dai and recognize Ngo Dinh 
Diem as chief of state of Vietnam with the duty to organize a democratic 
government.” 80  CIA offi cer and Ngo Dinh Diem confi dant Edward Lans-
dale recalls advising the prime minister to use color on the ballot to send 
a subliminal message to voters without appealing directly to superstition 
or custom. He claims, however, that he urged Ngo Dinh Diem to use a 
good photograph of Bao Dai in order to confi rm the validity of the vote. 81  
Beyond this, there is little evidence that the United States took signifi cant 
interest in Ngo Dinh Diem’s polling procedures prior to the referendum. 

Figure 6.4. Ballot for South Vietnamese referendum, October 23, 1955 (Vietnamese National 
Archives #2)
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 In any case, despite the suggestive nature of the ballot, Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
administration represented the process of recording the vote to be impartial. 
Once all votes were cast, poll workers had specifi c instructions for counting 
and reporting the returns. Government regulations dictated exactly how 
to determine whether or not a ballot was valid, and detailed to whom 
returns should be reported and when. Extensive steps had been taken, at 
least on paper, to prevent electoral fraud. In truth, however, no amount 
of unilateral campaigning, anti–Bao Dai sentiment, or Confucian political 
restraint could explain Ngo Dinh Diem’s 98 percent margin of victory in 
a politically heterogeneous South Vietnam. Corruption and intimidation 
must have played a signifi cant role. 

 Assessing the Results 

 A 1966 CIA review of election processes in South Vietnam concluded that 
the October 1955 referendum was the most heavily predetermined of the 
six elections held in the south since the Geneva accords. “Both the vot-
ing procedures,” it claimed, “and the atmosphere in advance of the bal-
loting, were calculated to produce the desired results.” 82  Ngo Dinh Diem, 
it claimed, used the Ministry of Information and Youth’s voter education 
campaign to publicize the government’s candidates, “while seldom going so 
far as to explain to the people the meaning of elections or the power of the 
ballot.”  This is perhaps an unfair critique, as the South Vietnamese govern-
ment did go to some effort to illuminate the process of democracy. How-
ever, these educational efforts were always slanted heavily in favor of the 
prime minister. Beyond these manipulations, the CIA noted that military 
pressure, ballot tampering, and a lack of genuine secrecy might have con-
tributed to Ngo Dinh Diem’s overwhelming victory.  The U.S. government 
concluded in 1955, though, that propaganda was of greater consequence 
than voter irregularities in determining the outcome of the referendum. 
“With Bao Dai in Paris and unable to plead his case,” noted U.S. intelligence 
analysts, “the government-controlled press and radio had a monopoly on 
all campaigning.” 83  

 Despite this skewed campaign that had worried American offi cials in 
the days leading up to the vote, Washington welcomed Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
victory. After the prime minister announced his triumph on October 26, 
Reinhardt edged away from his earlier concerns and concluded that the 
“referendum proved [a] resounding success for [the] Diem government.” 
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The results, he claimed, did not prove that the prime minister commanded 
majority support in South Vietnam but that the government was able to 
carry out a nearly unchallenged popular referendum. 84  Aside from scattered 
attacks on Can Tho polling places by Hoa Hao soldiers, visible resistance to 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s controlled election was nil. 85  In absence of a true show of 
democracy,  American offi cials enthusiastically greeted the southern leader’s 
ability to suppress dissent from the politico-religious organizations, com-
munists, and Bao Dai sympathizers. 

 Moreover, in spite of Reinhardt’s preelection concerns, much of the 
American press hailed the vote in Vietnam as a great victory for democracy 
and a blow to communism worldwide. One Midwest newspaper inter-
preted the results as “an overwhelming vote of confi dence” for Ngo Dinh 
Diem and “wholehearted backing for the democratic principles for which 
he is known to stand.” 86  According to one Ohio paper, “A people most 
inexperienced in the ways of democracy went to the polls Sunday and 
returned a verdict loaded with sound philosophical instincts.” 87  Commen-
tators on the east coast, however, remained more skeptical. “The heavy ref-
erendum vote throughout South Vietnam,” wrote Henry Lieberman of the 
 New York Times , “makes Diem’s administrative control look more pervasive 
than is thought to be the case by a number of observers here.” 88  

 Both pessimists and optimists noted that the prime minister’s victory 
in the referendum would likely preclude national reunifi cation elections 
scheduled for the following spring, just as he intended. The  Los Angeles 
Times  pointed out on October 24, “The overwhelming Diem victory virtu-
ally eliminated any possibility there will be a Viet-Nam unifi cation election 
next July as provided by the Geneva armistice accords.” 89  Ngo Dinh Diem 
verifi ed this suspicion on October 25 when he announced that he would 
not proceed with negotiations in preparation for countrywide elections 
until “true liberty” was established in the communist north. 90  This result 
came as a relief to Americans who, by and large, feared the cascade of red 
dominoes throughout Southeast Asia. 

 For many American journalists, though, the referendum was notable 
foremost for its role in solidifying South Vietnam’s political move away from 
France and toward the United States. 91  Americans saw the October vote as 
a slap in the face and yet another deep humiliation for France. Since France 
had gambled on opposing Ngo Dinh Diem and promoting Bao Dai as the 
supreme leader of South Vietnam, the emperor’s fi nal ouster signaled the 
end of any lingering French efforts to assert authority in Saigon. 92  Though 
many Americans heralded this as a positive development, one that would 
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enable the competent Ngo Dinh Diem to carry on an effective govern-
ment once and for all, others were wary of the future implications. 93  They 
recognized that France’s expulsion isolated the United States as the sole 
Western power in South Vietnam, a fact that could haunt Washington in 
years to come. 

 French diplomats and journalists naturally interpreted the referendum 
as more than a simple slap in the face. Though France offi cially recognized 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s RVN almost immediately, the French media betrayed the 
nation’s unease with his victory. In the days leading up to the vote, French 
offi cials in Saigon feared that Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration would take 
the referendum as evidence that it was no longer bound to previous inter-
national agreements, thus enabling it to call for the immediate dissolution 
of the French High Command. Such a move, France feared, would make 
it impossible to implement the Geneva agreements below the seventeenth 
parallel. 94  Some journalists claimed that the plot to depose Bao Dai was a 
part of the American plan to undermine the Geneva elections by sponsor-
ing a separate vote in the south. 95  They described the referendum as the 
fi rst of two stages in Ngo Dinh Diem’s strategy to sabotage the peaceful 
reestablishment of national unity, and to eliminate opposition in general and 
French infl uence in particular. The election of a national assembly for South 
Vietnam would complete Ngo Dinh Diem’s devious plan. Many French 
observers worried that this would severely damage Franco-American rela-
tions and obviate any possibility for rapprochement between North and 
South Vietnam. 96  

 Though  Le Monde  remained cautiously hopeful about the democratic 
potential of Ngo Dinh Diem’s government, several other French newspa-
pers insisted that the election procedures were fundamentally undemocratic 
and called the election results into question. Some claimed that the lack of 
vocal opposition in Saigon provided evidence of oppression rather than 
unanimity. 97  Approximately 50 percent of voters abstained, according to 
the Paris press, thus explaining Ngo Dinh Diem’s overwhelming victory. 
He garnered all the votes simply because none of his detractors bothered 
to show up at the polls. 98  

 Seeds of Dissent 

 Even more important than French and American responses to Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s campaign were the reactions of Vietnamese opposition leaders. 99  
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Because the prime minister promoted the referendum as the great demo-
cratic moment in Vietnam’s history, his opponents attacked him on the 
grounds that his commitment to democratic ideals was largely rhetorical. In 
fact, the election was, by design, anything but democratic. Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
former cabinet member Cao Van Luan recalls a 1955 conversation dur-
ing which the prime minister complained that too many seedling parties 
threatened to generate chaos in the south. The country, Ngo Dinh Diem 
insisted, should have but one national revolutionary movement (  phong trao 
cach mang quoc gia ) and one political party, the Personalist Labor Revolu-
tionary Party (Can Lao Nhan Vi Cach Mang Dang) controlled by Ngo 
Dinh Nhu. 100  The government thus liquidated opposing parties by force 
and eliminated any real prospect for open political competition. According 
to one northern historian’s statistics the  My-Diem , or American sponsored 
Ngo Dinh Diem regime, killed or imprisoned 93,362 opposition soldiers, 
party members, and patriots between July 1955 and February 1956 during a 
violent campaign to eradicate rivals. 101  This fi gure is likely exaggerated, but 
certainly denotes a culture of fear that would have impeded the democratic 
process. 

 There was, indeed, little public opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem prior 
to the referendum. Several powerful Cao Dai and Hoa Hao leaders were 
still working within the Revolutionary Council to wrest power from the 
government, while those who opposed the prime minister overtly were en-
gaged in battles against the national army for their very survival. 102  Disgrun-
tled politico-religious leaders did pose some resistance, but were limited by 
their lack of access to the press. On October 22 Hoa Hao general Tran Van 
Soai, who would not rally his forces to the government for another month, 
announced that he would prefer a truly democratic regime to Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s sham of a government, and declared the referendum illegal, and 
its results null and void. He invited “friendly countries and the people of 
Vietnam to distrust this political maneuver.” 103  

 Ba Cut’s Hoa Hao forces, still engaged in battle with the national army 
in the western region of South Vietnam, raised similar criticisms against the 
prime minister’s intrigues. In a pamphlet dated October 3, 1955, Ba Cut 
charged that the referendum was a time “for Diem to gather the people 
from all towns and force them to demonstrate one goal: to depose Bao Dai 
and proclaim the puppet Diem as the chief of state of Vietnam.” 104  This, he 
claimed, was proof of the American plot to “Catholicize” Vietnam, as Ngo 
Dinh Diem reportedly used not only $2 million dollars of American aid, 
but also $2 million in aid from American Catholic organizations to support 
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the referendum. According to the Vietnamese Social Democratic Party, also 
a Hoa Hao organ, the prime minister put this American aid money to less 
than honorable use. Its spokesmen claimed that he “bribed the world of 
laborers and young students to petition in support of Diem’s rise to chief of 
state and to petition in favor of deposing Bao Dai.” 105  

 By the time the national assembly elections rolled around in March 
1956, these scattered criticisms would blossom into full-fl edged opposi-
tion. This was due, at least in part, to Ngo Dinh Diem’s dissolution of the 
Revolutionary Council on January 15, 1956, by a series of police raids that 
forced most of its members into exile or back into the militarized jungles 
of southwest Vietnam. 106  These leaders understandably felt double-crossed 
and responded by joining other disenfranchised Vietnamese nationalists in 
vigorously denouncing Ngo Dinh Diem’s pseudodemocratic means of se-
curing his authority. Come March, they would mimic the communists in 
labeling his government My-Diem, and would add some new and enduring 
slurs to the political dialogue, including  ton giao tri  (religious government) 
and  gia dinh tri  (family government). 

 This reinterpretation of the October 23 referendum reveals that Ngo 
Dinh Diem made sweeping promises of democracy and self-determination 
to his constituents throughout South Vietnam. To date, historians have over-
whelmingly concluded that Ngo Dinh Diem merely paid lip service to 
democratic ideals in the international arena to please his American spon-
sors, but the campaign rhetoric discussed here demonstrates that the prime 
minister himself believed in the virtues of his particular brand of democ-
racy. His democratic ideal, rooted in personalism, refl ected a critique of the 
Western model and was based less on citizens’ participation in government 
than citizens’ moral participation in society at the local level. Promoting his 
version of democracy, while eliminating opposition, was all a part of the 
personalist revolution through which the Ngo brothers sought to transform 
Vietnam into a modern state with strong ethical foundations. It is critical 
to remember that democracy within the context of a personalist revolution 
had its own unique meaning, and the Ngos did not endorse the “one-man, 
one-vote” approach that underpinned democratic systems in the West. 

 However, the Ngo brothers failed to explain personalism fully, much less 
win mass converts to the approach. Therefore, the unfulfi lled promises of 
equal rights and individual freedoms issued in this campaign, and perpetu-
ated in future political contests, can help to explain the outrage with which 
South Vietnamese citizens would respond to Ngo Dinh Diem’s oppressive 
reign in subsequent years. In October 1955 the prime minister claimed 
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to revolutionize Vietnamese society by emancipating it from its backward 
imperial past and ridding it of an unethical leader. But he failed to replace 
the old system with a more popular regime, and his rhetoric of democracy 
provided his opponents with a ready vocabulary to propagandize against 
him. From October 1955 on, South Vietnamese opposition groups would 
accuse Ngo Dinh Diem not only of poor leadership but also of hypocrisy. 
In the short term, he succeeded in forestalling the 1956 unifi cation elec-
tions and establishing South Vietnam as an autonomous state, but in the 
process he planted some of the seeds of dissent that would ultimately lead 
to his downfall and to the failure of the RVN. 

 On the fl ip side, American sources reveal that U.S. offi cials devoted 
much more attention to international public opinion in this case than they 
did to internal Vietnamese political affairs. Policymakers in Washington and 
Saigon were concerned about the undemocratic nature of this October 
referendum only to the extent that it would damage Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
international reputation and tarnish America’s image by extension. Dulles, 
Reinhardt, and their colleagues were not particularly concerned with how 
the referendum was experienced by South Vietnam’s citizens and by the 
country’s competing political factions like the Hoa Hao, Binh Xuyen, and 
Cao Dai. American offi cials’ lack of attention to South Vietnam’s complex 
domestic political environment permitted the United States to stand idly by 
as Ngo Dinh Diem undermined his own authority, and left Washington ill-
equipped to interpret and respond to the negative fallout that would even-
tually result from Ngo Dinh Diem’s broken promises and repressive policies. 
In the months and years that followed, Ngo Dinh Diem’s opponents sought 
to warn the United States of the backlash that was building against the Sai-
gon government, but for the remainder of the decade most in Washington 
would remain wedded to the myth of their client’s miraculous leadership.  



 Chapter 7 

 The Making of a Revolution 
in South Vietnam 

 The government of Ngo Dinh Diem reached a critical turning point 
at the beginning of 1956. He had deposed Bao Dai, established a new 
republican government in South Vietnam, and validated his leadership 
through an ostensibly democratic referendum. He held fi rm to his refusal 
to participate in preparations for the countrywide reunifi cation elections 
mandated by the 1954 Geneva agreements that he had not signed and to 
which he did not feel bound. Instead, he looked forward to RVN national 
assembly elections, confi dent of his ability to infl uence the results thanks 
largely to the success of military operations against politico-religious 
rebels that his army was just wrapping up. Moreover, the Denounce the 
Communists Campaign and its attendant security apparatus under Ngo 
Dinh Nhu’s supervision provided Ngo Dinh Diem with the means and the 
justifi cation he needed to suppress opponents of his government,  violently 
if necessary. 

 After his victory in the sect crisis of spring 1955, observers in the U.S. 
government and the American press celebrated Ngo Dinh Diem’s con-
solidation of power as nothing short of a miracle. Ngo Dinh Diem’s sup-
porters in the United States, liberal and conservative alike, praised him 
for his “dynamic leadership,” his “hatred of tyranny,” and his “stubborn 
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patriotism and honesty.” 1  While Washington’s allies in France, Britain, and 
even Australia were taken aback by the oppressive means by which they 
saw Diem prevail against his politico-religious adversaries during and after 
the Battle of Saigon, Americans overlooked the growing police state he 
was building and instead focused on the blows he dealt to communism 
in Southeast Asia and praised him for wrapping his government in the 
trappings of democracy. 

 Thereafter, the United States committed itself fully to working with 
Ngo Dinh Diem on a program of nation-building in South Vietnam. Be-
tween fi scal years 1955 and 1961, the United States funneled more than 
$1.5 billion in economic and $500 million in military aid to the RVN. 2  
American advisors took over France’s role of training and equipping the 
Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) and busied themselves assisting 
Ngo Dinh Diem with the task of establishing a fully functioning govern-
ment along democratic lines. They consulted with his administration on 
land reform, civil service reform, and most important to the Ngos, internal 
security. In the coming years, the U.S.–RVN relationship would be strained 
by ongoing confl icts over competing visions for how best to modernize 
South Vietnam. 3  

 Even as American offi cials complained about Ngo Dinh Diem’s stub-
born refusal to follow their advice to combat his enemies less through vi-
olence and oppression and more through democratizing political reforms, 
they discounted his opponents’ charges that his authoritarian methods 
were fueling the communist cause and undermining South Vietnam’s 
long-term stability. After all, he managed to establish a high degree of 
order out of the anarchy that prevailed when he took power. True de-
mocracy might come more slowly, indeed perhaps only after strong cen-
tralized authority was fi rmly established, reasoned his American backers. 
In the meantime, as South Vietnam became more stable, it faded from 
American attention and became a backburner diplomatic issue. For a 
few short years after 1956, South Vietnam seemed to stand out as a great 
American success in the global struggle to contain communism and pro-
mote democracy. 

 However, while Ngo Dinh Diem’s rapid and near total consolidation of 
power by 1956 appeared at the time to signal success, its real signifi cance 
lay in how it set the stage for his ultimate failure and for the failure of the 
American nation-building project in Vietnam. The structure and professed 
ideology of the South Vietnamese state that he established during his fi rst 
two years in offi ce came about in direct response to challenges posed by his 
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noncommunist domestic political rivals. In turn, the insular, oppressive na-
ture of his state paved the way for the Hanoi-backed resistance movement 
against the  My-Diem  (American-Diem) government that would emerge 
by the decade’s end. Despite persistent claims that his government’s high-
est purpose was to combat communism, his fi rst two years in offi ce were 
dominated by struggles with noncommunist politico-religious rivals, and 
those rivals would continue to pose the most immediate threats to govern-
ment control in various parts of the countryside in the years just after 1956. 
South Vietnam’s oppressive security apparatus thus developed not only in 
response to a largely anticipated communist threat, but as a means of identi-
fying and neutralizing other challenges to the Saigon government, the most 
prominent of which originated with the politico-religious organizations. 

 The timing and justifi cation for all of Ngo Dinh Diem’s major early 
political moves also emerged in reaction to challenges from the Cao Dai, 
Hoa Hao, Binh Xuyen, and other noncommunist nationalists who aligned 
themselves with these groups. His tight control over political participation, 
which ultimately led to widespread dissatisfaction with his nepotism and 
the glaring emptiness of his democratic rhetoric, resulted from his desire 
to shut politico-religious fi gures and other noncommunist nationalists out 
of his government, a goal only fueled by his paranoid, insular personality. 
The Ngo brothers’ insistence on lumping all critics of their administra-
tion into the category of “communists,” or what they called Viet Cong 
after 1956—a category they defi ned as treasonous—isolated discontented 
politico- religious fi gures and other anti-Diem nationalists and encouraged 
them to collaborate with communists in the coming years. Indeed, by ex-
cluding them from the political process and targeting them as enemies of 
the state, Ngo Dinh Diem left them with little choice. His own policies, 
the trajectory of which was cemented during his consolidation of power 
in 1955 and 1956, contributed as much as anything to fulfi lling his proph-
ecy that all who opposed his government were communists or communist 
collaborators. The backlash against those policies would come home to 
roost with the formation of the broad-based, communist-directed National 
 Liberation Front for South Vietnam (NLF) in 1960. 

 Electing a National Assembly and Drafting a Constitution 

 In early 1956, Ngo Dinh Diem aimed to fl esh out the structure and founda-
tion of his government and solidify his refusal to hold reunifi cation elections. 
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During his campaign against Bao Dai he had promised the citizens of South 
Vietnam that by the end of 1955 he would complete the country’s transi-
tion from an oppressed colony to a representative democracy by holding 
popular elections for a national assembly. And on October 26, as he an-
nounced his victory over the chief of state and the formation of the RVN, 
he reiterated his intention to broaden the country’s democratic base by 
drafting a constitution and holding elections for a national assembly. 4  He 
frustrated American offi cials by dragging his feet on setting a date for the 
elections, but justifi ed the delay on the grounds that the country’s “many 
main parties” had requested a postponement to allow them time to mount 
effective campaigns. 5  More likely, however, the Ngos wanted more time to 
complete their military campaign against the politico-religious rebel armies 
and to better establish government parties in the countryside in order to 
ensure that they could control the election results. On January 23, 1956, 
Ngo Dinh Diem fi nally issued Presidential Ordinances 8 and 9, which 
called for an election on March 4, 1956, to select 123 national assembly 
members from districts approximately equal in voting strength. The assem-
bly would then have forty-fi ve days from its fi rst meeting to prepare a draft 
constitution to submit to the president for consideration and amendment. 6  

 The president and his Ministry of Information and Youth disseminated 
propaganda touting the democratic nature of the elections, even as they set 
out to ensure the victory of government approved candidates. A January 
1956  Saigon Moi  article promised that the RVN assembly would include 
people from all classes and represent every political leaning and every phi-
losophy aside from communism. The author juxtaposed it with both the 
Viet Minh Assembly of 1946, which allegedly was controlled by a small 
band of military leaders, and Bao Dai’s SVN Assembly, which had not been 
popularly elected and failed to represent majority interests. 7  

 In truth, the RVN’s fi rst national assembly election was democratic in 
name only. 8  As early as December 1955 Ambassador Reinhardt warned 
Dulles that whenever elections did occur, “genuine noncommunist op-
position elements will have very limited scope, if any.” But he hastened to 
add that this was not necessarily something the United States should worry 
about. In his judgment, few leaders in Vietnam were truly motivated by 
sincere democratic principles and, aside from Ngo Dinh Diem, the coun-
try lacked legitimate political players worth accommodating. Reinhardt 
advised Dulles, “It is clearly undesirable at this time to risk upsetting [the] 
stability of [the] government by permitting too great a degree of political 
freedom.” Moreover, he recognized that American “infl uence over [the] 
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course of government action is obviously limited by Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
realization that we have committed ourselves to backing him fully, and his 
conviction that our aid and support can be taken for granted.” 9  

 Meanwhile, Ngo Dinh Diem’s domestic political opponents criticized 
his increasing authoritarianism. In late November 1955, Revolution-
ary Council president Nguyen Bao Toan, who had yet to break with the 
president, lamented South Vietnam’s increasing trend toward a “completely 
 totalitarian regime with terroristic repression [of] all national elements out-
side [the] small clique in Ngo Dinh Diem’s immediate entourage.” 10  The 
government put him under strong pressure to disband the Revolutionary 
Council in advance of the national assembly elections, and when he re-
sisted, the Ngo brothers proceeded on their own. Breaking up the council 
and dismantling the parties it comprised was a critical step in their overall 
plan to organize all progovernment and “loyal opposition” groups into one 
offi cial government party under Ngo Dinh Nhu’s direction. 11  Politico-
religious parties, including the Cao Dai’s Viet Nam Phuc Quoc Hoi (As-
sociation for National Restoration) and Mat Tran Quoc Gia Khang Chien 
(National Resistance Front), and the Hoa Hao’s Dan Chu Xa Hoi Dang 
(Social Democratic Party), refused to comply. Nguyen Bao Toan led the 
resistance, which prompted Ngo Dinh Diem to cast him out of govern-
ment circles entirely by the end of 1955. Then, with nothing left to lose, 
Nguyen Bao Toan openly defi ed the RVN, insisting that majority support 
in the council gave him the right and the power to ignore the president’s 
orders to disband. 12  Ngo Dinh Diem responded by ordering ARVN troops 
to occupy Revolutionary Council headquarters to expel Nguyen Bao Toan 
and his supporters by force. 

 This political battle between Nguyen Bao Toan and the government 
coincided with increasing Cao Dai restiveness, which culminated in the 
defection of about three thousand of Trinh Minh The’s former Lien Minh 
soldiers from the national army. Moreover, it occasioned yet another key 
instance of cooperation between disparate politico-religious leaders united 
in opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem’s exclusivity. In late January 1956, Ngo 
Khai Minh, a high-ranking Cao Dai representative in Paris, led an anti–
Ngo Dinh Diem meeting of nearly twenty expatriated Vietnamese mili-
tary and political personalities. The group, including Buu Loc, Buu Hoi, 
Nguyen Van Tam, Nguyen Van Hinh, Tran Van Huu, and Bay Vien, con-
demned the dictatorial nature of Ngo Dinh Diem’s regime, particularly in 
reference to recent measures taken against anti–Ngo Dinh Diem, anti–Viet 
Minh nationalists. They referred, of course, to the Nguyen Hue operation, 
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the Denounce the Communists Campaign, and related instances of vio-
lence, intimidation, and propaganda directed against the Ngos’ political 
challengers. The group listed a number of what they considered to be the 
government’s victims, which included Bao Dai, Nguyen Van Hinh, Bay 
Vien, Ba Cut, and Tran Van Soai. Furthermore, it vowed to boycott the 
elections unless the Saigon  government allowed for fair and open campaign 
and voting procedures. 13  

 Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration ignored these dissenting voices as it 
kicked off its campaign. On January 22, 1956, the National Revolutionary 
Movement held a press conference to present its platform, which con-
sisted of a pro-forma endorsement of a multiparty system, an invitation for 
France to withdraw its Expeditionary Corps, and promises of equality of 
the sexes, agrarian reform, and social insurance laws. Regarding domestic 
political opposition, the NRM covered its bases with the announcement 
that “democratic liberties [were] to be guaranteed to all except traitors, 
agents of communism, and feudalists.” 14  

 In keeping with the fundamental anticommunist premise of Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s national revolution, government vitriol in the national assembly 
campaign was directed overwhelmingly at communists. The Ngo brothers 
continued their strategy of lumping all antigovernment fi gures into the 
communist camp, thereby branding them as criminals, in order to justify 
excluding them from the democratic process. This task was made easier by 
the fact that disaffected Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, Binh Xuyen, and other non-
communist nationalists, having been fully excluded from Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
government, were left with little alternative but to begin cooperating with 
the communist fi gures they had once despised. 

 In the end, the democratic façade of this election was no more convinc-
ing than that of the previous October. The government bore all campaign 
expenses, but rather than serving to equalize the race, this proved to be 
just another means of controlling information. This time the government-
run Candidates’ Campaign Committee (CCC) joined the Ministry of In-
formation and Youth in getting out the vote. Ngo Dinh Diem charged 
the CCC with allocating funds, selecting and printing campaign litera-
ture, allotting radio time, and apportioning sound trucks. Though the stated 
purpose of the committee was to oversee “electoral preparations for the 
candidates on a basis of absolute equality among all candidates,” its com-
position overwhelmingly favored government-sponsored aspirants. 15  The 
CCC contained one representative from each of the political groups run-
ning candidates—almost all of which were government-sponsored—as well 
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as one representative from each independent candidate. There was little to 
distinguish most independents from progovernment candidates, and indeed, 
a number of government-sponsored candidates ran as independents. The 
few truly independent candidates were thus grossly outnumbered, and their 
campaigns suffered tremendously. 

 “With the campaign committee weighted by progovernment representa-
tives,” noted one CIA report, “the printing of literature for non-government 
candidates was often delayed until well into the campaign.” 16  This was es-
pecially devastating since open campaigning was already limited to the pe-
riod from February 20 to March 2, 1956. Moreover, although Ngo Dinh 
Diem technically suspended censorship of the press during the campaign, 
the publication of anything favoring “communist or anti-national activities,” 
remained punishable by six months to fi ve years in prison. Dr. Pham Quang 
Dan, leader of the Cao Dai’s Republican Party, was arrested for distributing 
leafl ets protesting the newly devised electoral law. 

 Instead of attempting to run a campaign in the face of such blatant cen-
sorship, most of Ngo Dinh Diem’s opponents reaffi rmed their decision to 
boycott the election on the grounds that no genuine freedom of speech or 
the press existed. 17  They opted to abstain from the election process rather 
than lending legitimacy to the results by participating in what they viewed 
as an undemocratic farce. Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen leaders 
led the charge against Ngo Dinh Diem’s unfair election practices, which 
provided communists in the north with evidence to critique the RVN as 
a cruel, oppressive state. 18  In a February 10 Hanoi radio broadcast, for in-
stance, Viet Minh propagandists condemned the elections and urged South 
Vietnamese citizens to oppose them violently, thereby transforming them 
into “a bloody reply to the Americans and their lackeys.” But no such up-
rising transpired. With the politico-religious organizations in disarray and 
Ngo Dinh Nhu’s clandestine security apparatus in place, there was no one 
in South Vietnam capable of posing a serious challenge to the president and 
his preferred candidates. 

 In the end, of some 450 candidates only 50, including Ngo Dinh Nhu 
and his wife, received any real attention from the Saigon media. 19  Press space 
that could have been devoted to the remaining 400 candidates was used in-
stead to glorify Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration and to vilify communists 
as tyrannical and insensitive to popular needs and demands. The daily pa-
per  Saigon Moi  carried a propaganda banner on the bottom of every front 
page with the following question and answer format: “Who brought rice 
fi elds to the tillers? President Ngo Dinh Diem”; “Who protected workers’ 
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rights in the plantations and factories? President Ngo Dinh Diem”; “Who 
participated in the colonial plot to divide northern and southern allies and 
stirred up revolt, in league with Bao Dai? The Viet Cong”; “Who destroys 
temples and churches? The Viet Cong”; and “Where is the highest salary of 
the workers just 45 kilos of rice? In the Viet Cong region.” 20  This litany of 
progovernment, anticommunist propaganda continued for months leading 
up to the election. 

 As in the October referendum, what Ngo Dinh Diem did manage to 
publicize widely through pamphlets, posters, and the press were guidelines for 
voter eligibility and procedures for the national assembly elections. The rules 
in March 1956 were almost identical to those for the referendum to depose 
Bao Dai, and the conduct of the national assembly polling bore the same 
democratic façade. Again, the outcome was almost entirely predetermined. 
“The voting,” wrote one Michigan State advisor, “was carried on in fairness 
and secrecy . . . [but] the Government did interfere at every other stage in 
the electoral process.” 21  This included everything from screening candidates 
and controlling political parties, to preventing nationalist opposition from 
organizing aboveground by setting off small bombs outside Saigon print-
ing presses to dissuade merchants from producing campaign materials for 
nongovernment candidates. After the election, Ngo Dinh Diem’s opponents 
accused the government of using arrests, intimidation, and even kidnapping 
to control the voting populace. According to one representative of the Hanoi 
press, “The farcical election revealed Ngo Dinh Diem’s true face of fascism.” 22  

 RVN tactics in the 1956 national assembly election served as a proto-
type for the more organized system of oppression and control that Ngo 
Dinh Diem would unveil in the 1959 campaign. In the meantime, the 
Saigon government had set in place a series of controls to circumscribe all 
political activity and criticism not sanctioned by the Ngos. This included 
shutting down the free press in March 1958, threatening and impeding with 
bureaucratic red tape anyone who attempted to form opposition parties to 
run for positions in the national assembly, and by 1959 bringing a halt to 
all independent political activity. 23  Nguyen Tuyet Mai, a candidate in the 
1959 national assembly race, recalls government intimidation and disrup-
tion ranging from tearing down her posters and misprinting her pamphlets 
to branding her a communist, accusing her of electoral violations, and pres-
suring her to withdraw from the race to allow for a friend of Madame Nhu 
to claim victory. 24  Though a 1966 CIA report identifi ed the 1959 vote as 
the “dirtiest and most openly rigged of all” South Vietnamese elections, it 
varied from the events of March 1956 only by degree. 25  
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 The fact that most Vietnamese opposition parties and antigovernment 
politicians boycotted the 1956 election had little effect on its outcome. 
Had they campaigned, they would have stood little chance of success 
due to the extreme bias imposed by the CCC. The assembly election re-
sults, heavily favoring government-sponsored candidates and government 
controlled parties, surprised no one. Of the 123 seats, about 50 went to 
the government’s NRM party, and more than 35 were claimed by other 
 government-sponsored parties. Of the 36 victorious independents, 18 were 
easily identifi ed as pro–Ngo Dinh Diem, and only 3 could lay any genuine 
claim to independent status. Even these supposed mavericks considered 
themselves to be loyal “watchdog” opposition, rather than true opponents 
of the government. 26  American diplomats in the Saigon embassy therefore 
noted that “party lines in the new assembly were likely to be subordinate 
to the overwhelmingly pro–Ngo Dinh Diem orientation of the body as a 
whole.” 27  Nonetheless, U.S. offi cials were pleased with the outcome, which 
amounted to the appearance, if not the reality, of a representative govern-
ment in Saigon. 28  

 On March 15, 1956, the national assembly held its inaugural session. 
Though its main charge was to draft a constitution for the fl edgling RVN, 
it was “an institution of form, hardly of power.” 29  Ngo Dinh Diem’s govern-
ment exercised a heavy hand over the assembly, and little real political de-
bate visited South Vietnam’s legislative halls. A fi fteen-member committee 
within the assembly, comprising several of the president’s close friends and 
cabinet members, took charge of drawing up the constitution. By the time 
the committee handed Ngo Dinh Diem a draft for review he had already 
exercised a great deal of infl uence over its content. It represented the work 
of an eleven-member Constitutional Commission appointed by Ngo Dinh 
Diem in November 1955 more than it did the independent will of South 
Vietnam’s legislature. The RVN president therefore accepted the document 
in October 1956 without substantial changes, and the national assembly 
ratifi ed it with just one dissenting vote. 

 The nuts and bolts of the 1956 constitution refl ected the president’s 
desire to harness total control over the government. Its central theme, as 
American legal expert J. A. C. Grant observed at the time, was executive 
leadership and control. 30  Ngo Dinh Diem sought to aggrandize presidential 
powers and to limit those of the legislature and the judiciary. The document 
resulted from a mixture of Western infl uences. Following the U.S. system, it 
called for a president without a prime minister, but its complicated, multi-
cameral judiciary system resembled that of France. The RVN constitution 
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placed a much stronger emphasis on a strong executive than the United 
States would consider proper, giving Ngo Dinh Diem the right to declare 
states of emergency or to rule by decree in the event of a disagreement with 
the legislature. 31  “The vital issue,” claimed Ngo Dinh Diem, “is to establish 
an effective state apparatus.” He argued that “a weak and powerless execu-
tive will bring about discontent and indignation. . . . This might pave the 
way to revolution.” 32  

 A Cycle of Repression and Revolt 

 Ironically, the very manner in which Ngo Dinh Diem organized his state 
and exerted his authority as a powerful executive would contribute to the 
rising discontent and indignation that paved the way for a revolutionary 
movement against his government. He implemented draconian policies 
that targeted, terrorized, and punished anyone who was not fully on board 
with his leadership. This contributed to a cyclical pattern of repression and 
resistance that intensifi ed between 1956 and 1960, at which point Hanoi 
stepped in to organize South Vietnam’s disaffected citizens into an insur-
gency against the RVN. 33  Ngo Dinh Diem’s indiscriminate offensive against 
former Viet Minh cadres, politico-religious fi gures, and anyone else with 
views or associations deemed threatening to the state created a backlash that 
generated more enemies than it suppressed. 34  

 Following Ngo Dinh Diem’s consolidation of power, differences of 
opinion between the RVN and the United States quickly emerged over 
how best to combat threats to internal security while building support for 
the government. Ngo Dinh Diem sought an increase in American aid, pri-
marily for his military and police forces, which he considered vital elements 
of his program to destroy the regime’s enemies. He intended to couple this 
with a positive program of propaganda and economic development, but 
those programs were always secondary to his quest for internal security. 
Meanwhile, Washington was determined to curtail the amount of aid it 
sent to the RVN and urged Ngo Dinh Diem to focus on economic devel-
opment, land reform, and political liberalization. Nonetheless, Washington 
continued to pour aid into South Vietnam until it was surpassed only by 
the American commitment to South Korea. 35  Meanwhile, U.S. advisors 
cautioned Ngo Dinh Diem against pursuing repressive measures that could 
stir up resentment against his administration and risk fueling the communist 
rebellion, but exerted little leverage to prevent such policies. 
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 Ngo Dinh Diem’s triumphant trip to the United States in 1957 high-
lighted the divergence between Washington and Saigon’s approaches to 
shoring up South Vietnam as a beacon of freedom in contrast to the com-
munist north. On the surface, the trip marked a celebration of Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s successes and a show of U.S.–RVN unity, but the RVN president 
grew frustrated as his behind-the-scenes pleas for increased economic sup-
port fell on deaf ears. Eisenhower and Dulles seemed satisfi ed with the 
progress Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration had made toward establishing 
security and political order in Vietnam, and were inclined to turn their 
attention to more pressing issues, including the civil rights crisis in Little 
Rock, anxiety over the space race spurred by Sputnik, and the showdown 
with China in the Taiwan Straits. Ngo Dinh Diem would have to accept 
that Vietnam no longer occupied the White House’s attention as a top-tier 
diplomatic issue. He returned to Vietnam deeply concerned that Washing-
ton’s perception of him as a miracle worker had made it complacent about 
the very real challenges that his government still faced. 36  

 Ngo Dinh Diem proceeded to confront those challenges as he was 
wont to do, by rooting out and suppressing all of his government’s critics. 
In 1956 and into 1957 he took aggressive steps to assert RVN control over 
the countryside and silence all remaining forms of opposition to govern-
ment authority. Ten months after the Saigon government established the 
Denounce the Communists Campaign, just as the Nguyen Hue operation 
was winding to a close, the RVN claimed to have rallied nearly 100,000 
former Viet Minh agents to the government, captured massive weapons 
stockpiles and secret document caches, and “entirely destroyed the predom-
inant communist infl uence of the previous nine years.” 37  It seems as though 
all opponents of the Diem regime, including communist cadres, nonparty 
sympathizers, and politico-religious followers were included in this count. 38  

 Ngo Dinh Diem followed this avowed success by imposing a number of 
antitreason laws that permitted armed agents of his administration to ter-
rorize anyone who demonstrated the inclination to challenge or criticize 
his government. Ordinance Number 6 called for the arrest and detention 
of all persons deemed dangerous to the state and provided legal justifi cation 
for creating political prison camps throughout the country and suspending 
all habeas corpus laws. Ordinance 47 established being a communist—as 
broadly defi ned by the Ngos—or working for them, as a capital crime. 39  
Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration intentionally wrote these laws in the most 
general terms possible in order to broaden the defi nition of crimes against 
the state and defi ne all of the government’s critics as criminals. 40  By the end 
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of 1956, then, the prison camps ostensibly intended for communist subver-
sives housed approximately twenty thousand—and perhaps as many as fi fty 
thousand—prisoners, including the leaders of the politico-religious groups 
and nonstate political parties, as well as uncooperative members of the press 
and trade unions. 41  Arguably, rather than quarantining and neutralizing com-
munists as intended, this practice of physically lumping together all critics 
of the state encouraged Ngo Dinh Diem’s communist and noncommunist 
enemies to cooperate. As Peter Zinoman has demonstrated, French colonial 
prisons served as effective recruiting grounds for the Communist Party, and 
this was no doubt true of the South Vietnamese prison system as well. 42  

 By 1956, Vietnam Workers Party (VWP) leaders in Hanoi had lost hope 
in reunifying the country through countrywide elections. As Ngo Dinh 
Diem tightened his grip over South Vietnam with the help of the Ameri-
cans, the promise of Geneva faded. Communist cadres in the south were 
operating under instructions from Hanoi to restrict themselves to political 
agitation under a repressive regime that answered such activities with ar-
rests, imprisonment, and torture. Southern communists led by Le Duan, 
author of the 1956 pamphlet “The Path to Revolution in the South” and 
future party general secretary, agitated the VWP for permission to resume 
armed struggle in the south. Yet party leaders in Hanoi were reluctant to 
provoke the United States, especially while they were preoccupied with 
postwar recovery in the north and consumed by their own land reform 
debacle. They hoped to wear away at the southern government through 
propaganda and political subversion while building international sympathy 
for the plight of southern revolutionaries. 

 After Le Duan was appointed to the Politburo in 1957, the party in-
troduced a policy sanctioning armed anti-Diem propaganda teams and 
 permitting them to use their weapons in self-defense, but continued to for-
bid violent resistance under any other circumstances. 43  As the government 
continued its violent crackdown in 1957, fi ghting between government 
offi cials and communist agents fl ared. Communist cadres began to skirt 
Hanoi’s orders, assassinating hated local offi cials, attacking local garrisons, 
and collaborating with other armed antigovernment groups. 44  For the most 
part, party discipline was maintained. But the Ngos ever-tightening grip on 
communist and other antigovernment activity in the south forced Hanoi’s 
hand. As repression thinned the ranks of the party in the south while dis-
content with Ngo Dinh Diem’s policies in the countryside grew, it became 
increasingly challenging for leaders in Hanoi to insist that southern party 
members restrict themselves to political struggle. 45  
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 The Denounce the Communists Campaign placed the RVN’s commu-
nist and noncommunist opponents desperately on the defensive. By 1956, 
Ngo Dinh Diem had made it clear to his enemies that he regarded them 
as a coordinated antigovernment bloc and that he would target them all 
with the same high level of vengeance. Even the secret Defense Depart-
ment study commissioned by Robert McNamara in 1967 known as the 
Pentagon Papers acknowledged, “There is little doubt that Diem and his 
government applied the term Viet Cong somewhat loosely within South 
Vietnam to mean all persons or groups who resorted to clandestine politi-
cal activity or armed opposition against his government.” 46  In so doing, he 
pitted them against the government in a desperate struggle to survive and 
provided the impetus to galvanize them into reluctant cooperation. Many 
elements of the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen left standing after the 
Nguyen Hue Operation joined with a handful of dissident Catholics to 
form a force that could continue opposing Ngo Dinh Diem. A number 
of former Viet Minh cadres who had stayed behind in the south during 
the regroupment period were eager to join up with these antigovern-
ment forces. 47  The party organization in the south focused its attention on 
the day-to-day abuses of Ngo Dinh Diem’s government, many stemming 
from the indiscriminate Denounce the Communists Campaign, to win 
over frustrated southerners. 48  

 By 1958 a loose coalition of communists, remnants of the politico-religious 
armies, and other disaffected members of southern society emerged in op-
position to Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration. 49  In coming years, the party 
continued its strategy of actively cultivating the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh 
Xuyen for inclusion in an anti-Diem bloc. Meanwhile, the politico-religious 
organizations could challenge the RVN without constraint by the limitations 
on armed struggle that Hanoi imposed on communist cadres operating under 
its purview. By this time, the politico-religious organizations were highly frag-
mented, and only some factions joined in militant opposition to the Saigon 
government. Those who did faced few restrictions and, as they were already 
targets of government repression, had little to lose. Thus they often posed the 
most violent threats to South Vietnamese internal security during 1957 and 
1958. 

 Yet, as of late 1956 and into 1957, at least some leaders of the politico-
religious organizations and their noncommunist nationalist allies, many of 
who were by then in exile, worked to achieve a political solution that might 
avert the need for violent confl ict and enable them to avoid cooperating 
with communist cadres. Some continued to clamor for concessions from 
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Ngo Dinh Diem and inclusion in the Saigon government. They persisted 
in their efforts to persuade American offi cials that a more broad-based 
Saigon-government would be necessary to avoid total disaffection among 
South Vietnam’s nationalist intelligentsia. Further, they insisted that a loss of 
support from those nationalist intellectuals would compromise the RVN’s 
long-term security and play into communist schemes to swallow up the 
south. Washington, however, remained wedded to the perception of Ngo 
Dinh Diem as a “Miracle Man” in South Vietnam and to the judgment that 
his critics were bandits, warlords, and rubes unworthy of serious attention. 

 In early November 1956, the anticommunist, pro-American Le Tung 
Nghia, who was initially one of Ngo Dinh Diem’s most ardent supporters, 
insisted to U.S. ambassador Daniel Anderson that Diem had made a mistake 
by forcing Pham Cong Tac to fl ee to Cambodia rather than granting him 
a position in the government. The result of that decision, he claimed, was 
that “thousands of potential supporters in Tay-Ninh are hostile or lukewarm 
toward the national government.” In turn, government suspicion of the prov-
ince’s residents led to the shutdown of local sawmills, which carried serious 
consequences for the local economy and further alienated Cao Dai followers. 
Meanwhile, Le Tung Nghia warned, Pham Cong Tac was engaged in talks 
with Bao Dai, Tran Van Huu, and others in Phnom Penh to create a neutralist 
movement for Vietnam along the lines advocated by Nehru. He warned that 
by encouraging a negotiated settlement between Hanoi and Saigon, such a 
movement could undermine Ngo Dinh Diem’s government and result in 
signifi cant communist advances in the south. He suggested that Ngo Dinh 
Diem establish a High Council to ensure nationalist fi gures like the Cao Dai 
Pope a place in government, while sending his controversial brothers abroad 
on diplomatic missions. Anderson commented in his notes to Washington, “It 
hardly seems possible that an intelligent and experienced intellectual, who is 
also an active and prosperous businessman could still seriously suggest at the 
end of 1956 that President Diem banish his brothers, attempt to bring back 
‘Pope’  Tac, and reshuffl e his cabinet.” However, he noted, “Ideas such as these 
continue to circulate in certain intellectual milieu in Saigon.” 50  

 A month later, when a group of Vietnamese nationalist expats ap-
proached the American embassy in Paris about their hope to return home 
to play a role in Ngo Dinh Diem’s government, Douglas Dillon dismissed 
their suggestions as “the latest variation on a very old chestnut” and noted 
that they were living in a “never-never land.” 51  Dulles, for his part, replied 
that the “doubtful value [of] their possible contribution to free Viet-Nam 
would not justify [the] risk [of] damaging US-GVN relations by provoking 
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Diem’s irritation.” 52  Over the next year American offi cials continued to 
shrug off appeals from nationalist Vietnamese fi gures abroad who made 
every effort to hammer home the point that Ngo Dinh Diem’s failure to al-
low the nationalist opposition to participate freely in politics prevented him 
from winning the support of the nationalist intelligentsia. These individuals 
insisted that such support, and the broad willingness of nationalists to make 
common cause against the communists, would be crucial to the long-term 
security of South Vietnam. To the Department of State, the fi gures making 
these pleas were ignoring “clear evidence of recent history as to the near 
miraculous recovery which has taken place in Vietnam since the accession 
of Ngo Dinh Diem to power.” 53  

 In the spring of 1957, American offi cials in Saigon noted an increase 
in unrest and antigovernment activity among the Cao Dai that belied the 
notion that Ngo Dinh Diem’s quest to vanquish his opposition was alto-
gether miraculous, much less complete. “The Cao Dai still claim several 
hundred thousand adherents,” noted Anderson, “who look for guidance 
to their Holy See at Tay Ninh, and undoubtedly hope for a return to hap-
pier times when the Cao Dai, riding high, had a well-equipped army and 
high-ranking offi cials and foreign ambassadors would come from Saigon 
to pay homage to his holiness Pope Pham Cong Tac.” Anderson cited the 
February 8 demonstration for the return of the pope occasioned by Joseph 
Mankiewicz’s fi lming of  The Quiet American  outside the Holy See in Tay 
Ninh as one minor manifestation of this unrest. He also pointed to rumors 
that the attempted assassination of Ngo Dinh Diem at Ban Me Thuot on 
February 22 may have been a Cao Dai plot, carried out perhaps by an as-
sailant with both Cao Dai and communist connections. Some American 
observers concluded that Ngo Dinh Diem, in the wake of this incident, 
“displayed an inordinate concern with internal security at the expense of 
all other programs.” Furthermore, regarding a Cao Dai attack on a village 
in Tay Ninh Province that overpowered Auto Defense units and resulted 
in the deaths of fi ve Civic Action cadres, the perpetrators were rumored 
to have been communists posing as Cao Dai. The Saigon government was 
concerned enough about this upsurge in antigovernment activity among 
the Cao Dai and its possible connections to communism to form a special 
mission to examine the problem. 54  

 Regarding Vietnam’s southernmost provinces, the American embassy 
in Saigon observed an improving security situation that spring, but indi-
cated that “communist and sect activities are still a problem.” According to 
Anderson’s report, “In most cases, offi cials expressed the opinion that the 
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sect bandits are a more immediate problem than the communists.” 55  By 
June, American offi cials were reporting a much higher level of cooperation 
between communists, politico-religious fi gures, and other disaffected na-
tionalists. A report on the internal security situation in June 1957 indicated, 
“The communists are said to support and abet rebel activities and to be the 
motivating force behind the so-called Cao Thien Dai Hao Xuyen.” That 
grouping, the name of which was made up of parts of the names Cao Dai, 
Hoa Hao, Binh Xuyen, Dai Viet, and Thien (“Christian”), was most likely 
a convenient way for government offi cials to lump together all “otherwise 
unidentifi able dissident elements,” but refl ected a growing tendency among 
these groups to cooperate in the common cause of opposition to Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s administration. 56  

 By 1958, Ngo Dinh Diem’s intense focus on internal security at the 
expense of political and economic progress, and the oppressive and venal 
manner with which many civil servants carried out government policy, 
inspired widespread apathy and resentment among the southern populace. 
Even many infl uential Vietnamese who had once supported Ngo Dinh 
Diem, including military offi cers, cabinet members, and even his own vice 
president Nguyen Ngoc Tho, grew increasingly critical of his refusal to del-
egate authority and to broaden the base of his government. They worried 
that his terroristic police state, along with widespread corruption, ineffec-
tive land reform and resettlement policies, and favoritism toward Catholic 
refugees from the north could lend legitimacy to the communist cause and 
fuel the antigovernment movement. 57  

 Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) general Lam Quang Thi 
would later comment that the problem was that Ngo Dinh Diem “acted 
like an emperor. He tolerated no organized opposition; his critics were 
harassed or arrested. His decrees became laws. He gradually transformed 
South Vietnam into a quasi-police state where the security apparatus was 
rigidly controlled by his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu.” 58  Truong Nhu Tang, 
one of the founding members of the NLF, wrote after the war, “Had Ngo 
Dinh Diem been a man of breadth and vision, the core of people who fi lled 
the NLF and its sister organizations would have rallied to him. As it was, 
the South Vietnamese nationalists were driven to action by his contempt 
for the principles of independence and social progress in which they be-
lieved.” 5  Such complaints embattled Ngo Dinh Diem’s administration from 
within and without. They mounted to compel ARVN offi cers to stage an 
unsuccessful coup against the Ngo brothers in 1960 and ultimately a suc-
cessful one in 1963, but not before the brothers’ unpopular policies spurred 
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Hanoi to take charge of organizing South Vietnam’s disparate antigovern-
ment forces into a unifi ed insurgency against RVN. 

 The Formation of the National Liberation Front 

 Ngo Dinh Diem’s increasingly violent repression of his opponents, and 
the responses of his politico-religious adversaries, were key factors con-
tributing to the emergence of an organized insurgency against the RVN. 
Offi cial communist accounts of the foundation of the NLF, written in 
retrospect of the war, note that “many offi cers and troops of the religious 
sects became cadres of the Liberation Army.” 60  Much of its early support 
indeed came from several antigovernment branches of the Cao Dai and 
Hoa Hao organizations. According to one U.S. Foreign Service offi cer, 
“Many of the original participants in the NLF had turned to it because 
they had been denied participation in South Vietnam’s political process 
even in the role of loyal opposition.” 61  The participants of which he 
spoke were drawn largely from politico-religious ranks, but also included 
members of several ethnic minority groups, idealistic youths recruited 
from universities and technical schools, representatives of farmers’ orga-
nizations in parts of the Mekong delta plagued by serious land tenure 
problems, military deserters, leaders of small parties or groups, and intel-
lectuals who had been alienated from Ngo Dinh Diem’s government. 62  
Not only did members of the politico-religious organizations and their 
fellow disaffected citizens join the NLF in quantity, their antigovernment 
activity contributed to Hanoi’s decision to found the insurgent group. 

 Recent research into original sources from the Vietnamese Worker’s 
Party illuminates Hanoi’s decision fi nally to respond to the persistent pleas 
of southern revolutionaries who had been clamoring for northern support 
for a resumption of armed struggle in the south since the ink was barely 
dry on the Geneva agreements. 63  The January 1959 meeting of the VWP 
Central Committee was the fi rst occasion seized by Hanoi’s leadership since 
1954 to reassess the course of the revolution. With socialist consolidation 
well underway in the north and the Geneva agreements no longer worth 
the paper on which they were written, Hanoi turned its attention to the 
south, where deteriorating conditions merited concern. United States sup-
port had allowed Ngo Dinh Diem to consolidate and project his power to 
a far greater degree than anticipated. The most active period of RVN activ-
ity against antigovernment elements under the auspices of the Denounce 
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the Communists Campaign came between November 1957 and February 
1959. 64  And in 1959 Ngo Dinh Diem upped the ante against his challengers 
with Law 10/59, which charged the enforcement of Ordinance 47—which 
defi ned being or working for communists as a capital crime—to special mil-
itary tribunals whose decisions could not be appealed. 65  As one former revo-
lutionary recalls, “Party members felt that it was no longer possible to talk of 
political struggle while looking down the gun barrels of the  government.” 66  

 Such brazen examples of violent repression on the part of the Ngos 
led Politburo members to conclude that they must somehow intervene 
to curtail the operations of the Saigon government. “The Politburo,” 
writes one historian, “now acknowledged that the ‘most fundamental 
policy of the enemy’ was annihilation of all revolutionary elements in the 
South in the furtherance of American objectives.” 67  Thus the fi rst factor 
behind Hanoi’s decision to authorize a resumption of armed struggle in 
the south was the fact that southern communist cadres faced increasingly 
draconian policies and mounting challenges from Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
government. Southern revolutionaries persuaded Hanoi that if they did 
not respond with coordinated force, the movement would face possible 
eradication. 

 Another key consideration behind Hanoi’s decision stemmed from the 
fear that, in the absence of bold action, southern communists would cede 
the revolutionary initiative to other anti-Diem forces. Most notable among 
the noncommunist movements in the south with aspirations to lead the 
resistance movement against Ngo Dinh Diem and the Americans were the 
politico-religious organizations. They attracted to their military wings in-
creasing numbers of frustrated party cadres, members, and sympathizers, 
along with other disaffected citizens. 68  Hanoi determined that organiza-
tions such as these could hijack the revolutionary movement in the south 
if it did not provide southern communists with the support they needed 
to lead the movement against Ngo Dinh Diem’s government on both the 
military and political fronts. 

 In an effort to unite disparate anti-Diem forces behind a single revo-
lutionary movement, Hanoi authorized the formation of a “truly broad” 
peoples’ movement for reunifi cation and opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem 
and the Americans. The Central Committee proclaimed, “We must unite 
all people who can be united.” 69  Among those expected to provide support 
for the project, which was to appear as a truly southern force to facilitate 
recruitment, were ethnic minorities, petty bourgeois, intellectuals, and most 
promisingly, the Hoa Hao and the Cao Dai. 70  The Politburo was insistent 
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through 1963 that military struggle should remain subordinate to political 
struggle, but southern revolutionaries increasingly took matters into their 
own hands and met violent repression with violent resistance. Thus the 
VWP’s December 1960 decision to form the NLF was largely an effort to 
exert more effective control over the revolutionary movement in the south 
and to prevent ceding the revolutionary vanguard to Hoa Hao or Cao Dai 
resistance movements. 

 The cycle of violence between Ngo Dinh Diem’s government and his 
enemies intensifi ed dramatically in the months following the formation 
of the NLF. He continued to opt for repression over reform, even when 
pressed to moderate his approach by his American patrons, noncommu-
nist opposition, and members of his own army. The United States would 
come to recognize belatedly the ways in which Ngo Dinh Diem wrote the 
script for the insurgency that mounted against his government by 1960. The 
Pentagon Papers concluded that, for all of Ngo Dinh Diem’s preoccupa-
tion with rural security, he failed to provide adequate resources for rural 
police and intelligence operations. He lavished American aid dollars on the 
ARVN while placing responsibility for security in the countryside in the 
hands of the poorly trained, ill equipped, and woefully led Civil Guard and 
Self-Defense Corps. The Defense Department concluded that Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s efforts at winning over rural constituents were squandered by “the 
corrupt, arrogant, and overbearing men the people knew as the GVN.” 
Likewise, the Americans concluded that Ngo Dinh Diem’s own policies 
inhibited his efforts to win over urban intellectuals: “Just as Diem and his 
brothers made the mistake of considering all former Viet Minh commu-
nists, they erred in condemning all non-Diemist nationalists as tools of Bao 
Dai or the French.” 71  

 The Defense Department acknowledged that the repression Ngo Dinh 
Diem’s government implemented in electoral politics, the press, and the 
countryside as a result of those paranoid assumptions fueled the opposition 
to his government that would be summed up in the spring 1960 Caravelle 
Manifesto. That statement of grievances against Ngo Dinh Diem’s regime 
was signed by eighteen noncommunist nationalists, including many former 
government offi cials and representatives of the politico-religious organiza-
tions. Their complaints against the Saigon government included the repres-
sion in recent years that had “provoked the discouragement and resentment 
of the people” and the tendency to use “as a criterion for promotion fi delity 
to the party in blind submission to its leaders.” American offi cials noted 
that the manifesto scared Ngo Dinh Diem, but prompted him to further 
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measures to quell noncommunist opposition. “In brief,” the Defense De-
partment study concluded, “Diem’s policies virtually assured that political 
challenges to him would have to be extra-legal. Ultimately, these emerged 
from the traditional sources of power in South Vietnam—the armed forces, 
the religious sects, and the armed peasantry.” 72  

 The Ngo brothers’ authoritarian approach to governance and the vio-
lently oppressive police state they implemented in an attempt to guaran-
tee loyalty amongst the population backfi red to create the conditions that 
encouraged and enabled the VWP to seize control of the revolutionary 
movement in the south. This outcome resulted from the brothers’ refusal 
to allow broad participation in the RVN’s ostensibly democratic political 
process, their brutal suppression of the government’s opposition, and their 
insistence on lumping together all critics of the state under the “commu-
nist” canopy. Washington facilitated all of these policies, as it continued its 
aid program to the RVN unabated despite growing concerns over the Ngo 
brother’s tyrannical style of leadership. From cities to villages, peasant farm-
ers to nationalist intelligentsia, politico-religious fi gures to students and 
trade unionists, the people of South Vietnam grew ever more alienated and 
convinced that the Ngos were their greatest enemies. By the decade’s end, 
even many among the Hoa Hao and Cao Dai, which had long histories 
of vicious antagonism toward Vietnam’s communists, saw fi t to cooperate 
with communist cadres in order to mount the strongest possible opposition 
to Ngo Dinh Diem. Hanoi, well aware of the grave distrust between the 
Vietnam Workers Party and southern Vietnam’s noncommunist national-
ists, made the collaboration easier by distancing itself from the NLF and 
charging the front’s leaders with the task of representing it as a broad-based 
coalition of southern forces rather than a communist-directed organization 
controlled by Hanoi. 

 Once the NLF was in place, an increasingly violent confl ict ensued 
to determine the future of South Vietnam’s leadership. It would quickly 
 escalate to crisis proportions, as the Ngo brothers ramped up their repressive 
tactics, thereby encouraging Hanoi to authorize more openly violent resis-
tance to the RVN and encouraging more and more of the southern popu-
lace to join the fray against Ngo Dinh Diem’s government. As critiques of 
his government’s conduct emerged from new quarters including the Bud-
dhist population and his own army generals, the South Vietnamese leader 
would resort to even greater violence and a more dogged determination 
to cast all opposition as communist conspiracy. In the end, that approach 
only further antagonized his domestic critics as well as his increasingly 
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disillusioned American backers, a combination that would soon lead to his 
demise. 

 Meanwhile, those among the Hoa Hao and Cao Dai that aligned with 
the communists in opposition to Ngo Dinh Diem’s government again 
failed to attain the freedom and autonomy they sought. The uneasy alliance 
would ultimately wither, subjecting the politico-religious organizations to 
yet another round of severe repression—one that continues in moderated 
form to the present day. During the fi nal years of Ngo Dinh Diem’s admin-
istration and into the early years of the American war, many Cao Dai and 
Hoa Hao fi gures would continue to participate in the NLF in an effort to 
establish the southern insurgency as a broad-based nationalist movement 
inclusive of a wide range of organizations and perspectives. At fi rst they 
expected that doing so would enable them to reclaim freedoms they had 
lost under the RVN and perhaps earn them a role in a postwar coalition 
government. However, as the war dragged on, Hanoi took increasing con-
trol over the war effort and appeared less and less willing to accommodate 
its noncommunist allies. 

 After northern forces toppled the U.S.–backed RVN government in 
1975, communist leaders regarded the proliferation of religious groups, 
beliefs, images, and practices in the wild south as grave obstacles to their 
consolidation of power. The unfamiliar religious forms they encountered 
in and around the Mekong delta seemed to be obsolete relics of the feudal 
past that would both impede postcolonial modernization efforts and facili-
tate foreign attempts to subvert Vietnam’s socialist revolution. All religions, 
including Catholicism, Buddhism, Protestantism, and Islam were severely 
restricted and subjected to close monitoring and control after 1975, but the 
most serious repression was reserved for indigenous religious movements 
like the Hoa Hao and Cao Dai. Hanoi’s inclination to marginalize and op-
press the politico-religious organizations was due largely to its perception 
that they were relics of medieval sociopolitical relations or tools of colo-
nial powers. 73  It was also fueled by the fact that while some Hoa Hao and 
Cao Dai members had fought with the Viet Cong, others had maintained 
staunchly anticommunist stances—most notably the Cao Dai Holy See at 
Tay Ninh, which remained an anticommunist outpost throughout the war. 

 Leaders of the newly established Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV) 
insisted that superstition had no place in the modern state they sought to 
build. They enacted bans on religious organization and practice, target-
ing the politico-religious organizations most violently, claiming that their 
political activities were inconsistent with the parameters of religion. After 
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toppling the Saigon government in 1975, communist forces seized almost 
all of the buildings at the Cao Dai Holy See, arrested more than a thou-
sand Cao Dai religious leaders, killed thirty-nine in clashes, and sent sev-
eral thousand of the organization’s dignitaries to reeducation camps. They 
closed the Great Temple at Tay Ninh, suspended ritual séances and other 
important religious practices, and forced Cao Dai leaders to accept being 
ruled by a communist-appointed Steering Committee rather than follow-
ing their own constitution. 74  The Hoa Hoa, members of which also fought 
on both sides during the American war, faced similar repression after reuni-
fi cation. All of their administrative offi ces, places of worship, and cultural 
institutions were shut down, effectively eliminating public gathering places. 
Those who did seek to gather were arrested and imprisoned. Such policies 
caused the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and other religious organizations under the 
SVN to become fragmented and isolated. 75  

 Many Hoa Hao and Cao Dai followers fl ed what they considered to 
be intolerable conditions in postwar Vietnam and during the 1980s and 
1990s rebuilt their religious communities in diaspora. 76  Drawing on their 
longstanding rhetorical commitments to liberating Vietnam and their deep 
histories of political engagement, those diasporic organizations quickly 
became active in advocating for reforms in Vietnam. Hoa Hao and Cao 
Dai religious communities outside of Vietnam organized information cam-
paigns and raised money to support organizations within Vietnam that agi-
tate for human rights, democratization, and religious freedom. 

 The SRV began easing restrictions on religious practices after imple-
menting the reform program known as  Doi Moi  in 1986 and normalizing 
relations with the United States in 1993. As the government embraced 
a program of economic liberalism, it came to see Vietnam’s unique reli-
gious traditions as vehicles for building national identity and pride, and 
ceremonial and ritual practices as ways to provide cultural grounding and 
psychological comfort in an era of rapidly changing material conditions. 77  
Yet even in this era of relative religious revival, the state exerted a great deal 
of control over the religious sphere and the regulation of religious practices. 
In 1992, the SRV promulgated a new constitution and eased restrictions 
on religious worship and social work, but it made clear that the govern-
ment would retain control over almost all aspects of religion. This slight 
easing emboldened religious leaders to press for more, primarily through 
the Unifi ed Buddhist Church of  Vietnam, which is supported by overseas 
Vietnamese Buddhist churches, including the sizable Hoa Hao and Cao Dai 
organizations in exile. 78  
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 Since the early 1990s, agitation for greater religious freedom has led to 
ongoing clashes between religious fi gures and the government. Recently, 
however, human rights, prodemocracy, and religious freedom groups, once 
compartmentalized from each other, have coordinated activities with un-
precedented support from overseas Vietnamese. 79  This has led to a renewed 
outburst of religious participation in Vietnam, yet Vietnamese Buddhists at 
home and abroad remain unsatisfi ed with restrictions on their autonomy 
and on their ability to participate in Vietnam’s one-party political system. 80  
Thus the liberation of Vietnam from oppressive control and the reclama-
tion of full rights—objectives that have motivated Hoa Hao and Cao Dai 
political engagement for most of their existence—remain central to these 
organizations even today. 



  Conclusion 

 When Washington replaced France as the predominant Western power 
in Vietnam in 1954, it stepped into the middle of a civil struggle over the 
nature of Vietnam’s postcolonial political order, the lines of which had 
already been contorted by French intervention. One historian has written, 
“Rather than simply signaling a linear, diplomatic transfer of power from 
colonial to postcolonial status, decolonization equally constitutes a complex 
dialectical intersection of competing views and claims over colonial pasts, 
transitional presents, and inchoate futures.” 1  Indeed, Vietnam’s route to 
decolonization was more of a multisided tug-of-war than it was a tide 
moving steadily in one direction. This was especially true in the “wild” 
south where the communist organization was weakest, and the Cao Dai, 
Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen politico-religious organizations were fi rmly 
entrenched. They competed with the Vietnamese communists for infl uence 
over the country’s anticolonial movement for decades prior to the August 
Revolution and shortly thereafter waged war against the Viet Minh to avoid 
being subordinated to its leadership. They allied with the French, and then 
contemplated allying with Ngo Dinh Diem and the Americans if it would 
enable them to retain and perhaps enhance their national political power. 
Only after that avenue was fi rmly closed to them, and once their ability to 
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engage in national politics was cut off and their very lives threatened by 
RVN policies, did they see fi t to enter into sustained collaboration with 
their former communist foes. 

 These nationalist organizations operated in the interstices between Ngo 
Dinh Diem’s southern government and Ho Chi Minh’s communist orga-
nization, and between France and the United States. In the decades leading 
up to the American war in Vietnam, they shifted allegiances often to work 
with the Japanese, the communists, the French, Ngo Dinh Diem, and each 
other, all the while refusing to relinquish their autonomy. They represented 
a substantial power bloc in southern Vietnam that might have been ex-
ploited to shore up the Saigon government against encroachment from its 
northern neighbor or, at the very least, appeased suffi ciently to make the 
communist task of organizing a largely native southern insurgency against 
the RVN more diffi cult. Instead, Ngo Dinh Diem set out to destroy them, 
to exclude them from his government, and to terrorize them as a part of his 
Denounce the Communists Campaign. He could not have done so with-
out Washington’s aid and acquiescence. By disregarding southern Vietnam’s 
most powerful noncommunist nationalists and downplaying the authori-
tarian, terroristic, indiscriminate methods Ngo Dinh Diem used to combat 
them, the United States fueled support for Ho Chi Minh and the DRV and 
facilitated Ngo Dinh Diem’s dictatorship in ways that channeled Vietnam’s 
disparate nationalist organizations into a two-sided struggle. 

 That the two sides in the ensuing struggle were, in overarching terms, 
communist and anticommunist, suggests that the Vietnam War was indeed 
a Cold War struggle, a proxy war between the Soviet Union and China 
on one side and the United States on the other. It was that, but not only 
that. For the superpowers involved, the stakes were obviously geostrate-
gic, and the battle lines between communist internationalism and demo-
cratic capitalism seemed clear. Yet Washington’s interest in South Vietnam 
was signifi cantly greater than that of either of its Cold War rivals. And for 
the Vietnamese players involved, the objective of liberating Vietnam from 
foreign domination and tyranny was crystal clear, but the role of commu-
nism and the Cold War in that process was often somewhat murkier. For 
decades, scholars have mused over whether Ho Chi Minh was a nationalist 
or a communist, and most have long since reached the conclusion that he 
was both, that the duality posed no contradiction. The Vietnamese commu-
nist leader and his comrades were deeply motivated by national pride and 
an overwhelming desire for independence. Likewise, they were committed 
Marxist-Leninists with strong ties to Moscow and Beijing. 2  Although by no 
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means subservient to these foreign powers, they were aided and often heav-
ily infl uenced by them. Those who joined with them, however, frequently 
boasted no Marxist-Leninist ties and were often deeply suspicious of the 
social and diplomatic implications of communist government. 

 Ngo Dinh Diem, for his part, was a virulent anticommunist. He deplored 
Marxist-Leninist philosophy and the associated efforts by Vietnamese com-
munists to displace the mandarin class to which he belonged. He railed 
against communist plots to sell his country to Moscow and Beijing, but he 
also resented Vietnamese communists for the brutal tactics they employed 
during the French war to try to subordinate the country’s noncommunist 
nationalists under VWP leadership, which included assassinating one of his 
brothers and forcing him into exile. Ironically, however, Ngo Dinh Diem 
would employ similar tactics, justifi ed in terms of anticommunism, to shore 
up his own power over the politically fractious south. When his government 
targeted Viet Cong—the term he used to describe Vietnamese communists 
after 1956—it went after all of his opponents, regardless of political creed 
or affi liation. Thus, in some important ways, Ngo Dinh Diem’s anticom-
munism was related more to his quest to protect his own class interests and 
establish uncontested control than it was about any principled objection to 
Marxist-Leninism or even Sino-Soviet domination. 

 Likewise, for southern Vietnam’s noncommunist nationalists, the term 
 communism  generally stood less for a system of government based on Marxist-
Leninist philosophy than for the VWP, a competing Vietnamese power 
group against which they had struggled viciously and to which they refused 
to be subordinated. When viewed this way, it becomes easier to understand 
the decisions by Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen adherents to give 
up their efforts to cooperate with Ngo Dinh Diem and the United States 
and shift their weight into the communist-led anti-RVN insurgency. Once 
their militaries were hunted down and decimated by Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
armed forces, their political leaders deprived of their rights to open political 
participation, and their adherents targeted and terrorized as enemies of the 
state, the communists came to represent a vehicle rather than an obstacle to 
reclaiming their power, avenging their organizations, and protecting them-
selves and their interests. 

 Ironically, Ngo Dinh Diem supplanted the communists as the politico-
religious organizations’ greatest enemy by targeting them in the same man-
ner that the Viet Minh had attacked them in the early years of the French 
War. Ngo Dinh Diem’s campaign of terror had the same effect as that of 
the Viet Minh—to drive the politico-religious groups to cooperate with 
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an entity that was once their primary foe. In the 1940s, they turned away 
from the communists and toward the French; in the 1950s, they turned 
away from Ngo Dinh Diem and the Americans and back into association 
with the communists. From the perspective of politico-religious fi gures, the 
United States, not the Soviet Union or China, came to represent the foreign 
power most determined to enslave Vietnam, thus justifying the choice to 
join ranks with the communists to oppose it and what they viewed as its 
South Vietnamese puppet. 

 Many of southern Vietnam’s nationalists, including both Ngo Dinh 
Diem and the politico-religious organizations that opposed him, sought 
a “third way” to decolonization by which they could attract international 
support for their quest to gain independence and modernize the country 
without succumbing to the stark battle lines of the Cold War. Yet Ameri-
can policymakers in the 1950s viewed Vietnam’s domestic political affairs 
through a distorting Cold War lens. As Matthew Connelly notes in his work 
on Algeria, that Cold War lens encompassed more than just the superpower 
confl ict between the Soviet and American blocs. 3  The rapid process of de-
colonization that gripped much of the globe following World War II stirred 
long-standing American fears of international anarchy and disorder to fuel 
that superpower confl ict. United States offi cials were especially fearful of 
unrest amongst nonwhite peoples, whom they sometimes deemed to be 
incapable of self-government, especially vulnerable to communist manipu-
lation, and perhaps even prone to launch racially motivated wars against the 
colonizing countries of Western Europe, with which the United States was 
so closely aligned. 4  Furthermore, unrest in the decolonizing world threat-
ened American economic interests around the globe just as the United 
States was becoming more dependent on foreign resources and markets and 
fearful that the Soviet Union would block access. 

 Testifying before Congress in 1953, John Foster Dulles admitted, 
“There are plenty of social problems and unrest which would exist if there 
were no such thing as Soviet communism in the world.” But he concluded 
that “what makes this a very dangerous problem for us is that wherever 
those things exist . . . the forces of unrest are captured by the Soviets.” 5  
American concerns about Soviet designs on the Third World only intensi-
fi ed in 1955 and 1956, as the Kremlin’s post-Stalin leadership maneuvered 
to gain allies among decolonizing countries. Washington perceived this as 
a grave threat to U.S. security, as any Soviet inroads into the decoloniz-
ing world would amount to American losses in the zero-sum Cold War 
competition. 6  
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 The Cold War lens that obscured American vision into Vietnam was 
hyperopic. It blurred vision of close objects and encouraged Washington 
to focus on the international forest rather than the local trees. Vietnam was 
important to the United States not for what happened inside its borders but 
for how it might affect the alignment of the region of which it was a part, 
and thus how it might affect the balance of power between the democratic 
West and the communist East. Dulles was particularly concerned about the 
region’s fate given the strain that blocked access to Chinese trade posed 
to Japan’s economy, and he hoped that Southeast Asia—and particularly 
a noncommunist South Vietnam—might become a reasonable substitute 
for Japanese trade and investment. Thus, despite rhetoric to the contrary, 
Washington considered it far less important that South Vietnam be free and 
democratic than for it to align with the United States geopolitically and 
remain strong enough to resist encroachment from the enemy camp. 

 This goes a long way toward explaining Washington’s support for Ngo 
Dinh Diem, who was familiar, deeply anticommunist, and appeared far 
more malleable and predictable than any of his noncommunist challeng-
ers. By defi ning the stakes in Vietnam exclusively in geopolitical terms, 
and by failing to alter its perception when faced with evidence of a more 
complicated internal political struggle within Vietnam’s borders, the United 
States locked itself into a rigid policy of support for Ngo Dinh Diem that 
worked against its avowed preference for democratic forms of government 
and ultimately subverted its objective of establishing a stable, legitimate 
noncommunist state in South Vietnam. Perhaps most important, Washing-
ton’s outlook encouraged policymakers to ignore evidence that such an 
objective would have been diffi cult to attain in politically fractious South 
Vietnam even for a leader without Ngo Dinh Diem’s shortcomings. 

 During the two critical years following the French war in which Ngo 
Dinh Diem shored up his power and established the basic character and 
mechanisms of his state, Dulles and the U.S. Department of State insisted 
that no acceptable alternative noncommunist leadership for South Vietnam 
existed. While they may not have been acceptable to Washington, alterna-
tives did exist. They ranged from the installation of a coalition government 
representing the gamut of southern Vietnam’s noncommunist nationalists 
to a total U.S. exit from Vietnam. What would have happened had Washing-
ton pursued these alternatives is a counterfactual question, and therefore an 
unanswerable one. It is clear that the American War would not have hap-
pened, at least not as it did. A more broad-based South Vietnamese govern-
ment may have had greater success at staving off communist-led opposition, 
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expelling the Americans, or some combination thereof.  The VWP may have 
succeeded in unifying  Vietnam and gone on to establish a collation govern-
ment including a wide range of Vietnamese nationalists, including former 
Viet Minh, Dai Viet politicians, and politico-religious fi gures, among others. 
Even in absence of foreign intervention, Vietnam’s political future likely 
would have been determined by fi ghting amongst Vietnam’s political and 
military factions. 

 The United States lost its war in Vietnam because it picked its battles 
based on a worldview that downplayed the importance of local political 
conditions to the detriment of good strategy. The outcome of Vietnam’s 
complex struggle for independence was contingent. Direct American in-
volvement in Vietnam for more than twenty years—including, of course, a 
major war—did not simply stave off the country’s inevitable reunifi cation 
under communist rule until 1975, it contributed a great deal to shaping the 
domestic political conditions under which that reunifi cation would oc-
cur and helped mold the Communist Party in Hanoi into something very 
different in 1975 than it was in 1954. We will never know exactly what 
would have happened in Vietnam in absence of American intervention. Yet 
we do know that the alternative would have been less costly for both the 
United States and Vietnam in diplomatic, political, economic, social, and 
ethical terms. The Vietnamese landscape would not be pocked by bomb 
craters, the country would have been spared the crippling legacies of Agent 
Orange, and the tally of more than 2 million dead would never have been 
approached. Had it not waged war in Vietnam, the United States could 
have avoided squandering diplomatic credibility in an effort to preserve it 
and prevented the emergence of enduring fault lines in its own domestic 
politics. 

 Washington’s determination to fi t  Vietnam’s complicated internal strug-
gle for independence into its Cold War paradigm, and the consequences of 
doing so, holds lessons that pertain not just to America’s Vietnam War, or 
even to its Cold War strategy, but to the conduct of U.S. foreign policy more 
generally. By viewing Vietnam as a pawn in its geopolitical chess match, U.S. 
offi cials blinded themselves to the nuances of Vietnamese politics that gave 
lie to the belief that its internal competitions represented a struggle between 
communism and capitalism, or even heavy-handed Sino-Soviet infl uence. 
And by judging and dismissing a range of infl uential Vietnamese politi-
cal actors while applying that Cold War rubric to the country’s confl icts, 
the United States unwittingly channeled many with whom it did not ally 
reluctantly into the enemy camp. This refl ected Washington’s characteristic 
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tendency to try to fi t, however awkwardly, complicated local confl icts into 
overly general geopolitical narratives. From waging war against Mexico in 
the name of Manifest Destiny, fi ghting communism in Vietnam to win the 
Cold War, or invading and occupying Iraq to win the war on terror, the 
United States has often ignored complexities on the ground in pursuit of 
goals that could not be attained by the methods employed. In the process, 
Washington has altered the course of events in starkly polarizing ways that 
have created more chaos, more violence, and graver consequences than 
would have resulted from a failure to intervene at all. 

 This examination of southern Vietnam in the mid-1950s, when Wash-
ington made the commitment to that country that served as the basis for 
a major war a decade later, suggests that American foreign policy could 
benefi t from a healthy dose of fl exibility and contingent thinking. Rather 
than viewing events around the globe as mere components in whatever 
geopolitical struggle currently defi nes its overarching national security 
strategy, the United States might be better served by analyzing what it has 
identifi ed as “trouble spots” fi rst as local confl icts with their own unique 
contours and range of actors, and only then by asking whether and how 
they fi t into larger geopolitical patterns. In many cases, doing so might well 
lead to the conclusion that U.S. intervention to support a stalwart ally, such 
as Ngo Dinh Diem in 1950s Vietnam, Augusto Pinochet in 1970s Chile, 
Saddam Hussein in 1980s Iraq, or Hamid Karzai in present day Afghanistan 
would be unlikely to serve America’s long-term national security objec-
tives. Indeed, such an approach may lead Washington to conclude that some 
confl icts that appear on the surface to factor directly into American national 
security do so only indirectly or not at all. 

 During the Cold War, the United States was hardly alone in its failure to 
think locally. Its tendency to privilege geostrategic concerns over attention 
to local conditions was often matched by its superpower rivals. Starting in 
1979, the Soviet Union squandered its own superpower status with a mili-
tary overstretch in Afghanistan, where it remained mired in stalemated con-
fl ict for ten years. Moscow’s commitment to Afghanistan and its decision 
to stay was, in the words of one scholar, rooted in “ignorance, ideological 
prejudice, muddled thinking, inadequate intelligence, divided counsel, and 
the sheer pressure of events.” 7  Soviet policymakers, concerned that fail-
ing to intervene on behalf of Afghanistan’s communists would undermine 
Moscow’s status as the liberator of the Third World, ignored the voices of 
its own experts who warned that local conditions would thwart efforts 
to stabilize and modernize the government in Kabul. And for a decade 
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the Kremlin, focused on domestic political crises and Cold War impera-
tives, doggedly refused to acknowledge evidence of failure on the ground. 8  
More than twenty years later, the United States faces similar challenges in 
Afghanistan, where it intervened to fi ght the war on terror without full 
consideration of local conditions. All of these examples call into question 
the wisdom of intervening militarily into local confl icts in pursuit of larger 
geostrategic objectives. Indeed, each of these interventions ended up doing 
more to set back than to advance the objectives they were designed to serve. 

 In Vietnam, the battle between the forces of communism and those 
in support of American-style liberal democratic capitalism was long ago 
decided in favor of the communists. Yet Hanoi’s victory over the south in 
1975 and its subsequent reunifi cation of Vietnam under communist rule 
left much of the country’s religious and political confl ict unresolved. The 
 Doi Moi  reform program initiated in the mid-1980s wrought a series of 
postsocialist economic and political changes that reverberate to the present 
day. Those changes allowed for a revival of religious activity that has once 
again generated an inextricable connection between politics and religion in 
Vietnamese civil society. While the U.S. government, international human 
rights organizations, and a host of Vietnamese religious groups at home 
and in exile criticize Vietnam’s government for its violations of religious 
freedom, religious organizations within Vietnam continue to gain strength 
and put increasing pressure on the state to meet their demands not only for 
religious freedom, but also for an enlarged stake in the country’s politics. 9  
In the south, where these trends are most pronounced, the intersection 
between politics and religion remains wild, and many of the confl icts that 
animated Vietnam’s civil struggles prior to American military intervention 
still simmer.  
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 Select Vietnamese Names with Diacritics 

 Ba Cu.t 
 Bảo Ða. 
 Bảy Viễn (Lê Văn Viễn) 
 Bình Xuyên 
 Bưư Loc 
 Bửu Son Kỳ Huong 
 Cần Lao Nhân Vi. Cách Ma.ng Ðảng (Personalist Labor Revolutionary Party) 
 Cao Ðài 
 Ða.i Viê.t Quó̂c Dan Ðảng (Great Viet Party) 
 Dân Chủ  Xã Hô. i Ðảng (Social Democratic Party) 
 Duong Văn Minh (“Big Minh”) 
 Hồ Chí Minh 
 Hồ Thông Minh 
 Hòa Hảo 
 Huỳnh Phú Sổ   
 Lai Văn Sang 
 Mă.t Trâ.n Quó̂c Gia Kháng Chié̂n (National Resistance Front) 
 Mă.t Trâ.n Thó̂ng Nhứt Toàn Lực Quó̂c Gia (United Front of Nationalist Forces) 
 Minh Ma.ng 
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 Ngô Ðình Cẩn 
 Ngô Ðình Diê.m 
 Ngô Ðình Luyê.n 
 Ngô Ðình Nhu 
 Ngô Ðình Thu.c 
 Ngô Khải Minh 
 Nguyễn Bình 
 Nguyen Giác Ngô. 
 Nguyễn Hữ u Trí 
 Nguyễn Ngo.c Lễ 
 Nguyễn Thành Phuong 
 Nguyễn Văn An 
 Nguyễn Van Tâm 
 Nguyễn Van Thoa.i 
 Pha.m Công Tắc 
 Trần Chánh Trành 
 Trần Quang Vinh 
 Trần Văn Hữ u 
 Trình Minh Thế 
 Viê.t Minh 
 Viê.t Nam Phu.c Quó̂c Hô.i (Association for National Restoration) 
 Viê.t Nam Quó̂c Dan Ðảng (Vietnamese Nationalist Party or VNQDD) 
 Võ Nguyên Giáp 
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